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The winner
of our Genetec
competition (April
2000) is Mr S
Robinson of Derby,
who is now the
happy owner of a
pair of superb
Genelec active
monitor speakers
worth ‘1400

here has been alarm and
consternation over the news that
the major record companies plan
to
apply
a potentially-audible
'watermark' to all new issues —
including high-resolution DVD-A and
SACD material. The majors are
concerned to protect themselves
against copyright theft on the intemet,
and have supported the SDMI (Secure
Digital Music Initiative) to try to
control and legitimise the traffic of
music in cyber space and to extract
revenue from it. All anti-copying
measures, it's been said, are no more
than speed-bumps to slow down the
pirates. However, the Aria/Solana (now
Verance) digital audio watermarking
system will allow SDMI-compliant
recorders to identify protected content,
even if it is has been converted to the
analogue domain, redigitized and sent
out over the interne.
Verance's system is supposed to be
transparent: in other words, the coded
signal should not degrade the music
when reproduced. Verance says `The
presence of the audio watermark has
no discernible effect on the audio
quality under
studio
listening
conditions with expert listeners'.
But some commentators have taken
issue with this, with the apparent
secrecy over listening tests which
preceded the system's approval for
DVD-A [see Barry Fox's `Technology',
passim]. Signals which might indeed
be inaudible via MP3 or MiniDisc,
might be heard as areal degradation
in high-resolution audio. And yet, as
Barry Fox reports [page 23] the ability
to detect the watermark is to be
compulsory for DVD-Audio hardware.
Record producers and engineers
who care about quality can hardly be
happy about this. Tony Faulkner, the
leading independent classical recording
specialist (he engineered three of the
current top 10 discs in the classical
chart), is scathing: 'It seems immaterial
to the accountants, lawyers, managers

lifflfp The British Hei-1
Audio Awards Ma
2001
Cast your vote for the best products and you could
win an amazing £ 5500 prize system - including
products from Arcam, Castle, Cable Talk, Cyrus and
Harman/Kardon.
In association with the British Federation of Audio,
we've initiated a new Awards programme designed to
recognise excellence of performance, design and allround quality in every audio/home cinema product
category. You're invited to vote - and win the prize on page 18.

and PR teams how much the music is
corrupted sonically for qualityconscious listeners by the unproven
Verance analogue watermark.
'The sad thing is that audible
analogue watermarking has nothing
really to do with DVD-A or SACD, it
is just unfortunate timing. The quasicartel of the big five record companies
seem to want to impose analogue
watermarking on all source material
regardless of the issued format, and
regardless of whether their choice of
watermark will screw up the sound
quality. Premium quality formats like
DVD-A, SACD and CD will suffer
most if this policy prevails.'
In this issue [page 57], Martin
Colloms previews Technics' DVDAudio player. But this machine does
not represent the final production
version; the effect of watermarking on
DVD-A sound, or indeed the effect of
the presence of awatermark decoder
circuit, cannot be guessed.
Would Sony and Philips eventually
make such circuits mandatory for
SACD players as well? A Sony
(hardware) spokesman told us that, to
the best of his knowledge, the answer
was 'No'. The SACD format already
provides for its own array of security
measures,
including
a visible
watermark, physically implemented
into the surface of every SACD disc
during the replication process using
advanced Pit Signal Processing (PSP)
technology. SACD's own invisible
watermark is stored separately to the
data on the disc, and it cannot be read
by non-compliant devices such as
DVD-ROM drives.
According to Sony, 'As such,
analogue watermarking has no direct
or specific relevance to the SACD
format, and Verance watermarking will
not be "implemented" into the SACD
format even if the content providers
choose to watermark DSD content'.
On the other hand, Sony Music
[again, see this month's 'Technology']
probably will join the other major
record companies in implementing
watermarking on its recordings.
As Jonathan Kettle reports in this
issue [page 81], Sony's efforts to
kickstart SACD hinge on attracting
intemet buyers to the format, at
www. superaudio-cd.com. Ironically,
perhaps, visitors to the newly launched
site are welcomed with typically lowgrade intemet background music.
They are then invited to play agame
called SuperAudio CD-PacMan:
'Help the Compact Disc collect all
letters without being caught by the
monsters of inferior sound. After you've
collected all letters, you'll become a
SuperAudio CD. Good luck!'
Perhaps the monsters are real.
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Krell Full Power Balanced
solid-state amplifiers have
re-written audio history; their
Current Mode Gain is afaster,
more linear method of
amplification achieved with gain
stages operating in the current
not the voltage domain.With
fully regulated outputs, pure
Class A operation, true balanced
configuration for acleaner, more
secure relationship between the
loudspeaker and the amplifier, Sustained
Plateau Bias II, direct coupled signal paths and
full complementary circuits the FPB amplifiers
are at the 'bleeding edge' of music technology.
Available in 600,300 and 200-watt outputs each
stereo power amplifier (
FPB 600c, FPB 300c and
FPB 200c) uses output devices manufactured exclusively for Krell by Motorola.These
amps are musical, fast and incredibly sarong with an unprecedented level of speed,
current drive and musical accuracy. Fred Kaplan, reviewing the FPB-300 in Fi magazine
(Feb 1999) wrote of "an uncanny blend of grace and power". FPB monobbcs in 650,350
and 250-watt configurations (
FPB 600mc, FPB 350mc and FPB 250mc) are
available in handed pairs. Of the mighty FPI3650m monoblocs Martin Colloms wrote.
"(they) define the present art of power amplification". If you think the 7500 watt into 1ohm
delivery of an FPB650m is impressive consider the 400 lb plus weight and 16,000 Volt
Amperes of power that defines the Krell Master Reference Amplifier — the largest
most powerful amplifier ever designed for use by audiophiles. Its ' six digit' price apair
reflects an unprecedented engineering achievement.
Current Audio Signal Transmission (CAST) is simply abetter way to connect Krell
components. CAST is featured on all FPB amps and top-of-the-range Krell components
and means the characteristics of interconnects simply do not matter. CAST works handin-hand with Krell Current Mode to eliminate the effects of interconnect impedance ana
cable length. CAST means easier installation and more precise sound.
Natural partner for the FPB range is Krell's KRC-HR High Resolution Remote
Controlled Preamplifier offering uncompromised audiophile sound with ease of
operation. Digital logic circuits operate gold-contact relays for positive switching with
absolute signal integrity. Power supply and gain stages are refinements of classic Krell
Class A complimentary circuits with extraordinary levels of transparency and resolution
The Krell Playback System KPS 25sc is the new reference standard integratec
transport/digital processor/analogue preamp that beats the performance of separates. Its
integrated fully balanced Class A preamp is among the finest Krell has ever produced.
Small wonder that the KPS 25s has been receiving rave reviews like Robert Harley's in Fi
magazine ( Sep 1998) —"amasterpiece of aesthetic design, functionality and musical
performance. To see, touch, and hear the KPS 25s is to want one. Don't say Ididn't warn you."

•', Academy Advancing H:gh
Performance Audio & Video
Go/den Note Awards 98
Krell KPS 25s — Audio
digital source design
Krell FPB 650M — Solid-state
electronics design
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"Don't say Ididn't

Home Cinema audio has to date been dominated by relatively inexpensive, mass-market
systems.Audiophiles have not been impressed. So Krell has determined to bring the best
audio and video together in one seamless experience — HEAT or High End Audio
Theater. Supporting Krell's outstanding KAV-S Home Cinema Director (
Dolby ProLogic,THX, DTS, and AC- 3) are Krell AV amplifiers — arange of 100 watt per channel
multi-channel amplifiers (the KAV-500/3, /4and /5), the 2,3 and 4-channel amplifiers can
be extended with an optional add-on channel (the KAV-500 Rail).
The KAV-300i — Krell's first integrated amplifier — an integrated two-channel 150 watt
design has been cleaning up awards around the world.This fully discrete, widebandwidth, low-feedback design features full Class A dual mono output stage. Its
supplied remote control gives access to the basic functions of Krell CD players. For a
more powerful integrated consider the new KAV-500i while Krell now offers the
ultimate convenience of an audiophile receiver — the KAV-300r — with Theater
Throughput for easy Home Cinema integration.
Matching CD players are available.The KAV-300cd. featuring HDCD, 2x20 bit BurrBrown DACs and Class A direct coupled output stages with both balanced and single
ended outputs, is now joined by the KAV-250cd.
The KAV-250a stand-alone power amplifier offers 250 watt at E3145; amatching
preamplifier — designated KAV-250p is available at the fantastic price oe £ 1999 — with
one balanced input, one tape loop and three single ended inputs one of which can be
configured as aTheater Throughput_
— joining the KAV team is an affordable and
versatile two-channel, bridgeable 150-watt
amplifier — the KAV-150a.
To discover where Krell components can work for
you — contact Absolute Sounds.
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Absolute Sounds
58 Durham Road. London SW20 ODE
Tel (020 8971 3909) 0700 ABSOLUTE
Fax 020 8879 7962
Email info@absolutesounds.com
http://www absolutesounds.com

views
about MP3. Your magzine is of
such ahigh standard to me and to
many other audiophiles that we like
to read about real audio products.
Leave the toys outside!
Iwould hate to see companies
like Sony, Philips and others use
your magazine or your editorials as
an alibi to promote MP3 players
and software. We all should fight to
get better resolution and higher
quality at no extra cost. Let us not
get further away from top-class
analogue reproduction or the
quality of the best CDs around.
Rene L van Es Burg, The
Netherlands

'We like to
read about
real audio
products..
Leave the
toys
outside'

NOT THE PLACE FOR MP3
Dear Sir, Iwas unpleasantly
surprised to find in the march
HFIVIRR four editorial pages on
MP3. Although Iam aware that
MP3 attracts alot of young people,
Ifind it hard to understand why
such aserious magazine as yours
gives it so much attention. First of
all, MP3 is not agood medium for
hi-fi. It is alot worse then my
Minidisc.
Ihave some CDs made by my
son (he is very much in favour of
MP3 on the Internet), and they lack
bass, high frequency information or
space, and sound very twodimensional. Secondly, in my
opinion 'stealing' music will lead to
loss of income for musicians, but it
will also keep record labels from
searching for new groups when
there is some risk of losing money.
A record label should make enough
profit to overcome these losses on
selling CDs of famous artists.
Thirdly, it might attract young
people to reading your magazine (or
borrowing it from their parents) but
they will never end up as audio
enthusiasts. My son, for instance,
plays his music on his computer
which has two fans and six SCSI
disks running. He claims to hear
not alot of difference, but forgets
among other things the enormous
amount of background noise. Next
time he really won't bother to pick
HFNIRR up again; he probably will
never even become areal music
lover.
Iwould feel much more
comfortable when other, less
audiophile magazines woukl write

TAGGART'S TURKEYS
Dear Sir, Igreatly enjoyed Ken
Kessler's collection of `turkeys' in
the April issue. No doubt
anthologies such as this have a
special appeal for we audiophiles
who are alittle 'long in the tooth',
but may also raise atitter or agasp
of astonishment among the
neophytes as well. Ken has done a
service to us all in assembling such
atasty collection. The formidable
`Gramdeck' brought back
memories, since Icarried the
original advertisement for this
around in my pocket until it
became decidedly dog-eared. I
narrowly escaped becoming the
proud owner of one, but opted for a
more fully specified reel-to-reel tape
recorder marketed initially by
Verdik, and later HMV. This
machine still works, after 40 years,
though is now more of acuriosity
and confined to abedroom
cupboard.
Wallowing in nostalgia, Igather
together amotley collection of my
own minor ' turkeys', which Ihope
might interest HFNIRR readers. I
have owned and used all three of
these artefacts myself over the years.
My interest in audio reproduction
(now embracing video as well) goes
back to the 1950s. For many years I
contributed general articles on the
topic to HFN, well before it became
HFNIRR, under the editorship of
John Crabbe. To drop afew trade
names, from the ' Plus-aGram'
gramophone 'pick up' to the
Toshiba DVD 3109, my latest
acquisition in the digital

TAGGART'S TURKEYS '
The "
Swreophoner" was marketed as apoor
man's entry into the wonderfid new world of stereophonic reproduction, in
the early 1960s. Any mono source was connected w the 'in' terminals,
and the R and L speakers were fed from an upper pair. A farfrom pretty
control knob was used to balance the output, according to roam
conditions, etc. The Stereophoner was invented by afairly well known
figure in the music scene around that period, whose name Ican neither
recall nor find now in the archiver. Iam fairly certain he was ofSwiss
nationality, and well known as aconductor, composer and audio
inventor. [Yes: Hermann Scherchen — Mus Ed] The device did
"enhance" mono sound, so Iused it until Iinstalled my first stereo system'
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audio/video field, it has been along,
utterly fascinating and totally
absorbing journey.
Many thanks for another
rewarding issue of HFNIRR: well
worth the money for the
correspondence columns alone, full
of elegant vituperation, afeature
also common in days of yore! Keep
up the good work.
Maurice Taggart, Co. Antrim
We print Mr Taggart's own captions w
ilustrations he has kindly supplied. See
also page 8 — Ed.
ALIVE AND WELL
Dear Sir, Iwas pleased to see the
letter from August van de Beek in
the May issue bestowing the virtues
of the Manger drive unit. Audio
Physic recognised these virtues
many years ago and produced the
Medea two box loudspeakers using
three Manger drive units per
top/mid/upper bass box combined
with aseparate enclosure for the
forward firing deep bass drive units.
It is also worth noting that the
reservations expressed by Martin
Colloms in his review of the early
version Medeas [
HFNIRR Aug '96]
have now been addressed in the
latest version of the loudspeakers,
which feature abuilt-in active bass
amplifier. This amplifier has four
controls which give very
sophisticated integration with the
room in the bass region, and is
similar to the Rhea sub-woofer
which MC liked so much.
And now for the most important
point: Iam happy to advise that
reports of the demise of the Medea
have been over exaggerated, as
these wonderful loudspeakers are
still alive and available in the UK
from Aanvil Audio (we are the UK
and Ireland distributor).
Bill Huston, Aanvil Audio
RADIO SOS
Dear Sir, Are you able to help the
listeners to radio in Southern
England who are not able to receive
digital radio from the BBC
transmitters? As the BBC has no
plans to start broadcasting digitally
from Rowridge, our future is bleak.
Ihad along telephone
conversation with Angus McKenzie
recently, who repeated what he
wrote recently in HFNIR1?, that
digital radio is superb.
A further possible source is Cable
& Wireless's cable radio (digital is
due here very shortly), but Angus
McKenzie repeated that in
Hampstead it is dreadful, he even
had to switch to mono on Radio 4
to overcome the hiss!
Finally there is Sky Satellite,
which transmits Radio 3and others
7

views
digitally. However, Ido not wish to
spend £ 500 or £600 on aNokia
Satellite receiver (Nokia was
recommended by the BBC), only to
find aresult similar to Cable &
Wireless. Do you know of any
articles written about testing the
satellite systems and comparing
with terrestial digital? If not, may I
suggest that you ask Angus
McKenzie to carry out such atest,
and to write it up in HFNIRR?
RJR Stickland, Hampshire
Reg Williamson notes:
Ihave made it clear in recent articles that
the satellite source of BBC radio
programmes is reliable and evety bit as
good as the terrestrial DAB — maybe
even better. But what one can get, and
how, is subject to many permutations and
dependent on one's future intentions.
11/ TECHNOLOGY
Dear Sir, Due to the vagaries of the
postal system the February edition
of the magazine did not reach me
here in Thailand until mid-April,
arriving after the March and April
editions.
Iwas surprised to read Barry
Fox's comments in the
'Surrounded' section about 21stcentury TV. The technology that he
describes will be aboon to all of us
who lead busy lives where the
chance to sit down and watch afilm
without interruptions is ararity.
However, Ifeel he is misinformed
when he attributes the current size
of computer disks to Microsoft.
Even the bloated size of Windows
2000, at around 1Gb is amere drop
in the ocean when compared with
size of disks fitted to PCs. Most PC
users view the spare 8-12Gb on
their hard disk as space they will
probably never touch. What really

due to my failure to cover what he
desribes as the ' only truly groundbreaking products at the show',
namely the Loth-X Silbatone units.
Aside from the sheer arrogance of
the remarks — an absolute insult to,
say, the Edge amplifiers, Linn's
KIVOR and afew dozen other new
items — Mr Rawanake sweepingly
dismisses the realities: the CES
hosts over 1400 official exhibitors,
the outboarders another couple of
hundred, and we have amere 16
pages in which to do justice to all of
this. Moreover, the view of this
magazine is to employ established
priorities given their relevance to
UK readers.
Mr Rawanake states that it was
his first CES. I've now covered in
excess of 100 shows. Maybe it's
time for this old warhorse to retire,
due to failing eyesight.
Ken Kessler, Canterbury
BARTOLI MANNERISMS
Dear Sir, The review of Cecila
Bartoli's Vivaldi disc [March, page
93] presented me with achallenge.
Iwould much rather feel delight
than repulsion and yet Icould find
little to enjoy in this new disc.
When the singing turns florid, her
real mannerisms turn horrid and I

TAGGART'S TURKEYS
`Thu shows my own
Brown "Diplomat"
Personal Auditorium.
The "cans" provided
with this outfit let the
device down very badly,
as they produced ayen.'
tinny sound quality,
with little or no bass. 1
soon modified my unit
by installing twin
external headphone

drives the disk market is the
commercial side of computing. For
example, with the high end
Compaq Himalaya NonStop Sseries systems we are talking, not in
Gigabytes of disk space, but
Terabytes ( 1000 Gigabytes). These
machines use the same type of disks

sockets on the rather

that are in your PC. Currently the
disks that Compaq offer on these
machines are 38Gb, but the
manufacturers are constantly
pushing this level higher and higher
in response to demand. Eventually
this technology filters down to the
PC on your desk not the other way
round.
Alan E Smith, Thailand

central "Blend" control,

natty pigskin case,
wired to the innards,
by which means a
superior head-set could
be used. Quite
sophisticated mixing of
the stereo channels was
possible, using the
arare refinement at that
time: the late 1950s and
early 1960s.'
`A mere 20 years ago this time, when the
Zerostat "Z- Track" cartridge/tone-arm
damper hit the market. 1had noticed quite
alarming low frequency excursions in the
Jordan- Watts metal cone speaker units which
Iwas using at that time, in home-made
enclosures. The Z-track damper certainly
cured this problem, and generally performed

SHOW WEARY, PERHAPS?
Dear Sir, It is with much dismay I
learn that, according to Mr
Ranawake's letter in the June issue,
`Blind To The Best', my entire
CES report has been invalidated
8

am reminded of ahippopotamus in
atutu doing ballet. Still, Ihave to
grudgingly acknowledge that my
reaction is highly personal. The
problem with reviewers is that they
are too easily misconstrued as
having universal application. Not
so. Any listener who has come to
love and admire baroque music
sung by such artists as Emma
Kirkby and Julianne Baird may
find, as Idid, Bartoli's singing
grotesque. We should be warned!
More disturbing for amagazine
that is concerned with the quality of
music reproduction, the reviewer
awards the disc astar for sound
quality. As Ihear it the sound is
smooth, mono-ish, opaque and
lacks the air and transparency of the
best recordings Iknow. If you had a
'quality monitor' it would appeal
the rating of this recording and
hopefully its shortcomings would be
exposed. In the meantime and on a
more positive note, two Vivaldi
discs of real music that have given
me much pleasure are Karina
Gauvin on Analekta and Suzie Le
Blanc on Anna (the nationalism is
unintended). To those readers who
didn't like the Barton disc, these
discs may provide some respite.
Richard Hart, British Columbia

as claimed by the makers. But it was very
fussy about tracking certain LPs, and any
noticeable warp in the pressing gave it a
nervous breakdown. Iabandoned it just before CDs came on the scene and Isoon found Iwas
using my LP collection

progressively less frequently' [Shame! — Tech Ed.]
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READERS'
LETTERS
We reserve the
right to edit or
shorten letters for
publication,
which should be
addressed to the
Editor and must
contain no other
material or
enquiries.
Correspondents
using e-mail are
asked to give
-their full address
(which will net
be published).
Letters seeking
advice will be
answered,
resources
permitting, at our
discretion, but
we regret that we
are unable to
answer questions
on buying specific
items of hi-fi.
We cannot
answer queries
over the
telephone.
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world- first:
ind analog preamplifier with Digital Radio option

Digit.> Analog? Both!

Minimal Jitter through TAGtronic
Synchronisation Link

Best Recording

The DPA3213." is more than just a

Signals can be cross-converted at

\precision twin phase-locked loop

top class preamplifier. It also includes

96 Id lz between digital and analog,

superb 96 kHz/24 bit daconverters and

allowing perfect analog and digital

reduces jitter to an absolute minimum,

96 kHz/20 bit ad- converters thus

recording.

while the TAGtronic Synchronisation Link

allowing direct connection of digital
and analog components.

Plenty of connectivity

sends asignal to products designed for

Premium Grade Audio
Components

this advanced technology to synchronise
its clock to the master reference within

No-compromise premium grade

here are live stereo analog inputs,
analog tape in/out, and three coaxial

the DPA3212".

audio components are used throughout

Top-class ergonomics

for maximum transparency.

plus two optical digital SPDIF inpu

the DPA32R" is fully remote

urne control

complemented by two stereo analog;

controlled. Its custom-designed display

ritrol is carried out by

one optical digital and

features our ' Dot Burst' layout for

allowing analog
without ever being

two coaxial
digital outputs

increased legibility, an array of display
fields and agraphical dot matrix area for
comprehensive feedback. A powerful
16-bit micro controller makes the
DPA3212" very easy to use, inputslave
descriptive names and analog inputs have
adjustable sensitivity, allowing levels to be
matched for optimum signal to noise ratio
and convenience.

Upgrade to Di
Digital Radi
significant ad
H
since the i
DAB brings
interference-

(DAB)

is the most
relici technology

ion o: FM Stereo.

daconverter

nefit of high-quality,

and preamplifier sections

tecepton of awide

range of exci

arnmes. The

DPA32R" can,

time, be upgraded

acclaimed stand-alone tunt.rT32R but at

ply :adding our

hi-tech DAB

inch,' developed

with Bosch Mul

All software is stored
in Flash Memory and
entirely user upgradable,

of the DPA32Rd' results in the same
Digital Radio performance as our highly

to Digital Radio

Future-Proof

the power supply,

over the Internet using aPC
connected to the integrated
TAGtronic Communications Bus. This

afraction of the cost.

bus also allows the easy transfer and
sharing of information for multi-room

aSystems. Using

installations and powerful
communication between components.

TAG McLaren Audio, The Summit, Latham Road, Huntingdon, Combs
t'ephone: 0800 783 8007

email:

tel: 01480 415600

helpdesk@tagmclarenaudio.com

fax

8E29 6ZU

01480 52159

Harmonix

For the of LOVE

music

SHUN MOOK

LOVE
music a le
FOR the

4

The science of beautiful
sound. Quality you have always

Tuning d - ces that will enhance the resolution,
transparency, and all three dimensions of soundstage
in a most efficient, but simply applied manner.

dreamed of has never been so close...
thanks to professional tuning devices.

AUDIOPREAKS

AUDIOPREAICS

Distributors of fine Audio & home Theatre Equipment

.7istributors offine Audio & Home Theatre Equipment

15, Link Way, Ham, Richmond, Surrey TW10 70T. Tel: 020 8948 4153
Fax 020 8948 4250 email info@audiofreaks.co.uk www.audiofreaks.co.uk

•
5„ link Way, Ham, Richmond, Surrey TW13 701. Tel: 020 8948 4153
Fax: 020 8948 4250 email info@audiofrea(s.co.uk www.audiofreaks.co.uk

Sevenoaks
Sound & Vision

MAX

Midland Audio X- change

Suppliers and installers of High Quality Audio Systems
Accuphase • Audio Note • Audio Research • Basis • Clearaudio
Copland • DNMIReson • Electrocompaniet • Final • Graaf

Consultants for
Audiofreaks

Mark Levinson • Martin Logan • Michell • Nagra • ProAt • Rega
Roksan • Sonus Faber • UKD • VVadia •

products*
and Proceed,
Mark Levinson,
Marantz,
Monitor Audio,
Proac, Lyra.

Consultants for Audiofreaks products'
Audiostatic
www.midlandaudiox-change.co.uk
call John Roberts Tel / Fax 01562 822236

Sevenoaks Sound & Vision

131 Franche Rd • Kidderminster • Wcrcs • DY 11 5AD

12 - 14 Dogs Head Street, Ipswich, Suffolk 1P4 1AD

e- ma Isales@midlandaudiox-change.co.uk

Tel: 01473 286977 Fax: 01473 211911
obiGe 0421 605966
*Acouslecb • Auiliosialk • Avalon Acoustics • Benz-Micro • Cardas • conradjobnson • Esopower • Reressive Technologies • finite elemente • Golden Ibbe Audio
Ilarmonix • Kuzma • Magnum hynalab • McCormack • Muse Electronics • Resolution Audio • Shun Mook • Sonograpbe • Sound Lab • 11-elan«
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news

CURTIS QUITS INHARFEDALE

Ple

Former Sansui and Akai
president Mr Toshio
Tomaki has taken over
from Yorkshireman Stan
Curtis as head of
Wharfedale and Quad at
International Audio
Group, Huntingdon.
But at the same time, IAG,
under the control of Hong Kong
trading group Jetop, has
apparently reversed its earlier
decision to close the Huntingdon
R&D facility. As President, Mr
Tomaki will be assisted by new
Sales and Marketing Director,
Mr Ryozo Takahashi, previously
with keyboard- maker Korg.
Jetop said it expected these
appointments 'to facilitate the
continued expansion of the
group's worldwide consumer
electronics activities with the
Wharfedale brands'. There
would be 'substantial
reinvestment into the group's
more specialist product ranges.

Higher-end Wharfedale
loudspeakers will be introduced
later in the year, and new
products would be added to the
prestigious Quad family', with
more NXT flat-panel speakers
also planned. Additionally,
'there will be arapid and
sizeable re-employment of
personnel to the Huntingdonbased R&D departments... in
addition to the group's three
Chinese R&D departments, now
headed by British designer
Steve Hewlett'.
Wharfedale production and
R&D is now concentrated in
newly-completed factories in
Shen Zhen, China. Quad
products, using Chinese-made
parts, are still built at IAG's
Bradford factory, as are the
Airedale loudspeakers which the
group sells to the Far East.
IAG was formed in 1997,
when it purchased Wharfedale
and Quad from the Verity

CLEAR AS CRYSTAL
The Isofloat Isolation Platform is the first product
in arange of high-end equipment supports planned
by Crystal Cloud. The top plate and four feet are
machined from acrylic, with an elastomer material
set between the feet and plate. Crystal Cloud claims
the increased isolation afforded by the platform
brings adramatic improvement in clarity and
definition to equipment sited upon it, improving
separation, stereo imaging and frequency response.
The Isofloat Platform costs £ 119. Crystal Cloud,
01277 260020, wunv.crystalcloud.demon.co.uk

AND QUAD

Group, then holding Mission
and Cyrus in the pre-NXT era.
Stan Curtis, who had been
managing director of
Wharfedale within Verity, served
as chairman of IAG from its
inception. Commenting on the
recent IAG announcement, Mr
Curtis said that he had not
resigned, but had been asked to
leave IAG after 'some months of
conflict' with the Chinese
majority shareholders. He said
he had been forced to close the
Huntingdon Design Centre,
making most of the UK design
team redundant, although he
had not felt this was right for the
future of the company. 'Ihave
been delighted to hear that this
decision is being partly reversed,
he said. 'But of course in all
conflicts there are casualties, and
in this thave won the battle, at
the cost of the war!'
Despite this, he remained 'very
positive' for the future of the

Outgoing ¡AU chairman Stan Curtis

company, 'as long as it continues
with its commitment to allowing
these Fine British brands to build
on the solid foundations we have
already achieved: Ihave the
immense satisfaction of being
able to say that Irescued both
Wharfedale and Quad from the
brink... Ileave them both in
profit with winning products and
strong market presence. You
could say the time is right and
my job has been done.'

QED QUNEX
MICRO BI-WIRE
Qunex Micro, QED's budget performance
speaker cable, has been supplemented with a
new bi-wire version. Qunex Micro Bi Wire
uses separate conductor bunches, each
containing 40 strands of 0.2mm OFC copper. Unlike many budget cables,
Qunex Micro uses asuperior LDPE ( Low Density Polyethylene) insulation over the
conductors instead of cheaper PVC. Capacitance is kept low, with just
25pF/metre claimed, by the flat ribbon-type construction. Micro Bi Wire is
priced at £3/metre. QED Audio Products, 01276 451166

TRUE COLOURS CONTACT DETAILS
In last month's review of mains cables [' Leads Supplied', p57], contact
details for one of the reviewed cables were omitted. True Colours
Industries, who supplied the TCI Constrictor cable, can be found at:
S

Unit A103, Portview Trade Centre,
310 Newtownards Road, Belfast BT4 1RX
Tel: 07710 196949
support@true-colours.com
unvw.true-colours.corn

PERPETUAL TECHNOLOGIES UPSAMPLER AND DAC

•

1

US company Perpetual
Technologies has started
marketing agroup of digital
products to exploit the sonic
advantages of high- resolution
audio — but applied to standard
16-bit sources. Products include
the P.1A sample-rate
converter/DSP equalizer and
P.3A 24/192 D/A converter;
1.....
all use the latest generation
chips and processors from

NM NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Analog Devices and Crystal,
and can boast 32-bit floatingpoint processing, and
compatibility with 24-bit
192kHz audio data. The P.1A
is designed around the am
Analog Devices SHARC
processor, and can upsample
from 44.1 kHz, to 96kHz or
192kHz, and extend word
length to 24 bits, with digital
interpolation applied to 'fill in'

missing bits from 16- bit audio.
It is also designed to operate as
aroom or speaker equaliser,
after software upgrades, to
compensate amplitude, phase
and step response aberrations
of known loudspeakers; or be
able to equalize for room
effects. Separate channels allow
individual drivers to be
corrected in two-, three, and
four-way speakers. The P.3A is

ahigh- resolution DAC, claiming
a 140dB THD+N performance.
It too can handle 24/192
audio, and is based around the
multi- bit Crystal CS4397 DAC,
boasting lower jitter and out-ofband noise than 1-bit designs.
Price of the P.1A is £800 and
the P.3A is £585. Speaker
upgrade is £335, and room
correction is £585. Ultimate
Sonics, 020 8699 2446.
Il
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BC Acoustique NIL
The reference speaker
with Parisian style

4,

NIL speakers

"Vocals and instruments are solidly focused and terrifically expressive, with
pinpoint imaging. And even more amazing they disappear into the vast
soundstage they create. " — What 141411

4

a

BC
Acoustique

is distributed in the UK by

The Audiophile Club

Tel: 020 8882 2822 Fax: 020 8372 3772

news

CROFT SERIES VC
Croft, UK manufacturer of valve
amplifiers, has announced the Series Vc
power amplifier to replace the Series V.
The amplifier is configured in UltraLinear mode push-pull, with fixed bias to
ensure stability and accuracy while still
delivering good power output. New
enhancements include anew double Ccore output transformer; atoroidal mains
transformer; improved coupling capacitors

and improved loudspeaker terminals.
The Series Vc uses two ECF82,
plus eight EL,84s to provide
30watt/ch, and is priced at
£1200. A choice of wooden front
panels, including white Ash,
cherry and mahogany, is available
at additional cost.
Eminent Audio, 01746 769156
zvivw.eminent audio.co.uk

GENELEC FOR SURROUND
SOUND MONITORING
Virgin's Olympic Studios in Barnes,
West London, was the venue for the
launch of a range of Genelec active
loudspeakers adapted for home stereo
and cinema use. Three compact active
monitors are now available, the HT205
HT206, and HT208, plus an HTS2
active subwoofer. The selfpowered
speakers, each bi-amplified using two
oower amplifiers and an electronic
crossover per speaker, are based on the Finnish company's 1029A, 1030A,
1031A and 1092A professional monitors. Smallest speaker is the HT205, just
247x151x191mm ( hwd), but claiming a peak SPI_ of 110dB at 1m from its
130mm bass and 20mm dome HF units. It is priced at £700/pair. At
393x250x290mm the HT208 is the largest of the three monitors, and uses two
120 watt amplifers per speaker to drive a 210mm bass unit and 25mm
tweeter. Peak SPL is given as 120dB for this £ 2300/pair monitor.
All speakers feature RCA and XLR balanced inputs, and have adjustable EQ
and input sensitivity. UK distributor is SCV London, 020 7923 1892

QT EVOLUTION TURNTABLE
After three years of development, QT Products in Nottinghamshire has
released the QT Evolution turntable. Based on the trusted Rega Planar
series, the Evolution features a 10kg granite baseboard on which the
original plinth is suspended. Hardwood suspension blocks around the plinth
can be specified in anumber of wood finishes. A new armboard is fitted
allowing awider choice of tonearms than just original Rega arms, although
QT also recommends and supplies amodified Rega RB250, utilising anew
counterweight assembly and stub, and afull internal re-wire. QT also
manufactures atwo-speed power supply unit using custom-sourced quartz
crystals (needed for accurate 45rpm replay). The fascia of the QT power
supply can be matched in the same finish as the turntable. While designed
with QT turntables in mind, an over-specified output section in the PSU
allows compatibility with other synchronous motor powered decks. The QT
Evolution is priced from £995, with single-speed supply and RB250, to
£1295 with dual-speed supply and the full-specification QT-modified arm.
The QT Swing Weight and power supply are also available separately.
QT Products, 01777 870372
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AUDIOQUEST CORAL
INTERCONNECT
A new high-performance conductor is used in
AudioQuest's latest analogue interconnect. The Coral
contains Perfect Surface Copper, claimed to offer vastly
improved sound quality, even against the company's
own FPC6+ (6-nines Functionally Perfect Copper).
The cable is triple-balanced' using two signal
conductors, so lends itself to fully-balanced as well as
single-ended use. Foamed polyethylene is used for
internal dielectric,
and the cable is
finished in ared and
black woven braid.
Price for aone-metre
pair is £ 100.
UK distributor
Goldring Products
International, 01284
701101.
EVENTS

EVENTS

EVENTS

EVENTS

1-4 JUNE High End 2000, Frankfurt, Germany
6-9 JUNE CEDIA Expo 2000, The Brighton Centre,
Brighton. Trade custom installer event.
Contact 01462 627377
6-9 JUNE Broadcast Asia 2000 International Exhibition
& Conference, Singapore, 00 ( 651 338 4747 or 0171
862 2080
20 JUNE- 13 JULY The City of London Festival, at The
Mansion House, Guildhall Great Hall, Great Hall of St
Bartholomew sHospital. Contact 020 7388 2227
4-7 SEPTEMBER IECEP 2000, the Philippines ( Institute
of Electronics and Communications Engineers of the
Ph lippines Inc). Contact 020 7862 2090.
21-24 SEPTEMBER The Hi Fi Show,
Novotel London West, Hammersmith, sponsored by
HFN/RR. Contact Janet Belton on 020 8774 0847.
21-24 SEPTEMBER Live 2000, Earls Court, London.
Admission £ 12 adults/£7 under 16.
Contact 0870 736 2000
1-3 NOVEMBER Top Audio Praha, Panorama Hotel,
Prague. Coniact + 420 602 374222
10-12 NOVEMBER Audio Show 2000, Sobieskie,
Sheraton and Bristol Hotels, Warsaw, Poland
3-6 FEBRUARY 2001 Middle East Broadcast 2001,
5th Middle East International Exhibition
21-24 FEBRUARY 2001 Communications Technology
Indonesia 2001. Contact 020 7862 2093
23-25 FEBRUARY 2001 Sound & Vision Bristol,
Marriott Hotel, Bristol. Organised by Audio
Excellence/Audio T. Contact 01865 760844.

Walrus Systems
amazon
ars acoustica
art
atc
audible illusions
audio note
audio physic
audio synthesis
avantgarde
canary audio
clearaudio
croft
dnm
ear yoshino
final
graham
helios
jm lab
living voice
morch

11 New Quebec St, London VV1

The best
loudspeaker
around £5K
money can
buy.*

avantgardê
.1I II I
.

1I

*Quite possibly. Definitely the
best high-efficiency
loudspeaker.

The Avantgarde
Uno in midnight
metallic blue
£5300

J.C.Verdier Control B
preamplifier + power supply

Platine Verdier turntable

musical fidelity
rrwl
noteperfect
nordost
ortofon
plinius
rega
simon yorke
stax
sugden
tom evens
totem
transfiguration
trilogy
tron
van den hul
verdier
vienna acoustics
yamamurachurchill
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Tron 300B amplifier

tel: 020 7724 7224
fax: 020 7724 4347
email: mail@walrus.co.uk

*interest free credit available on most items. subject to status *

web: www.walrus.co.uk

news
WILL DEALERS VOTE FOR NEW JAMO?
Jamo is

undergoing
changes in
its marketing
efforts in
order to sell
its speakers
more
effectively.
The Danish
manufacturer has anew logo
in brushed metal effect, anew
slogan ('Let's get Personal')
and anew brochure, forming
part of anew business plan to
better promote Jamo in asea
of Euro boxes. Jamo is
especially targeting the
consumer who is not familiar
with the intricacies of hi-fi,
and hopes that aSoundGuide

brochure will help dealers to

money. The company's current

sell their customers Jamo
speakers to fit living space,
musical taste and lifestyle. The
fold-out brochure allows a
salesman to pinpoint the Jamo
speaker or system that can be
sold to that customer. The
product ranges have been
renamed and rebranded to
reflect the divisions. There is
now aDedicated series for
'connoisseurs', typified by the
speakers formerly known as
Concert; the Xtreme range for
window-rattlers and wannabe
DJs; the Aesthetic range with
its B&O-esque styling for the
form-conscious; and the
Essential line with its focus on
functionality and value for

flagship speaker, the Oriel, is
to be phased out. New
designations mean that, for
example, the Concert 8will be
henceforth known as the
D830, where Dsignifies
Dedicated range, 8the quality
level, and 30 is an arbitrary
indication of suitable room
size; 00, 10, and 30 denote a
small room less than 25m 7,
and 50, 70 and 90 denote a
room larger than 25m 7.The
Essential range includes the
E870 3-way floorstander,
E850 2'/2-way floorstander,
and E800 2-way bookshelf
speaker, prices to be
announced. Jamo UK Ltd,
01788 556777

YAMAHA CDR- S1000
CD- R RECORDER
YAMAHA
sees:.

-es,

'7.

I

1
Recognising the effect of sample-rate
converters on sound quality,
Yamaha offers aswitchable ' CD
Direct' control on its new CDRS1000 recorder. Other options
include Car Sound Processing, an
equalisation process that claims to
optimize the sound when recording
discs for the car. As standard, the
CDR-S1000 will accept digital data
with asample frequency from 32 to
48kHz, or in other words, MiniDisc
to Digital Radio.
Digital input and output is via
either RCA or TosLink S/PDIF. On
the front panel, avariable level
headphone socket is provided. Price
is £ 399.95. Yamaha Electronics
(UK) Ltd, 01923 233106.

VAMP WIRE
Audiocom UK has been appointed distributor of the
Vampire Wire range of products. Vampire Wire
emphasises the overall importance of conductor on
audio quality, and uses Continuous Cast Silver ( CSS)
in certain interconnects and speaker cables.
This has been drawn in such away to reduce the
number of grain boundaries, which may form diodic
junctions, and are believed to be responsible for
harshness and grain in
regular cables. A 1metre
CSS/I interconnect costs
£700, and CSS/S speaker
cable is priced imperially at
£150 per foot. Audiocom
UK, 01834 842803.

BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING
ATC is intending to launch a new active
monitor, the T16, to sell for £ 2000. This will be
available later this year. Contact ATC,
Loudspeaker Technology Ltd, 01285 760561
Audio Partnership Plc was placed 53rd in
a ranking of the UK's HOT 100 ' Fastest
Growing' companies conducted by Real
Business magazine with Dun & Bradstreet.
Audio Partnership Plc, 020 7551 5422
HanGo's Personal JuiceBox, reviewed in
April [ p33) is now available in the UK from
UAS Enterprises, priced £579 post free. UAS
Enterprises, 01425 481234
Panasonic has a new range of portable CD
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players, including the SL-CT570S and SLCT470S at £ 130 and £ 100. Both use
Anti- Shock Memory 4.0 to minimise skipping.
Panasonic also claims the thinness of the
players makes them less susceptible to
vibrations. Panasonic, 08701 578577
Technics has secured a new three-year
contract to sponsor the Mercury Music Prize.
Technics has already backed the Prize for the
last two years. A shortlist of ten albums leads
to a single finalist in this competition which
aims to provide coverage to all types of British
and Irish music. Last year's winner was Talvin
Singh for his album OK.
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AC -2Power cable -Silver clad, Teflon insulated at
10awg; this is the largest
gauge of power cord we
know of. The design of our
shielding system effectively
AC-2
eliminates interferences
POWER CORD
from RF and EMI sources.
For the mu.,
Fitted with aMK Tough plug
that's no mean feat
Wofid June UO
and IEC or Fig of eight
connector. European
connectors also available.
Solder connections with Wonder solder. 2ft £49, 3ft
£59, 4ft £69, 6ft £89. Other
lengths to order. 4, 6and 8
way black all steel
distribution boxes with 3ft
Ho F1 World - August 1999
of cable & MK Tough plug
'peoned speed. control and involvement Canso conesetn and musicale /
£149, £179, £209.
Analogue Interconnects, IC-50, IC-80, IC- 100, IC200. Speaker Cable SS800, SS1000 and BI WIRE.
HiFi World Sep 99 "
1C-50 - this months bargain"
.

,

CD/DVD MAT
from Ohio, USA.
A polymeric mat with an
uniform multilayer of a
specially formulated
mixture of organic
compounds. Clarity and depth in music from
CD's, sharper pictures with brilliant colours
from DVD's. £25.00 + £ 1.50 p&p - 14 day
trial period.

SUNFIRE CORPORATION
-

80.4 {M. tun,.

2700 watt True Subwoofer MkIl
11 inch cube, 18Hz, 100db SPL
235 cubic inches air movement
2700 watt True Subwoofer
Signature 13 inch cube, 16Hz 360
cubic inches air movement

SUNFIRECLASSIC
TUBE
PRE AMP
optional all valve phono stage ( MM/MC)
with CD input ( reverse RIAA equalisation)
STEREO POWER AMPLIFIER load invariant, 300
wpc HEXFET with no heat sinks CINEMA
GRAND five channel power amplifier 200 wpc x
5 - HEXFET with no heat sinks THEATRE GRAND
PROCESSOR
PRE AMP
with phono
stage, tuner,
Dolby Digital,
DIS, auto source sensing, intelligent remote

T1PERWIRE-

flat speaker cable

418 Biwire ***** What Hi Fi

ewe

also 420, 212, 215, 218, 222

Kingston Upon Thames
Surrey KT1 3RZ
Tel: 44 020 8241 9826
Mobile: 07967 652629
Fax: 44 020 8241 0999
E-Mail: cweere 45) mcmail.com
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You've picked the bones out of the reviews, compared the specs, scoured adverts for the best deals, and endured
'noise experience' demonstrations, yet you just know there's got to be something else ... welcome to Ki West One!

; 071

BECAUSE THERE'S MORE TO HI-FI THAN MEETS THE EYE

There's always abonus at Ki West One
-choose any hi-fi system like these and
we'll ' tune' it to suit your musical
preferences and domestic installation with
tailored interconnects and cables worth up
to £750 - absolutely FRED

Whether you're looking to upgrade
individual hi-fi components or planning to
install acomplete system to satisfy you for
many years, you'll find the perfect solution
at ICJ West One.
SYSTEM SOLUTIONS
Take a look at these outstanding
systems; they're typical of installations
chosen by many of our customers who've
graduated from High Street ' brandfi' to
enjoy music reproduction of astonishing
realism. The evidence is in the hearing,
pride of ownership is ¡ ust abonus!

MERIDIAN

IT CAN BE YOURS NOW!
We also make it so easy for you to own
your dream system. We've an Interest Free
Credit scheme, or Deferred Payment option
with No Deposit and No Payments for
another six months. So why wait? You'll
find the solution at KJ West One.

AUDIO ANALOGUE & OPERA SUPER PAVAROTTI
We've come to expect asense of passion from all things
in which the Italians excel; fine produce and beautifully crafted
merchandise to their wealth of artistic expression, not least of
which is conveyed through music.
Italian high fidelity systems are no exception. Styled and
engineered with predictable flair, the musical performance you'll
enjoy from this svelte combination really
touches the emotions. Whether your
preference is for simply recorded acoustic
works, more dynamic ¡ azz or rock, to full
scale orchestral material, believe us, your
aural faculties will be seduced by these
latin lovelies!
For less than £ 2,500 a beautiful
system like this will provide many years of
satisfaction, recreating all types of music in
your own home with uncanny realism.

NAIM AUDIO
The sheer musicality of any Naim system makes
itself clearly evident from the very first note, at any
volume setting, and with all types of music. Delightful to
unwind with - yet turn up the volume and music takes on
ascale and spaciousness which captures your attention,
stimulates your emotions and reveals so
much
more from
your favourite
recordings. Sounds are evocative,
sensuous, vibrant - sometimes disturbing and, as with our other recommendations
here, can be a revelation to those
unfamiliar with such believable music
reproduction.

AUDIO ANALOGUE
NORDOST

OPERA

AUDIO RESEARCH
ORTOFON

BOSE
PMC

In our featured hi-fi system, only
one component drives Meridian's fabulous
DSP 5000 speakers because each one
contains no less than three 75 watt power
amps together with adigital crossover that
feeds the very latest 24 bit/96kHz digital
to analog converter which, dear friends,
is technology that really does make music!

HOME THEATRE EXPERTS
You'll find acomprehensive range of home theatre
equipment and systems on demonstration
in each of our stores, and at every budget level.

Frnm nrntmd rl 500 trent vniir

NAIM

As a result, Meridian now enjoys
global recognition for innovative and
desirably stylish hi-fi, as well as some of
the most advanced digital home theatre
systems available.

This desirably discreet Meridian
hi-fi system combines refinement with
excitement and, for little more than
£5,000, rewards you with afull spectrum
of musical satisfaction from subtly
enhancing a relaxed social ambience to
thrilling, yet tireless periods of serious
listening at ' real-life' volume levels.

new Naim system as a life-time
investment in your favourite music.
ARCAM

Cambridge based Meridian was
prominent amongst
specialist
hi-fi
companies that worked to make CD
recordings sound like music! Why?
Because, despite the claims of the multinationals, buoyed by our unquestioning
appetite for consumer goods, early digital
sounds really were pretty dire!

We offer aprofessional installation service.
B&YJ

CASTLE

PINK TRIANGLE

CYRUS
PIONEER

DCS
PROAC

DENON
QED

DUAL
QUAD

EPOS
REGA

FUJITSU
ROTEL

GOLDING
REL

GRAAF
SENNHEISER

GRADO
SME

HARBETH
SONUS FABER

KEF

KONTAK
SONY

S

COPLAND & SONUS FABER

SPRING CLEARANCE I

Some fabulous hi-fi travels down from the north
countries; current favourites include these understated
models from Copland - a r
ange commended by several
reviewers in the hi-fi press. Seen in the flesh there's more
than a hint of ' retro' whi ch simply defies you not to
'twiddle!'

Ex-Dem & Display Stock - One of each only

Sonically, both Copland's CD player and
matching amplifier are desirably anonymous - nothing
gets in the way of the music! So, a preferred choice for
this sophisticated combination is the romantically
charged, discreet and compact stand mount, Sonus faber
Signum, which effortlessly delivers the very realistic
sounds of which this system is capable and with all types of music.
With an investment of little more
than £ 4,000 hearing is believing! So
why not arrange a demonstration at your
convenience, you'll be very welcome.

PRIMARE & WILSON BENESCH
Driven here by the tasteful Swedish Primare CD
player and its matching 100 watts per channel amp.ifier is
a pair of British made Wilson Benesch Orators - a
loudspeaker design of world beating pedigree.

FREE
CABL ES &
e

INTERCONNECTS
WORTH UP TO

e

Quite simply, this system produces an
awesome sound, and at around £ 6,500 it's nct
one with which to create musical wallpaper - it
simply demands to be heard, rewarding the
listener wi-h hours of tireless music.

£650

By ' high-end' standards this system
offers outstanding value for money. Yet the
presence of such craftsmanship and
technological excel ence in your home also
demonstrates your unde-standing of, and
serious investment in, one of the most
exclusive hi-fi systems available, as well as
one that's so pleasantly understated!

Audio Analogue Bellini ( Pre)
Audio Analogue Donizetti ( Power)
Denon DAD2500 ( DAD Player)
Denon DF 100 ( Mini system)
NAD 208 ( THX Power amp)
Nairn NA( 92 ( Pre)
Nairn NAP 90 ( Power)
Noim Prefix ( Phono stage)
Yamaha KO - W321 ( Twin Casette Deck)
Yamaha DSP-A970 ( AV Amp)ifier)
Yamaha AV1 ( AV System)
Kre KAV 300(0
Kre KAV 300(0
Kre KR(- 3 ( Pre)
Kre 250a ( Power)
Kre KAV 3001 ( Integrated)
Kre KAV 300(D
Kre) KAV 500i ( Integrated)
Linn ( lassik (( D/Amplifier)
Linn Kan 3 ( Spkrs)
Linn Tune Box for Aktiv Boards
MicroMega Drive 2Kit
Musical Fidelity X-Plora ( Tuner)
NAD 524 (( ET Player)
Audio Research LS8 ( Pre)
Audio Research VIS ( Power)
Theta Miles ( SF)
Unison Simply 4 ( Integrated)
Graaf 13.92 ( Pre)
(roof GM20 ( Power)
Mark Levinson No39 ( CD Player)
Meridian 506 ( CD Player)
Michell Micro/RB300 arm ( V/table)
Pink Triangle Tarantella/RB300 ( T/table)
Castle Severn Mk2 ( Spkrs)
(mile Kendal ( Spkrs)
(Florio Syntar 100 ( Spkrs)
KEF 035 ( Spkrs)
Meridian DSP5000 ( Digital Spkrs)
Opera Plateau ( Spkrs)
ProAc Response 3.5 ISpkrs)
ProAc Response 3.8 ( Spkrs)
ProAc Response 4.0 ( Spkrs)
ProAc Response 5.0 ( Spkrs)
Wilson Benesch Orator ( Spkrs)
Wilson Benesch Actor ( Spkrs)
Wilson Witt 1( Spkrs)
Wilson 5.1 ( Spkrs)
Quad ESL63 ( Spkrs)
Sonos lobar Elector Amator 1 ( Spkrs)
Pioneer SD- I4000 ( 40" TV)
Pioneer SD- T5000 ( 50" TV)
Pioneer POP-501MX ( Plasma TV)

£495
£595
£499
£999
£1099
£499
£473
£376
£169
£999
£649
£4290
£4290
£3250
£3498
£2589
£4290
£4999
£995
£295
£375
£299
£600
£249
£1499
£3499
£2390
£1595
£3995
£2995
£4995
£1195
£699
£899
£599
£399
£249
£349
£3885
£795
£4250
£4390
£13,000
£9000
£2900
£3999
£10,995
£17,500
£3500
£2700
£3300
£4000
£13,449

£395
£4 75
£3 99
£3 99
£5 99
£4 29
£3 99
£2 95
£1 29
£399
£549
£3399
£3399
£2695
£2895
£2199
£3399
£4249
£149
£225
£275
£229
£450
f199
£1199
£2999
£1999
£1295
£3395
£2495
£3995
£995
£599
£699
£499
£299
£199
£299
£3295
£645
£1950
£3490
£4995
£5995
£1900
£2499
£6495
£10,950
£1950
£1500
£1750
£2000
£9999

USED BARGAINS ( Phone for full list)
NASA design experience has
KRELL
been turned to domestic hi-fi installations
with an incomparably informative CD player and
matching integrated amplifier by American luminaries
Krell - acompany that has become hugely popular with
experienced hi-fi enthusiasts.

Moth Monoblock power amps
Naim IBL Speakers
Denon DLD 1100 CD Player

& MARTIN LOGAN

£ 199
£ 349
El 19

kj WestOne

We're recommending that all this information
and true 150 watts per channel power should drive a
pair of the near transparent Martin Logan
electrostatics. When we say ' near transparent' we
mean it - you can see right through these speakers like an open window into any recording!

THE WORLD'S FINEST HI- Fl
LONDON W1 M 7LH
26 NEW CAVENDISH STREET
TEL: 020 7486 8262/3

If you can discern the difference
between sound that merely ' impresses' and the
qualities of uncanny realism with deep musical
emotion
that
can
actually ' move you to
tears', then we believe
you
could
be
overwhelmed by a
home demonstration!

NORTHAMPTON
32 GOLD STREET
TEL: 01604 637871
PETERBOROUGH
35-42 COWGATE
TEL: 01733 341755
WANT TO KNOW

ELL.

LEXICON [ INN
STANDS UNIQUE

LOEWE

SUMIKO

MAGNAPLANAR
TEA(

THETA

MARTIN LOGAN
THORENS

MERIDIAN

UNISON

MICHELL

VIDICRON

MISSION

WILSON

MOTH

NAD

WILSON BENESCH

NAGRA
YAMAHA

MORE
Call for FREE brochOurReE?
020 7486
8262/3

Ar The British
'
,
5Audio Awards
The British
Federation
of Audio
Back in 1965, agroup of
30 British hi-fi
manufacturers founded a
new trade organisation,
known then as the
Federation of British
Audio — their aim was to
promote the widest use of
the products of this
developing industry, both
at home and abroad.
Those pioneering hi-fi
makers helped gain
worldwide respect for
British equipment and to
set standards for a
thriving global industry.
Since then, and with a
change of name to reflect
its developing role, the
British Federation of
Audio's membership has
broadened to include a
mix of manufacturers and
distributors of audio,
home theatre and

2001

Hi Fi News
& Record
Review

We need your vote!

and objectives are to
present aunified voice for
the industry; to improve
the promotion of quality
consumer audio; to
promote high standards of
quality, design and
workmanship; and to
monitor and lobby
government regarding UK
and EC legislation.

longest-established hi-fi
publication in the UK.
The magazine has seen

In association with the British Federation of Audio, we've

the hi-fi industry grow

initiated a new Awards programme designed to recognise
excellence of performance, design and all-round quality in every
audio/home cinema product category.
We believe that HiFi News & Record Review's readers are the most

from its hobbyist roots,
through the introduction

knowledgeable, enthusiastic and dedicated hi-fi users to be found on the
planet. So we're asking you to nominate what you believe to be the best
products in each component category, using the form opposite.
We realise that completing this form will be quite atask — you may
have to draw on experience of friends' systems, dealer auditions or
exhibition demonstrations. So there's an incentive!
All completed voting forms will be entered in our prize draw — so you
could win afabulous £ 5500 home cinema and music system.
Throughout its long history, HiFi News & Record Review has sought
out and assessed the best equipment. We've always believed that every
product must be judged on its merits, regardless of price tag, brand
name, styling or marketing hype. So we're delighted to participate in an
Awards programme which does just that.
The winners of the The British Audio Awards 2001 will be announced
at The HiFi Show, which is sponsored by HiFi News & Record Review
and will be held at the Novotel London West on 21-24 September 2000.

accessory products.
Among the BFA's aims

First published in 1956,
HiFi News is easily the

Win this £5500 AV system!
One reader must win afabulous home cinema system, comprising:
Arcam Alpha 10P and Alpha 10P3 power amplifiers worth £ 1450;
Cable Talk interconnects and speaker cables worth more than £600;
Castle speakers worth over £2000; aCyrus AV5 processor/control
amplifier worth £ 1000; aHarman/Kardon DVD player worth £450
and TC1000 intelligent touchscreen remote control worth £230.
The winner will also receive aVIP welcome at the HiFi Show,
including one night's stay at the Novotel and an invitation to the
industry-only British Audio Awards dinner.

of stereo records and
broadcasting, on to the
mass-market hi-fi boom
of the late 1960$, through
the launch of compact
disc and on to today's
world of digital audio,
home cinema and
computer audio.
Throughout its history,
HiFi News has stood as
the leading technical
authority on hi-fi
equipment, with searching
laboratory tests
complementing a thorough
and serious approach to
hi-fi listening. HiFi
News is also widely read
for the contributions of its
star columnists and for its
groundbreaking technical
articles. Since 1970, when
it officially became known
as HiFi News & Record
Review, the magazine has
included an authoritative
record review section too.
And, each September
since 1983, HiFi News
& Record Review has
sponsored the UK's
leading international
audio exhibition,
The HiFi Show.
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VOTING FORM

Aft The British HUI
A
eAudio Awards
2001

Complete

this

the product (give the full
make and model) which you
think is the best.
You may vote for any

post. To participate in the

product,

Prize Draw, please make
sure you have made a
nomination

for

every

regardless

of

country of manufacture. We
welcome
votes
from

category and have included
your name and address.

overseas readers but regret

Also, please ensure we
receive your form not later

in the prize draw.
However, please note that

that they cannot be entered

BEST COMPONENT UP TO £500
Up to,C500: in each of the following categories, you should vote for one product
which has a UK retail price of up to,C500 inc VAT

to be eligible for the
Awards, a product must be

must carry CE certification.
Please also note that the
final Awards categories will
counted and in the event of a
tie the winners determined at
their
discretion,
by
HFNIRR's committee of
expert judges.

Address

Tick here if you are asubscriber
Tick here only if you do not wish to receive
further mailings from HFN/RR, the BFA or its
member companies

Li

BEST COMPONENT OVER £500
In each of the following categories, you should vote for one product which has a UK
retail price in excess of ,C1500 inc VAT. Please note that there is no

upper price limit, but

products must be in current series production and must be supplied with CE certification

Stereo Tuner

Stereo Tuner

Analogue Source

Analogue Source

Digital Source (two channel)

Digital Source (two channel)

Stereo loudspeaker

Stereo loudspeaker

DVD player

DVD player

A/V Processor

A/V Processor

Receiver

Receiver

Multi-channel amplifier

Multi-channel amplifier

A/V front UR loudspeakers

A/V front L/R loudspeakers

Centre channel loudspeaker

Centre channel loudspeaker

Surround/Rear loudspeakers

Surround/Rear loudspeakers

Subwoofer

Subwoofer

Cables up to £ 100

Cables over £100

Loudspeaker cable (
5m/pair)

Loudspeaker cable (5m/pair)

Interconnect cable

Interconnect cable

Video cable

Video cable

MS

Name

be confirmed, the votes

Amplifier

ALI

PO Box 531, Croydon, Surrey CR9 2ZA

currently available in the
UK and where appropriate

Amplifier

Ole NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Hi Fi News & Record Review Editorial,

21 July 2000

In each category, name

Simply fold, stamp and

The British Audio Awards,

Completed forms should arrive by

than 21 July, 2000.

voting

form to nominate your
choices for The British
Audio Awards 2001.

Cut out this page and post to:

Vote for the products of the year and you have
a chance to win a dazzling home cinema and
music system, thanks to famous brands Arcam,
Cable Talk, Castle, Cyrus and Harman/Karclon.
Here's the line-up for our lucky winner, an
array of quality separates which add up to
more than £ 5500l

HARM tIN/KARDON DVD1
DVD PLAYER
Source component for the system is
Harman/Kardon's DVD1 player. The
DVD1 incorporates a high- quality
DVD/CD transport mechanism and has
Dolby Digital, PCM, and DTS optical and
co- axial outputs. Composite Video, SVideo and Direct RGB output ( via
SCART) are provided. As well as claiming
outstanding CD and DVD playback
quality, the DVD1 offers Digital Zoom
with full resolution, smooth
motion, Fast Scan and Slow
Motion, with a jog/shuttle
wheel for convenient fast
search. The DVD1 normally
retails at £450. Although the
DVD1 player naturaly comes
with its own remote control,
what you really need for a
complex modern system is...

TAKE CONTROL TC1000
INTELLIGENT REMOTE
CONTROL
Described as the one-touch solution to
end remote control confusion and clutter,
the TCI000 is a handheld, touchscreen
system that integrates, organises and
simplifies the operation of virtually all IRcontrolled electronic components. The
unique, easy-to-use selector wheel replaces
the usual rows of buttons. Built-in IR codes
cover most equipment, and the TC1000
can control up to 15 devices. Normal retail
price is £230.

CYRUS AV5 HOME CINEMA
PROCESSOR

Win a £5500

Launched in the last few
months, this stunning AV
pre-amplifier is designed
around
the
latestgeneration Crystal Dolby
Digital/DTS decoder. The AV5 has been
designed to offer, in addition to Digital AV
decoding, aquality hi-fi pre-amp that may
be confidently used with Cyrus power amps
to provide top quality audio performance.
Each of the nine inputs can have aname
assigned from a library of more than 50
stored within the memory. The texrdisplay
will then show the actual source name as
chosen rather than an anonymous input
number.
Cyrus digital control systems simplify the
complex set-up and alignment of the home
cinema decoder — just plug in the mic
supplied, and the unit will run the setup for you. It also allows extremely
accurate re-calibration in seconds,
should you decide to alter any of the
system components or — as is quite
likely — the listening position. Onscreen set-up is thus not necessary,
nor is it provided. Normal retail price of
the AV5 is £ 1000.

power amplifier may upgrade to three
channels at any time, by adding aplug-in
module.

CASTLE HOME CINEMA SPEAKERS
The Castle speakers in this prize system are
worth a total of £2000, including Severn
2SE, Richmond, Keep 2and Classic Sub
For most speaker companies today,
building a loudspeaker is a matter of
sourcing parts around the world, usually
where they cost the least, often to the
detriment of consistency and sound quality.
This philosophy is as alien to Castle today
as it was when the company was founded
nearly 30 years ago: and over 97% of the
drive units used in Castle speaker systems
Castle Keep 2

are designed, developed and
built at Skipton, North Yorkshire. They are
ARCAM ALPHA 10P AND ALPHA
developed to the highest standards and
10P3 AMPLIFICATION
feature many technical innovations. Castle
also believes that not only should the
speakers
sound
good, they should in
addition be built to
furniture- quality
standards. Every
Amium
speaker is available
in a selection of
The UK's market- leading electronics
nine real wood veneer finishes, every one
maker long ago embraced the home theatre
being hand-finished by skilled craftsmen.
concept and has done so without
Now in its third generation, the Severn
compromising on quality. A successful
has again been fully revised so that the
multi-channel system needs powerful, highSevern
2SE
quality amplification for all channels —
shares only the
which is why our prize system had to
same cabinet
include 100W/channel Arcam two- and
dimensions as
three- channel power amplifiers. For our
its
predeprize system, then, we have the
cessor. Drive
combination of an Alpha 10P stereo
units
and
power amp, plus the three-channel
crossover have
Alpha 10P3 version, giving atotal of
been uprated,
5x100W/channel into 8 ohm loads,
as has the
and approachng 200W/ch into 4 internal
ohms. Normal retail price of these
wiring. The
units would be £ 599.90 for the 1013 new 150mm
carbon- fibre bass
and £ 849.90 for the 10P3. By the
unit has a new cone
castle Classic Sub
way, owners of Alpha 10P stereo
MY 2000
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home cinema system
CABLES BY CABLE TALK

Castle Severn 2SE
(left) and
Richmond (right)

profile
delivering a
smoother
frequency
response.
Additionally
the
magnet system features a shaped
pole for improved dynamics and reduced
distortion. The voice coil, wound on
Kapton, features copper-coated aluminium
wire to reduce mass and improve dynamic
response. It's matched to Castle's new
19mm soft-dome tweeter. Retail value is
£700/pair.
The Castle Richmond is anew compact
design, bearer of an old Castle name, which
may be used ( on suitable stands, or
bookshelf-mounted) as ahi-fi speaker, or as
here, for the rear speakers in an AV system.
It combines performance and diminutive
dimensions thanks to the advanced 130mm
bass/mid unit, allowing asensitivity of 89dB
whilst providing bass extension down to
60Hz, an amazing performance in acabinet
so small. Outwardly the bass unit appears
conventional, featuring a cone of woven
WINE» jRECORD REVIEW
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carbon-fibre. However the motor system
uses a lightweight four- layer voice coil
allowing areduced moving mass and giving
a performance level more in keeping with
cabinets twice the size. A Castle 19mm
tweeter is fed via a minimalist crossover
using top quality components. Retail price
is £250/pair.
Whilst compact in size, the full
bandwidth Keep 2 centre speaker is still
able to offer a quality of performance that
will enhance any AV System. It makes full
use of Castle's developments in carbon-fibre
coned bass units to bring an unsurpassed
level of detail to centre channel
performance. The two 130mm shielded
bass/mid units also feature ashaped pole
magnet system for reduced distortion and
greater dynamics. The 19mm tweeter offers
extended frequency response up to 201(Hz
and, like the bass unit, is fully shielded.
The Keep 2 offers the widest possible
listening angle, and may be placed above or
below the TV screen.
An active subwoofer is essential to
achieve the maximum impact from the
demanding soundtracks and sound design
of today's movies and DVDs. To ensure the
desired level of performance of the Classic
Sub, Castle involved the expertise of
Britain's foremost company in high-level
sound reproduction for both the home and
studio, ATC. The Castle Classic Sub
utilises a massive 300mm ATC bass unit
driven by a 200-watt amplifier from the
same company.
With fully equalised extension down to
20Hz, the Classic Sub is ideal for use with a
high-quality AV system.

All interconnects and speaker cables
required for the system will be supplied by
Cable Talk. The analogue interconnects
are Professional 3, using 0.75mm 2 6N
copper conductors configured with Cable
Talk's proprietary SRFS ( Signal Return
Flow System) and RTC ( Reverse Twist
Construction). The conductors are
shielded by a copper foil wrap and an
external drain wire connected at the source
end only. Sheaths are high- temp PVC.
RCA (phono) connectors are of 24-carat
gold-plated copper construction using
MGT (Multi Ground Construction) while
high- quality silver- loaded solder is used
throughout. A Digital 3 co- axial
interconnect again uses SRFS and RTC.
Speaker cables are Talk 4.1 and 4.1 biwire, using 3mrn 2 6N copper in a ' dumbbell' configuration, again using the SRFS
confguration, and sheathed in a special
Cimflex jacket. Bi -wire cables will be
provided for the front speakers, single-wire
for the rears.

Digital 3

Talk 4.1 Single

Professional 3

Talk 4.1 Biwire
21

From the
The evolution...

c
lA

QUAD

The stretched mylar sheet found in every
Quad electrostatic loudspeaker is over 100
times lighter than the diaphragms you'll
find in any moving coil speaker. The
speed and fine detail resolution of an ESL
is therefore unsurpassed, revealing a level
of musical information that simply defies
belief. Furthermore, Quad's patented
system of concentric anodes and delay
lines produce aspherical wavefront unlike
that from any other manufacturer. The
result is aspeaker that mimics the
behaviour of atrue point source more
accurately than any other loudspeaker in
the world. Walk through stereo imaging' is
one of the more popular phrases used to
describe this effect.

Being full range electrostatic loudspeakers
the all new Quad ESL 988, and ESL 989,
require no crossover circuitry thus
eliminating another of the notorious evils
of conventional speaker design. The taller
ESL 989 incorporates larger panels, so
giving improved dynamic range and
substantial bass reinforcement for those
requiring abigger sound. Compared to the
previous ESL-63, both models incorporate
90% new components offering more rigid

sapas 66

construction and acleaner signal path.

The Closest Approach to the Original Sound

Quad Electroacoustics Ltd. IAG House, Sovereign Court, Ermine Business Park, Huntingdon PE29 6XU. Tel: 0845 458 0011 www.quad-hifi.co.uk

tec hnology

How can you
make CDs
uncopyable
without
making them
unidayable?
Anyone who
tinkers with
the Red
Book
standard
should
remember
DVDPlus

Philips's Gerry Wirtz

The Best of Caught in the Act in
DVDplus format. Philips Business
Development Manager Paul Reynolds
hot-footed it to the stand, took one
look and reminded Sonopress that the
CD and DVD logos can only be used
on discs that meet the licence limits.
After the show, Philips licensing
lawyers had more formal words with
Sonopress, which argued that they
were only experimenting under
contract on behalf of an inventor,
Dieter Dierks. Sonopress said it was
up to Dierks to negotiate Red Book
and DVD standard issues. Since then
nothing has been heard of DVDPlus.
But Sonopress celebrated the
Millennium with what became known
ews of a plan to curb CD
in the trade as the Cactus Wild West
copying by pressing discs that
Show. The plant in Guetersloh
refuse to play on aPC ROM
pressed two CDs (
Razorblade Romance
drive, and disable the SP/DIF output
by HIM and My Private War by
of aCD player, has triggered outcry.
Philip Boa and the Voodoo Club)
The idea came from British company
using a system called Cactus Data
CDilla, which has had success in the
Shield, developed by Midbar, of Tel
encryption field with systems such as
Aviv. Cactus messes with the Table
SafeDisc, which protect CD-ROMs
of Contents, and some players, with
from unauthorised copying and `lock'
aROM disc to ahard disc so that a anti-shock memory, were unable to
play the discs while others could only
program can only be run on one PC.
SafeDisc has been used on over 30
start from one track.
Sonopress had tested the system by
million discs.
giving discs to employees. No-one had
AudioLock would add non-standard
aPhilips player, and it was only when
codes to an audio CD so that aROM
the discs had been sold that BMG
drive would get confused and refuse
found they would not play on Philips
to play it. The codes also switch off
players. BMG had to re-press to keep
the digital output of aCD player. As
customers happy.
readers were quick to point out,
In June 1999, Macrovision (the
AudioLock would also stop people
company which cornered the market
listening quite legitimately to CDs
on VHS and DVD analogue video
while they worked on aPC, scupper
copy-protection) bought CDilla. All
outboard DACs and make existing
went quiet on AudioLock, but word
CD recorders useless.
In Germany there were two timely
leaked that the system had been
renamed SafeAudio and would be
reminders of what happens when
someone tries to tinker with a tested on music CDs sold in the USA
this summer. Iasked Philips what they
standard. At IFA, Sonopress was
thought: would this contravene the
enthusiastically promoting DVDPlus,
Red Book standard and licence?
adisc that would play either on aCD
Said Gijs (Gerry) Wirtz: 'We have
drive or DVD drive.
DVDs are already made by glueing
been in contact with CDilla and
Macrovision but we still don't have
together two 0.6mm thick discs, to
full information on how the system
create a double-sider the same
will work. As we understand it,
thickness as an ordinary single-sided
though, the system is intended to
CD. Sonopress (owned by German
control copying with PC writers, not
media giant Bertlesmann) made
DVDplus by glueing together a CD Recorders, and not playback on
CD-ROM drives. But there could be
conventional CD, 1.2mm thick, and
unforseen playback issues and random
ahalf-thickness DVD, 0.6nun thick.
results with some players and ROM
The disc could be played one way
drives. We think this is acommonup in aDVD player, and the other
sense issue, not a licence issue,
way in a CD player. 'It is twice as
because no record company is going
playable' puffed Sonopress. But the
to disconnect from large numbers of
Red Book clearly specifies that CDs
consumers'.
must be exactly 1.2mm thick.
The only facts available are that
Although a thicker disc may play
SafeAudio discs will play on aROM
perfectly well in most CD players, it
drive and copy or `rip' onto the PC's
can jam acar player, amultichanger
hard drive as compressed code, such
cartridge or super-slim portable. The
as MP3. However the MP3 copy
DVD standard, set by the DVD
must then meet the SDMI's
Forum in Japan, also outlaws a50%
requirements and not copy through
increase in thickness. A too-thick disc
can upset some DVD drives.
further digital generations.
At IFA Sonopress was demming
According
to
Macrovision,

N
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SafeAudio will also be able to block
straight digital dubbing from CD to
blank CD — but only if the record
industry dares ask for this, thereby
alienating the millions of people who
now own aCD recorder.
Macrovision took part in the recent
SDMI meeting in Paris, and is
planning extensive field trials in the
US around May/June ahead of formal
proposals to the record industry and
music publishers June/July.
Macrovision has a good track
record on ensuring compatibility with
legacy equipment, which comes from
bitter experience in copy-protecting
video without blocking legitimate
playback. But the bottom line is that
the system is sure to change the way
some new discs behave. That, after
all, is the whole point of copyprotection. And you can be sure that
some record shops will brush aside
customer queries with the usual
copout (still used by video stores)
'there must be something wrong with
your system'.
There is one nice twist to the tale.
A recently published patent confirms
what trade insiders have long
suspected. Two years ago CDilla/
Macrovision developed a copy
protection
system
for
Sony's
PlayStation to solve the problem of
pirated games discs.
Legitimate PS discs contain nonstandard authentication code in the
lead-in area, which contains deliberate
bit errors. The console checks this
code before playing the game. If aPC
recorder is used to copy aPS game
onto ablank CD, the recorder tries
to correct the errors and so alters the
authentication code. A PS console
recognises the change and refuses to
play the game. So pirates fit ' mod
chips' to consoles which mimic the
missing code and fool the console into
playing acopied game.
CDilla/Macrovision put extra code
on the games disc which programs the
console
to
check
when
the
authentication data is received.
Genuine code arrives from the disc
only once, but mod chips keep
sending it out. So if the console sees
code after the game has started, it
shuts down the disc drive.
The beauty of the system is that
Sony would not have to modify the
millions of consoles already in use:
new discs, and copies of them, retrofit
even the oldest consoles with anew
layer of protection.
Says
David
Simmons,
MD
Macrovision UK: `We tried to discuss
this with Sony but they showed no
interest and we attributed that to a
Not Invented Here syndrome'.
Anyone who has tried to deal with
arrogants who work for Sony's
PlayStation division will understand
how polite he is being. Barry Fox
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At last, the long-promised new 'super'
electrostatic. Quad's first new speaker
in more than 25 years promises to
improve on the classic ESL- 63
by KEN KESSLER

QUAD
gag

F

ew products are of such great
consequence that reviewers
both covet and fear them.
Imagine the impact of a Linn
Sondek LP13 or an LS3/5B!
Magazines would fight for the
scoops, and the resultant articles
would enter audio lore as the first
to cover these milestones. Iassure
you that none of this has been lost
on me because Iknow that no other
product launch since the Quad
ESL- 63 carries as much baggage
as... anew Quad speaker.
Why HFNIRR? Why me? I
dunno. All Ican say is that Iwas
overjoyed with the prospect of
getting my hands on the Quad
ESL-989 before anyone else. But I
knew that the pressures related tti
this review were greater than with
any other product I've ever
covered. This is, after all, the only
the only surviving hi-fi magazine in
the world to have witnessed the
birth of the original ESL, the ' 63
and now the 989. Whew...
While the ESL-988 is the direct
replacement for the ESL- 63, the
company offered us the ESL- 989
first. The 989 is identical to the 988
24

The 988 and
989 are the
result of
recentlydeparted MD
Stan Curtis's
battle to pull
Quad back
from the
near- death
experience
inflicted upon
it by previous
custodians
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apart from the
addition of two extra
bass panels to improve both
the dynamic range and add the sort
of bottom octave weight of which
Quad has been in denial since, oh,
1955. But this is 2000, and the world
— not just the Yanks — wants deep
bass, the ability to go loud without
tears and the ability to serve in a
home cinema system without
wimping out.
Side- by- side comparison easily
confirms that the 989 goes louder
and deeper than the ESL-63. And it
justifies its £ 1001 increase in cost
over the smaller model, especially if
you have aroom that will exploit the
extra bass and levels. Iwould say
don't even consider 989s for aroom
smaller than 10x15ft. ESLs need to
be far enough away from the back
wall to 'breathe', at least three feet,
so your 15ft deep room is suddenly
down to 12ft.
When you first see a 989, you'll
notice that it stands taller than the
988, by 395mm to be precise, and
that both look like a ESL- 63 that's
had its elegant wooden top replaced
with anasty black plastic surrogate.

No amount of
coaxing, nor the
batting of publicist
Angie Curtis's long
eyelashes,
nor
discourses on the cost of creating an
injection moulding will change my
feelings about it: the wood on the old
'63 is far mare attractive. If Iowned
989s, I'd be straight on the phone to
my friendly local carpenter.
Both new ESLs boast improvemenu in rigidity, the sort which were
all-but- denied in an earlier era as
mere audiophilic pretension; Iseem
to recall that the ` rigid' ESL-63 was
dubbed the 'pro' version and sold to
Americans, while the home market
got the limp alternative. Quad states
that 90% of the components have
been upgraded to ' audiophile' spec
and the speakers both have a 5°
backward tilt for better dispersion.
It's important not to understate
the resistance to improvement which
characterised the life of the ESL-63.
Because the company was born in an
era before cables and spikes attained
mystical levels of importance, it
pooh-poohed anything not based on
hard science. The 988 and 989 are
MY 20»
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WHERE IT ALL BEGAN: THE ESL
Categorically, the ESL-63 represented a
departure from conventional electrostatic
design, although at heart it is pure ESL. Unlike
acone driver, it works by using adiaphragm
made from avery thin membrane, one-tenti- the
thickness of ahuman hair, with aspecial
conductive coating. The diaphragm is
stretched between two electrode plates with
high positive charges relative to earth. Aslight
difference between the charge on each
electrode will cause the negatively chargec
membrane to be attracted to one or the other,
thus creating movement of the diaphragm. The
advantages over cones are numerous.
Moreover, the assembly is housed in aan
open frame, so there is no cabinet to induce
coloration.
Where the ESL-63, and now the 988/989,
differs from its classic 1950s predecessor, is
that it is designed to behave as anear-perfect
point source 'from which sound waves ripple
like apebble in alake'. The Quad ESL-63
employs aseries of concentric anodes instead
of two plates to produce aspherical sound
pressure pattern. The series of electrode rings
are fed with delay lines. Each ring responds to
the change in current asplit second after the
previous ring, to creating movement in the
diaphragm identical to the ' ripple in the pond'
analogy. What's so uncanny about the Quad
ESL's output is the way the speaker disappears,
aphenomenon familiar to users of ESL63s over
the past couple of decades. The point source
appears to exist behind the speakers; Quad
attributes to this asmooth frequency response
and atruly three-dimensional stereo stage.

—4111111111111111111 4111111bk
the result of recently-departed MD
Stan Curtis's battle to pull Quad
back from the near-death experience
inflicted upon it by previous
custodians. That's precisely why it
now
boasts
audiophilic
componentry, an improved power
supply and added rigidity. Hell, the
speakers even come with achoice of
nylon sliders or pointy spikes.
Imagine what Peter Walker would
think of the inclusion of such...
Arriving in two huge boxes, the
989s are just about manageable
without assistance. Each weighs just
over
25kg
and
measures
1335x670x315mm (hwd). Finished
in Spinal Tap black, the Quads are
almost too sombre. They could do
with some light relief, like adifferent
coloured grille ' stocking'. And that
black plastic, injection-moulded cap
seems out of place on a speaker
costing £ 4000 per pair. Another
change from ESL-63 practice which
Ifound annoying is the placing of
the speaker terminals and on/off
switch at the back of the plinth,
rather than on top of it as per the
older model. The switch was much
easier to use in the earlier position.
Hifl NEWS 8, RECORD REVIEW
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Clockuise from top left: an early 'ESL prototype, art° 1955, not put into production; the original Quad Electrostatic,
in product,0
-,
i
1957-1985 and now retrospectively and confissingly dubbed 'ESL57'; Quad founder Peter Walker with his
final masterpiece, the ES
1E hed in 1981; and astripped view of the '63 showing the concentric ring electrodes
4 1c

Also, it wouldn't have hurt them to
put ateensy little LED on the front
to indicate that the speakers are
powered up. Instead, there's a
whacking great red light.., on the
back. (Martin-Logan is guilty of this,
too, although Inote that its new
Statement E2 makes a feature of a
front-mounted `pilot' light.)
However unusual an ESL may
seem to users of conventional
systems, the 989 (and the identicallyspec'd 988) is no amplifier-breaker.
The impedance is anominal 8ohms
and the sensitivity equal to
86dB/1W. Using a variety of
amplifiers — tube and tranny, small
and large — Ihad no difficulty in
extracting the desired levels in a
12x18ft room. And, as if. to
foreshadow the hotly- anticipated
new Quad valve amplifier, the 989
sounded best with tubes. Sorry, but
that's the way Iheard it. For most of
the sessions, Iused the Musical
Fidelity Nu-Vista pre-amp and NuVista 300 or McIntosh MC275
power amps with various sources.
Positioning was two feet from the
side walls and six feet from the wall
behind the speakers, with negligible

Both new ESLs
boast improvements in
rigidity, the
sort which were
all- but-denied
in an earlier
era as mere
audiophilic
pretension;
Iseem to recall
that the ' rigid'
ESL63 was
dubbed the
'pro' version
and sold to
Americans,
while the home
market got the
limp alternative

toe in applied — maybe 10°.
While the 988/ESL-63 and 989
may be virtually identical above, say,
150Hz, from there on down it's
another world entirely. Imagine
finding the perfect subwoofer for the
Quads — an impossibility if you hold
that hybrid speakers can never
succeed. ( This, of course, is a
misconception held only by those
who never heard a properly set-up
Gradient subwoofer with Quads,
recent Martin-Logans or the
Levinson HQD.) It's as if 45 years of
paranoid conditioning have suddenly
been swept away. Iwas able to drive
the 989s to levels Iwouldn't dream
of attempting to extract from the ' 57
or the ' 63, while — owner's manual
cautioning notwithstanding — there
was an added sense of security in the
comprehensive protection circuitry.
That's not to say that you can feed
'em all that a Krell 600 delivers:
they'll fry like afree-range egg. But I
was able to set them to levels which I
found truly uncomfortable, backing
off before they did.
So far, so modern: if Curtis and
Co set out to turn the ESL into a
real-world product suitable even for
25

So far, so
boorish headbangers with large
modern: if
rooms, then he succeeded. Alongside
Curtis and Co
this increase in maximum SPLs
set out to turn
came arenewed sense of freedom of
the ESL into a
constraint. The dynamic capabilities
real- world
improved audibly, especially with
product
large-scale percussive works such as
suitable even
the new batch of Kodo drummer
for boorish
CDs, the speaker entirely free from
headbangers
the sort of compression — no, make
with large
that the application of brakes —
rooms, then he
which characterised an earlier Quad
succeeded.
trying to keep up with big-sounding
Alongside this
performances. Here, the Glory
increase in
soundtrack showed differences in
maximum SPLs
'majesty'. The ' 63 was impressive
came a
The 989? Positively stirring.
renewed sense
But — as we're all refined
of freedom of
individuals who bangeth not head —
constraint
the real test was to determine if the
bass quota had been increased to
acceptable levels for those who listen
to other than spoken word
recordings or solo violin. Let me put
your mind at ease about one thing,
especially if you own, enjoy and or
adore
ESL- 63s:
the
clarity,
transparency and disappearing act so
beloved of the originals remains
untainted. You will feel right at
home with the 989, and will revel in
a deliciously deep soundstage,
neutral midband and transient speed
challenged only by certain ribbons
and electrostatic headphones. But
now you can also wallow in the
weight and mass normally imparted
only by huge woofers.
Ihave no idea what formula would
describe the equivalency; Apogee
once equated its bass ribbons in
terms of x number of 12in
conventional bass drivers. But Ican
tell you this much: the 989's bass
extension and power are close to that
of
the
Wilson
System
6
WATT/Puppy. Think of it: a Quad
which will deal with rave as well as
with Ravel. It was the first time I'd
heard Willy DeVille's 'Assassin Of
Love' via Quads without sitting
nervously in anticipation of the
biggest thuds. No break-up, no
clipping, just glorious bass.
By any measure, the 989 is a
triumph, as well as abargain in highend terms. Ijust find it both ironic
and sad that it took the wresting of
the brand from unsympathetic
caretakers to allow the 989 to
happen. If this speaker had been
issued in 1981, Quad would now be
the world's supreme high- end
speaker manufacturer, the high-end
reference, instead of a recentlytroubled near-anachronism. But Stan
Curtis has overseen the creation of a
Quad speaker to challenge allcomers, soon to be followed by the
appropriate amplifier. Now, let's see
what they do with this no-longersecret, but still possibly- world conquering, weapon.
26

Quad 989

transient performance [ Fig 5]
acoustic phase response (not shown)
is not bad either, within +/-22° up to
3kHz and rotating at about 72°
(leading) per octave above.
'Difficult to measure?'
The bass response was a little
difficult to determine from Fig 1due
Complementing KK's
to the room's contribution, so
another very-nearfield plot was
subjective review, here's a taken, at 25mm from the front grille,
centrally on axis, which overcame
full lab test and a second
the natural 6dB per octave lowfrequency roll-off due to the dipole's
opinion on the sound...
inherent front-back cancellation. As
expected at this unnaturally close
position, output rose by 6dB per
by DAVID BERRIMAN
octave below around 200Hz, peaking
at 45Hz and falling at 18dB per
octave below that frequency.
Subtracting the baffle's roll-off from
expected the ESL- 989 to be
difficult to measure due to its
this curve gives an estimated output
size.
Any
conventional
substantially flat down to 45Hz, just
loudspeaker this big would be
3dB down at 38Hz and about 6dB
down at 35Hz.
awkward, on account of phase
cancellations from spaced drive
Below 45Hz, output away from
the baffle would roll off very sharply,
units, floor/ceiling reflections, etc. In
the event the Quad was not half so
at 24dB per octave ( 18dB for the
'difficult' as Ihad anticipated.
diaphragms and 6dB for the openThe central section of the ESLbacked dipole). This ties in quite
well with the response measured at
989 behaves as apoint source, much
like the ESL- 63, but with planar
1.5m, if the room peaks are allowed
upper and lower bass panels added.
for. So, without the room, the Quad
The distribution of low-frequency
ESL-989 would appear to be within
radiation across such a wide area
+/-3dB from around 38Hz to 20kHz,
seems to avoid the dreaded flooronly 6dB down at 35Hz but falling
bounce reflection and resulting suckrapidly below. In reality, of course,
out. The dipole radiation from the
the
speaker
and
room
are
open baffle, which produces
inseparable, and typically room gain
cancellation nulls above, below and
will boost and modify bass output as
to the sides, also seems to reduce
in Fig 1.
mid-range reflections. Even so, the
The cumulative spectral decay
speaker had to be moved out into the
(waterfall) display [Fig 4] measured
room to reduce exciting the lowest
at 0.5m, shows arapid initial fall-off
frequency room resonances — much
in delayed output down by 18dB or
as with a conventional monopole
more in the first millisecond,
loudspeaker. That brings us to the
followed by a few ridges of output
frequency response of the ESL-989
afterwards, presumably due to
in-room, including all reflections, at
delayed diaphragm flexure. The
1.5m as shown in Fig 1.
989's step response in Fig 5, also at
This may look abit lumpy, but it's
0.5m, shows a virtually textbook
much smoother than is usual in - initial rise, with low and high
room, no doubt for the reasons
frequencies very well time-aligned.
outlined above, staying within
Conventional multi-unit speakers,
+/-5d8 from 30Hz to 20kHz.
invariably show a very disjointed
Measuring at 1m ( 2.83V) on axis
trace, but not the 989. The only
and windowing our reflections to
deviation from ideal behaviour is the
give the ` anechoic' frequency
downward blip at 0.35ms, which
response shown in Fig 2, which is
might be a reflection from the rear
very flat, staying within +/- 3.5dB
grille, but further investigation would
from 200Hz to 20kHz. At 10° off- be needed to confirm this.
axis [ Fig 3, which includes
The modulus of impedance [Fig
reflections — hence the small
6] is quite unlike that of amovingwiggles] there's agradual downward
coil loudspeaker, peaking at 100Hz
tilt from around 3kHz upwards,
but otherwise quite even at around 8
ohms over most of the midrange; the
and a smoothing of minor
dips at 3kHz and
phase of the impedance (not shown),
9.5kHz.
As
indicated no nasties either.
expected from
the
fine
SOUND QUALITY
Ken's full review gives a detailed
account of the Quad's performance,
but the Editor asked me to add my
own comments to the measurements

'
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— since Icouldn't resist listening to
them anyway. Iwas not agreat fan
of the ESL 63s, finding them slightly
boxy and lacking in dynamics. I
don't know what Quad has done —
apart from adding the bass panels
and strengthening the frame, but it
seems to have worked. The
loudspeakers have lost that boxy
coloration, gained enormously in
dynamics and added some bass. As
you'd expect, they have that
electrostatic magical transparency.
Add to that a quite stunningly
uncanny ability to project almost
holographic stereo images, within a
realistic sound stage and you end up
with aheady performance. Must be
something to do with the pseudo
point-source configuration microlight diaphragms.
Take, for example, the King's
College Choir singing ` In the Bleak
Midwinter' ( Stephen Cleobury, on
EMI): this was reproduced so
faithfully Icould almost ' see' the
singers drawing breath, and picture
each separate singer or group of
singers — all placed squarely in a
beautiful acoustic. One unexpected
bonus was the ability to hear not
only every nuance of instrumental
technique, but also every shuffle, and
rustle made by the musicians while
— and in between — performing.
Mostly Ihadn't heard these before,
or at least not so clearly. If you want
to hear every time a musician puts
down his instrument or when
members of the audience move
about, this is the speaker for you. It's
an ideal candidate for the new higher
resolution, higher bandwidth media
such as SACD and the forthcoming
DVD-Audio, as these would have
more convincing genuine subtle
information to impart. Sadly, I
didn't still have the Sony SACD
777ES to try this out.
Another CD, We Got Rhythm — a
Gershwin Songbook, with André
Previn and David Fink [ DG 453
493-2] highlighted the 989's
astonishing ability to still sound
realistic playing that cruel test of
fidelity: the piano. The only problem
is that the sound is so clean and
convincing, there is atemptation to
crank up the volume to realistic
levels too.
Unfortunately, as with all
electrostatics, the Quads do have an
output limit, and Ithink Ifound it
on that disc, which caused some
audible distortion on the loudest
peaks only. The accompanying
double-bass to Previn's pyrotechnic
piano was very uncoloured and clear,
but had a tendency to sound a bit
fatter than was ideal. In my initial
listening position, with the speakers
closer to the rear wall, bass output
verged on the oppressive, and
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Fig I. Frequency response measured at 1.5m on axis

Fig 2. 1m on-axis `anechoic' (windowed) above 200Hz.

including room reflections (away from walls) but still
+/-5d13; 30Hz-20kHz

input, sensitivity averages on the low side at just 80dB

Fig 3. At Im at 10 degrees off axis, showing gradual roll

Fig 4. Waterfall at 0.5m, showing rapid initial decay in

off above 3kHz (-4db at Ilk ref 2kHz)

delayed output, followed by low-level `ridges' of energy

•
Fig 5. Step response, showing text-book rise time, plus
small dip at 0.35ms (possibly due to rear grille reflection)

(resolution 130Hz) +/-3.5dB 200Hz-20kHz. At 2.83V

0,

Fig 6. Modulus of impedance is substan ially 8ohms, 3
ohms at 10Hz, rising to 10 ohms at 20kHz and peaking
to about 18 ohms at 100Hz

measurements confirmed the excess lowfrequency energy. Moving the panels out
from the walls and corners, and measuring
with pink noise, gave amuch flatter response
and considerably improved tonal balance:
this was the position adopted for most of my
listening evaluations. One thing's for certain,
these loudspeakers really do need to have
some space around them, plus a stable,
powerful clean- sounding, smooth and
detailed amplifier to sound at their best. I
used the Musical Fidelity AC3' pre- and
power amplifiers and matching Musical
Fidelity A3 CD player, with stunning results.
The ESL- 989 is not ' kind' to poorly
recorded discs, however. You basically get
what's in the programme material — and a
lot you didn't know was there. Hard and
brittle material comes through clearly as just
that, though toeing the panels in very slightly
can help overcome this. Play something
really well recorded, and the straight-on
position is greatly preferable, as the
bandwidth does seem wider and the sound
more realistic on- axis. Sometimes, the
resulting sound appears to lack penetration
and projection, but then the paradox of

neutrality is that it is essentially not
'impressive'.
The lack of colour and distortion, plus the
very clean transient start/stop ability, give the
ESL-989 avery understated air, but with it
the quality of sheer realism, rather than `hi-finess' which sets the Quad apart. It is
curiously addictive, and going back to
conventional speakers afterwards merely
highlights how great is the 989. In
conclusion: afine set of measurements and a
superb listening experience says it all.
Test results

Quad 989

Dimensions ( hwd, mm)
1335x670x31
Recommended amplifier power
50.-150
Recommended placement free space (see text)
Frequency response
within 3d8 ( 2m)
30Hz-20kHz
Bass frequency rolloff (-6dB) at lm
35Hz
Bass frequency extension
(typical in room)
29Hz
Voltage sensitivity
(ref 2.83V) at lm
82cIB
Forward response uniformity
excellent
Impedance minimum/typical/ease of drive
3 ohms/8ohms/fairt
Typical price ( inc VAT)
£4000
*solid-state: for valves, 25W upwards. Maker
recommends that amplifiers should be capable of
driving low-impedance
loads
.
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Parasound's HCA-3500
stereo amp offers
massive power output

•
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for the money - and has
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a real design pedigree
to boot
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his is the flagship
Parasound
power
amplifier, and is billed
ambitiously as John Curl's
masterpiece. John Curl was
responsible
for
some
products often described as
legendary, for Levinson (the
JC-2 pre-amp for example)
and Vendetta Research, but
the HCA-3500 is not quite
the same kind of animal. It is
intended
as
a high- end
amplifier, and is almost obscenely
powerful, but although of excellent
quality, it belongs to what might be
called the ' pragmatic' high end,
which uses exotic components where
they can be justified, but not
otherwise. The result is extremely
attractive pricing for such adesign.
The statistics go like this — and
you should hold onto your seatbelt.
Power output is 2x 350 watts RM.S
20Hz-20kHz, 8 ohms, rising to 500
watts/channel into 4 ohms on the
same basis. No two-ohm rating is
given, but with apeak output of 120
amps per channel, this shouldn't be
a problem. The - 3dB power
bandwidth is given at 2Hz-150kHz,
harmonic distortion is < 0.025% at
rated power, and <0.01% at ` typical'
levels. The damping factor is said to
be greater than 1000 at 20Hz. There
are two sets of inputs, unbalanced
and balanced, the latter available
using pairs of mutually inverting
phonos on each channel as well as
the more usual BNCs. The input
parameters should make this amp an
easy match to virtually any system.
Input impedance is 100k Ohms, and
2V is needed for full output. The
only numbers that may cause
problems are its size and weight:
483x194x559nun (hwd) and 38.7kg,
which, to put it into perspective, is
roughly double the normal flight
weight allowance.
The HCA-3600 is configured as
two separate monoblocks in asingle
28

indicated
by
the
appropriate
power
indicator on the front
panel changing from
green to red. The
amplifier
is
selfresetting if problems do
arise, though none

case.
In
case you doubt their word, not only
are the two amplifiers separate
inside, each laid out along the inside
vertical panels at each side, with a
transformer for each channel stacked
in the middle, there are separate
on/off and power indicators for each
channel and two separate mains
input leads.
The input consists of ' hand
matched' complementary J-FETs
(would we think less of them if they
had been computer matched, or
matched by some passing Martians?
Ithink not), and the driver stage
employs MOSFETs. The output
stage is an enriched Class AB bipolar
design, using 32 pairs of 15 amp
35MHz Sanken devices with the
higher than normal bias current
allowing roughly the first 15 watts
per channel to be delivered in Class
A, which should be enough for all
but the
peaks
under most
conditions. The power house is
driven by two 1.4kVA torroidal
transformers, and 98,900uF of
power supply capacity per channel,
driving eight independent power
supplies. The amplifier is direct
coupled, with no capacitors or
inductors in the signal path. A servo
manages DC offsets instead. Relay
protection is available if over-heat,
excess current or DC offset
problems arise, with fault conditions

The HCA-3500
delivers a
powerful
punch. With
350 watts per
channel this
is hardly the
stuff of
headlines,
but there is
more to it
than simply
piling on the
decibels

were
experienced
through the protracted
test period.
Although the HCA3500 is a not built to
quite Krell or Levinson
like standards, it still uses good
quality components, from the thick
aluminium chassis and faceplate to
the use of Vishay resistors and other
quality components internally; and
exterior fit and finish are extremely
good, with fewer of the rough edges
on the end of heatsinks than is often
the case.

LISTENING
Like all worthwhile high fidelity
equipment, there is abreak-in period
that needs to be observed before the
product is up to speed, and this is as
true of the HCA-3500 as it is of any
other. The Parasound has been in
intermittent use now for about four
months, alongside other good amps,
notably the Krell KAV-150a, which
is much lower in power, but cedes
nothing else to Parasound or most
others. The Parasound was used in a
great many system iterations as work
on other projects progressed, but for
the formal part of this test,
partnering equipment included a
Krell KAV-250cd compact disc
player, Krell KAV-250p preamplifier and JM Labs Mezzo
Utopia loudspeakers. The system
was wired with Transparent Audio
Balanced MusicLink Plus cables
between the CD player, the preamplifier and the power amp. The
loudspeaker circuit was wired with
Nordost SPM Reference cables.
About an hour is needed at the
JAY 2000
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start of asession for the amplifier to
reach working temperature, during
which time there is a significant
improvement in sound, which starts
off rather uncomfortably, like
walking on cobblestones. There is
also a suggestion of brittleness
during this time, but it soon settles
down, exposing the true nature of
the beast.
The amp behaves extremely well
in the technical sense: there is no
audible electrical hum, noise is
extremely well suppressed (as you'd
expect), and the transformers have
quiet laminations — a pet hate, as
this class of noise is always so
aharmonic. Being convection cooled,
there are no fans to worry about.
The other potential problem with a
big amp is that of switch- on
transients due to inrush currents, but
this too is handled by the standby
circuit that connects the load only
when the circuits have stabilised,
and the servos have effectively
eliminated any DC offset. The only
point that you will need to watch is
that the amplifier has free air
circulating around it to dissipate the
considerable quantities of heat that it
generates. If the amp is to sit on the
floor, use a pedestal or a block of
wood to keep it clear of carpets
that would otherwise block
the air intakes.
The
HCA-3500
delivers a powerful
punch. With 350
watts per channel
this is hardly the
stuff of headlines,
but there is more to
it than simply piling
on the decibels. Even
the Krell KAV-l50a is
capable of driving the Mezzo
Utopia louder than most of us
would normally want to know.
The HCA-3500's special ability is
that it delivers right through the
frequency range, including the
current- sapping deep bass, and it
does so in such a way almost
regardless of the initial starting
volume; there is no perceptible
change in sound as it gets louder and
louder. Ihave heard few amplifiers
that are so ready to drive the volume
up and up, and yet to do so with
such little sense of strain. Even
among amplifiers that can go loud,
there is usually a change in the
distortion signature, or something to
betray it as the volume changes, and
it is this change that imprints itself
on the music.
The corollary of its colossal power
delivery is an equally awesome
dynamic range. This made itself
apparent, for example, is the three
hammer blows in the finale of
Mahler's 6th (CBSO/Rattle on EMI)
HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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interior of the
HCA-3500

which hit home
with a physical force
that could be felt in the pit of
the stomach, where other amplifiers
generally sounded more muted, even
when used well within their output
capabilities. In the final, very

musical dynamics, and this certainly
includes what are sometimes called
micro-dynamics, the small-scale ebb
and flow and the sense of expression
that are sometimes hammered flat by
less capable amplifiers.
But this doesn't quite make this
the amplifier for all high power
requirements. It can take a
considerable
time
switching
backwards and forwards to pin down
the subtleties of component voicing,
and also any interactions that may
exist
between
the
various
components of a system, but
perseverance eventually pays off.
The Parasound HCA-3500 is a
dynamic performer,
and an
unusually lively one which was on
the limit of acceptability in the test
system, itself is almost painfully
lively and detailed — and that is
largely a comment on the JM Labs
Mezzo Utopia. This is one of the
finest loudspeakers Ihave heard, but
it is not necessarily one of the
'nicest' in everyday use, especially
when it is used (as it was in arecent
project) with a number of less than
exciting sounding CD and DVD
players.
When systems involve basic
mismatches of this type, there is
nothing in the Parasound's
makeup to smooth over the
rough
edges.
This
was
particularly true with the
Nordost cables, which are about
resolving ability and articulation,
and which can sound lean in
some combinations, of which this
was one. Using Transparent Audio
MusicWave Plus biwire speaker
cable added some weight to the
sound as it edged down on midband
and lower treble presence; and
overall this produced a better
balanced system, one which was a
little more forgiving of equipment or
music-related shortcomings. But in
the final analysis Iwould still prefer
to take my chances with the
Nordost, which may be amore risky
choice, but is potentially more
rewarding.

CONCLUSIONS

complex passages towards the end of
the movement ( at around 23m), I

The proposition here is short and
sweet. The HCA-3500 has the
power of a road drill on Viagra,

have rarely experienced an amplifier
that was as capable as the Parasound
of
keeping
the
individual
instruments of the music separate as
the music dynamics changed. This is
not an amplifier that treads on
eggshells, but neither is it one that
tramples over the subtleties. The
phrase 'steel fist in avelvet glove'
may be a cliché, but it accurately
sums up what the HCA-3500 is
about.
So the Parasound is transparent to

which it manages to wield with
unfeasible finesse. Its unusually
lively and occasionally exposed
sound quality places great demands
on the rest of the system, but also
pays dividends in spades when
mixed in the right company. Of
course
it
is
recommended:
enthusiastically
and
without
equivocation.
This
is
a
£5000—£6000 power amp that sells
for £ 2200. It's as simple, and as
complicated, as that.

SUPPLIER
GM, /
inn S,

Park
Holdings, Die
Centre

Tockwith, Y9rk
YO5 8QF.
Tel: 01423
?59054
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Having said that, buying hi-fi is always allieh
compromise - the only way to the total truth is to
have the performing artists in your own living
room. Not too easy in most cases. At Sounds Of

Krell

ranges will confirm. What you hear in the showroom
does not always offer the same performace at home
and that is where our superb one months home
trial system and extensive range really comes into
its own.

11.111111m

As you can see, this month we have featured a
varied selection of amplifiers and processors from
all over the world and at all price ranges. We
believe that many of these are capable of producing
'believable' sounds but this still needs confirming
by you in your own particular environment and on
your own particular hi-fi set up.

C.A.T.

Min
Advantage
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Music however, it is our continual aim to
compromise as little as possible as our extensive

ATC

We carry one of the largest ranges of specialist
products in the UK, as well as the amplifiers and

processors featured this month, all being available
on our special trial exchange system and in the
comfort of your own listening environment. Our one
months-trial exchange system is just fantastic,

10=11

where else can you try arange as extensive and

11111

have the assurance that the results will be, as
you want them to be.
We specialise in room tuning advice and matching
and balancing acomplete system to your own

particular taste. Our knowledgeable and confident
staff at both our branches are more than qualified
to help you through the ' hi-fi maze'. If you are
connected, look up our web page for monthly
updates, special offers and second hand bargains.

Pass Labs

Hovland

Our aim at Sounds Of Music is to provide you

AVI

all the best and latest products, all the best news
and technology and the very best sound you can

e
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get for your pound.
Buying hi-fi from Sounds Of Music could not be
more simple or successful and we assure you that to

,

the best of our ability there will be '
no
compromise' either.

Where Else Can You Compare All These Products:
Avantgarde, Argento, Audio Synthesis, Advantage, Audio Physics, Audio Reilnemert, Apollo, Audion Audio Note, Audio Research, Audio
Analogue, Audio Quest, Anthem, A.V.I., A.T.C., Acoustic Energy, Atacama, B.C. Acoustic, Base, Balanced Audio Technologies, Beyerdynamic,
Boulder, Bow, Bose, Burmester, Cabasse, Carfrae Horns, Covergent Audio Technology, Chord, Copland, Cadence, Cable-Talk, Celestion, Copulare,
Clear Audio, Dunlavy, Echo Busters, Eggleston-Works, Electrocompanient, Eikos, FM Acoustics, Genesis, Graham, Goertz, Goldring, Gershman,
Grado, Hales, Harbeth, Hovland, Jamo, JM Labs, Koetsu, Krell, KEF, Klipsch, Lumley, Lyra, L.A.T., Lavardin, Musical Technology,
Magnum
Dynalab, Micromega, Marantz, MVL, Martin Logan, Mitchell, Musical Fidelity, Neat, Nordost, Opera, Optimum, Ortofon, Orchid, Parasound,
Plinius, Pathos, Project, Passlabs, Pro- ac, Pink Triangle, Primare, QED, Quad, Rockport, Rel, SME, Shure, Sennheiser, Sonic Link, Soundstyle,
Sound Organisation, Sumiko, Straight Wile, Sonic Frontiers, Sonqs-Faber, Stands Unique, Target, Trilogy, Teac, Theta, Tannoy, Totem, Talk
Elec Jonics,

Thule,

Townshend,

Tiansparent, Transfiguration, Triangle, Unison Research, Van
Wilson-Benesch, Wadia, XTC, XL0 Yamamura Churchill, YBA,•Zingali.
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TUNERS
CONFESSIONS OF A DAB LISTENER
Judging any new digital tursi- on its sound quality
alone is not too easy at present On asonic level,
DAB is not dissimilar to the MP3 players that we
have covered recently: universally maligned by
purists for their low fidelity. Ironically, while many
people are quick to damn the quality of sound from
MP3, fewer are willing ro criticize the sound of DAB
radio, despite the fact that many stations are
transmitted at the same dato rate, or lower, as the
'default' quality of MP3. 128kb/s. And in fact,
MPEG Layer- 2, the codec at the heart of DAB
radio's Eureka 147 system, is argucbly less well
suited to lower ( sub-192kb/s) data- rates anyway,
this being typically the domain of the more complex
Layer- 3
DAB radios d surpqW 3.

D

igital Radio, now available in
most parts of the UK, offers
stereo radio via compressed*
digital broadcasts. But although
BBC test transmissions started
several years ago, and new
commercial stations are now up and
running, most people have yet to
hear Digital Radio.
It doesn't help the DAB cause that
an affordable digital radio is still
conspicuously absent from the
market. The cheapest DAB tuner
currently available, the Technics STGT1I)00 [
HFNIRR May 2000] at
£500, is still out of reach for the
casual listener. But interest in Digital
Radio is increasing, especially since
the additional nationwide multiplex
started its transmission in May.

players in their execution of DIA conversion and
analogue output, though.
The problem Ihave found with digital radio trials
at present is finding good transmissions to judge the
quality of the hardware. The national BBC stations
are amongst the few transmitted at 192kb/s, afair
starting- point for audio quality; of these Radios 3
and 4are perhaps the best examples of what the
format can offer. Here, we can appreciate, for
example, live concert broadcasts on Radio 3and
well- recorded drama on Radio 4. These types of
broadcasts make it easier to judge the performance
of DAB or any particular tuner. In contrast, stations
like Planet Rock and Core, at 128kb/s, show how
hroodcast uoli can he.,
_

Some proponents of DAB, keen to
promote its supposed superiority to
FM stereo, continue to promise
'pure CD stereo'- quality, even
though the reality is sound that is
essentially inferior even to MiniDisc.
But this hasn't stopped pioneering
companies like Arcam from bringing
to market a DAB tuner that makes
the best of the available digital
transmissions, conscious that datareduced audio is a developing art,
and that sound quality should
improve.
And now TAG McLaren Audio is
demonstrating its electronics design
and assembly expertise with this new
tuner. The T32R is afully-featured
three-band analogue tuner for FM
and AM reception, and (optionally)

Digital Radio, like Compact Disc at its release,
promises crystal-clear perfect sound. Can the T32R
digital tuner realise this ideal?
by ANDREW HARRISON

*It should be
reiterated that
compression in digital
audio is all about
data-reduction
through discarding
`unwanted' parts of
the music, and
should never be
confused with the
Optimod compression
used on FM stereo
radio broadcasts,
an amplitude
compression
treatment.

boasts a sophisticated digital frontend for receiving the latest DAB
transmissions. In every respect, the
new T32R is very far removed from
its 8000T antecedent, Audiolab's
analogue FM/AM radio tuner
launched back in 1993.
The T32R uses a 16-bit Siemens
microprocessor for system control,
making the user interface the
domain of specially- compiled
software. The microprocessor uses
flash memory, designed to be fieldupgraded through the unit's
TAGtronic Communications Bus by
adealer, making software revisions
(such as improvements to the
control architecture, or software bug
fixes) arelatively painless operation.
The standard T32 costs £1400
while DAB capability adds £ 95 to
the price. Bought together the
package totals £ 2295, making this
T32R tuner the most expensive
digital radio yet. It is also potentially
the very finest.

INSIDE
The analogue front-end is now
sourced from Mitsumi, which
supplies afully tested varicap-tuned
RF unit to meet TAG McLaren's
standards. There is control of IF
Width, allowing closely spaced
stations to be better differentiated, at
the slight expense of sound purity,
with aGaussian filter used for Wide
mode and atwo-section Butterworth
filter for Narrow. A Mono button is
included for removing much of the
noise from faint stations, as well as a
Hi-Blend option to reduce a large
amount of perceived noise on weaker
stations at the expense of
some stereo width.
When tuning, the
inter- station mush
is
thoughtfully
attenuated
by
20dB.
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EXCELLENCE

BASINGSTOKE 4 Feathers Lane
01256 324311
BRENTWOOD 30 Crown Street
01277 264730 Open late Thursday
BRISTOL 65 Park 5)Feet
0117 926 4975 Open late Thursday

WE SELL THE FINEST PRODUCTS

CARDIFF 134/136 Crwys Road
029 2022 8565 Open late Thursday

and we bring you the benefits and security of buying from alarger
dealer, yet each of our stores is run as an individual specialist shop.
We are enthusiastic and friendly, with the knowledge and experience
to satisfy your expectations.

CHELTENHAM
40/42 Albion Street
01242 583960
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BOW Technologies was
founded in 1994 by Bo
Christensen and since its
inception has pursued the
holy grail of combining

wonderful aesthetics and
good sound quality. BOW Technologies is a
master of the art. It's electronics have won many
OVA
le
awards around the world and much praise for their
stunning looks and superb engineering.
The range consists of the ZZ Reference
Series and newly introduced W Series.
e'
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Available at OXFORD, WEST HAMPSTEAD, HIGH WYCOMBE, EPSOM

EPSOM 15 Upper High Street
01372 748888 Open late Thursday
EXETER 156 Sidvvell
01392 491194
HIGH WYCOMBE
30-32 Castle Street
01494 558585 Open late Thursr:
LONDON: W. HAMPSTEAD
190 West End Lane
020 7794 7848 Open late Thursd ,.
OXFORD 19 Old High Street
Headington
01865 765961 Open late thursday
READING 4 Queens
Broad Street M*
0118 958 5463

Wilson Benesch nas, in less than ten
years, earned aworld wide reputation for
producing innovative, elegantly designed
audio equipment. From turntables to
tone-arms and in 1995 — the AC T. One — the World's
first curved floor- standing loudspeaker. With its multi
alloy baffles and advanced carbon fibre composite
structures, it remains as contemporary and successful
today as it was five years ago.

SOUTHAMPTON
2-12 Hursley Road
Chandlers Ford
023 8025 2827 tormitte Thursday

Available at BRENTWOOD, BRISTOL, CARDIFF, EPSOM, READING,
SOUTHAMPTON, SWINDON, WEST HAMPSTEAD

All shops are closed on Monclde,

SWINDON 60 Fleet Street
01793 538222 Open late Thursday
SWANSEA 9 High Street
01792 474608

e CHORD .
!
9
Chord Electronics has become
synonymous with outstanding performance.
•
• •
The company's range of products fulfils every
stereo or multi-channel system requirement.
Continual dedication to research and
innovation, combined with excellence of build
ill le
• ••
and sterling reliability have been rewarded by
continued growth. Chord users include many of the
most demanding customers in the audio world, both from
professional and high- end customer domains.
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Available at BASINGSTOKE, BRENTWOOD, BRISTOL, CARDIFF, CHELTENHAM, EPSOM, EXETER, READING,

MUSIC
AF HOME
FREEPHONE
0500 101501
(quoting NHE1)

and ask for a FREE copy of
our MUSIC AT HOME Guide

SOUTHAMPTON, SWANSEA, SWINDON, WEST HAMPSTEAD

•53 YEARS JOINT EXPERIENCE • 3YEAR GUARANTEE ON HI- Fl SEPARATES
•FULL DEMONSTRATION FACILITIES • PRICE PROMISE • 10 DAY EXCHANGES

4t6P?el?../N

•30 DAY NO COST PENALTY UPGRADES • PART EXCHANGES

For the very latest information

•INTEREST FREE OPTION Subject to status. Written details on request
•HOME LOANS AND HOME DEMONSTRATIONS
•EVENING DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT

CEDIA

please check our web sites:
www.audio-t.co.uk
www.audio-excellence.co.uk

TUNERS
The tuning control, a rotary
encoder, is very precise and
ergonomic to operate, with the single
large knob rolling between FM
stations at 0.025MHz ( 25kHz)
intervals. A horizontal bar along the
bottom of the display provides visual
feedback of station strength. Tuning
can also be done by a Search
function, where the tuner is put into
seek mode to lock on to the next
available strong station.
As an RDS radio, the T32R will
show all RDS/EON data such as
station name, programme type, and
time on a customisable two-tier
display. The main information is
shown slightly larger across the top,
with subsidiary data below. For
example, you could specify the
station name in a large font at the
top with the current music selection
passing below, or the time in the
main display with frequency below.
On the digital side, aBosch frontend heads amulti-layer PCB module
that handles all the DAB reception,
tuning, error correction and
analogue conversion requirements.
When listening to FM or AM radio,
this module powers down to reduce
possible interference within an RFsensitive packed box. On my sample,
though, a slowdown was noticed
when switching modes: while
switching from DAB to FM would
take two seconds, switching back
would test one's patience with a 12second wait.
D/A conversion incorprates a 128times oversampling digital filter. A
four- pole analogue filter follows,
using high-quality Burr-Brown opamps, Vishay resistors and Wima
capacitors. The digital module used
is claimed to be fully DAB
compliant, not just for the current
Band III transmissions around
220MHz, but also for possible future
broadcasts on the higher-frequency
L- Band. The extra band has been
seen as crucial for the future for
Digital Radio, as even at the
underwhelming bit- rates in
current use there is still
not
enough
bandwidth to

accommodate all current FM station
broadcasts around the country. LBand, at frequencies around
1400MHz, may have to be used,
although this would probably entail
new antennae again for the shorter
wavelength transmissions.

SOUND QUALITY
Listening to the sound of the TAG
McLaren T32R, first by comparing
with other DAB tuners, and then by
comparing analogue and digital
sections within the T32R alone, I
was able to build a picture of its
performance. First, with reference to
an Arcam DRT10, the T32R had an
appreciably smoother sound. It
showed less of the high-frequency
tizz that, for me, characterises DAB
sound. The sound of continuity
announcers and DJs ' eating the mic'
— including voices showing a
pronounced sibilance — was
somewhat reduced on the TAG
tuner. While the Arcam has a very
clear, light yet incisive sound, over a
clean bass and silent backdrop, the
TAG had a little more warmth and
body through the midband, and a
better-disciplined top-end. Stereo
width and depth were broadly
similar between the two, in spite
of the two tuners using different
front-end modules, from
Manor and Bosch Multimedia
respectively. In long-term listening
tests, the T32R certainly provided
an easier-on-the-ear experience.
Turning to analogue FM, the
T32R showed that a first-class
performance is still an option from
those traditional, dynamicallycompressed, band-limited and noisy
broadcasts. Overall sound was
somewhat opaque compared to
DAB, which seemed in comparison
to thrust detail out from the
speakers, drawing attention to highfrequency

LISTENING
SYSTEM

ord
CPA 32001
SBM120
pre-/power
amplifiers;
Linn
Kairnl
pre-/power
amplifiers;
Harbeth
LS3I5A,
Quad 989,
Opera Mi
loudspeake

CONCLUSION

More than amatch:
this is the Bosch
module which gives
the TAG McLaren
T32R its Digital
Radio capability

SUPPLIER
TAG McLaren
Audio
The Summit,
Latham Road,
Huntingdon,
Cambridgeshire
PE18 6ZU
Tel: 01480
4T600
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information such as that highlighted
from cymbals, guitars, violins and
strings. While reducing some highfrequency detail, the smooth and
civilised treble from the T32R
analogue tuner was felt to be a
welcome improvement over that
from DAB. Where the digital
transmissions did comprehensively
surpass analogue was in overall
'quietness'. Even with agood signal
for FM, the silences in DAB were
still ' blacker', and as with CD's
inter-track silences, many people will
welcome this aspect of the format.
Stereo placement from FM was
excellent, with voices in radio
dramas fixed steady for stationary
speakers, and easily traceable as
actors moved around. The overall
soundstage was slightly wider and
more natural- sounding from FM
too, with the calmer treble leading to
less distracting ' edge' from the
speakers' tweeters.

The features and control capabilities
of the TAG McLaren T32R make
this the most advanced radio tuner I
have seen. It has thoughtful touches
like a clever clock reset, which will
automatically scan FM RDS
transmissions to synchronize the
internal clock, in order that the
built-in radio alarm still remains
punctual
after
any
power
interruptions in the night. And if it
cannot lock to RDS, it defaults to
DAB (a second choice, since DAB
transmissions are some seconds out
of sync with reality).
The electronic tuning knob has a
'real' feel to it, beautifully weighted
and able to recognise when it's being
spun rapidly, or slowly and carefully
for pinpoint tuning. An RDI
interface at the rear is prepared for
the mooted data capabilitites,
allowing text display on a PC or
TAG AV system. There's even a
sample-rate converter in the digital
section so that future lower-fidelity
broadcasts at 24kHz sample
frequency can be lifted to 48kHz at
the S/PDIF output, allowing DACs
and recorders to continue operation.
The only notable omission is datarate display: this appears only
fleetingly as stations are changed.
Early adopters especially, Ifeel,
would prefer the option of preserving
this information, or at least having it
available without having to change
stations and then return.
But ultimately it is the sound
quality of the T32R that sets it out
as the best way to hear DAB right
now. At its price, it may not win
legions of new fans for Digital Radio,
but as a well- planned piece of
electronic engineering it can show
more of the quality to expect.
33
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hink 'Unison Research' and, if
the brand is known to you,
you'll picture groovy wood and
single-ended triodes. Trouble is, the
new century has been celebrated by
the firm with a change of the
company structure, new partners
and arevised view of the market, so
that image must be altered. While
SETs will remain the core business,
radical new lines are planned which
should create an appeal for the
products beyond the hardcore stereo
tube crowd. The SRI reviewed here
.is but a hint of what Unison
Research has in store, and it
encapsulates the new thinking. For
the SRI is atube/transistor hybrid...
Personnel in Italy told me it was
best not to use the Italian word for
hybrid — ibrido — as it has a
connotation at street level relating to
sexual ambiguity. For audiophiles
everywhere else, ' hybrid' means a
mixture of solid-state and valves,
typically with transistors serving as
the output stages — precisely what
constitutes the SR1's layout. The
SRI —features a pure triode input
stage followed by second triode
driver stage with active bias control;
the two matched ECC82 double
triodes which constitute the valve
element are positioned proudly at
the front of the amplifier in
the classic Unison
Research
manner. The
output stage?
A
complementary pair
of
power
MOSFETs,
symmetrical and
operating
in
what is called Dynamic
Class A mode.
Along with the aforementioned

evolutionary changes to Unison
Research, the company has
collaborated with Professor Leopoldo
Rossetto of the Applied Electronics
Department of the University of
Padua, hence a circuit which seems
like such a departure from their
norm.
The
most
obvious
manifestations are the modular
internal construction, sophisticated
protection circuitry, an unusual type
of remote volume control, assorted
warning lights and more. The result
is a deliciously modern amplifier
masquerading as a be- tubed
anachronism. And all is revealed just
by switching on.
First, you operate the rocker at the
back. A light on the front panel
above the source/monitor toggle
glows orange for the valve preheating `warm-up' period, then green
for 'fully operational'. Another LED
glows green to indicate reception of
the remote's signal, while LEDs to
the extreme left and right indicate
over-driving. A red flashing indicates
overheating, and active protection
shuts down the amp, which

The two
matched
ECC82 double
triodes which
constitute the
valve element
are positioned
proudly at the
front of the
amplifier in
the classic
Unison
Research
manner

eee;
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automatically restarts the SRI when
the temperature lowers sufficiently.
Full-on red indicates that the mains
input is too high or low, afuse needs
replacing, or the input signal is in
overload. And if it comes on simply
because you're working it too hard
(when THD exceeds 1%), you
simply reduce the volume and the
light extinguishes.
I'm taking all of that on faith
because Icouldn't get this amp to
misbehave, despite it being the first
to leave the possession of Unison
Research. Even with speakers which
could take it, like the Wilson WATT
Puppy 6, Icouldn't get the LEDs to
flicker because the output level was
more than Icould bear. Suffice to say
that despite the review sample being
220V in aroom typically graced with
245V from the mains, the amp never
shut down, nor blew one of its fuses.
It should be pointed out that,
confidence-inspiring safety trickery
aside, there are no relays nor
S
fuses in the signal path. And
diL
everything must be described
7)
.31k
as generous or ' overkill',
including
the
Unison
Research-designed and in4 house-constructed power
transformers and power supply
capacitors, the robust and fullygilded speaker terminals and
phono sockets, massive heatsinks and the rugged case.
Aaah, the case!
Yes, gang, this amp is as
gorgeous as you'd expect of
anything Italian. The basic unit is
black, with apair of sculpted, solid
hardwood
accents ( organic
lacquering, natch) adding that touch
of style and luxury. True, Unison
Research could release the SR1 as a
strictly utilitarian unit without the
wood, or the curved stainless steel

Valves and transistors in
harmony: the Unison
Research SR1 is the first
of new line of hybrid
ampleers
by KEN KESSLER
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heat reflector, but then it wouldn't
be a Unison Research amp. The
wood flanks the ECC82s at the top,
and the large, stainless steel volume
and source select rotaries at the front,
butting up to the heat sinks at the
back. Mounted at the very rear are
the on-off rocker and the IEC mains
input, the speaker terminals, and
sockets for tape in/out and four linelevels sources.
Along with an 80W/ch rating, the
SR1's stated specification includes an
output impedance of 8 ohms, a
generous bandwidth of 2Hz-701tHz
(-1dB), and an input impedance of
47k oluns/50pF. The damping factor
is 50, the feedback amere 8dB, and
power consumption is 290W at full
output power. Physically, the SRI is
a genuinely compact 270x150x
450mm ( whd), the weight a
substantial 15kg.
Oh, Ialmost forgot: the teensy
remote. It's no larger than it needs to
be ( meaning: small enough to get
lost) and it sports only two buttons,
volume up and volume down. It
drives a motorised volume control
and triggers an LED so you can see
as well as hear the operation. But the
deft touch is that it's not an IR
remote. Instead, it uses radio
frequencies, with the added benefit
of the user not having to aim it at the
SRI; it even worked from the next
room or outside the building.
Whether or not it opens your garage
door, Ican't say. But no planes
crashed into my back garden, my
neighbour's radio-controlled model
helicopter stayed in his shed, and my
wife never complained about
interference while listening to Radio
2. What it begs, though, is a nice
wooden sleeve...
Ishould tell you that the SRI will
sell for only £ 1250. Yes, this is a
crowded market sector, just above
midfi and smack in the middle of
what I would describe as ' first
upgrade' level; and the market is
bursting with all-tube amps at this
price. Moreover, there are other
Italian valve and transistor
amplifiers in this sector, if you buy
according to country of origin. But
what the SRI positively oozes are
qualities which don't appear to be
available in asingle package (though
the small Pathos comes close). In
particular, it's the valve sound-plustransistor reliability marriage which
makes this so enticing, the price,
size, security features, remote
control volume and sexy styling
being mere bonuses.
Fed with the Marantz CD- 12 and
Krell ICAV300cd CD players and the
SMEIO/SME Series V arm/Lyra
Lydian/Musical Fidelity X- LP
analogue front-end, the SRI was
used to drive an assortment of
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speakers. To test its
limits, Iused the
Wilsons and the
new Quad ESL
989s (but not the
Apogee Scintillas)
and — to ensure
that the review
included something
more likely to be
used with the SRI
for both price and
'conventionality' —
my treasured Quad
77-10L
two-way
boxes. You already
know that the amplifier
never
shut
down,
smoked or misbehaved.
What was so delightful
was that it worked
beautifully with such
different speaker types.
It soon emerged, though, that the
SRI is finicky about cables and even
valve types. Because the SRI was so
freshly baked, Iexperimented with
the tubes to eliminate a little valve
whoosh, with varying degrees of
success. Isuspect that this will be
sorted by the time the amp reaches
the shops, and must state that it
was only audible with ear next to
speaker. But the cables? This
amplifier likes its speaker wire thick
and coppery, and it has an affinity for
silver
or
silver- over- copper
interconnects. Assorted Kimbers and
Siltechs worked beautifully for those
duties, yet the best sound from the
mains came via the ring circuit wired
with Transparent. Go figure.
Whatever seeming confusion this
might cause, it also attests to the
nature of the amp as afinely-tuned
device which will allow you to
experiment; at the same time, you
can treat it as a ` set and forget' item
because the cable issues only ever
concern truly fastidious listeners.
After a long run-in period, given
the newness of the unit, it emerged
that the amp requires in day-to-day
use amere 15 minutes from cold to
reach its optimum performance, the
gains after that being small. And yet
it was immediately apparent that the
amplifier offers thoroughbred tube
sound despite its schizoid lineage.
Normally,
hybrids
exhibit
characteristics of both sounds in
varying degrees; usually, it's acase of
tube mids and transistor extremes
because that's what most designers
assume are the virtues of the two
technologies. ( The old Radford
TT100 was anotable exception, with
a solid-state front-end and valve
output stages.) Unison Research
either deliberately tuned the SRI to
sound like its all-valve siblings, or it
happened to find some magical
MOSFETs which actually emulate

tubes all the way.

interior of the Unison
SRI and (Mow)
volume up/down
remote

Particularly
beneficial in
every case
was asense
of air and
openness, the
SR1 being
particularly
deft at
creating a
large space
and separating
the individual
elements
within it
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Whatever the types of music, the
sound was rich and warm in the
vintage valve manner. The bass
was gloriously extended, enough
to provide awork-out for both
the Wilsons and the Quads,
but aslight lack of control at
the
very
bottom
distinguishes it from, say,
the Musical Fidelity NuVista 300 — the other
hybrid Ihave to hand
and one which calls to
mind the words
'hammer'
and
'sledge'. Keep in
mind that at no
time during my
listening tests did the
SRI ever reach, let
alone come near to, its
limits; the bass I'm describing is its
normal sound. And regular readers
will know that it's the sort Iprefer, as
Ifind the oppressive thwacking
beloved of Ibiza habitués to be one
of the modern world's most
unnatural curses.
Why you would buy and then
grow to adore the SRI are its mid
and treble regions. As you'd expect,
the SRI seemed a match made in
heaven for The Persuasions' pure a
cappella with its myriad textures,
crystal-clear female voices like those
of the Judds and mainly acoustic
material. Particularly beneficial in
every case was a sense of air and
openness, the SRI being particularly
deft at creating a large space and
separating the individual elements
within it. For an amplifier with such
areasonable price tag, it boasts the
kind of detail retrieval and dynamic
finesse which wouldn't shame a
£3500 package.
What it won't do is pretend that
it's amonster. Despite my failure to
trip its security devices, and despite
its ability to go painfully loud, you
can hear the onset of clipping or mild
distortion well before the lights might
start to flash. Although the Wilsons
are easy to drive to normal levels,
they demand Krell- like power
reserves if you want to fill a large
room at high levels. In such
situations, the SRI then appears to
be what it is: an affordable, medium
power integrated amplifier.
But this is not a back- handed
compliment, because it's not just any
affordable, medium power integrated
amplifier. Rather, it's a highly
sophisticated, ultra-modern device
for valve crazies who don't want to
jump every time their 300Bs or 845s
spit or fart. Isuppose, then, that it is
to fire-breathing SETs what aLotus
Elise is to a Lamborghini Diablo:
99% of the thrills, but only 1% of the
aggro.
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Latest variant on van den Hul's classic Grasshopper moving-coil
is the intriguing Black Beauty SPX. A new high-end flavour?
by MARTIN COLLOMS

I

n one sense the Grasshopper
Black Beauty ( SP- X) can be
regarded as a special version of
the Grasshopper, van den Hul's
long lived ` skeleton' cartridge. Both
models use an open structure
founded on a lightweight base
constructed from high tensile
polycarbonate resin: clear in the
case of the Grasshopper and an
appropriate self- pigmented gloss
black for the SP-X.
In fact, the Grasshopper has evolved
over the years, with the company's
owner and designer Aalt Jouk van den
Hul also producing hand-built models
to suit individual customers. He can
balance the cartridge's performance for
the optimum result, taking into account
the user's listening room, taste in
music, arm and phono equaliser
matching to arrive at an optimum
result.
The Grasshopper has a ' long
build', giving a stylus position well
beyond the standard overhang:
using it with the Naim Aro arm, I
had to drill additional holes to allow
rotation of the Grasshopper to reach
the correct offset angle. The Black
Beauty has two pairs of mounting
holes and a shorter build, resulting
in anear-standard stylus overhang.
Some headshells ( such as the
Graham) can be configured to use
all four fixing holes to give agreater
'lock' to the arm, but there will then
be additional mass, thanks to the
second pair of stainless-steel socket
head bolts. A standard two- hole
version is also available.
A Jvan den Hul says that the impetus
to build the Black Beauty came about
after he had auditioned amore recent
36

audio system in
which
both
interconnects and
speaker cables were
van den Hul
pure carbon.
But there is a
certain aura of
secrecy around
the detailed
differences
between the
Black Beauty
SP-X and the
current
Grasshopper
IV GLA. An
improved magnetic
layout is said to include changes to
the construction and the properties
of the magnetic circuit. The IV GLA
uses alnico magnets and a single
rear pole piece; a doubled-up rear
plate is evident for the SP-X, and I

Like the van den
Hul Grasshopper, the
Black Beauty has no

suspect that use has been made of
body casework.
Unusually, it has
samarium cobalt magnets. Under
two pairs of threaded
the lens the two cartridges appear to
fixing holes
use the same enamelled gold wire,
but the armature of the SP-X is in a
cross shape, with the coil windings
on the spokes, while the IV GLA
has a square- section plate, with
double windings crossing over its
surface. Both use armatures of soft
iron, with fine-grained magnetic
domains for good low-level
resolution. The Black Beauty has a
shorter cantilever, still made of fine
0.3mm diameter crystal Boron, but
with arevised composite damper.
The stylus is van den Hul's top
line contact type, the VDH-1S,
grain orientated and highly polished,
with effective tracing radii of 2 x

85µm. Service life is said to be up to
3000 hours. For this cartridge, a
frequency range of 5Hz to 65kHz is
quoted without limits; however, the
range below 20Hz is largely a
function of the match to the tonearm while the upper limit will be
partly load- and equalisationdependent. Moving- coil cartridges
are naturally flat in response to
about lkHz, while the next part of
the spectrum depends on alignment,
cantilever damping and the balance
of tip dynamics towards and beyond
tip resonance: typically above 30kHz
for this class of cartridge.
Rated downforce ( tracking
weight) for the stylus is 1.2-1.4g, or
in modern parlance, 12 to 14mN.
At low frequencies the rated
compliance is quite high, at
35µm/mN (or in the old compliance
units, 35cu), suggesting the use of
low-mass arms and perhaps some
pivot damping. On traceability for
315Hz, it should reach 70µm groove
amplitude for a15mN downforce.
Overall weight is 8.2g, vertical
tracking angle is 22° and the load
impedance can be from
200 ohms to 47 k
ohms according
to
taste.
The coil is
fairly
low
impedance
at about 21
ohms. With
the exposed
construction,
great
care
must be taken
when
installing. I
advise adding
the cartridge
to to your allrisks
insurance
policy just in case!
Pricing at present is
similar
to
the
Grasshopper IV GLA , about
£3000.
The Black Beauty is available with
an output level of 0.5mV for
5cm/sec recorded velocity, or with
higher output to special order.
Channel balance is claimed to be
better than 0.5dB with separation in
excess of 33dB midband, 28dB at
10kHz. An equivalent tip mass of
0.32 mg is claimed.

SOUND QUALITY
As this cartridge ran in, I was
reminded of the Clearaudio designs,
though Ijudged the Black Beauty to
be a less ' cool' than, say, the
Clearaudio's Insider. Conversely,
the Black Beauty was significantly
less ' rich' than my trusty Koetu
Rosewood Signature II, or my longterm reference Grasshopper GLA
JULY 2000
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CARTRIDGES
IV, which over time I've found to be
almost perfectly balanced in the
frequency domain. In tonal balance,
then, the Black Beauty almost
bisected the divide between the
Grasshopper and the upper-ranking
Clearaudios.
In the groove, the Black Beauty
also had a higher- amplitude armcoupled
resonance
than
a
Clearaudio, but had similarly lowloss damping, making for atouch of
nervousness — a tendency to hop
when planted on the disc unless
extra care was taken. Likewise,
moderate footfall had a greater
impact on stylus/groove contact
than it did on either aGrasshopper
or the Koetsu, notwithstanding the
inherently good stability of the
Naim Aro arm. This was installed
on a Linn LP12, alternating
between Lingo and Armageddon
power units, and used with an
Audio
Research
Reference
Phono/Reference Two and ConradJohnson ART line controllers, Krell
650m power amplifiers and Wilson
System 6 speakers. Cables
were
by
vdH
and
t
eCir
Transparent with the J
Iequipment supported on
Jerà
Pagode tables by Finite
Elemente.
Unmistakably,
the
Black Beauty's output was
'high end' in the accepted
sense of the term. Qualifications
were near absolute for its
soundstage and resolution. Output
was high, just adB or so below the
Grasshopper itself, and high enough
to drive the lower sensitivity
moving-magnet input of the Audio
Research Reference Phono equaliser
which was mainly used for the test.
It proved relatively uncritical of
loading. Isettled on 1000 ohms, but
little qualitative change was noted
with loads from from 330 ohms to 47
k ohms provided that ceramic
loading capacitors were avoided —
these compressed the fine dynamic
qualities of the cartridge's rnidband.
As top quality moving-coils go, the
Black Beauty is highly refined,
seamless and well-integrated from
low bass to high treble, and is very
low in audible distortion. At a
modest 1.4 to 1.5g downforce, it
proved to be asecure tracker and I
had no
complaints
in
this
department, using awide range of
LPs.
Out of the box, the Black Beauty
sounded atouch ` raw' in the upper
treble,
but
this
was
soon
ameliorated with use, resolving to a
sense of enhanced air and liveliness,
a character which may suit some
systems very well: for example, some
speakers with a ScanSpeak 28mm
soft dome tweeter or some
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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As top quality
moving- coils
go, the Black
Beauty is
highly refined,
seamless and
well- integrated
from low bass
to high treble,
and is very low
in audible
distortion
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electrostatic designs. Tonally,
massed strings showed more ' sheen'
and atouch less ' rosin' and 'woody'
character, but did not stray to a
point where it was felt to be
coloured. Sibilants were mildly
emphasised but were not felt to be
slurred or distorted, unless the track
was already well-worn.

VAN DEN HUL BLACK BEAUTY
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At
first,
the
soundstage
presentation was slightly confusing.
Fig I. van den Hul Grasshopper Black Beauty SPThe mildly lightened tonal balance
X: frequency responses (left channel solid trace, right
suggested that it might sound
channel dashed) and (lower trace) average channel
forward, but in fact the main central
separation (see text)
image was a little distant, perhaps
due
to
some
unexpected
LAB REPORT
at low frequencies,
combination of tonal balance, low
luiput .. as on
Ithink due to a
coloration and the subjective
target at 0.51mV
mild lack of
perceived
direct
sound
to for 5cmIsec
damping in the
reverberant ratio. Depth and the
recorded velocity
Aro test arm. By
recovery of low-level ambience was
at lkHz, a
100Hz the test
particularly good.
healthy output as
result was was
Definition approached that of the
moving-coils go.
stable, and it
Clearaudio reference, which is a Source impedance
showed fine
very high standard indeed, afeature
averaged 20.5
balance over the
maintained
throughout
the
ohms, while
frequency range.
frequency range. Upper- range
channel balance
A presence trough
transients
were
illuminated
also measured well
was well-controlled
particularly well and the whole
at 0.35dB over a
and reached just
presentation was considered lively
balance of lateral
-1.2dB at 2kHz,
and upbeat.
and vertical
and there was just
Unquestionably, this was a very
measurements.
ashade of treble
fine sound with its own balance of
Distortion was
lift, perhaps 1
dB
virtues; but Iwas in the end led
low, if not quite as
at 12.5kHz,
back to using the Grasshopper IV
good as that
before it settled
GLA in my system. This gave a demonstrated by
back to level by
grander sound, with more subtle
the IV GLA.
20kHz. Excellent
expression and a greater sense of
Tracking was
dynamic
dynamic throughput the audible
really very good;
behaviour at
range. It sounded more confident,
at the test
20kHz was
more stable and actually gave
downforce of 1.5g
demonstrated,
somewhat better rhythm than the
all the CBS
together with an
Black Beauty, but the differences are
vertical bands
overall frequency
subtle and for some will be amatter
were passed, even
range exceeding
of taste.
if the _final + 12dB
50kHz thanks to
cut showed afew
avery low
CONCLUSION
per-cent of wave
effective tip mass.
The Black Beauty is undeniably a form asymmetry
Tip and disc wear
very fine performer and ranks with
between left and
will be relatively
the world's finest, certainly
right channels. In
low as aresult.
belonging to the select range of van
the lateral axis the
The Black
den Hul's audiophile creations. In
+18dB `supercue
Beauty is slightly
fact, the Black Beauty SP- X
track could be
brighter than the
exemplifies AJ's ability to redefine
achieved, but only
IV GLA, which is
the balance of parameters which
with increased
almost flat in the
together define a great moving-coil
downforce. The
presence range or
pick up cartridge.
confident way it
perhaps 1.5dB
Its clarity, pure yet open treble,
dealt with the
`sweeter' at
and excellent low level detail
+15dB cut
12-15kHz,
resolution stand out in aset of sonic
indicated that it
confirming the
virtues which are essential to the
was really not
listening results.
familiar and highly respected
worth chasing that
Channel
Grasshopper standard. But to get
extra 3dB of
separation just met
the very best of the Black Beauty, I trackable velocity.
specification at
think an arm with still less mass
It was clear that
1kHz, reaching
than the Aro would be worthwhile.
the Black Beauty
beyond 30dB,
While Istill marginally prefer the
possessed similar
while the broad
Grasshopper IV GLA, I've no
secure tracking to
nature of the
hesitation is approving the Black
the IV GLA.
separation trace
Beauty SP- X which has some
On frequency
said much for the
special qualities — and these may
response, there was
build quality of the
relate better to your system and
amild imbalance
generator. An
personal taste.
between channels
impressive result.
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Opal designs ltd
high- end audio

home theatre

multi- room audio

consultants

-nar-KTP-r
evinson
MADRIGAL

AUDIO

LABORATORIES

DIGITAL
No.39
integrated cd processor £ 4,995.00
No.37
cd transport
£3,995.00
No.360
digital processor £3,995.00
HDCD, 96 kHz 24bit capable
No.360s Special Edition digital processor £6,495.00
HDCD, 96 kHz 24bit capable
No.31.5 Reference cd transport £9,395.00
No.30.6 Reference digital processor
Arriving...
AMPLIFICATION
No.380
pre- amplifier
£3,995.00
No.380s Special Edition pre- amplifier £6,495.00
No.32
Reference pre- amplifier £ 14,495.00
No.334
dual mono 125w power amplifier £ 5,495.00
No.335 dual mono 250w power amplifier £7,495.00
No.336 dual mono 350w power amplifier £8,995.00
No.383
integrated amplifier
Arriving...

ri

PROC E E D"
Proceed AVP audio video processor
Dolby DIGITAL AC- 3, Pro- logic, DTS
Proceed PMDT DVD Transport
Proceed AMP5 five channel amplifier
Proceed HPA3 three channel amplifier
Proceed HPA2 two channel amplifier

d

£4,700.00
£5,495.00
£4,995.00
£4,495.00
£2,995.00

REVEL
Revel Salon Reference floor standing loudspeaker
Revel Gem Reference monitor loudspeaker

Opal designs Ltd
Rockware Business Centre
5 Rockware Avenue
Greenford
Middlesex
UB6 OAA

telephone 020 8930 7972

fax 020 8930 7976

e-mail. jaseopal.co.uk

LOUDSPEAKERS
If looks could kill, these alien babies
from Blueroom would exterminate
all earthlings
by ANDREW HARRISON

I

n the world of mini lœxIspeakers
attention-seeking objets d'art do
not come much more stylised
than this. Guaranteed to make an
impression on all who see them, the
Blue Room Minipods are a
modestly- sized speaker using
relatively conventional electro acoustic design, but in aflamboyant
and eye-catching package.
So who or what is Blue Room and
why do the speakers look so
different? The company started in
the early ' nineties before becoming
closely linked to B&W, with the help
of then- Chairman Robert Trunz,
who
now
chairs
Blueroom
Loudspeakers.
An earlier product was the
Housepod, using a fibreglass shell
and drivers sourced from B&W, but
the intention with new products like
the Minipod is to make speakers that
lend themselves to large-scale
production: high- quality speakers
available to awide audience.
The shell of the new pods is an
injection- moulded ABS plastic,
created in three sections: formed,
glued together and finished in
Denmark with a high-gloss colour.
This is atwo-pack acrylic paint, with
the finishes of Blueroom Blue,
Metallic Silver, Jet Black or Pure
White in current production.
Essentially, the Minipod is asmall
two-way bass reflex design, standing
just 340mm high, and 210mm wide
by 220mm deep. In ahollow plastic
shell, it's a lightweight at 2.37kg
(5.51bs), but thanks to the sculpted
shape and internal cross-brace it is
remarkably rigid. Drivers comprise a
Kevlar-coned 130mm bass/mid
driver and 26mm soft-dome tweeter.
These cross over at 3kHz with a
11141 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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2nd-order filter for the bass and 3rdorder for treble. Cables connect
behind by sturdy spring- loaded
terminals; these can take bare wire
or 4mm plugs.
Sensitivity is rated at a useful
90dB/W, but note the low 4 ohm
impedance (with a minimum of
3.8 ohm), so an amp that can
supply good current may help if
they are to play loudly — which
they are certainly capable of
doing!
In
fact
there
were
no
unpleasant surprises when it came
to listening to these Minipods. Bass
had acertain weight when given the
right material, and blended well into
the whole rather than trying to catch
up, or sound over- forced, as can
happen when some smaller speakers
try the feat of sounding full-range.
The voicing could even err towards a
little warmth in the bass, perhaps
due to a slight euphonic lift that
many small speakers possess.
Ultimately this does mean they will
rarely sound sterile in this
department.
Top end purity for me was their
weakest link, as the tweeter could on
occasion stand out in the otherwise
integrated balance. Attention was
brought to this occasional treble
grain when provoked with guitars
and cymbals, for example, apparent
in both cursory and longer- term
listening. For playing club and dance
music this is amore forgivable vice,
but it won't go unnoticed when they
are called upon for strict accuracy.
As transducers of modern music,
they are well voiced, having enough
slam and attack without sounding
overtly `shouty' or ' loud'.
Iwas impressed with their ability

The Blueroom
Minipod speaker
comes in achotee of
four acrylic finish
colours

An amp that
can supply
good current
may help if
they are to
play loudly —
which they
are certainly
capable of
doing

to hold a stereo image, too,
especially convincingly when asked
to play high-resolution material like
24/96 DVD. And this skill was
further highlighted when the
Minipods were set up on their
flying- saucer tripod legs, or
Sputnik spikes, as Blueroom
calls them. These will raise the
speaker by 100trun, so if used on
an existing floor stand, this can
make an important difference to
overall tonal balance. Icertainly
preferred the sound of the
Minipods on legs, as it seemed
more ` open' and better focused.
Resolution was not overly high,
although this may actually help them
to be matched with awider range of
equipment than some more fussy
designs which excel at only showing
faults further up the chain.
There was arefreshing lack of any
woody coloration, and if the plastic
cabinet was adding anything
unwanted to the sound, it was not
really enough to bring attention to
itself. Overall, they acquitted
themselves very well sonically, and
the unique looks certainly helped
make these lifeforms welcome
visitors. And for anyone with net
access, the Flash-animated website is
worth avisit, at www.minipod.co.uk.
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Could this Czech turntable be the greatest hi-fi bargain in Christendom?
by TONY BOLTON

Pro-3ect Debut
I

tis probably fair to say that the
more money that is paid, the
more outstanding a piece of
equipment is likely to be. The ideal
combination of good performance
and budget pricing is relatively rare.
The Pro-ject Debut turntable has
been marketed as the new baby in
Pro-ject's already extensive range,
and has, within afew months of its
release, acquired a reputation for
combining just those two qualities. I
was therefore pleased to be asked to
check out this new model, and to
find out whether it really is a true
bargain or an example of 'good for
the price' equipment.
The Debut arrived requiring little
in the way of set-up or assembly.
The instructions are simple, and
with them come a stylus balance
and alignment protractor, both of
which are initially superfluous since
the Ortofon OMSE cartridge is
already set up before leaving the
factory. The user has to fit the drive
40

belt, the pressed metal outer platter,
felt mat, anti-skate weight and clear
acrylic lid. Once this is done, all
that is required is to find suitable
accommodation for the compact
Debut, 113x415x325mm (hwd),
and plug in and play. For me, its
first resting place was on a Target
wall-mounted isolation shelf, then
plugged into my Quad 31/2x303
combo, driving Castle Severn 2 SE
via TCI Python speaker cable.
The simple design makes using
this turntable easy. There is an
on/off switch situated in the front
left-hand corner of the black MDF
plinth to start the platter rotating.
The change from 33 to 45 rpm is
accomplished by removing the outer
platter, and moving the drive belt to
the appropriate step on the motor
pulley. A little plastic tool is
provided for this purpose to prevent
the belt from being contaminated
by the oils present in human skin.
The arm is aslim tubular affair with

There was
none o the
surface noise
and vinyl roar
which are
usual with
budget
turntables and
cartridges:
insleac there
was near
silence

acounterweight secured in position
by a small grub- screw. The antiskate device is of the dangling
weight variety, and has a choice of
three settings. The instructions
advise using the middle position;
and experimentation with the
alternatives showed that this seemed
to produce the best sound. The
cueing lever resides, as usual, to the
right of the arm, and has a well
damped action that lowered the
pickup gently, and in astraight line,
without being frustratingly slow.

SOUND QUALITY
As the stylus hit the first groove I
was pleasantly surprised at the lack
of noise. There was none of the
surface noise and vinyl roar which
are usual with budget turntables
and cartridges: instead there was
near silence. Then the music started
and Igot another pleasant surprise.
There were none of the other usual
characteristics of budget equipment,
JAY 21100
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TURNTABLES
PRO-JECT PHONO BOX
The output signal from apickup cartridge is
afraction of that given out by CD players
and other hi-fi equipment, and therefore
requires its own amplification circuit to raise
the level of the signal to one that the
amplifier can cope with. These phono stages
used to be astandard fitment on all
amplifiers but now, in this digital era, they
are often optional or not fitted at all. The
Pro-ject Phono Box is an outboard, selfpowered phono stage which is
designed to get around this problem.
It is asmall ( 112 x115 x
30mm) folded metal box which
weighs in at 290g. It's
equipped with four goldplated phono sockets, one
pair labelled input, the other
being the output to the
amplifier. In between is an
earth terminal. Mains power is
supplied by aseparate mains
adapter which outputs 16V/50mA AC. The
cover is held on by four screws and inside is
aneatly laid out circuit board, of dual- mono
design which contains two pairs of jumpers.
These have to be positioned in accordance
with the instructions glued into the lid to alter
the equalisation, between either 5mV
sensitivity for moving- magnet or 0.45mV for
moving-coil pickups. Input impedence is
no nasty top end or flaccid bass, just
a clean, rather crisp and lively
sound. Several hours of record
playing later, the Debut had begun
to loosen up abit, and this process
carried on for at least a week. The
end result was asound that had lost
its sharp edges in favour of a more
controlled and defined presentation.
The imaging was good. It was not
the deepest soundstage that Ihave
encountered, but it was clearly
defined, and performer placement
rock solid, without unseemly
blurrings around the edges.
Rhythms were tight and had afoottapping infectiousness, and the bass
aided this by being moderately well
extended and quite fast.
This
can
be
a pleasant
combination in a smooth and laidback sounding system, but can
create alean sound when combined
with a cooler-sounding amplifier.
With this in mind Iplugged the
Debut into a Creek P43R pre-amp
which was mated with a pair of
Creek A52SE power amps running
in dual-mono mode. These fed the
Kelly KT3s through Ecosse
Reference Monocrystal cable. Iwas
pleased to find that the Debut had
lost none of its winning musicality
with this change in partnering

preset a- 47k ohms ( m- m) or 100 ohms
(m-c). Output to the amplifier is 200mV with
aclaimed distortion figure of less than
0.005%, and is RIAA equalised.
The signal to noise
ratios are
quoted

as 88dB
(m- ml and 79
dB ( ni c). Whilst I
was not
able to measure these figures I
can say Inoticed no extraneous
hums or hissing noises of the sort which can
sometimes appear with budget high-gain
equipment.

equipment, and its honest, downto-earth performance rapidly won
itself admirers amongst visitors who
heard it in acbon.

ACHANGE OF CARTRIDGE
A lot of Debuts will find themselves
plugged
into
less
august
combinations, and so the review
sample was next tried in adifferent
context. A Sony TA-FE32OR amp,
DNM speaker cable and AR Status
S20 loudspeakers were perfectly at
home reproducing the little Project's signal — in a less analytical,
but still involving manner.
As noted, the Debut is supplied
with tools for setting up acartridge:
this is because the distributor,
Henley Designs, has great faith in
its products' abilities and expects
customers eventually to upgrade
the transducer, as funds allow. To
test this out Iwas supplied with an
Ortofon MC15 Super cartridge,
which retails at £ 140. I'll be
honest. When I fitted it I was
expecting the arm to cope, but not
be too happy with the demands of
an m-ccartridge, and for it to be a
'tail wagging the dog' situation. I
was wrong. The combination
worked extremely well*. The
improvements in performance

"I later discovered, though, that in some circumstances the higher flux of the m-cpulled the
cartridge towards the mild steel platter. Henley has agreed to make an alloy platter optionally
available as an upgrade for under DO.
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Iused the Phono Box initially in m-m mode
to amplify the signal from the 0M5E
cartridge fitted to the Debut. The results were
impressive, and certainly complemented the
deck's sonic qualities. When compared to the
Sony or Creek phono stages there was better
definition right across the frequency range,
with the bass in particular benefiting from
greater depth and extension, which
further increased an already good
foot-tapping factor. I
was also
aware of asensation of more shape
and space in and around the
performers. After switching to m-c
with the Ortofon MCI5 Super, things
really began to come alive. The sound
was lively, precise and totally
entertaining.
Costing just £40, the Pro-ject Phono Box
is abargain. It isn't the greatest phonostage
,
nthe world but ranks highly as an
unpretentious performer. It does avery good
job, smoothly and enjoyably. When
combined with the Debut at £ 109, and the
MC15 Super at £ 140 the results were
excellent, and left any similarly priced CD
player that I've heard floundering in its wake
(and could potentially upset some turntables
in the £200-300 bracket). Above all else it
made playing music fun, which is surely the
whole point of the exercise.

Iwas
expecting the
arm to cope
but not be
happy with
the demands
of an m-c
cartridge, and
for it to be a
'tail wagging
the dog'
situation.
Iwas wrong

attributable to the MC15 were
huge, and built on the already
apparent strengths of excellent
pacing, and well-defined detail.
This combination resulted in
some of the gaps in the lower bass
regions being filled in, and
generally far better detailing and
presence across the frequency
range. The greater separation and
clarity at the top end improved the
amount of background information
received by the listener, and helped
to fill out sounds, giving them more
texture and shape.

CONCLUSION

SUPPLIER
Henley Designs,
The Old Coach
House,
Crowmarsh Giffisrd.
Wallingford,
Oxon
OXIO 8EH
TeL 01491 834700

The Pro-ject Debut turntable is
that rare combination of budget
price
and
good
quality
performance. It is not perfect, and
there are restrictions to its
capabilities, however, everything it
does, it does very well, and most
importantly it makes playing music
a fun experience, without being
demanding or fatiguing.
It is not the most revealing
turntable around, but it gives
enough
to
produce
sonic
satisfaction without a frustrating
feeling that something is missing,
and its performance can easily be
improved
by
changing
the
cartridge. At £ 109 this is a very
attractive option for the occasional
vinyl user or someone just starting a
system.
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LOUDSPEAKERS

F

inal is a Dutch company
specialising in the exacting art
of designing and manufacturing
electrostatic loudspeakers, and has
been in existence since the mid1980s. Operating now from a new
factory in Ede in the Netherlands, it
constructs all its products in-house
There are several models in the
range, each given a numerical
appellation after the total membrane
surface area in square metres of the
stereo pair. Only the top two
models, the 1.2 and 1.4, are fullrange types, since to cover the
complete audio band adequately
with an open-baffle diaphragm of
this type requires avery large surface
area. The smaller models, including
this 0.3, are hybrids, employing
conventional moving-coil drivers to
handle the low frequencies and
electrostatic panels for the high.
At £ 1495, the 0.3 is the smallest
model in the range but is
nevertheless a substantial 1200mm
(47.2in) in height. However, its
modest width of just 270mm makes
it afar less imposing presence than a
full-range design such as the 1.2 or
1.4. The dominant visual feature is
the electrostatic panel: the lowfrequency enclosure is set behind it
and thus largely obscured at the
listening position.
Electrostatic drive units have a
number of inherent characteristics
which are extremely attractive to the
purist loudspeaker designer. With a
conventional moving-coil cone driver
the electrical energy representing the
signal waveform is converted to
physical displacement in a motor

assembly whose voice- coil is
attached only to the centre of the
cone, The cone's inherent stiffness is
relied upon to ensure that it radiates
uniformly across its surface,
behaving like apiston. This is atall
order and in practice all cones
exhibit ' break-up' to an extent at
some frequencies. Increased stiffness
is difficult to achieve without a
corresponding increase in weight
which limits the cone's ability to
respond accurately to transients.
The electrostatic diaphragm, on
the other hand, is driven across its
entire surface so has no need to be
stiff at all. Indeed if it is made as
light and flexible as possible the
electrical signal is effectively applied
directly to the air. With care in
design and realisation such a driver
can offer vanishingly low levels of
distortion, minimal coloration and
patently superior transient and phase
responses.
The
dispersion
characteristic is often better suited to
the listening room too, since with
dipole operation (the open-framed
panel radiates equally to the front
and the rear) there is no radiation in
the plane of the diaphragm —
indeed it can go close to aside wall
to little or no detriment. Dipoles
excite far fewer room resonances
than omni-directional speakers.
Other factors, though, have
limited
the
widespread
acceptance of iptie
electrostatic
drivers. The .
ril
obvious one ign
is
physical like

SUPPLIER
UK Distribution,
23 Richings
Way,
¡ver,
Bucks SLO 9DA.
Tel: 01753
652669
Website:
uninv.ukd.co.uk

size, as noted at the start. Another is
the output level, particularly at low
frequencies, although for most
classical source material in normal
domestic surroundings afull-range
ESL is capable enough. True headbangers, though, do tend to complain
that electrostatics lack adegree of slam
and bass 'urge', though what they are
missing is often afalsification of the
truth. Difficulty in manufacture is
another, since with the
high polarizing voltage
required for the

Ç

5kV) stability with
the close tolerances
involved is really
paramount. The
ingress of dust, and
charge leakage if
used in humid
environments, are
other concerns.
Power output
is not in itself a
significant
problem in a
hybrid design
such as the 0.3
as here the
electrostatic
unit is only
being asked to
handle
the
higher
frequencies,
where
the
requisite
excursion is
much
reduced.
Here the

An elegant hybrid design,
the Final 0.3 combines electrostatic
mid/treble and cone bass
by IVOR HUMPHREYS

Fina

Word
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LOUDSPEAKERS
bass/lower midrange output is
handled by a 17Ornm diameter alloy
cone moving- coil driver with a
double magnet system. The
significant limitation is the disparity
in radiation characteristics between
the
two
drivers
and,
correspondingly, the integration of
their outputs in the frequency range
over which they overlap; it is a
compromise that has to be accepted.
This, the smaller of Final's two
hybrid designs, has its crossover
point set at 400Hz (the middle of
the piano keyboard). Final suggests
that since the range in which our
hearing is at its most sensitive is
roughly 500Hz-2kHz this lower
point is therefore out of harm's way.
But, with roll- off slopes of
approximately 6and 12dB/octave for
the bass and treble respectively, the
drivers overlap considerably, so the
moving-coil driver is contributing
well into that sensitive range.
The 0.3 is built on a30trun thick
plinth which supports the bass
enclosure and has acut-out near the
front to accept the foot of the
electrostatic panel. Amplifier
connections are made to two pairs of
4mm sockets on the rear of the
plinth, facilitating bi-wiring or biamplification if desired ( sockets
only, by the way — no screw-downs
to cater for bare wire ends). A
captive two-wire lead supplies mains
electricity for the polarizing circuit.
The bass enclosure is formed from
an elliptical tube some 625 x210mm
in overall cross-section and made of
a dense moulded plastics material.
The lower end is set into the plinth
while the upper is cut at an angle of
about 30° and integrated into a
baffle for the drive unit. This baffle
also carries areflex port some 50mm
in diameter, although as supplied
this is sealed off by ahefty polythene
plug/cap so as to determine closedbox ( infinite baffle) loading. The
alternative of reflex operation with
the plug removed may be favoured
in some room conditions and/or
positions, but IB loading is generally
preferred for its tighter control and
better matching to the ESL panel.
The bass driver thus faces
upwards and forwards, firing
through, and of course around, the
electrostatic panel. Final considers
this off-axis, significantly reflective
output best for matching the quite
different dispersion characteristics of
the two drivers — the former
essentially omni-directional and the
latter dipolar. A stretch-fabric grille
hides the entire baffle and is held in
place by three Velcro pads: asimple
and effective cosmetic disguise and
an effective guard against dust.
The electrostatic driver is formed
of three strips running the entire
MR NEWS LRECORD REVIEW
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height of the panel. These are of
different widths, approximately 47,
37 and 35mm, fed the same signal,
which combine to improve lateral
dispersion. The loudspeakers are
handed so that widest strips go to
the outside of the stereo pair. This is
important, as Idiscovered after
inadvertently setting them up the
other way around (there's asmall `L'
or ' R' on the model label at the back
of the bass bin but it's easily
overlooked). The panel locates in the
plinth as described and is also
anchored at about one-third of its
height to the top of the bass
enclosure. It is angled back at some
7° to give optimum vertical
dispersion for aseated listener.

Rear view, with
cover removed to
show the
upward-firing
I70mm cone
bass unit

SOUND QUALITY
Ishould say at once that this is a
quite beautifully made and presented
loudspeaker.Beech and cherry
veneers are available as alternative
options. An amp of 50 watts/channel
minimum is recommended for this
nominally 4 ohm load, though
stability into the load is more
important than power per se.
Imentioned earlier the possibility
of problems with dust. Unlike Quad,
which wraps its panels in a
protective overcoat, Final leaves
them exposed, seeking ultimate
transparency. This means they are
safe only from mechanical damage
(by the fixed, perforated plates
which sandwich the membranes).
Final has developed foils which repel
dust and dirt to amaximum extent,
though it advocates cleaning when
necessary with a vacuum cleaner.
(I'd go gingerly on this!). The
loudspeakers are guaranteed against
technical faults for three years and a
maintenance contract is available for
long-terra peace of mind.

These
are
certainly
most
impressive and engaging loudspeakers, but they are unlikely to
give of their best unless some time is
spent experimenting with their
positioning in the room. Near- tocorner placement will boost the bass
in the normal way but in my
experience to the considerable
disadvantage of precision and tonal
blend. The Finals really need clear
space around and especially behind
them. If space is tight an irregular
surfaced end wall — one which is
lined with bookshelves, say, or
covered with heavy curtaining — will
help tame the rear- going energy.
Conversion to reflex operation seems
only to exacerbate matters, and will
probably be beneficial only in very
large rooms where the loudspeakers
have plenty of room to breathe.
Set up optimally the 0.3 shows
itself to be an extremely adept, crisp
performer which can provide an
exceptional degree of involvement. It
is particulary well suited, in my view,
to chamber music in general and to
solo voice and choral music in
particular, although it can certainly
convey the ' body' of orchestral
music and even grand opera to
persuasive effect, given a good
recording — it pays no compliments
to
artificially
multi-miked
presentations. Although a fair
amount of midrange energy comes
from the bass driver, the panel still
manages to supply a large measure
of finesse: certainly the delicacy and
coherence in harmonic presentation
are extremely impressive.
Such coloration as there is
manifests itself primarily in aslightly
ambivalent presentation in and
around the lower midrange, but the
dominant impression is one of
cleanly cut imagery, first-rate
perspectives and a good degree of
that ' residual'
detail
which
articulates the acoustic in a lifelike
recording.

CONCLUSION

Elegant
proportions
combine with
anodised
aluminium
tubular side
pieces and
black- painted
electrostatic
frame
members, LF
cabinet and
plinth to
winning effect

The hybrid approach remains a
compromise, but the 0.3 has agood
deal to commend it in terms of its
essential musicality. It offers much
of the effortless, seamless integration
and transparency associated with
full-range electrostatic designs yet at
an extremely competitive price, and
for
that
alone
is
warmly
recommended.
MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATIONS
Drive units

170mm bass;
electrostatic midrange/
high frequency
Frequency range
43Hz-20kHz (-6dB)
Sensitivity
86dB spi for 2.83V at 1m
Nominal impedance
4 ohms
Crossover frequency
400Hz
Dimensions (whd)
270 x1200 x400mm
Weight
6kg
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Two cartridges show moving- magnetic cartridges potential:
the Clearaudio Virtuoso and Grado Signature Reference

rise of the moving-coil in popularity.
However, technology moves on, and
there are more recent designs of
moving- magnet cartridge around
which threaten to upset that status
quo. Two such examples are under
examination here. They are, in
order of price, the Clearaudio
Virtuoso, retailing at £295, and the
Grado Reference Signature at £ 395.

agne e
IIla
by

TONY

BOLTON

CLEARAUDIO VIRTUOSO

I

fyou subscribe to the generally
accepted theory that the source
of asignal is the most important
part of the hi-fi chain, then, in terms
of vinyl reproduction, the cartridge
and its stylus are the primary points
of consideration. Obviously, it's not
that simple. There is no point in
using agood cartridge on a poorly
designed and built arm, or a
turntable that suffers from varying
platter speed. However, if adecently
designed transport system is used
for rotating the disc and holding the
cartridge firmly over the record,
without hindrance to its
lateral
or vertical
movement, then the
choice of cartridge
will, to a major
degree, dictate the
sort of sound which
is reproduced by
the speakers. There
are,
generally
speaking, two main
types of cartridge in
use today, those
which work by
moving the coils
around the magnet
to generate the
electrical signal,
and those which move
the magnets within the
coils. The signal output
from an m-m is usually several
times greater than an m-cdesign,
and therefore requires less in the
way of specialised low- noise
amplification (or gain) to make the
signal acceptable for the preamplification circuits. Moving
46

magnets tend to dominate the
market from the budget arena to the
mid range. As the price scale rises,
attention tends to turn to the m-c
variety, and there are few m- ms
available much beyond the £ 450
barrier. Moving-coil fans will claim
that m- ms are inferior in sonic
performance, and in the past
this has been
true, hence
the

The Clearaudio Virtuoso is the top
model of a range of four, which
extend in price from £ 130 to this
example's £ 295. It arrives in a
stylish clear Perspex pyramid, with a
bag containing screws, nuts, awellmade screwdriver, and aset of gold
cartridge tags. There is also an
instruction sheet which, to judge by
the phraseology, is literally
translated from the German
original. The specification quotes a
20Hz-20kHz frequency response,
but with no indication of roll-off, or
any other quantifying measurement.
Output voltage is a reasonable
3.6mV into the virtually standard
47k ohm impedance, so it should be
happy with most phonostages.
The cartridge itself is fmished in
an eye-catching polished alloy and
weighs a not- inconsiderable 10g.
Most arms can handle this, although
a Mayware unipivot was not happy
at having such a large mass on
board. The other potential problem
which may arise is that the cartridge
is shallow in height, and certain
headshells may need spacers
inserting to allow the
cantilever to hang
lower than the
arm.
This
particular
example spent
most
of
the
review
period
attached to an
Ittok
LVV-armed
Sondek LP12, using
a Creek P43R preamp feeding two
Creek A52SE power
amplifiers. Ialso tried
it through a Quad
33/bi-amped 303 setup,
as
well
as
transferring it to a
Nairn Aro -equipped
Sondek. Setting up the
alignment is very easy, due to
the well-defined edges of the
cartridge body, and the prominent
cantilever which sticks out in front
of the chamfered body shape by a
few millimetres. In use it is adream
to cue up, since you can see exactly
where the needle is; but it is also
very vulnerable. (A stylus guard that
needs to be prised over the cartridge
makes you very aware of the
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CARTRIDGES
Both of these
The cantilever is mounted within
consequences of one false move!)
cartridges are
the
area
of
the
cartridge,
and
The sound lived up to its name. It
excellent
because of the flared-out shape of
came across as precise, solid and
performers,
the
sides
it
is
not
as
easy
as
some
to
well defined, although alittle sharp
and had the
align; care must especially be taken
in the high frequency range. This
sort of sound
not
to
overtighten
the
mounting
settled down appreciably in the first
that will cause
screws which fit into threads tapped
few hours of use, and after about 50
afew m- cfans
into the wooden body. Removal of
hours of playing Ifelt confident that
to reassess
the sensibly-shaped and attached
the cartridge was performing at its
their
wooden stylus guard revealed the
best. Iwas very impressed by the
transducer
four-piece cantilever and the coil
near absence of surface noise except
choice when
windings.
Output
from
these
is
when playing very well-used
shopping in
quoted at 4.8mV,
records. It produced the sort of
this price
with
a
between-track silence which is
bracket
required
usually the preserve of line-contact
load
profiled styli, attached to very
expensive cartridges.
I was therefore
somewhat surprised
to discover that the
stylus possesses an
elliptical
profile.
There was little or
no trace of the
high-frequency clutter
so often associated with
this type of design. Cymbals
had awell shaped sound that
almost glinted as they were
struck, but just stayed on
the
right
side
of
sharpness. Moving across
the frequency range,
vocals were crisp, such
ambient detail as the
singers' intakes of breath
being portrayed but not
made a fuss of. Bass sounds
were fast and well balanced.
The Clearaudio didn't produce
the deepest bass that I've ever
heard, but it had asnap and solidity
which was very satisfying. If Ihad to
resistance
sum up the performance in one
of 47k ohms,
word it would be ' precise'. The
and afrequency response
sonic image is clearly defined and
of
10-60,000Hz.
Again
no
framed. The stylus appears to track
qualifying roll- off figures are
the music, not the extraneous
The cartridge
provided. Channel separation is
groove noise, and everything is laid
itself is
qualified as an average of 30dB
out in front of the listener in avery
finished in
between
10Hz
and
30kHz.
The
unit
clean and ordered manner. This
weighs- in at an arm-friendly 6 an eyecould, in some instances be the
catching
cartridge's Achilles' heel, since a grams.
polished alloy
Iset the tracking weight at the
lean-sounding system could overand weighs a
specified
1.5
grams
and
began
emphasize the Virtuoso's sound,
listening. As with the Clearaudio, a notand create something that became
inconsiderable
settling-down period was required
fatiguing to listen to. Lean-sounding
10g. Most
before the performance became
record decks would, again, to my
arms can
consistent.
The
word
which
springs
mind, not be agood match.
handle this
to my mind to describe this sound is

GRADO PLATINUM SIGNATURE

'organic'. There were no frills in the
music which it produced, merely a
feeling of balance and calmness.
and hailing from America is the
Don't get me wrong, there were
Grado Signature. This model is the
plenty of dynamics and textures to
second stop in a four-model lineup
explore in the sounds, but it never
which starts at £ 250 with the
tried to show off, and get too brash.
Platinum [see KK's review HFNIRR
There was a definite affinity with
Jan ' 97] and finishes with the
music created using conventional
Reference, retailing at £ 995. The
sample for review arrived in a instruments, and sounds from cellos
and guitars had abody and richness
wooden casket, which opened up to
that was very seductive. Brass
reveal a coffin-shaped sculptured
sounds were free from sharpness, at
mahogany cartridge.

Moving up the price scale by £ 100
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the expense of a slight sensation of
muteness. A little tweaking of the
arm height solved most of this,
however, and the whole listening
experience
was
thoroughly
involving. The one fly in the
ointment was the occasional
appearance of slight surface noise.
This was partially noticeable
because
of
the
excellent
performance of the Clearaudio in
this respect. The exonerating benefit
of this was atruly delightful amount
of
background
information,
especially when playing live
recordings, which helped the sound
approach that sacred goal of
transporting the listener to the
venue itself. The pin-point accuracy
of the sonic images between the
speakers had, at times, apresence
which verged on being a physical
entity within the room.

CONCLUSION
Both of these cartridges are
excellent performers, and
had the sort of sound that
will cause a few m-cfans
to
reassess
their
transducer
choice
when shopping in
this
price
bracket. Some
readers
may
regard this as a
cop-out, but I
am not going
to say that one
is better than
the
other,
because Ido not
believe that that is true.
They both do an excellent job
(as they should for this sort of
money!) and present the results in
different manners. The best analogy
I can think of is to imagine a
photograph. The Clearaudio's sonic
image comes on gloss paper, whilst
the Grado produces a matt finish:
both being hugely enjoyable. The
choice will come down to the
listener's individual preferences and
system matching requirements. Be
warned though, both are anti-social
devices. They relay music in such an
enjoyable way that Ifound myself
still trawling through my record
collection at four in the morning on
several occasions during this test. +
SUPPLIER
Clearaudio Audio Reference
Units 8 & 9Enterprise Park,
Slyfield Ind Est, Guildford.
Surrey GUI IRE
Tel: 01483 575344
Grado
Goldring Products, 8Greyfriars Road.
Bury St Edmonds, Suffolk IP32 7DX
Tel: 01284 701101
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Valves and balanced operation ought
to be a winning combination, if rather
pricey: Balanced Audio Technology
offers its VK-50SE pre- amp and 17K-60
power amplifier
by ALVIN GOLD

T

here is a kind of grammar
associated with the review
process. Products arrive, get
run-in and listened to, while the
reviewer acclimatises, absorbs
(hopefully), gets high on caffeine,
generates aream of copy, collapses in
a heap,. recovers and moves on.
There are no absolutes here, but start
to finish the process typically takes
about a month, and a number of
reviews may run simultaneously.
This one was different. Iwas given
the power amp and aquite different
pre-amp from the same range out of
the blue, which were just about
shoehorned into the outsize boot of
my old car on atrip from somewhere
to somewhere else, and this was the
best part of ayear ago...
For various reasons, the review
didn't happen when it was supposed
to, and the pre- amplifier was
eventually changed for the firebreathing microprocessor controlled
monster you see on these pages.
Known as the VK-50SE, and despite
being only a line- level amp as
standard,
it
actually
costs
considerably more (£6125) than its
partner in this review, the VK-60
power amp (£4450).

VK MONSTER
The real monster here, however, is
the VK-60, which, to put it mildly,
spreads itself around abit, making it
something of ahazard around these
parts. It measures 430x200x610mm
(whd), and weighs 38.5kg. For
comparison, the VK-50SE clocks in
at more pedestrian 480x150x400mm
(whd) and astill impressive 17kg.
48

Finely

ala nced

Let's add that, apart from some
rather vulnerable level switches on
the pre- amp and also the on/off
switch on the back of the power amp
(which operates a relay rather than
switching the power directly), build
quality is extremely painstaking; the
amps are certified against direct small
bore ammunition strikes; and
shortcuts in the construction of both
products are clearly strictly verboten
— qualities that also made an impact
on akey design aim, the reduction in
microphony.
This said, Iam unconvinced of the
wisdom of the acres of unprotected,
hot- running vacuum tubes. They
might be OK in houses full of
macho, hairy American types, but the
little softly glowing bottles are just
too attractive to children, which
could be aworry.
First things first. Or second in this
case. US-based BAT (nothing to do
with British American Tobacco,
whose little glowing speciality objects
of desire are organic rather than
metal and mineral) was founded in
1995 by Russian- born Victor
Khomenko, initially with a single
pre-amplifier, the VK-5, and asingle
stereo power amp, the VK-60. The
range has exploded since then, only
occasionally straying outside the
comfortingly rational world of
thermionic valves and balanced
circuits. Naturally, the amplifiers are
in the broadly minimalist tradition,
but the pre- amplifier nevertheless
boasts extensive customisation
possibilities, and is fully remote
controllable using a very polished
microprocessor-buffered interface, a

Although the
amplifier is not
single- ended
overall, each
output valve is
configured as
a single- ended
driver
responsible for
half of the
waveform on
one channel,
the composite
balanced
output
summing the
signals

SUPPLIER
Zeutek Music Ltd,
Lizanne House,
Mount Sion,
Tunbridge Wells,
Kent TN2 5DA
Tel: 01892
539595

large,
sexy- looking
blue
alphanumeric display and an optional
remote control. You can buy the preamp without the admittedly wellmade and well- equipped handset for
a rather startling £ 375 less, but in
the context of a £6000 total price, I
can't see there being many takers.
The VK-50SE is the first Special
Edition BAT pre-amplifier, as well as
being the official flagship, and it is
built around asingle gain stage using
proprietary Unistage technology. The
VK-50SE is based on the VK-50,
itself an elaboration of the basic VK3. The principal USP is what BAT
boasts of as avery superior vacuum
tube, the Sovtek 6H30P-DR, eight of
which are used here. Until not too
long ago it was completely unknown
in the West, and indeed it was once
banned from export from Russia.
Used in the differential gain stage,
the Sovtek sourced valve delivers an
amplification factor of 15 with no
buffers, no cathode follower and an
appropriately high input impedance
and a plate resistance one quarter
that of the industry-standard 6922,
with higher transconductance and
gain only a smidgen less than the
older design. The tube flies in BAT
colours, thanks to the exclusive rights
the company has negotiated, and
BAT claims that this effectively splits
the difference between the 6922 and
an ` ideal' device.
Circuit topology has seen some
modification for the new model. It is
not a simple drop- in replacement,
and the changes include larger power
supplies, the substitution of Vishay
metal foil resistors for plate loading
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and also in the volume control stage,
and a ' six-pack' of oil-filled output
caps. Note that the VK-50 can be
rebuilt to full SE specifications if
required, and that, despite the back
panel labelling, there is no phono
option. The continuous rotation
volume control operates over a70dB
range with 0.5dB resolution, and
there are five input, including tape,
and two sets of outputs, with all ins
and outs balanced and using XLR
socketry. A pair of baluns (available
at nominal cost) can be used for
unbalanced source components.

TRIODE POWER
The VK-60 is a dual- gain- stage
design built exclusively around
triodes, with amassive supply toroid,
toroidal output transformers, and a
total of eight 6SN7s and four
6C33C-Bs for arated power output
of 60 watts/channel. The output
6C33C-Bs are high- current, low
impedance devices, which claim
more than ten times the current yield
of the otherwise virtually ubiquitous
6550s or KT-88s.
Although the amplifier is not
single-ended overall, each output
valve is configured as asingle-ended
driver responsible for half of the
waveform on one channel, the
composite balanced output summing
the signals. Because common-mode
effects, such as noise, are equal and
in phase on each arm, and the
outputs are summed in anti-phase,
noise is largely cancelled. The sum
points are ahead of the output
transformers, blocking DC offsets.
The rear panel is home to the
balanced input XLRs — there is no
unbalanced socketry — and has
output taps for 4-6 ohm and 8-16
ohm loads. Although the VK-60
power amp has been around since
BAT's inception, it has been refined
considerably in that time, and despite
its size and its ability to stand in for a
central heating radiator — just right
for those hot, long summer days — it
is easy to live with.
The main reason is the real-time
continuous automatic biasing which
irons over valve-ageing and warmup traumas, variations between
individual valves, even variations
in mains voltage. The VK-60
can also be converted to
monoblock operation ( not
bridging), which results in a
doubling of output power
and halving of output
impedance.

but which also included two
balanced mode Krell CD players,
one of these the KPS-25sc. A wide
range of loudspeakers were used,
including JM Labs Mezzo Utopias
and (briefly, because they arrived
very late in the day) Martin-Logan
Prodigy hybrid electrostatics, both of
which worked extremely well with
the BAT.
Ihad enjoyed the original BAT
combination, even driving speakers
that would not normally be
considered within the remit of a
more than ordinarily hairy-chested
valve amp like the VK-60, but Iwas
unprepared for the transformation
that the switch to the better preamplifier made, which led to the
observation that, while apower amp
provides the muscle, the real magic
comes from the pre- amp — and
although this is a rather simpleminded conclusion, there is an
element of truth here. The VK-60
has enough raw power to cope with
modestly-insensitive speakers at what
can best be described as moderately
high volumes; and with the big JM
Labs Mezzo Utopia, which is afairly
sensitive, wide- bandwidth and
incredibly revealing in every sense,
the VK-60 sounded completely in
command, up to genuinely high
volume levels with little obvious signs
of distress: just amild drawing-in of
dynamics and amild loss of air when
finally approaching its limits.
With the speakers wired to the 4-6
ohm taps, there was no hint of any
modification to the system's
frequency response attributable to
the source impedance of the amp;
and for all intents and purposes this
could have been a
solid-

Despite its size
and its ability
to stand in for
a central
heating
radiator —
just right for
those hot, long
summer days
— it is easy to
live with

state amplifier, apart from the
occasionally rather lush bass quality.
Iwas particularly impressed by the
VK-60's vivid and exquisitely detailed
treble, which appeared to hold up all
the way through the audio band, with
no hint of compression or loss of detail
at the treble extreme. All the better to
hear what the pre-amplifier was doing.
And it was the VK-50SE pre-amp
that made the difference, lifting the
sound out of the realms of the everyday,
though it was a team effort: with the
power amp having enough resolution,
dynamic range and control to allow the
pre-amp to strut its stuff: In many ways
the combination sounded quintessentially valve-like, but without the usual
negative connotations.
The bass has enough depth, weight
and authority, and if it is no Krell
beater here, it will not be found
wanting in most company. Elsewhere
the amp has the necessary transparency
and stability, with unusually high levels
of detail, but it is combined with the
harmonic richness, density and variety
that is the special reserve of the best of
valves.

CONCLUSION

Balanced Audio
Technology VK-60

What sets this pre-/ power amp
combination apart is its ability to
combine the best of the words of solid
state and of valves, namely the
dynamics, consistency and (to alarge
extent) the independence from load
variations of the former with the finesse,
inner complexity and poise of
evacuated glass bottles. Although not a
single-ended design, its performance is
well into single-ended territory, with
that special ability to communicate the
passion and drama of fine musicmaking without imposing much of its
own character in the process.
This is an unusually
sweet-sounding combination,
lacking
the
severity of some solidstate counterparts, and
completely free of the
greyness
and
granularity
associated
with
others; but it is
never
twee,
emasculated or
lacking in speed
or control. 4-

SOUND QUALM(
The listening stretched
over aconsiderable period,
and involved many source
components, some of
which were unbalanced,
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A lot of changes and
still rather alot of money.
Speakers as universally revered as our Reference Series
are a tough act to follow. After all, what can you do to
improve on excellence?
Rather alot, as it happens. Take the high order crossovers,
for example. They've been completely redesigned, using
advanced polypropylene capacitors for even greater lucidity
And every crossover is further fine-tuned to match the
parameters

of

each

individual

drive

unit.

We

even

found ways of making the drivers themselves
with greater precision to iron out the slightest
sonic imbalance.
Having perfected the acoustics, we turned
to

aesthetics.

Hence

the

choice

of

five

stunning contemporary
ry finishes - exquisitely
veneers, now including Cherry
and the highly figured pale Albina Burr, with
corners carefully radiused to eliminate residual

111>

1110
(I
C

edge diffractions. In all, literally hundreds of
painstaking improvements were made.
So many small improvements can make a
big difference to sound quality - and these do. You'll find
the Reference Series—Two vastly more accomplished than
its illustrious predecessors. Sweeter. Purer. Even more
lavishly detailed.
Like all the best things in life, they still don't come cheap
-but to anyone who really appreciates sound, they're better
value than ever.

giEFERENCE

MODEL SHOWN IS THE REFERENCI TRUIES MODEL 7nree - T. IN ALBINA BURR ROSETTA BURR

AND ALMIAR

BLR1 ARE PREMIUM FINISHES ONLY AVAILABLE ON MODELS Throe- T. are Four

, Two

SERIES

REF AND UNIO ARE REGISTERED TRADEMARKS UNI 0 IS PROTECTED UNDER GB PATENT 2236929.

US. PAT NO 5.548.657 WORLDWIDE PATENTS PENC NO FOR DETAILS ON REF REFERENCE SERIES KEASE CONIAGT REF AUDIO CPO LIMITED, DEPT RENTO FREEPOST MA1332, EGGLESTON ROAD. TOVIL. MAIDSTONE. KENT ME15 6BR FREEPHONE 0000 7315620.

www.kef.com

Heatherdale Audio Ltd.
202 Findon Road, Worthing, West Sussex, BN14 OEJ
Tel...01903 872288 Fax...01903 872234 After hours...07860 660001
Visit our Webpage - www.hifi-stereo.com, E-mail heatherdale@hifi-stereo.com

SUPERB
OPPORTUNITY!
WILSON MAXX
Now on demonstration the Mark Levinson Integrated Amplifier

FINISHED FERRARI

ML39 Cd player, uncompromising in sound

GREY
LESS THAN 4
MONTHS OLD

£24,99 5

On Permanant Demonstration.
ML 32 reference Pre- amp with Phono stage
ML 33 reference Power amps
ML 30.6/31.5 reference DAC and CD Transport

For the Finest music quality and design
Mark Levinson 383 integrated amp
Mark Levinson 380 pre- amp

£5495
£3995

Mark Levinson Reference series
No.30.6 DAC 24/96 khz with PLS-330 power supply . £ 16495

Mark Levinson 380S pre-amp
Mark Levinson 334 power amp

£6495
£5495

No.31.5 CD transport
No.32 pre-amp and Controller

Mark Levinson 335 power amp

£7495

No.32 phono modules for above

£2495

Mark Levinson 336 power amp

£8995

No.33 mono amplifiers

£29995

Mark Levinson 33H mono amps
Mark Levinson 360 DAC
Mark Levinson 360S DAC

£ 19395
£4395
£6895

Mark Levinson 37 CD transport
Mark Levinson 39 CD player

£9295
£ 14495

The full Mark Levinson Reference system is only on
permanent demonstration at Heatherdale Audio

£3995
£4995

The main U.K. Dealers of Mark Levinson Reference products
Thiel speakers - Absolute sounds - SME - Copland - Audionote - Toft, and much more
See our pre-owned listing in the classified section
0% Finance available (* subject to status)
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PMC's transmission- line monitors are used in many studios.

true
Professional
How will they fare in home hi-fi use?
by DAVID BERRIMAN

A

syou might guess from the
name, the Professional
Monitor Company has been
manufacturing loudspeakers for
recording studios and mastering
suites for years now for some years
— large active systems using ATC
(and more recently its own) dome
midrange drivers and up to 15in
woofers in massive transmission line

N 7%..

enclosures. They have met with
considerable success in this area,
with many notable films and music
albums mastered via PMC. The
FBI is its most recent and significant
entry into the domestic market.
Unlike
reflex
loading,
transmission-line behaviour [
see box]
is not so easily predicted by theory or
computer programs, and so PMC's
ex-BBC designer Peter Thomas has
resorted to building numerous
different cabinets and experimenting
for countless hours with damping
material types and positioning before
arriving
at
the
optimum
configuration for each model. That's
why PMC's transmission lines —
including the FBI — are the
culmination of much midnight-oil
burning, even before the crossovers
are designed and optimised.
The FBI is a domestic floorstander of modest dimensions: one
metre high, 200mm wide and
300mm deep, while the spiked
MDF
plinth
raises
the

0

loudspeaker
35mm. The
Th woofer
by a
is placed
further
a

y

third of the way from the
closed end of the transmission
line. The line is basically a
damped pipe gradually narrowing
towards the open end, which, in the
case of the PMC FBI, is close to the
floor. The precise woofer location is
quite deliberate. This classic position
theoretically produces the least
excitation of the third harmonic
resonance in the line. Damping is
strategically introduced to control
other resonances and also increase
the effective line-length by slowing
the speed of sound in the line.
The review pair looked extremely
)
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fetching in natural oak. The cabinets
were beautifully finished, with
curved veneered edges to the front
baffle. The flared opening of the
floor-located front port — backed by
a layer of black reticulated opentextured foam — is very neatly
painted in black gloss finish. Idon't
know how they got the join between
the spray and the veneer so clean,
but they have, and the overall effect
with black grilles, light wood veneer
and black/gold PMC badge is very
smart. Even at the back the rear
panels are evenly sprayed and the
joints are perfect: this certainly
boosts the overall effect of all-round
quality of manufacture. At the back
near the base is the usual plastic
panel with gold-plated bi-wire
terminal posts and gold-plated straps
for single-wiring.
The compact crossover is
mounted on the inside of the
terminal panel. It comprises acouple
of ferrite-cored coils, two resistors,
plus an electrolytic capacitor for the
woofer and a polypropylene
capacitor for the tweeter, all on a
neat double- sided glassfibre PCB.
Push- fit connectors and two
different types of good-quality wire
are used for internal connection to
the drive units. The woofer is a
good- quality 170mm Vifa driver
with a doped-paper cone on a cast
metal alloy chassis: the tweeter is
also a Vifa, with a 25mm metal
dome and phasing device.

LISTENING TESTS
Noting the comment about the
reputation of transmission lines [
see
box], my first point of critical focus
just had to be bass performance. I
needn't have worried: the FBI's bass
is very good indeed. It provides the
deep fundamentals often lost even by
quite large conventional loudspeakers, and contrary to what one
might expect, bass definition is very
good. Bass seems to ` flow' and
'breathe' naturally. Also, notably, the
FBI's balance is maintained even at
low levels, so that bass doesn't
disappear when listening quietly. It
gives recordings made in large halls a
satisfying sense of size and space,
which smaller loudspeakers struggle
to achieve.
Whether this is due to the
underpinning of fundamentals, to
extra bass extension, or alittle added
warmth created by the line, I
wouldn't like to guess, but the FBI
certainly didn't sound fat, wobbly
and coloured — as do many large
reflex loudspeakers. Indeed the
major impression the FBI produces
is of low coloration, open clarity, big
stereo stage size and sheer drama.
Bass is sufficiently deep, nimble and
well defined, with atouch of added
HIM NEWS& MOOD REVIEW
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support at the very lowest extremity.
Bass quantity is not excessive but did
prove dependent on system
character. With some amps I
personally wouldn't push them
against arear wall, and certainly not
into comers, as they could become
overpowering ( Ipreferred them a
foot or so out into the room); but
with leaner tighter amplifiers,
positioning close to the rear wall was
quite feasible, and indeed even
desirable, to flesh out the lows alittle
more.
The FBI is nothing like the
stereotypical Transmission Line. It is
capable of going very low, as
witnessed when playing atrack from
the Nitin Sawhney album Beyond
Skin, when the lows plumb so deep
and clean Icould literally feel the
oscillating air moving. You'd swear
there was a sub-woofer somewhere
in the room! ( Idon't know what
frequencies are on this CD, but they
are
mean
and
positively
subterranean.)
Unlike the stereotype TL, the
upper harmonics of bass instruments
— whether they be double-basses,
piano or bass guitars — have realistic
speed and definition. In addition to
extending low-frequency output and
reducing distortion, the FBI's freeflowing bass does add a tangible
sense of low-end augmentation, but
this is certainly no more detrimental
than reflex speakers in general and is

TRANSMISSION- LINES, THE LONG LEGACY
All PMC's loudspeakers feature
transmission- line loading, sometimes
referred to as acoustic labyrinth, a
method of extending bass first brought to
light over 30 years ago by Dr Bailey.

This was developed by Radford, then further
emulated and developed by IMF and latterly (thanks
to the late John Wright) by TDL. The trouble is that
IMF and TDL speakers had atendency to produce
prodigious quantities of bass which, unless
partnered with amplifiers with avice-like grip, could
be less than well-controlled. Consequently,
transmission- lines have gained abit of aname for
poor definition. It's areputation against which PMC
has fought an uphill battle, but one which it has
been winning. Fortunately, PMC is is more than
happy to let its products speak for themselves which is where this review comes in.
The line works by delaying the out-of-phase sound
from the rear of the cone until it arrives at the open
end, sufficiently in phase with the sound from the
front to produce reinforcement. In this regard, it is
superficially similar to reflex loading, which reverses
the phase of the cone's rearward output, but there
are fundamental differences. In awell-designed It
line, the port's boost occurs over awider range of
frequencies than is typical with areflex. In addition,
the air column mass-loads the driver, lowering its
resonance frequency. Also, the effect of damping in
the line changes with frequency.

The classic line length is one-quarter of a
wavelength: the fundamental resonance of an openended pipe. At this frequency, the driver is loaded
by the high acoustic impedance of the line, boosting
the output from the open end and reducing cone
movement, improving power handling and reducing
distortion. Unfortunately, the pipe also has ,
harmonic resonances, at odd multiples, where
woofer loading again increases and port output is
boosted, which is why internal line damping is
essential. (
My measurements indicate that the FBI's
fundamental is at around 30-32F-Ix, which agrees
with PMC's claimed 3m effective line length.)
As Frequency drops, the fraction of awavelength
which the line represents becomes smaller,
reducing the phase delay and reinforcement. As
with reflex loading, at very low frequencies, way
below resonance, the port output eventually cancels
and cone loading diminishes. As Frequency
increases, wavelength shortens and (due to the time
it takes sound to travel down the line) phase
'rotates'.
So, depending on frequency, the port output can
therefore either add to, or subtract that from the
woofer. Although superficially similar to reflex
loading, awell-designed transmission line's output
is broader, not concentrated on one particular
frequency, and contributes to output over awider
ronge. This is certainly borne out by my
measurements on the FBI.
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LOUDSPEAKERS
PMC FB1
LAB REPORT

actually considerably better than
reflex as agenre. What you seem to
get, with the FBI at least, are the
benefits of deeper, cleaner, lowerdistortion bass, without the drone
and boom which reflex speakers can
generate.
There are exceptions to every rule,
of course, but it would seem that
PMC's bass performance claims are
justified and with the FBI,
transmission lines have finally come
of age in a musically valid and
affordable format.
Further up through the frequency
range, the review pair of FBI's
maintained a more than usually
consistent frequency balance and
driver integration over a wide
listening window — something
designer Pete Thomas sets great
store by. He aims for aflat average
energy response in-room, and abyproduct of this is a rising on- axis
treble response. Consequently, Peter
says, the speakers should not be
listened to directly on- axis, but
pointed to aspot behind the listener.
Initially, the speakers were a touch
bright and hazy, tending to highlight
any roughness or harshness in the
programme material, and this was
not entirely eliminated by off-axis
listening.
I thought that perhaps it was
something to do with the wide
Test results

PMC FB1

Dimensions ( hwd, mm)
1000x200x3 •
Recommended amplifier power 150W m
Recommended placement
free space, away from side wal
Frequency response
within +/-4dEi ( 2m)
30Hz-20k
Bass frequency rolloff (-6dB) at 1m
36
Bass frequency extension
.(typical in room)
25
itage sensitivity
ref 2.83V) at lm
86
rward response uniformity
excell
mpedance minimum/typical/ease of dri
5.9 ohms/8011m5/easy load
Typical price ( inc VATI

£ 1275

magnetic shielding f50 extra. Available
in Black Ash. Walnut, Cherry or Oak fini
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The 'windowed'
anechoic frequency
response of the
FBI was pretty
flat, holding to
+I-3dB from
200Hz to 20kHz,
but note the slight
rise in output from
3kHz upwards,
[Fig 1]. The curve
was flatter at 30
degrees off axis
(not shown).
With the FBI
up against the rear
wall and the mis
at lm, they
measured quite
dispersion — pumping more
well [Fig. 2]. The
upper midrange and lower treble
-3dB point was at
energy into the room than I'm
40Hz and the
used to, or acharacteristic of the
-6dB point 36Hz.
metal dome tweeter. However,
With pink noise at
after putting the speakers to one
2m, bass was abit
side to complete some more
deeper: the 3IHz
urgent reviewing work and
band was at -3dB,
coming back to them later,
with the 25Hz
having played them some more,
band at -6dB but
the top end noticeably smoothed.
the 100Hz and
Peter told me the rubber tweeter
125Hz bands were
surround does take quite awhile
lifted by 9dB or so
to ` break in'. Anyway, whatever
due to room modes.
the reason, the FBI's were now
The port output
sounding much sweeter and
[Fig 3a1 had a
cleaner in the treble.
very broadly
The second sessions were
spread output, very
carried out with the speakers
smooth from 80Hz
angled
behind
me,
as
down to the peak
measurements had uncovered
at 25Hz and
their rising treble response [
see
falling away
test section], which was effectively
below. The third
flattened at 30°
off- axis,
line harmonic was
necessitating an almost straightundetectable, being
ahead firing angle. Though much
suppressed by the
smoother now, the FBI still
woofer's' placement
wasn't kind to brash source
one-third of the
material, but on the other hand,
way along the
with good recordings a pair of
baffle. Unexpected
these speakers can set up a
was apeak at
gloriously big, powerful and open
160Hz (near the
sound stage and recreate some
5th harmonic of
very enjoyable music indeed.
the I
z
4wave openpipe resonance).
CONCLUSION
The driver's
Summing up, PMC's FBI is a
output [Fig 3b]
major achievement in many ways,
shows the reduction
not least in achieving wellat just on 30Hz at
defined, deep clean bass from a
the line resonance.
relatively small, beautifully-built
Like areflex, the
transmission line.
port radiates most
Suitably run-in and partnered,
of the sound
it can sound remarkably agile,
around this
dynamic, detailed, uncoloured
frequency the least.
and musically adept, in the
With its motion
mould of a true domestic
reduced, power
`monitor'. The FBI proves that
handling is
transmission lines can indeed
increased here.
deliver
the
goods,
while
Woofer output also
maintaining neutrakty and
shows asmall dip
musical integrity.

"

Fig 1. Frequency

response at lm

on axis (2.83V),

within +I-3dB, 200Hz-20kHz

Fig 2. Lewfrequency

response against rear wall,

with

mie at 1m (2.83V) -3dB at 40Hz and -6dB cu 36Hz

Fig 3. Three curves on one graph, showing (a) the port
output, (b) the driver output and (c) the total output at
400mm mid way (the source of the lower port
floor level, w allow for the port's

was taken as
nzirror image below the floor).

Fig 4. Modulus of impedance, showing an easy minimum
of 5.9 ohms and phase held between +45 to -36°.

at 150Hz, close to the
port peak shown in
Fig 3b. In Fig 3c the
total port and woofer
output drops at 6dB
per octave below
90Hz, There is a
broad lift at around
70-150Hz, which
may add alittle tonal
richness, and output
was maintained nicely
to 25Hz by the port.
Here the -3dB point
(ref 350Hz) was
28Hz and the -6dB
point 22Hz.
At 200Hz there's a
narrow dip of 4dB or
so (ref 350Hz)
indicating subtraction
by out-of-phase line
output. This dip did

not appear to be audible:
it's narrow and also lost
in the multitude of room
dips [Fig 2]. Modulus of
impedance [Fig 4] show
anot-difficult load.
Overall, afine set of
measurements from the
F131, with asmooth
frequency response,
improving off-axis, and
clean in-room bass
typically down to 22Hz.
SUPPLIER
PMC,
Unit 72,
Haslemere Industrial
Estate,
Welwyn Garden
City,
Herts
AL7 ¡BD
Tel: 01707 393002
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A3 RANGE.
M ACHINED, MIL- SPEC ALUMINIUM
FRONT PANEL.

TWENTY-FOUR CARAT GOLD
PLATED FITTINGS.

REMOTE CONTROLLED.

PHONO STAGE.

POWERFUL, ROBUST, BUILT.

MUSICAL FIDELITY
A3 RANGE: I
NTEGRATED AMPS, PREAMPS, POWER AMPS, TUNER, CD PLAYER AND HOME CINEMA DECODER. FOR DETAILS OF YOUR NEAREST STOCKIST RING 020 8900 2866.
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was under strict instructions not
to review this early sample
formally — since it was missing
mandatory MLP coding and copy
code protection — so we shall have
to wait until the official launch in a
month or two for a full review of
Technics' player.
However we felt it was
important to look this machine
over, as it's likely to represent a
pattern for the future of DVDAudio. Moreover, this was aworking
player right here, right now, capable
of multi-channel working in the new
high-definition format: in this case
up to astereo maximum of 192kHz,
24-bit audio.
So what can we expect from this
class of new-generation digital disc
player, in this case one slated to sell
for around £900? Well, for astart it
shows the manufacturer hasn't come
to any arrangement with Sony/
Philips; their SACD format just isn't
catered for. However, if an SACD
disc is of the dual-layer type, then
this Technics unit should play the
matching CD layer. It will play the
stereo soundtrack on video disc up to
24-bit, 48kHz but will not output the
96kHz wider-bandwidth data for
outboard high-performance DACs. It
will
play
video
and
their
accompanying multi-channel digital
soundtracks, Dolby, DTS and
MPEG — and rather well too,
judging by the abbreviated tests we
did in comparison with established

reference players such as the Pioneer
717. Indeed, the Technics on-board
movie decoder matched that of rated
separates decoders, being better than
some on-board surround
decoders

found
in
integrated amplifiers.
Picture quality was also up with the
best seen so far.
Handsomely- built, this heavyweight player has a chunky alloy
fascia, cool white LED 'load lighting'
and many additional features,
including
an
upsampling
`remastering' facility, bumping CD's
16-bit/44.1kHz data to wider than
20kHz via DSP on the numeric input
to a24-bit/88.2kHz interpolation.
Technology features included a
mineral resin/steel composite base
plate, R-core transformer, ` virtual

An early look at DVD-Audio:
the pre-production Technics DVD-A10

by

MARTIN

COLLOMS

ataste of

We felt it
was important
to look this
machine over,
as it's likely to
represent a
pattern for t
future of DVDAudio
SUPPLIER
Technics,
Panasonic Hcvse,
Willoughby
Road,
Bracknell,
Berks
RG12 8FP
Tel: 08705
357357

battery' MOSFET power supply,
and bamboo fibre separators in the
audio-grade reservoir capacitors.
Audio outputs comprise two
sets of straight hi-fi stereo, the
5.1 channel set of six sockets,
and both optical and co-axial
digital audio outputs. Co-axial
and S-Video TV signals are
provided,
plus
two
SCARTs.
In
highdefinition multi-channel
mode the 5.1
array
is
' reassigned to
the six discrete
audio channels,
raising questions
about optimum system
configuration and wiring; this
needs some thought. The wonder is
that it has full six-channel capability,
the first of its kind.
Frustratingly, no high-resolution
surround- sound software was
available to try this out, but Idid
have some provisional 96/24, 48/24,
192/24 stereo material, plus standard
CDs, since it has to play these too.
We can't predict the effect of the
chosen — and from an audiophile
viewpoint largely unverified —
Verance copycode protection signal,
one which the powers-that-be have
decreed must remain detectably
present in the region of peak aural
sensitivity, right down to low-grade
MP3 and computer audio card
quality level. Note that the SACD
format is also going to have the
Verance SCMS added in the future.
We shall see.
As regards the DVD-Al 0,
sparkling as its DVD-Video and 5.1
audio performance was, Idid not feel
that it had successfully bridged the
gulf to
high- quality
stereo.
Undoubtedly, even with the
extremely limited material available,
the
DVD-Audio
part
was
substantially better than CD,
whether the latter was ` remastered'
by the 'Al0 or not.
For me the ' AIO's CD replay
performance
was
actually
unexceptional, so leaving the highdefinition DVD-A result as merely
'promising'. It was certainly not as
convincing as the Sony SCD-1
[HFNIRR Oct ' 99, page 28] at playing
CD. This sample DVD-A player
lacked the air and vitality of the Sony
— quite agood CD player in its own
right, never mind its impressive highband result.
The way to higher quality
domestic replay of digital audio is
still unclear. And if you were swayed
by the rumours about CD's
premature demise, last year some
100 million CD replay systems were
sold, so the current format is hardly
dead yet!
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STATE OF THE ART

422 Richmond Road
East Twickenham, Middlesex. TW1 2EB
Tel: +44(0)208 892 7613 Fax: +44(0)208 892 7749
soundadvice@riversidehiti.co.uk

THE NEW MARTIN LOGAN PRODIGY HAS ARRIVED!
WE ARE ONE OF THE FEW TO BE DEMONSTRATING THIS
'STATEMENT' SPEAKER
MARTIN LOGAN PRODOGY
We believe the prodigy to be
unbeatable at it's price!
Incorporating the latest technology
from their ' Statement' reference
speaker. A truly remarkable speaker

Demonstratincr this month
Authorised dealers for

Krell 250 CD

Audio Research

Musical Fidelity

Bang & Olufsen

Nad

Bose

Pioneer

Boston

Project

Castle

QED

Copland

REL

Denon

Sony

Kef

Teac

Krell

Theta

Martin Logan

Vidikron

Michell

Wilson

that should be on every-one's
shortlist.

THETA CASANOVA
We thought that we
should remind our
readers of the
Casanova. Truly an
audiophile product
with unbeatable
cinema performance!
Theta, the only
manufacturer that
makes completely
upgradeable cinema
products!

Monitor Audio

Krell 300 R

Sonus Faber Signum

Leading experts in Multi- room,
home cinema design and installation
Spacious and relaxed
demonstration rooms
Export orders welcome
Stop Press
Latest Sony Plasma screen on
demonstration

THETA DREADNOUGHT
Theta has come up with a
power amp and what an
amp! What do you want
from your amplifier? Do
you simply need a stereo
amp or perhaps bi-amping?
With the Dreadnought you
can have up to five channel
for your cinema system!

Various interest tree Credit options Available on the above
Subject to status

THETA CARMEN
Due in this month the lung awaited Theta Carmen DVD/CD transport.
Based on the reference David DVD/CD transport, now made affordable!
The Carmen will enable you to play your CD's and DVD's at a
rew performance high!

BEAUTY and the BEST
Row Technologies proudly introduces the Wizard Single Chassis CD player. Carefully crafted
by hand in Denmark, the Wizard employs only precision engineered mechanical parts and
components specifically selected for their electrical performance, long term thermal stability
and audiophile grade sound quality for the ultimate in system flexibility, the Wizard
is fitted with single ended RTA and balanced XI .R analog outputs arid three digital outputs.
Its modular mainframe construction lends itself readily to upgrades and ongoing design
improvements. The Wizard is asound investment inn every sense of the word.

A SELECTION OF SECOND-HAND AND EX-DEMONSTRATION EQUIPMENT
TAG McLAREN SPECIAL OFFER

WAS
NOW
EX-DEM
Audiorewarch LS It Pre Amp cx/dem
£2999.00 £2000.00
Adcom GFP555 Pre Amp ex/dem
£499.99
£200.00
Castle Avon Speakers Mahogany exidem
£729.90 £585 00
Tag McLaren 601 lntg Amp ex/dan
£799.95 £560.00
£3499.00 £2820.00
Audio Research CAS()
SECONDHAND
Audio Research SPI 1Pre Amp s/h
Accuphase DP90/91 Transpon & D to A silt
Angstrom Cinema Director s/h
Arcarn 170.2 Transport s/h
Arcam Alpha 9 CD Player s/h
Arcam Alpha I0Amp s/h
li&W Naut802 Speakers ((:herry) s/h
Denscn DM 10 Ingt Amp s/h
Duntrch Marquis Speakers s/h
Exposure 17 & 18 Pre Power s/h
Gryphon Phono Stage s/h

£5150.00
£24000.00
£3495.95
£700.00
£800.00
£799.00
£6000.00
£ 1375.00
£3998.00
£ 1698.00
£3200.00

£ 1600.00
£8500.00
£900.00
£275.00
£500.00
£450.00
£4250.00
£650.00
£999.00
1800.(x)
£ 1400.00

KEF 107 Speakers ( with Cube) s/h
£3395.00
Muse 15560 Woofer s/h
£4000.00
Meridian 203 Trans & 606 DAC
£2200.00
Nakamidn RX-505E Auto/Rev Deck s/h
£999.00
Nakamictu CA- 7E Pre Amp & PA-7E power
£4405.00
NVA Pre50 and Power70 + Cabling s/h
£ 1400.00
Revox 87 - Open Reel s/h
£2450.00
Theta Data Mk2 ( Silver) s/h
£ 3290.00
Wadia WT3200 Transport s/h
£2400.00

£ 1400.00
£ 1500.00
£700.00
£600.00
£ 1500.00
£550.00
£900.00
£ 1500.00
£700.00

* INTEREST FREE CREDIT OR ' BUY NT)W PAY LATER' * 4DEMONSTRATION ROOMS
INCLUDING 2 ' CINEMA' ROOMS * MAIL ORDER FACILITY *
AGENCIES INCLUDE:
APOLLO, AUDIO RESEARCH, AUDIO ANALOGUE, AUDIOQUEST, B&W IINC 800 NAUTI, BEYER, BOSE,
BOSTON. CASTLE, CELESTION, COPLAND, DENON, DENSEN, DPA, GRADO, JADIS, KEF, KOETSU,
KREI L. MARANTZ, MARTIN LOGAN, MICHELL, MICROMEGA, NORDOST, ORELLE, ORTOFON,
PROJECT, QUAORASPIRE, QED, REL, ROTEL, RUARK, SENNHEISER, SONUS FABER, SOUND STYLE,
SUMIKO, TARGET, TAG McLAREN, THETA, TRANSPARENT AUDIO, VIDIKRON, WILSON

For further details please contact Path Premier
Unit 2, Desborough Ind. Pork, Desborough Park Road,
High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire HP12 386
Tel: 01494 441736 Fox: 01494 440360 Email: premier@poth.co.uk

101 St Albans Road, Watford WD1 1RD
lel: 01923 245250/233011 Fax: 01923 230798 Email: acoustic-arts.co.uk
From Tuesday to Saturday 10am-5.30pm ( late on Thursday by appointment)
DURING CHRISTMAS PERIOD, WE WILL CLOSE 1PM DECEMBER 24TH AND REOPEN 4TH JANUARY
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wider selection of titles; (b) the
likelihood that the film is closer to the
original than any BBFC-butchered
version; and (c) the prices are lower,
whatever anyone tells you to the
contrary. Some feel that Region 1
discs are better investments precisely
because many have extras denied to
Region 2, but my idea of salvation for

A new
breed of
movie
reissues
shows just
what DVD
can offer
the serious
collector

U

nusually for one who is
avowedly indifferent to DVD
extras,
I find
myself
increasingly impressed with a new
breed of disc yielding more than the
original film. If this seems like a
sudden recant, rest assured that I
remain categorically unimpressed by
the out-takes, trailers and ' makingsof' which, at best, deserve but one
viewing. Even then, it's only due to a
weird sense of obligation which states,
`It's there on the disc so you might as
well watch it'. More absurd are DVDROM extras; ask any Matrix owner
whose computer crashed if they're
worth it.
In my ideal world,
DVD videos would
feature
only
one
thing, bearing in mind
that afilm may exist
in as many as ahalfdozen ' cuts': cinema;
TV
or
in-flight
version; widescreen
and pan'
n'scan;
different
levels of
censorship
for
each
respective

LEEp

/ market, ad
nauseum.
My
ideal?
DVDs
featuring only
'the director's

I

Za-z(effl-Ster,,,esë--
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cut', because
that is, inarguably, the
definitive
version. All of
that other stuff,
trailers,
tedious
voice-overs telling
you what is onscreen
anyway?
Mere filler.
Note that Iam a
vehement Region 1
fan, but my preference
is
based
almost entirely on:
(a) that region's
JULY 2000

Region 2 would be for ( a), (b) and
(c) to come to fruition, even without
any extras.
But what has emerged now that
DVD is maturing in Region 1 (and
I'd call 5,000-titles-plus a mature
format), is the appearance of ahost
of ' serious' titles aimed at scholars,
cinephiles and those whose interest
goes beyond abunch pf grainy trailers
and an interview with Bruce Willis.
Some of these editions are so utterly
authoritative that they wouldn't be out
of place on film school syllabus
alongside biographies of Truffaut,
Hitchcock and Peckinpah.
Those who enjoyed the late,
lamented LaserDisc format will know
the Criterion Collection. The label
took great pains to seek out important,
influential films, and then pressed
them without flaw, in superior
packaging, with comprehensive liner
notes, director's commentary on the
spare audio track and, of course, used
the most appropriate ' cut'. When
DVD was announced, its capacity and
facilities allowing every label to fill the
space with the sort of commentary
which was only previously available
on premium-priced Criterion editions,
many assumed that the label would
no longer have arole to play. But we
overestimated the major labels' desire
to appeal to tastes more obscure than
the Lethal Weapon audience.
Thus it's to Criterion we turn for
a range of masterpiece transfers
seemingly beyond the grasp of the
majors. Irecently purchased the 50th
Anniversary Edition of The Third Man
[Criterion No 64], which is auseful
tool for embarrassing anyone who still
thinks that video tape has any use
beyond time- shift recording. The
transfer is crisp, clean and nigh-on
perfect, while scholars will savour all
of the usual extras, including trailers
and an intro by Peter Bogdanovich.
Enough to tempt any professorial type,
but Criterion also added the alternate
voiceover introduction, Wellesrelated
radio material, production history, rare
photos and more. (If this seems like
nothing more than the drivel Iso
deplore, the sheer seriousness of it
makes it worthwhile.)
But Criterion's DVD tour de force,
even more impressive than their
much-touted Armageddon, is the 3-disc
version of Terry Gilliam's Brazil
[Criterion No 51]. Now this should
be mandatory viewing for would-be
film-makers. The saga of how

Gilliam's film was butchered for
American consumption, avolte face
when you consider that the films are
usually
butchered
for
UK
consumption, ends with the realisation
that the two versions are so dissimilar
as to constitute two separate movies.
So Criterion issued the 142 minute
Gilliam final cut on Disc 1, the 94m
Hollywood massacre on Disc 3, and
provided adisc in the middle with a
30m on-set documentary, aone-hour
documentary produced by the label,
interviews, storyboards and more.
With any other film, this would be
overkill, but Brazil justifies it.
This now points us to a trend
which I hope will continue: the
inclusion of two versions of afilm in
the same package if the versions differ
so
much
as
to
warrant
it.
Unbeknownst to me, my all-time fave
Bogart flick, The Big Sleep, existed in
two versions: the familiar 1946
theatrical release, and the ' more
linear' 1945 pre-release, a copy of
which recently resurfaced. Warner has
issued both on a two-sided DVD
[ISBN 0-7907-4698-0], complete with
a documentary
detailing
the
differences.
From the same label comes
Hitchcock's magnificent Strangers On
A Train [
ISBN 0-7907-3102-9]. This
time, it's the US edit on Side A, and
the British on Side B, the latter a
longer pre-release version giving
greater insight into the character of
Bruno — the sort of prime whacko
who should be played by Brad Dourif
if they ever do are-make.
Another sub-set of DVDs which
warms my heart does so precisely
because the subject matter is the
antithesis of modern home cinema.
It's bad enough for some that the
above films (
Brazil aside) are black
and white, 4:3 and/or mono. How
about black & white, 4:3 and silent?
Given the dumbing-down of the
whole planet,
it is with an
overwhelming sense of gratitude that
I point you to some silent movie
classics which have made the transfer.
Who'd've thought that Birth Of A
Nation, DW Griffith's sublime
(though now deemed racist) epic
would be issued by Blackhawk Films
[ID4674DSDVD] in all of its 187m
glory? Or that Elite, better known for
DVDs of slasher flicks, would release
the 2-disc Masterworks Of The German
Horror Cinema [
EE4376] containing
the ideal triumvirate The Cabinet Of
Dr Caligari, Der Golem and Nosferatu?
Amusingly, though, you can buy
Eureka's Region 2 edition of Fritz
Lang's Metropolis [
EKA40009] which
blows away the Region 1version, and
a superb transfer of Nosferatu
[EKA40001] 17 minutes longer than
the one on Elite. Maybe there's hope
for us yet.
Ken Kessler
59

Higher IQ.
The 11110 Intelligent Remote
by Madrigal and Microsoft.
For universal remote controls, higher
intelligence should mean higher performance.
With IRIO, the intelligence of the remote is
used to organise and simplify its operation.
Control virtually any infrared device you own,
audio, video, light,ng, curtains etc. with RIO.
•The programmable, backlit touchscreen
shows only the buttons you need, and
you can name them what you like.
•Macros can be used to send asequence of
commands by touching one button.
•

Choose from thmsands of preprogrammed
IR codes or teach IR commands for new
components through the learning port.

»The innovative new selector wheel
make IRIO the ultimate surfing tool,
rolling the wheel changes channels,
selects menu commands, scrolls
through text and more.
IRIO combines aPC programmable
touch-screen with basic hard buttons
and an innovative selector wheel.
Together, these controls help you simplify
the operation of even the most complex
audio and video systems.
For further details please contact Path Premier
Unit 2. Desborough Ind. Park, Desborough Park Road,
High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire HP12 36G
Tel: 01494 44173E Fax2 01494 440360 Email: premieepath.co.uk

manufactured in the uk by hne only from natural
•
granites and solid hardwoods
tel/fax 01777 708673
loudspeaker isolation
plinths' 120
dedicated designs

for more information on the Final range of
Electrostatic loudspeakers, and the name of your
nearest stockist please contact:

loudspeaker stands
130 dedicated
Cableway

designs

amplifier plinthss
equipment racks up to
1200mm wide
new ' nonpareil'
loudspeakers

www hne.co.uk
info@hne.co uk.

23 Richings Way, Iver, Bucks, SLO 9DA, England
Tel: 01753-652669 Tel: 07000-853443 Fax: 01753-654531
www.ukd.co.uk e-mail: nick@ukd.co.uk
*model shown, the Final 0.3 in satin silver, £ 1495 the pair.
Also available in cherry or beech.

rib/fronded
MUSICAL FIDELITY GOES HOME CINEMA
MUSICAL FIDELITY says it has AMIIIIIMIMComposite connectors. On the
output side, there are 5.1 audio
designed its own forthcoming
outputs, digital co-axial and
home cinema 'processor with a
TosLink, plus two sets of tape
rival product firmly in its sights:
outputs. Reliability is
the company says it believes the
highlighted as akey feature of
TAG McLaren Audio AV32P
the HTP, with Musical Fidelity
processor currently offers the
using components of the highest
best mix of performance,
sensible commercial quality.
facilities, finish and price.
Circuit boards are double-sided
Conceived as ahigh-quality audio
and silver-plated, with tough solder resist
bypasses on-screen display electronics
pre-amp with Dolby Digital and DTS
entirely. All audio inputs and outputs are
to allow use of silver solder.
decoding, the Musical Fidelity HTP also
The HTP is housed in the same style
buffered, and attention has been given to
has video performance emphasised with
ground planes to reduce DSP noise in the
casework as the recent A3 CD and A3CR
the help of totally separate circuit boards
units, using amil-spec aluminium front
audio circuitry. Eight analogue inputs are
for audio, video, and digital sections. On
panel, and brass inserts that are plated in:
available, plus eight co-axial digital inputs
the video board, signal PCB tracks are
first nickel, followed with silver and
(five of which include optional TosLink
kept to aminimum and each video input
finally 24K gold. UK retail price will be
input). For video, there are four inputs,
is bandpass filtered to remove stray
£1999. Musical Fidelity, 020 8900 2866.
each comprising both S-Video and
artefacts. An OSD-less video output
D.ibøL

Denon Surround EX
ADVERTISED AS the world's first AV
amplifier to include the latest THX
Surround EX decoding, the Denon
AVC-A1OSE is aheavyweight fivechannel processor/amplifier, able to
handle Dolby Digital, DTS, and DTS
ES. Each channel has 24/96 D/A
conversion, while the power amp
section is rated at 125 watts/ch into
8ohm.
THX Extended Surround EX is an
enhancement of 5.1 surround, using an
additional speaker set as acentre rear.
Discs encoded with Surround EX
include adigital flag encoded into the
signal to alert aprocessor to the
presence of rear centre information. The
DTS alternative, DTS EX (Extended
Suround) is catered for, and if diffuse
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Goldmund increases
penetration
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speakers have been selected for THX
playback, these can be switched over to
directional speakers as DTS is selected.
Depending upon whether music or films
are being played, aswitchable surround
mode allows diffuse (film) or directional
(music) surround speaker playback. The
AVC-A 1OSE sells for £ 1299.99.
To supplement the AVC-A1OSE is an
outboard power amplifier, the P0AT 10, aTHX Ultra certified two-channel
dual-mono design. It is rated at 120
watt/ch into 8ohm or 200 watt/ch into 4
ohm. The P0A-T10 is scheduled to be
available in August for £499.99.
Hayden Laboratories, 01753 880109

Goldmund has announced anew line of
amplifiers designed for the ' Home Theater'
market. The three amplifiers are the SR- 2,
SR- 3and SR- 5; two-, three- and five channel versions of the Goldmund SRM
amplifier. All amplifiers are rated at 125
watt/ch, all channels driven, with peak
current given as > 15A. With no UK
distribution at present, Goldmund products
are only available from the manufacturer in
Switzerland. Prices for the above products
range from $ 2890 to $ 4490. Digital Audio
Trading, + 41 22 823 05 65,
www.goldmund.com

New surround system from Jamo
To complement Jamo's Dedicated range
of speakers, formerly known as Concert
series [see 'Newe], anew active
subwoofer has been added. The D8 SUB
is acompact unit using asingle bass
driver and passive radiator in asealed
box. The built-in amplifier is a400W
class D design using predominantly
surface-mount components. Price is
£950.
The D8 SUB complements the
Concert 8or 11 main fronts with the
D8 CEN centre channel speaker
(£549) and D8 SURR rear
surround speakers (L550/pr). In
the D8 CEN, two 6.5in bass
drivers sandwich adome tweeter
and separate midrange unit.
NIfl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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The D8 SUR is abipole design with
an extended bass response (XBR)
system, which keeps the bass units inphase to reduce low-frequency
cancellation.
Jamo UK Limited, 01788 556777

VCR programming
simplified
Thomson Multimedia has introduced
Naviclick, asystem to help simplify the
process of programming aVCR for
timer recordings. Both Thomson's
VCRs, the VPH 6080 and VPH 7090,
feature the technology, accessed by one
click on amultichannel remote control.
A list of programmes appears on
screen, from which one is selected,
followed by the OK button.
Thomson Multimedia, 01732 520920
61

Meridian at Musical Images
If you seek the best in CD Mk and DVD Video players,
nothing compares with t
From Meridian Au

new Meridian 800.

o, inventors of MLP - the code chosen for

DVD Audio -)irís product combines the perfect disc player
with an3,4ophile preamplifier in a card based format
ensçwifí
g f ture compatibility.
Meridian 800 at Musical Images - a fruitf

bination.

BC)4C)TH ROVE) STUART

/MERIDIAN

On permanent demonstration at:
Covent Garden, 18 Monmouth Street, London WC2H 9HB
Tel 020 7497 1346

Branches at:
173 Station Road, Edgware, Middlesex HA8 7JX Tel 020 8952 5535
45 High Street, Hounslow, Middlesex TW3 1RH Tel 020 8569 5802
126 High Street, Beckenham, Kent BR3 1EB Tel 020 8663 3777

With anew wave of low-cost DVD players, what do the full price' machines really have to offer?
This mid-season round-up will put you in the picture
by ALVIN GOLD

Too ten DU Players
D

VD-Video has been an
outstanding success, but not
quite in the ways that had
been anticipated. It was widely
predicted, for example, that the
conversion of players to work with
Region 1 discs ( mainly from the
USA) would fade out with the
increasing availability of Region 2
(UK compatible) material, but as it
turns out the interest in Region 1has
remained firm. There are many
companies which will carry out
Region 1or Code-free adaptations to
most existing DVD players, though
this may be at the cost of the maker's
guarantee
and,
sometimes,
incompatibility with the more esoteric
discs including computer ROM

content, such as The Matrix. These
discs can be a problem with older
designs and some of the new breed of
sub-£200 budget players. But it is the
budget brands that are coming out of
the closet about compatibility with
non-UK Region Code discs, and it is
afair bet that the more cautious midmarket names will follow suit in due
course — but you are on your own as
far as Region 1discs are concerned.
There is no shortage of discs available
for personal import from retailers
trading on the internet, but for legal
reasons don't expect to see them in
the high street.
Sub-£ 200 players are a notable
absentees from this roundup. Some
of them have very short life-cycles or

Emphasis has
been given to
CD sound
quality, which
is an
important
requirement
for most users,
as standards
often trail well
behind those
of dedicated
CD players

are only imported in batches, which
can make them hard to track down.
Indeed none of the sub-£200 models
requested for this feature was
available in time for this survey for
one or other of these reasons.
All the players listed, which are
among the best currently available,
include digital outputs capable of
streaming PCM, DTS and Dolby
Digital AC- 3, along with analogue two
channel audio, composite video and SVideo. Additional outputs are listed in
the data section accompanying each
model. Emphasis has been given to
CD sound quality, which is an
important requirement for most users,
as standards often trail well behind
those of dedicated CD players.

DENON DVD-2500

KENINOOD DVF-9010

Based on an OEM model from Panasonic but with an enhanced
audio output board, the DVD-2500 has amiddling-to-average
feature set that omits internal surround sound decoders. Aquality
external D/A converter will be more than useful: the internal
96kHz-compatible DAC is easily outperformed by adecent
external 48kHz DAC. Anecdotally, this player is said to be readily
convertible to other regional codes, but in common with most DVD
players, the Denon doesn't read CD-R/RW discs There are
various picture tweaking options to sharpen up the already good
10-bit video sub-system. This model is soon to be replaced by the
£400 DVD-1500, the first affordable Denon model to be built inhouse.

Equipped with an obscenely-complicated articulated drawer
mechanism, this is acostly and under- specified model. It doesn't
recognise DTS DVD or CD-R/RW discs, its digital output is speed
limited to 48kHz, and it even lacks an RGB output and SCART
socketry. But there is more to this player than meets the eye.
Separate power supplies for the analogue, digital and video
sections are part of this, and the result is aplayer with cleaner
than average on- screen picture quality, and which sounds sharper
and better as aCD player than most, even at its current £900
selling price. The integral Dolby Digital decoder also offers more
smoothly articulated steering than most.

111111111111
Specification

Specification

Internal decoder for DTS: No

Internal decoder for DTS: No

Internal decoder for Dolby Digital AC-3: No

Internal decoder for Dolby Digital AC-3: Yes

Digital output: 16-bit/48kHz

Digital output: up to 24-bit/48kHz

RGB output: Yes

RGB output: No

Component video output: No

Component video output: No

Headphone socket: Yes

Headphone socket: Yes

Price: £499.99

Price: ‘900

Supplier: Hayden Laboratories Ltd, 01753 888447

Supplier: Kellwood Electronics UK Ltd, 01923 816444
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NAD T-550

PHILIPS DVD750

NAD's first DVD is an in-house player which concentrates on the
essentials at the expense of arather basic feature set and tardy
disc handling. The on- board Dolby Digital decoder makes it
suitable for use with NAD Pro Logic home cinema amplifiers with
6-channel inputs. One of the key claims made of the t550 is that
it performs to compact disc player standards, and although this
begs arather obvious question, the T-550 is credible in this role,
with abold, dynamic and physical feel, though there is aloss of
fine detail and treble presence. Picture and multi-channel audio
quality are in line with expectations.

It may look and feel cheap, and there are few of the niceties that
are taken for granted elsewhere. The digital output is limited to
48kHz, though with DVD A around the corner this is of academic
interest to those who don't already own any 24/96 DVD-Video
discs (ararity anyway). But the entry-level Philips has its
compensations, including an attractive and ergonomic remote
control, and the ability to reproduce CD- Rand CD-RW discs,
which is still ararity. Best of all, this is asurprisingly good
performer, with picture quality on apar with virtually any midprice player, and audio performance that equals many mid- market
CD players, and which outperforms most DVD players.

NAD
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Specification

Specification

Internal decoder for DTS: No

Internal decoder for DTS: No

Internal decoder for Dolby Digital AC-3: Yes

Internal decoder for Dolby Digital AC-3: No

Digital output: up to 24-bit/48kHz

Digital output: up to 24-bit/48kHz

RGB output: Yes

RGB ou tput: No

Component video output: No

Component video output: No

Headphone socket: No

Headphone socket: Yes

Price: ,C500

Price: ,C400

Supplier: Lenbrook UK, 01296 48201

Supplier: Philips UK, 020 8689 4444

PIONEER DV- 525

PIONEER DV- 717

Pioneer DVD models has traditionally been significantly better
equipped than others at the price, and the DV- 525, which
displaces the DV 515 and the earlier DV 505, is no exception. As
usual with this marque, the player can pass through 24- bit 96kHz
recordings without clownsampling at the digital output, though the
default remains 48kHz to avoid compatibility problems with some
standalone D/A converters. The player will also cope with CD R
and CD-RW discs in practice, though the specifications make no
mention of CD-RWs. Performance-wise, this is an excellent budget
player, alittle thin and raw at times but clear, highly detailed and
overall as effective with CDs as many decent budget CD players.

Pioneer's flagship has all the key attributes of the brand, including
the ability to play CD-R/CD-RW discs, and a96kHz digital output.
It also achieves credibility with its good build quality (decoupled
mechanism, dual layer allot chassis, etc) and its THX compliance
when in non-transcoded NTSC form. There is no THX spec for PAL
DVD yet, but the transcoding is switchable. Given the powerful
specifications, the price is surprisingly keen. Performance doesn't
disappoint. This is one of the best mainstream models on the
market, which is as crisp, detailed and refined musically as it is on
screen, though the lack of acomponent video feed is a
disadvantage with some high- end projectors.

Specification

Specification

Internal decoder for DTS: No

Internal decoder for DTS: No

Internal decoder for Dolby Digital AC-3: No

Internal decoder for Dolby Digital AC-3: No

Digital output: up to 24-bit/96kHz

Digital output: up to 24-bit/96kHz

RGB output: Yes

RGB output: Yes

Component video output: No

Component video output: No

Headphone socket: No

Headphone socket: No

Price: £399

Price: £550

Supplier: Pioneer High Fidelity, 01753 789789

Supplier: Pioneer High Fidelity (UK) Ltd, 01753 789789
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SONY DVP-S725

SONY DVP-S7700

This feature- rich player has aDolby Digital decoder, acondition
memory for up to 200 discs, various DSP based Digital Cinema
sound modes, and aswitchable coefficient digital filter, which
allows some tweaking of the sound. Good trick frame support is
also on tap, and the audio is aided by isolation of the audio
circuits, some rudimentary anti-resonance measures and an R-core
transformer. The inability to feed a96kHz digital signal to the
outside world circumscribes the Sony's audio pretensions to an
extent, but there are few other criticisms to be made of this notably
open, clean and articulate, if occasionally lightweight player, in
stereo and surround modes alike.

A natural for ambitious home cinema systems, the superbly built
DVP-57700 is one of that rare breed of players with RGB and
component video outputs. However audio from the digital outputs
is limited to 48kHz, and although CD- Rcompatibility is offered,
CD-RWs remain out in the cold. Despite these shortcomings, this is
asuperb player in practice from just about every point of view
with alevel of subtlety and realism rarely encountered elsewhere.
The DVP-S7700 even performs well as aCD player. Picture quality
is superb, and the internal D/A converter gives unusually stable
and articulate stereo from 24-bit 96kHz discs, and abetter feed
than most to outboard D/A converters.
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Specification

Internal decoder for Dl'S: No

Internal decoder for DTS: No

Internal decoder for Dolby Digital AC-3: Yes

Internal decoder for Dolby Digital AC-3: No

Digital output: up to 24-bit148kHz

Deal output: up to 24-bit148kHz

RGB output: Yes

RGB output: Yes

Component video output: No

Component video output: Yes

Headphone socket: Yes

Headphone socket: Yes

Price: .011 average street price

Price: £950

Supplier: Sony UK Ltd, 0990 111999

Supplier: Sony UK, 0990 111999

TOSHIBA SD-9000

YAMAHA DVD-S795

This appears to be aUS model in UK clothing, and may be agood
choice for those interested in re-coding their players for Region 1
material, especially if they have ahigh-end projector, as
component video is included. RGB isn't unfortunately, so most will
be limited to composite and S-Video. The player is superbly built,
and aheavyweight musically and visually. Picture definition,
stability and registration are first rate, though this sometimes
highlights digital artefacts., and musically this model is one of the
best, though there is no 96kHz digital output. This model is to be
phased out imminently in favour of the forthcoming SD200, so use
this when bargaining with your dealer.

Here is another player based on Panasonic hardware, though it
has its own set of features. These includes aDolby Digital decoder,
though in contrast to the Panasonic DVD-A360 ( its nearest
counterpart) DTS decoding is left to an external processor.
Curiously, CD-RW discs are readable, but not the more popular
CD-Rs, an anomaly that should be addressed. Surround sound
performance is on apar with the Panasonic, which means
moderate at best, but 24-bit/96kHz material is well handled, and
can sound excellent through an external D/A converter. As a
stereo CD player, it is not the most impressive around, with a
characteristically sharp, lean balance, but plenty of detail and
space.

Specification

Specification

Internal decoder for DTS: No

Internal decoder for DTS: No

Internal decoder for Dolby Digital AC-3: No

Internal decoder for Dolby Digital AC-3: Yes

Digital output: up to 24-bit148kHz

Digital output: up to 24-bit196kHz

RGB output: No

RGB output: Yes

Component video output: Yes

Component video output: No

Headphone socket: Yes

Headphone socket: Yes

Price: ,C800

Price: £ 29

Supplier: Toshiba UK Ltd, 01276 62222

Supplier: Yamaha Electronics UK Ltd, 01923 233166
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Oxford Audio Consultants
1.

HI-FI SPECIALISTS

QUAD

THE ULTIMATE IN
SOUND ADVICE

Our superb service is the same,regardless of price.

NOW DEMONSTRATING
KRELL KPS28 CD PLAYER - afantastic new CD player from our favourite
manufacturer priced at £7777
WILSON AUDIO SYSTEM 6 - amajor advance on what was our benchmark
MARTIN LOGAN PRODIGY - afabulous new speaker from this world-class company
LOEWE TELEVISIONS - we now stock this premium range incl the top of the range ACONDA
MARANTZ CD7 CD PLAYER - outrageous value for money
LEXICON MCI HOME THEATRE PROCESSOR - superb quality
THETA DREADNOUGHT POWER AMP - awesome!!
SONUS FABER AMATI HOMAGE - asensational world-beating product from our
favourite Italian company
KRELL KPS25 CD PLAYER - just upgraded and now sounding even better
B&W NAUTILUS 804 LOUDSPEAKERS - agenuine bargain at £2500
NAIM AUDIO CDS Mk2 - asensationally good CD PLAYER for the money

ELS989 & 988
and the 99 Product
Range available at

INTEREST
-audition an absolute must!
FREE CREDIT
NAKAMICHI SOUNDSPACE 8 -perfect on the wall
LICENSED CREDIT
BROILERS
DENON AVC-AIOSE HOME THEATRE AMPLIFIER - aknock-out for £ 1300
SHARP LCD MONITORS - 15" AND 20" ON DEM
NEC 42" GAS PLASMA MONITOR - just brilliant!!
SONUS FABER SIGNUM - areplacement for the wonderful MINIMA AMATOR at £1249

Howards (Exeter) Ltd
90 Sidwell Street,
Exeter,
Devon

ROTEL RDV985 - sets the DVD standard at £600 - multi- region to boot
AUDIO ANALOGUE MAESTRO CD PLAYER - staggering build quality and unrivalled
sound; on dem at last after along wait
GRAAF 13.5B2 PREAMPLIFIER - agreat sound
CABLES & ACCESSORIES FROM TRANSPARENT NORDOST, CABLE TALK,
GM AUDIO, STANDS UNIQUE, SOUNDSTYLE, TARGET KONTAK etc
GM AUDIO EQUIPMENT TABLES - the elite - now even better looking and superb value
MAIL ORDER INTEREST FREE CREDIT NOW AVAILABLE

SALE LIST 20 APRIL 2000
EPOS ES14 BLACK INCL STANDS

£295

SH

CASTLE ISIS SPEAKERS EX DEM

£150

SH

ARCAM ALPHA 5 PLUS CD PLAYER

£275

SH

ROKSAN ATTESSA ATT DP3.P CD PLAYER

f695

SH

MARANTZ DR700 CD RECORDER EX DEM

£350

PIONEER PDR 555W CD RECORDER EX DEM

£249

SH
XD

NAIM NAP90 POWER AMP

£350

SH

MARANTZ DVD590 DVD PLAYER EX DEM

f350

XD

AUDIO ALCHEMY V3.0 D/A CONVERTER
TEAC P30 CD TRANSPORT EX DEM

£195

SH

£1750

XD

DENON AVR900 NV AMPLIFIER

f295

XD

ONKYO TX DS838 AN AMPLIFIER AC3 EX DEM

£750

XD

YAMAHA DSP Al NV AMPLIFIER BLACK EX DEM

£895

XD

AUDIO ALCHEMY VAC IN BOX PHONO STAGE

£100

SH

TEAC VRDS25 CD PLAYER EX DEM

£895

XD

ORELLE XTC CDT TRANSPORT/DAC
KRELL FPB200 POWER AMP
NAIM IBL SPEAKERS

£895

SH

£4295

SH

£295

SH

£2195

SH

£7995

XD

THETA PEARL CD TRANSPORT OUR DEMONSTRATOR

£995

XD

NAIM CD3

£695

SH

£2995

SH

£595

SH

THETA JADE CD TRANSPORT OUR DEMONSTRATOR

£9995
£1950

SH
XD

RE VOX B77

P.O.A.

MUSICAL FIDELITY A1001

£1495

XD

DAVIS LITEBEAM PROJECTOR

£2295

XD

NAIM CDS MK 1CD PLAYER
VIDIKRON HELIUS PROJECTOR - OUR DEMONSTRATOR

AUDIO RESEARCH VT100 MK 1
LINN MIMIK Il CD PLAYER
WILSON AUDIO SYSTEM 5MINT BLACK

£395

SH

AUDIO RESEARCH VT60

£1395

XD

KRELL FPB300 POWER AMP

£5495

SH

£995

SH

PROAC STUDIO 100 YEW

NAIM CDI CD PLAYER
ATC SCA 2 PREAMPLIFIER

RO.A.

B & W SILVER SIGNATURES BOBINGA WOOD

£2495

SH

WILSON SYSTEM FIVE EX DEM

£9495

XD

UNISON RESEARCH SMART 845 - OUR DEMONSTRATOR

£1995

XD

fleXi IL—

TAX—FREE EXF•CPIRT SEE? lie/GE
ER AVAILABLE CblV A/LAMY ITEMS.

Tel: 01392 258518
Fax: 01392 425138

Esoteric High Fidelity CABLES
Dealers ¡n: Absolute, Audio Note, Deltec, -e lectrocompaniet,
Harmonix, Kimber, Mandrake, MIT, Siltech, Symo,
Transparent, Van den Hui, WBT and others
. . . the RIGHT cables
. . . in YOUR system
. . . for YOUR ears
. . . in YOUR home

Agencies include Audio Analogue Audio Research B&W. Cable Talk. Castle Copland. Denon, GM Audio Tables, GoIdhng, Graaf, Jadis
Jamo. Koetsu, Krell. Lexicon. Loewe. Lyra. Manants. Martin Logan, Michell, MRS, Musical Fidelity. RAD, Nairn, NEC Gas Plasma Screens
Nordost Cables. Onke. Opera, Onofon. Pioneer. Proac. QUAD. AIL Subwoolers, Rote!. Sennheiser. SME, Sonance. Some Faber, Stands
Unique. Stax. Tannoy. Target Teac. Theta. Thorens. Transparent Cables. Unison Research. van den Cu!. Vidikron, Wilson, Yamaha

Contact us by phone, fax, or letter and we'll do our
best to help you achieve your goal.

Open Mon- Sat 10am-6pm

(Auditions may be subject to ahandling charge)

WE'VE MOVED RIGHT NEXT DOOR TO MUCH DIGGER PREMISES WITH SUPERB PURPOSE•RMIT OEM ROOMS

Oxford Audio Consultants
Cantay House, Park End Street, Oxford OX1 11E
Telephone: Oxford ( 01865) 790879
Facsimile: Oxford ( 01865) 791665
email: Oxford.Audio@btinternet.com
Website: HYPERLINK http://www.oxford-audio.co.uk

CONNECTIONS 13, JOHN PRINCES ST., LONDON WIM 9HB
(A division of Connection 90 Travel Ltd)
Tel: 020-8348 5676 (
2.00-7.00 pm)
Fax: 020-8341 9368

Surmated

Here's a complete surround speaker package chosen from
Celestion's C Series - and it might even work for stereo music too!

Cfor Cinema

C2

C6S

W

hat sets this C Series
system apart is its
unique appearance. It's
not merely cosmetic, but from the
ground- up industrial design —
something Celestion is pretty good at.
Central to the C series is a custom
boat- cross section- like aluminium
extrusion, which forms the sides and
rear of all the enclosures in the set.
Strange, I've seen this profile
somewhere else, but not in metal. It's
not just for looks: the curved profile
is actually much stiffer than flat
panels and raises any panel
resonances to higher frequencies. It's
a lot cheaper than the original
honeycomb Aerolam metal panels
used in the seminal Celestion SL6.
To make aloudspeaker cabinet, the
extrusion is merely sawn to the
correct length, topped and tailed and
given agently profiled and textured
MDF front baffle.
The beauty is that the system is
entirely flexible, allowing virtually any
height of cabinet to be created,
namely the floor-standing C2 front
left/rights ( or the larger C3, not
reviewed here), the C4c centre
channel and the C5R rear dipoles.
The C6S sub-woofer is the only one
in the set which, for obvious reasons,
is not based on this extrusion. The
active sub does, however, follow the
same basic shape in matching
metallic grey finished curved MDF,
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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even
the
and
internal 100 watt
power amp's triangular
profile heatsink continues the threesided format. Inside the sealed
enclosure of the C6s is amagnetically
shielded 300mm woofer and
Celestion's specification has it
performing down to 35Hz.
The C2, used at front left and
right, features two magneticallyshielded 130mm bass drivers, which
appear to have treated pulp cones.
The tweeter is a 25mm titanium
domed unit, which can trace its
lineage back to the Celestion SL6. As
with the woofers, it has a shielded
magnet. Bass output of the reflex port
loaded C2 is claimed to extend down
to 40Hz, which is not at all bad for
such a slim, compact tower, so it's
intended
for full- range use.
Sensitivity is higher than average too,
at a specified 91dB, though this is
gained at the expense of afour-ohm
electrical impedance.
The much smaller C4c centre
channel also has two similar 130nun
units — horizontally opposed in
classic centre-channel format, with a
single central 25mm titanium-domed
tweeter, all magnetically shielded of
course. This speaker has a moulded
plinth which allows placement
directly on top of the TV, to lock the
dialogue firmly to the screen. As with
the C2, the sensitivity of the C4c is

Bass output of
the reflex port
loaded C2 is
claimed to
extend down
to 40Hz, which
is not at all
bad for such a
slim, corr pact
tower, so it's
intended for
full- range use

SUPPLIER
Celestion
Consumer
Division,
Eccleston Road,
Too ji,
Maidstone, Keni
ME 15 6QP
Tel: 01622
687442

also 91dB (4ohms).
The C5R rears are the odd ones
out, in that they are dipoles. The two
100mm woofers — one on each side
— are out of phase, so that one
'blows' as the other ' sucks'. This is
the preferred 11-IX method of doing
things, with the null between the two
phase- cancelling sides pointing
directly at the listener in atypical setup. The idea is that the direct sound
will be much weaker than the (later)
reflected sounds, to minimise the
obviousness of the rear speakers in
the overall scheme of things, so that
the ear is not drawn to them as
individual speaker sources. The
overall intended effect is a diffuse
non-intrusive wash of sound from
rear speakers, which can be mounted
discreetly out of the way — above ear
level if preferred.
Outputs from the two sides in a
dipole have a tendency so subtract,
with
progressively
greater
destructiveness as frequency drops, so
there's precious little deep bass (with
a claimed 80Hz lower- frequency
limit), and the rears are really for use
as ' small' satellites only, as they have
no deep bass to speak of. The
tweeter in the rears is not of the same
sophistication as at the front — a
small and very inexpensive 14mm
polycarbonate dome/cone driver.
With just one tweeter and two
woofers, orientation is Important:
67

That simple 'watts per channel' rating won't tell
you how loud an amplifier goes on real music. So is
there a better way to define amp performance?
by KEITH

HOWARD

A

a
severy

audiophile knows,
conventional measures of
mplifier power output —
obtained using asine wave input
signal and resistive dummy load —
are to be regarded with acertain
amount of suspicion. The bald fact
is that an amplifier rated at 100
watts into 8ohms, say, may fail in
practice to generate higher sound
pressure levels than an alternative
with significantly lower rated power.
There are two quite distinct
reasons for this. The first and
probably better known relates to the
test load. Loudspeakers rarely
present aconstant, resistive load to a

HOW THE MEASUREMENTS WERE MADE
ONE OF THE less trumpeted advantages of
digital audio, for anyone interested in
analysing audio signals, is that the data is
already available in numerical form within
the digital description. All you have to do is
extract it and manipulate it.
Both tasks are easily accomplished using a
modern personal computer. If the signals you
want to analyse are commercial recordings
on CD, as here, the first requirements are a
CD-ROM drive that supports digital audio
extraction (
DAE) and asoftware utility
colloquially termed a 'ripper', which can
read the audio data from aCD-Aand write
it to aWave or other ( uncompressed) audio
file. Iuse an ageing copy of Audiograbber,
one of the best known Windows rippers, for
this task but there are numerous others
available on both PC and Mac platforms,
usually distributed either as freeware or
shareware. If your CD-ROM drive doesn't
support DAE some rippers can still extract the
audio data but the process may be
frustratingly slow if you are to obtain glitch free results.
It is then arelatively simple matter to write

70

aprogram to do whatever you wish with the
data, assuming you have asuitable compiler
and are apassably good writer of code. I
use PowerBASIC's Windows Console
Compiler which creates fast, compact 32- bit
Windows executables. If you are familiar
with manipulating binary files and
understand Wave header protocols then the
Wave file can be worked with directly;
alternatively the Wave-to-text conversion
capability provided in many software audio
editors can be used to write the sample
values in more user-friendly ASCII format.
For the graphs reproduced here ifirst
ripped the relevant tracks from CD, then used
asoftware editor ( Syntrillium's trusty Cool
Edit Pro) to excise suitable excerpts for
analysis. The sample data for each excerpt
was then analysed using progressively
narrower window widths running From 4096
to 2milliseconds in 12 steps. For example,
2ms at 44.1kHz sampling rate corresponds
to approximately 88 samples. For the 2ms
window the signal data was therefore
analysed 88 samples at atime. Once all the
sample values had been loaded in amemory

array, the whole processing cycle took only a
few tens of seconds to run even for the
excerpt lengths of up to 5.6 million samples
used here.
As the sharp-eyed reader might already
have realised, this methodology does not
guarantee an entirely accurate analysis of
the signal. If, for instance, the excerpt
contains anotably energetic section lasting
about half asecond, this might easily
straddle the boundary between two
successive 512ms measurement windows,
with the result that the 512ms maximum
recorded by the analysis underestimates the
true value.
This can be avoided by performing
multiple processing runs for each window
width, offsetting each successive analysis by
one sample to achieve complete overlap of
the measurement windows. But this vastly
increases the amount of processing required,
as alittle arithmetic reveals. The maximum
window width of 4096ms corresponds to
180,634 samples at 44.1kHz, so for this
window the analysis would have to be
repeated no fewer than 180,633 times. For
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power amplifier. More typically the
loudspeaker
has
a complex
impedance whose modulus and
phase angle are strong functions of
frequency. Potentially this type of
load can upset an amplifier in
various ways which aren't revealed
by resistive load testing, with the
result that a ' clean' waveform is not
maintained to the expected output
level. Distortion sets in early and the
effective
power
output
is
consequently reduced.
The second factor relates to the
nature of the test signal. Steady state
testing using a sine wave input is
traditional because it is easy to
perform, not because it represents
the type of signal an amplifier will
normally be called on to reproduce.
Most music signals are part steady
state, part transient in nature, and
this makes time an important factor.
High power output is rarely required
for sustained periods; more normally
it is demanded in relatively short
bursts. If an amplifier can deliver
increased power output over these
short periods there is every reason to
expect it to produce higher sound
pressure levels in normal use than an
amplifier of equivalent steady-state
rating that lacks this burst capability.
Conventional sinewave testing, of
course, tells you nothing about this
aspect of performance.
It was in recognition of this that,
15 years or so ago, NAD proposed
an improved method of power
testing it called the Power
Envelope". The idea was simple

power to clipping using tonebursts of
widths ranging from 20 milliseconds
(20ms) upwards, so as to produce a
graph of power output capability
versus time (the power envelope). At
any juncture in audio history this
would have been a sensible
development but in the mid- 1980s it
was particularly apposite due to the
increasing number of ' commutating'
amplifiers then appearing on the
market — amplifiers designed
specifically to offer burst power
capabilities at odds with their steadystate power rating.
Commutating amplifiers have
since gone back out of fashion but
the logic behind them still applies.
Music, as we have established, rarely
requires an amplifier to generate
sustained high-power output, but
does demand high power over short
intervals. This is conventionally
satisfied by specifying the amplifier
to have sufficient steady-state power
capacity to meet the burst
requirement, but that approach
enshrines over-engineering. Were
steady-state watts cheap this
wouldn't matter much, but they are
not. Higher steady-state power
output requires a larger mains
transformer, bigger power supply
reservoir, increased heatsinking and
higher- rated or perhaps multiple
output devices, all of which are
expensive. So it makes better
engineering and economic sense to
design the amplifier specifically for
high burst rather than continuous

2048ms window width the number of
samples is 90,317, requiring 90,316 repeats
— and so on down to 2ms, 88 samples, 87
repeats. Totalling these figures and all
inbetween shows that over 360,000 repeat
measurements would be required to
characterise the signal with complete
accuracy, the analysis run time then
burgeoning from afew tens of seconds to
hundreds of hours.
Isuspect — Isay 'suspect' because I
have
not tried it — that the only way to reduce this
analysis time substantially would require use of
an FFT convolution technique. This would
involve asophistication of computer code
significantly beyond what is practical to write
for an article like this; alternatively there are
proprietary DSP software applications
available which incorporate an FFT convolution
capability and could doubtless be bent to the
task — but currently I
am not so equipped.
Does this mean that all the graphs
reproduced here are inaccurate? Strictly yes,
but there are good reasons to suppose that
the trends they reveal are reliable. The first
piece of evidence is the remarkable
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output capability, which can be
achieved without the same cost
penalty. This was the rationale
behind commutating amplifiers,
which NAD's power envelope test
method was intended to reflect.
Here is no place for a detailed
description of the many different
circuit approaches used to achieve
this design aim. Carver's Cube,

enough: to test an amplifier's output
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Figure I. Power envelope of acommutating amplifier, from NAD's
onginal paper. The illustrated data points are not NAD's own but the
ones measured from the published graph
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Figure 2. Power envelopes measured from loud passages of three
orchestral recordings

consistency of the plots, despite the
differences in musical content and recording
technique and the arbitrary choice of
analysis start point. This in itself suggests that
something fundamental is being revealed.
Had the excerpts been chosen less carefully
this might not have been the case, but as
each represents asustained period of
energetic playing the opportunities for
windowing error are probably
reduced.
1
Ihave also performed afuller
analysis on one of the excerpts
'i
— the Chopin piano item — with
the results shown here. A Full
I
offset window test was
impractical because of the time it
I
would take, so Ielected instead
to run an analysis with a
-11.maximum offset of 2821
samples, which ensures accurate
data for all the window widths
up to 64ms (
although the ratio to
the 4096ms level cannot be accurately
established, of course, without knowing the
fully-windowed 4096ms result). As you can

see from the graph, which also shows the
one- run measurement for comparison, the
changes are fairly small.
Consequently I'm pretty confident that the
results displayed here are representative,
albeit not accurate to tenths of adecibel. It
will be intriguing to find out, if ever I
do run
afull offset analysis, exactly how close the
results prove to be.
Chopin
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Rigorous analysis of the signal with offset windows
increases processing time unacceptably, but this partial
attempt indicates that the errors introduced by the
simpler processing used here are small
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LIMO TESTING
You have just a CD player
Hitachi's Dynaharmony range,
NAD's PowerTracker and many
others all operated on similar
principles but differed in their
practical execution. Suffice it to say
that the use of ' smart' power
supplies was the key feature, which
upped the rail voltage available to
the amplifier in response to shortterm power demands.
With commutating amplifiers
being ararity in today's hi-fi market
(although not in the professional
arena), the power envelope may
seem to have lost its relevance.
Amplifiers with regulated power
supplies demonstrate no increase
whatever in power output on shortterm signals because their rail
voltages are tightly controlled.
Amplifiers with unregulated supplies
(the more common variety), because
their rail voltages are dependent on
the current drawn from the power
supply, do have enhanced burst
power capability but the margin of
improvement is usually small. As
NAD
showed,
the
dynamic
headroom they provide is typically

The NAD team
estimated
burst power
requirements
from
oscilloscope
displays; today
it is possible
to do the job
more
accurately by
working with
the raw signal
samples

SOURCE MATERIAL
Orchestral
Finlandia [
Philharmonia/Ashkenazy,
Decca 417 762-2 ], track 1, first 47
seconds, right channel ( 2,072,738
samples)
Hoist Planets '
Mars' [ NYP/Bernstein
Sony MYK 42545], track 1, 3m 50s
to 4m 40s, right channel ( 2,206,707
samples)
Respighi Roman Festivals [
New
Philharmonia Orch/Freccia, Chesky
Records CD18], track 1, first 95
seconds, right channel ( 4,193,504
samples)
Piano
Medtner [ Earl Wild, Chesky Records
AD1], track 24, 9m 32s to end, right
channel ( 2,161,602 samples)
Schumann [ Paul Berkowitz, Meridian
Records CDE 84156], track 6, 1m
lls to end, left channel ( 1,716,423
samples)
Chopin [Anna Maria Stanczyk,
Stereophile STPH-002-2], track 10,
8m 37s to end, left channel
(3,085,716 samples)

REFERENCES
1) Edvardsen, B-E,
p W and
Tribeman, P, The
Power Envelope: a

Other
Organ [ Martin Souter, Isis Records
CD009], track 1, 5m 18s to end,
right channel ( 5,597,651 samples)
Harpsichord [ Huguette Dreyfus,
Denon CO- 72588], track 1, 1:02.5
to 1m lis, left channel ( 374,763
samples)
Congas [
Mamba Percussions, Pierre
Vernay PV.78291], track 5, 1m5ls
to 2m, left channel ( 398,705
samples)

better way to
compare the
musically useful
power output of
amplifiers', NAD
Electronics
2) Mitchell, P W,
`A Musically
Appropriate
Dynamic Headroom
Test for Power
Amplifiers', Audio
Eng Soc Preprint
2504, Convention 83
1987-10
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only 1 or 2dB for short bursts
(20ms) and their power envelope
curves tail off too quickly to provide
much enhancement over the longer
time intervals ( hundreds of
milliseconds) identified as important
in NAD's research.
In which case, why revisit the
topic? Two reasons. First, as I've
already said, the logic which inspired
the
design
of commutating
amplifiers has not disappeared,
although most of the products
themselves have. Even if you use a
conventional, non- commutating
amplifier it must still satisfy the
power requirements dictated by
music signals, so studying these
requirements provides useful insight
into what power capability is needed
in any given system situation.
Second, NAD's research — although
it used source material derived from
CD — was conducted over 15 years
ago, before it became possible to
extract the digital signal data
directly. The NAD team estimated
burst power requirements from
oscilloscope displays; today it is
possible to do the job more
accurately by working with the raw
signal samples.
To me these seemed two good
reasons to reprise NAD's work and
measure some power envelope
requirements
using
modern
methods.
A NEW APPROACH
The days when you needed an
oscilloscope and camera attachment
to
assess
the
burst
power
requirements of music signals are
behind us. Today the job can be
done more easily, cheaply and
quickly
by
exploiting
the
unprecedented powers of the
modern PC, which allows the data
within a digital recording to be
accessed and analysed directly. The
'How the measurements were made'
panel describes the method in detail;
for the general reader it's enough to
know that the source material for the
test was ' ripped' from commercial
CDs and analysed using some
simple software routines Iwrote for
the purpose.
NAD did not publish graphs of
burst power versus time for music
signals themselves but did reproduce
the
power
envelope
of an
unidentified commutating amplifier,
shown here in Figure 1, which
presumably was designed to meet
the
requirements NAD
had
identified. Things to note are that a
lower time limit of 20ms was chosen
to coincide with the then recently
introduced IHF dynamic headroom
test, which uses a20ms toneburst to
assess an amplifier's short-term
power capability. NAD was critical

as the source? Drive the
power amplifier direct — no
preamp at all — for the best
performance for the money.
"How can Ido that?"

Sotve

2.000_
The key is a CD player or a DAC
with a BUILT-IN VOLUME CONTROL
and an output stage with enough
CURRENT to drive the power amp
properly — just like a preamp — but
a preamp only for volume control?
Most medium-priced preamps do
significant damage to the signal, eg
in PHASE SHIFTS and loss of FINE
DETAIL. Imaging and realism suffer.
Better to put money into star players
such as A CCUPHASE, A UDIO
SYNTHESIS or software-upgradeable
W ADIA and dCS Elgar or Delius.
Of course, good preamps have a role
but be ready to spend £ 2000+...
Customers say we make some of the best
sounds they have ever heard. Our advice
takes account of your best components and
guides you where change is needed, in stages
you can afford. You AVOID EXPENSIVE
MISTAKES, enjoy music along the way and
save money in the long run.
JUST LISTEN AND YOU'LL KNOW
CD:
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PURCELL, MERACUS, PASS, SUGDEN, W ADIA.

BASIS,

CLEAFLAUDIO, CROWN J
EWEL, DNM , (THE) GROOVE,
GRAHAM, LEHMANN, MICHELL, STRATOSPHERE, SUMIKO BLUE
POINT SPECIAL, TRANSFIGURATION.

AMPLIFIERS:
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CAT, DNM ,GAMUT, LUMLEY, NAGRA, PASS, SONNETEER,
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AUDIO TESTING
of this test because it does not reflect
the longer periods of increased
power demanded by music signals,
which NAD found could last for
hundreds of milliseconds. This is
reflected in the power envelope of
Figure 1, which shows significantly
enhanced burst power capability out
to over half asecond.
There is no good reason to regard
20ms as a natural lower limit for
such measurements. As anyone who
has ever studied audio waveforms
using modern editing software will
know, there is good reason to
suppose that even higher burst
powers are required over shorter
intervals. So for my tests the
minimum measurement window
width was chosen to be 2ms, and the
maximum 4096ms ( this apparently
odd figure being a consequence of
the window widths being scaled as
powers of two, je, 2, 8, 16, 32, 64,
128, 256, 512, 1024, 2048 and 4096
milliseconds).
As the object of the exercise is to
discover
the
burst
power
requirement over and above the
continuous power needed to
reproduce signals at high listening
levels, it is necessary to choose
fortissimo test material. Iselected
three high-impact orchestral items,
three powerful piano excerpts and
examples of three other solo
instruments played loud: pipe organ,
conga drums and harpsichord. You
don't expect a harpsichord to be
room-shaking, of course, but Iwas
interested to see how demanding this
instrument's
plucked- string
transients
are.
The
chosen
recordings are all detailed in the
`Source material' panel, which also
contains information on the
excerpted portions and their lengths.
The orchestral, piano and organ
excerpts were all quite long, ranging
from 1.7 to 5.6 million samples
(approximately 40 to 127 seconds,
one channel) whereas the conga and
harpsichord
excerpts
were
necessarily much shorter, both
amounting to less than 10 seconds.
In all cases what was recorded was
the maximum rms signal level
observed using the specified time
window, all the levels then being
referred back to the 4096ms
maximum which was set at OdBr.
Note that although only classical
music excerpts were used here,
NAD's research indicated that good,
uncompressed pop/rock recordings
produce similar results.
As you can see from Figure 2,
which graphs the results from the
orchestral excerpts, the expectation
that burst power requirement would
continue to rise for time intervals of
less than 20ms was amply justified.
In fact all the plots demonstrate an
NI-F1 NEWS 8, RECORD REVIEW
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Figure 3. Power envelopes measured from three piano recordings
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Figure 4. Power envelopes measured from recordings of three different solo
instruments
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Figure 5. Comparison of the NAD curve with one of those obtained here:
the Finlandia orchestral excerpt

up- tilt below 20ms, eventually
reaching between 9 and 10dBr at
2ms. Overall the three curves are
remarkably similar and demonstrate
apretty consistent rising trend, there
being no evidence of the shelving off
around 500ms demonstrated by the
NAD curve.
Very similar results were obtained
with the three piano excerpts (Figure
3), one of which — the Medtner
piece — just topped 10dBr at 2ms.
Again, all three curves are similar
and evince aconsistent rising trend.
Results for the organ, congas and
harpsichord ( Figure 4) are more
disparate and demonstrate lower
burst power requirements, but even
these all peak around 7dBr at 2ms.
To make the comparison with
NAD's curve easier, Figure 5
superimposes it on one of the
orchestral curves (Finlandia). As you
can see, the two are not hugely
different, although the NAD curve
somewhat underestimates the burst
power requirement over much of the
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Figure 6. Histograms for three window widths
show what proportion of the measurement
windows exceed the highest 4096ms level
within the Schumann excerpt
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time range and gives no hint of the
10dBr requirement at 2ms.
These curves illustrate the burst
power delivery required to prevent any
momentary clipping, but the
pragmatist will ask: is this really
necessary? It is easy to adopt the strict
view that high fidelity stops where
clipping begins, but if the clipping is of
so short aduration that it's not noticed
by the listener - particularly in the
context of what is likely to be arich
musical spectrum, offering plenty of
opportunity for masking - then does
it really matter? Reasoning of this sort
has to be applied with care because,
notwithstanding ageneral acceptance
that short-term clipping is inaudible,
that happy outcome depends critically
on signal statistics. As part of
preparing this article Iexperimented
with clipping short tonebursts and can
assure anyone who has not tried this
for themselves that even small degrees
of clipping are audible on atoneburst
of only 2ms duration, so effective
masking is vital if short-term clipping
is to be inaudible.
It is only pragmatic, nevertheless,
to ask how often the burst power
requirements illustrated in Figures 2
to 4 are actually needed. Once a
second on high-level programme?
Once every ten seconds? Once a
minute? This matters not only
because it might affect our
assessment of the burst power
capability needed in practice, but
additionally because it influences the
design of any amplifier intended to
provide it. In engineering terms, the
duty cycle of the power bursts (in
other words, what gap there is
between them) is as important to
know as their amplitude.
It's another benefit of working
directly with the digital signal data
that this information can easily be
extracted too. Figure 6 shows
histograms for three window widths
from the Schumann piano excerpt,
the leftmost column showing the
proportion of windows having an mis
signal level below that of the highest
4096ms window, and the remaining
columns showing the proportion of
windows registering levels of 0-1, 12, 2-3dBr, etc. For all three window
widths, over 80 per cent of the
windows have a level below that of
the highest 4096ms window, and by
5-6dBr the proportion of windows
remaining has become very small
indeed. If you were prepared to allow
clipping in, say, 5 per cent of the
windows, then a 3dBr burst
capability would be sufficient.
Another way of looking at the data
is to consider window numbers
rather than proportions, as in Figure
7. This repeats the 4ms Schumann
histogram but now the vertical scale
records the number of windows

Schumann, 4ms
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Figure 7. Translating the histogram results into
window numbers gives a better impression of
how frequently power peaks occur

directly. At the higher powers the
numbers become difficult to read off
but Ican tell you that the 5-6dB
column contains 44 windows, the 67dB column 11 windows and the 78dB column 1 window. In other
words, at least 44 clipping events
would occur (allowing for the fact
that they may coincide) if the burst
power capability were limited to
5dBr. In the context of this excerpt,
which lasts 39 seconds, that equates
to an average of over one clipping
event per second. At that rate you
really do need to be certain that the
effects of the clipping are masked by
the signal.

CONCLUSION
Commutating amplifier or not, the
results of this test are of relevance to
anyone asking the perennial hi-fi
question: How much power do Ineed?
The answer is complicated by
numerous factors, but let's make a
simple example calculation. The
results suggest that to play safe you
need a burst power capability 10
times the continuous power required
on loud passages of music. If your
speakers have an average 89dB
sensitivity and we make the
following assumptions - noncorrelated signals on either channel,
3 metre listening distance, no
contribution from the room, average
fortissimo sound pressure level
100dB at the listening position then the continuous power required
per channel is 57 watts, and the
burst power requirement is therefore
570 watts. Calculating more
conservatively, a 4x multiplication
factor is probably enough, making
for a 230 watt burst power
requirement.
I'll leave you to ponder the
implications.
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Continuing
BD's indepth look
at noise in
equipment,
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demands
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frequency
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directly
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frequencies
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ast month, we saw how a
spectral plot of noise (which
portrays noise density in
successive 1/3-octave wide frequency
range segments or ` bins') makes
those components stand out clearly
which constitute at least some of any
hum and buzz you hear. It is helpful
to be aware that all such irritating
'noises' ultimately have but one
source in common — the 50Hz (or
60Hz) AC power that pervades
homes and neighbourhoods across
the globe. Ultimately, one is listening
to the steady signal made by the
supply
generators — strictly
alternators — distorted to alesser or
greater degree.
A regular defect of conventional
hi-fi equipment testing is that it fails
to probe many conditions that real
users experience. This is especially
true when it comes to hums and
buzzes. Here, what is measured is
often not what's heard in an actual
listening set-up. A competent test
schedule should include means to
simulate the interconnective 'mesh'
of mains and signal wiring, and the
resulting 50/60Hz-related, induced
currents. This would help identify
equipment likely to cause hum and
buzz grief to users — albeit seeming
to perform perfectly when tested in
isolation.
When the gear's power supply
uses high- frequency switching or
conversion (adouble-edged sword),
noise spectra plots [see HFNIRR
May] will remind us that the
equipment's susceptibilities to
50/60Hz-based hums are not
automatically overcome. Meanwhile,
the ultrasonic switching frequencies
leak out as well — seen as discrete
spikes above the audio range, (on
the R/H side of the May Figure).
Besides interfering catastrophically
with 48/96kHz audio, they may also
beat together to create 'phantom
tones' at arbitrary frequencies —
sometimes in the audio range. These
may not be sensed directly, being
small enough to be masked by hiss
and buzzes, yet there can be
subliminal human awareness, le,
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discomfort for listeners. A spectral
noise plot is one of few tools able to
show the truth of so subjective a
sensation so graphically: with aclear,
if tiny spike at a suspiciously
arbitrary frequency, like 7.4kHz.
Another common source of humanmade noise that infects tested gear's
audible spectrum with spikes is
found at frequencies (such as 8 and
16kHz) related to the scanning of
cathode ray tubes — usually those
of TV sets and desktop computer
monitors. The subjective effect,
however subliminal, can be gauged
from the 'line whistle' that emanated
acoustically from earlier generations
of TV set.

HIGHER RF NOISE CAPTURE
Having reached ultrasonic, alias low

RF realms, it becomes clear that our
investigation
into
equipment
performance, cannot — just as with
hum — be confined simply to the
equipment under test. To measure
apiece of hi-fi equipment's worstcase susceptibility to the noise in real
environments is especially apposite
with RF, since these ` leak' ( if not
explicitly
radiate),
and
such
emissions are readily spread, by
combinations of conduction and
radiation from nearby and even notso-nearby appliances. Some offenders
may well be in your neighbours'
home(s).
The series of DIY articles' have
covered aids to purifying the hi-fi
environment; but up to now,
measured evidence has been limited.
That's because audio test labs, even
my own, have traditionally had their
capabilities limited by test gear
makers, to a decade beyond audio,
at best. Once RF territory is entered,
there's aquestion of just where —
at which very high frequency — to
stop. Since, regardless of frequency,
any such unwanted EM energy that
gets inside your gear (whether digital
or analogue) will likely negatively
influence circuit operation.
As part of the holistic approach to
audio — one that audio equipment
test designers are hereby challenged
to take on, up to and past the level
that serious audiophiles do already!
— all equipment used in the locale
of the system should be checked for
noise. This includes any appliances
on or in the AC power system. In
the past, ' embedded' RFnoise
sources were rare. Today, most
modem homes (at least in UK) are
equipped with RCBOs (circuit
breakers-cum-RCBs or 'earth fault
trips'). In tests of asample of kinds
in use, spectral analysis of the
adjacent
mains
supply
was
performed up to high RF. This is
not lightly done, requiring exotic and
expensive equipment to filter the

supply for aclean background, and
to connect to an RF spectrum
analyser in a stable and safe way,
with usability over the wide range of
currents and frequencies ( over a
million to one). As previously cited',
it was found that some sorts or
models of RCDs and RCBOs
injected noise on to the mains
supply, whereas others didn't. An
interesting feature was that some
types, as well as not contributing,
actually reduced residual noise.
Some of the less technically well
educated or rigorously investigative
suppliers of mains ' tweaks' may get
the wrong end of the stick in such
circumstances, claiming that RCBOs
are `bee— Meanwhile, some of the
RCDs and RCBOs found to inject
little or no noise into the mains, are
being made available to readers 2 for
replacement (by
a qualified
electrician) in the home mains
system, as a continuation of the
previous work'.
Ben Duncan

Mains supply noise at RF, before and also
after a clean RCBO was added. Note X
(Horizontal) scale of 0-50MHz and Y (Vertical)
scale of 0 to - 70dBu. Also note solid baseline,
which is natural (
stochastic) white noise.
Compared to the AP's spectral plot at lower
frequencies (May BB) there is no upslope,
because frequency scale is linear.

A noisy RCBO clearly adds a forest' of
spectrae that overrides the stochastic (white)
background noise across the range. Unit may
meet EMC requirements, but it's not
recommended for use near high quality audio
equipment! The author's noise analyser can
span up to 1200MHz, so only with afurther 46
photos on this scale, could one be sure of
seeing all of both RBCO's potential effects.
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SUPER AUDIO CD

S

ony is set to expand the Super
Audio Compact Disc market
over the next 18 months,
starting this April with the launch of
a generic SACD website for disc
shopping, and culminating in the
introduction of multi-channel discs
and players. Details emerged during
Sony's recent SACD strategy
briefing at Wisseloord Studios,
Hilversum.
SACD titles may now be bought
from a new generic e- commerce
website. ` The SACD Web Shop' at
www.superaudio-cd.com
started
trading on 27 April, providing a
portal hot- linked to participating
independent record labels, for online
credit purchase of SACD titles.
David Walstra, General Manager of
Sony International (Europe), and
head of Sony's European SACD
Business Team, explained that the
site is more than a shop. It is
expected to become auseful SACD
news resource, and help record
companies determine realistic
market prices for SACD releases.
Walstra pointed out that the
production cost of bonding and
printing hybrid discs, ' similar to
DVD-9 but simpler', currently
pioneered by Sonopress ` in a real
industrial environment' is a small
part of the overall disc price.
`Everyone agrees the disc price is
high (£ 18-£23 typically), but the
music industry will need two months
for the cost implications to work
through'.
Among several recently released
hybrid
SACDs,
informally
demonstrated at Wisseloord Studios,
were the Hyperion disc of Fauré,
Debussy and Ravel Piano Trios by
the Florestan Trio on Hyperion, and
the Challenge Records disc of
Woodwind Works by Hein Van de
Geyn.
Three
hybrid
SACD
production lines are now active in
Europe,
at
Philips
ODTC,
Sonopress ( BMG) and Gutersloh
(Germany).
Jeffry van Ede, General Manager,
Marketing at Sony Hi -Fi Europe
mapped out amass market future for
Super Audio CD. Next year, Sony's
goal is to extend SACD playback
into integrated hi-fi systems,
portable and car-audio players, he
explained. ' Our intention is to
upgrade all of our CD players to
SACD in the near future. There is
no reason not to do this and allow all
music lovers to enjoy the clear
benefits of SACD.' While van Ede
would not be drawn on whether
Sony will introduce a universal
player, he acknowledged that other
companies will do so.
Latest additions to Sony's SACD
hardware line are athird player, the
SCD-XB940QS, expected to retail
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Super Audio

promises_
With just a handful of hybrid discs
out, and multi- channel on the back
burner, what next for SACD?
by JONATHAN KETTLE

ere

I

¡
Art

);

Recording DSD at Wissel Studios: from left, David Walstra of Sony:
Rood, lead singer of Nighthawks at the Diner; Wisseloord Studios MD
Sander tr dHeide; Nighthawks bassist Bob P7isselink; and Wisseloord
technical manager Henk Koe

IMERM
Sony's SCD-KB940SQ SACD player, set to retail at ,C5.50 in the UK

for around £ 550, and two new QS
series amplifiers designed to reveal
the key advantages of extended high
frequency response and ` linear
phase' characteristics, claimed for
SACD technology. In addition to a
new DSD decoder LSI, and 24-bit
variable coefficient digital filter,
noise-shaper and pulse generator in
the SCD-XB940QS SACD player, it
has an improved servo control
system for quick access and
operation. Neither of the new
amplifiers needs phase compensation
capacitors or Zener diodes, and coils
have been omitted from their output
stages to benefit their damping
factor.
Reiterating the musical purism of
SACD,
Sony
invited
two
independent SACD enthusiasts,
Erdo Groot, a leading classical
recording engineer, and Aalt Jouk
van den Hul, the Dutch hi-fi
pioneer, to tell European journalists
why they believe in DSD, the core
technology at the heart of SACD.
Groot says he was 'overwhelmed',
when he firsi heard DSD. ' It is a

Sony's goal is
to extend
SACD playback
into integrated
hi-fi systems,
portable and
car- audio
players... ' Our
intention is to
upgrade all
our CD players
to SACD in the
near future'

completely different sound and
much better (than 44.1kHz 16/20bit PCM), in my opinion', he says.
Groot has been deeply involved in
the development of DSD multichannel recording techniques since
1996. Initially sceptical that preexisting cinema standards would
prove appropriate for music, he has
changed his mind in the light of his
work over the last four years. ` Ithink
the middle channel is essential' he
said. And ' front to rear correlation is
very important,' he continued.
'Multi-channel can give a depth of
sound and clarity which is hard to
achieve in stereo, with fewer masking
effects so that, for example, all the
voices in an orchestra are heard. We
can record much more what artists
are trying to achieve.'
'I've never been afan of CD', van
den Hul confessed, ' but after five
seconds listening to the SCD-1
(Sony's first SACD player) at home,
Irealised straight away this was
something really special.' As akeen
recording enthusiast, van den Hul
feels that since DSD is such abig
step forward, ' it puts aheavy burden
on the recording people' to make the
most of it. In particular, he urges
those responsible to minimise the
number of microphones used in
order to maintain clean phase.
Sandor Van der Heide, the
mastering engineer/producer who
owns and runs Wisseloord Studios
shares van den Hul's love of
analogue sound. Van der Heide says
he has been ' continually amazed
with the sound quality' of masters
from Wisseloord's DSD mastering
facility which came on-stream earlier
this year. Unlike typical PCM
masters, they do not dilute richness
or distort bass, he says. ` The
enormous depth we hear in the
studio and from good quality
analogue recordings is back.'
Sony says it has met all its
promises for SACD and is sticking
to its targets. On the thorny question
of whether majors such as Warner
and Universal can eventually be
tempted onboard, all Sony's David
Walstra would say is: 'they will come
later'.

Some current SACD
titles: Sony Musk
titles here are not
hybrid discs, though
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sidelines
polygons and polyhedra, crops up in
almost any scheme of interlocking
squares and oblongs, is involved in
spiral formations, and even enters
botany via the arrangement of leaves
on twigs and petals on flowers, and
zoology via the arms of starfish.
So significant did its properties
seem to Renaissance thinkers that in
1509 the mathematician Luca Pacioli

What price
The Golden
Section in
hi-fi's prime
debating
ground?

ne gets led into some very
corners
of
unlikely

wrote a book called Divina
Proportione devoted entirely to the
subject, giving rise to the concept's
alternative
name
of
Divine
Proportion.
In ordinary arithmetical terms the
ratio is represented by ( 115+1)+2.
This equals just under 1.62
(1.6180339 to be precise), afigure

knowledge by the endlessly
unpredictable and controversial
business of sound reproduction,

whose reciprocal is obtained by
subtracting one (=0.618) and whose
square results from adding one

especially by seemingly freakish
claims said to be based upon longestablished principles.

(=2.618), a unique property. A
rectangle whose sides obey this ratio
is said to provide the ideal shape for
buildings*, pictures, etc, and there
seems to be some scientific
corroboration of this in terms of
viewers' aesthetic preferences when
confronted with various oblong
options.

0

One such principle (whose audio
incarnation I'll come to later) is the
so-called Golden Section. This may
be defined as: (i) the division of a
line such that the smaller part is to
the larger part as the latter
is to the whole; or (ii)
division of aline such that
the area of the rectangle
produced by employing its

a

e

LEI

lesser part and its whole
length is the same as that
of asquare constructed on
the greater part.
The
ancients
were

fascinated by this. Plato
pondered it, while Euclid
provided
a proper
definition
and
named it
*The architect and painter Le
as the ' extreme and
Corbusier proportioned his buildings
mean ratio'. It plays an
using `te Modulor', afigure based
upon both the GS and the notional
important role in the
height of the British policeman!
theory
of
regular

This raises the question (
à la
Pythagoras) of whether in some
strange way the visual impact of a
divinely proportioned oblong echoes
the aural impact of a perfectly
consonant musical interval. But even

as ft ( 3.142) and e (
2.72), this
golden figure has no particular
acoustic or musical connections, how
or where does it enter the hi-fi
arena? Well (wait for it!): via the
notoriously red-rag-to-a-bull subject
of connecting cables. Ihappened not
long ago to notice an advert for
cables suited to various audio roles
which, by the application of ' Golden
Section Stranding', were said to
allow the sound of any audio system
to be improved ' in a natural and
harmonically correct manner'. Now
quite apart from the believability of
the notion that such results could
accrue from the introduction of an
arbitrary ratio to the techniques of
wire-twisting, one wonders how the
1.62 might actually be applied to
such aprocess.
A photograph of one cable showed
a symmetrical cluster of six
individually insulated conductors
arranged around a hollow central
tube, and my initial hunch was that
the stranding within each conductor
would be fashioned to generate an
elliptical cross-section whose ratio of
major to minor axes obeyed the
golden rule. But close examination
revealed a circular format for each,
made up of concentric layers, putting
paid to that idea. It could be,
though, that those layers diminished
in diameter by steps of 1.62, or that
the conductors themselves comprise

if the ratio were exactly 1.6, this
the system's 'strands', whose regular
would be the equivalent of 8/5 or a hexagonal pattern might encompass
minor-6th, the least well blended of this ratio. But no, as a hexagon's
the consonant and semi-consonant
nearest parameter is 1.73, with the
intervals, li the figure were 1.5 (3/2),
crucial 1.62 requiring apentagon!
that would indeed be very suggestive,
Alternatively, does the angle at
representing a visual version of which each conductor's strands spiral
music's highly consonant perfect-5th,
away from longitudinality provide
but it isn't, so there the musical
the key to the solution? Iask this,
parallel ends.
because if the angle were 31.7° it
But if, like other constants such
would replicate the diagonal slope
across a Golden Section rectangle
[see diagram], perhaps thereby
obliging passing music signals to
obey the rules of harmony more
dutifully in view of the perfection
implied by that degree of twist.
Finally, could it simply be amatter
of the metallic mix, with the strands
in each conductor apportioned, say,
to give 62 of silver to 100 of copper?
Seriously, though, Idon't see how
anything on the above menu could

The idea" crosssection for audio
cables?
o

actually affect sound quality, which
is amatter of waveform preservation
and current-flow, not abstract
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0.618

proportions. Yet in the light of those
mathematical peculiarities and
unexpected patterns in the real
world, one should be wary of
absolute dismissal. So I'll adopt an
agnostic stance in case some new
discovery is about to emerge from
quantum physics whereby the Divine
Proportion will be seen to govern
everything.

John Crabbe
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93
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103
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105
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Oar

93
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103
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Andy Fraser Band/In Your Eyes

93
95
95
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103
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105
105
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103

TIM HARDIN
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103
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Blues, Ballads & Rock'n'roll

103

THE ISLET BROTHERS
Shake It Up Baby!

92
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Pictures at an Exhibition tarr piano
trio)

KASEY CHAMBERS
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91
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87
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String Quartet K465, String Quintet
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99
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100
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103
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105
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GODOWSKY
"ill( Complete
smiles on
Chopin's
Etudes

CrODOWSKY:
The complete Studies on Chopin's
Études
Marc-Andre Hamelin (pno)
Hyperion CDA 67411/2 2CDs, 153m 02s
Lou Reed: rock album in focus

Tastes change, and it's no longer fashionable to decry Godowsky's mind- and-fingerchallenging elaborations of 26 Chopin Etudes as if they were like painting amoustache
on the Mona Lisa. Abetter analogy would be allowing one of the world's best fashion
designers to dress some of Rodin's marble figures: no harm comes to the original and
the visual splendour of the adornment might be enriching for the spectator.

review ratings
Sound

quality and

performance are

separately graded at the end of each
review. In rock/pop' the numerical rating
also reflects musical content. A few
releases are reviewed from master-tape
copies

as stated). An additional ' star'

denotes

outstanding quality.

Review

Hamelin entreats the listener to ration
himself with these pieces. ` But if you
must...' he concludes (before
embarking upon an invaluable
commentary upon each of the 53
items); and it is, indeed, hard to
resist over-indulging. For each
invention is so breathtaking — as a
compositional feat, not merely
because Godowsky's executional
challenges are so outrageous — that
you constantly wonder 'what can be
next?'. There are, for example, as
many as five and seven variants on
two of the studies, and mostly apair
for each; often the writing is for just
the left hand. Famously, Nos.47/48
combine two Chopin studies in each.
Possibly the most colossal is
No.42, based on the A-minor
Op.25:11, 'Winter Wind' Étude, and
since much of this involves massively
complex figuration in the lowest
register, this track [CD2/19]
illustrates both the subtlety of Tony
Faulkner's engineering and the
lucidity and flair with which Hamelin
plays throughout. (Andrew Keener
was his producer.) He dedicates the
project to his father's memory; and
we know from interviews how much

his father's LP collection has
influenced his repertoire and aims.
(I wonder what it must have felt like
when Hamelin first realised that these
pieces lay within his grasp!)
This is, primarily, acelebration of
what is possible on the pianoforte: of
what limitless virtuosity Godowslcy
himself set to paper. To adegree it is
sensational; however, the music is
often profoundly beautiful — it would
not be facile to liken the achievement
to Beethoven's variations on
Diabelli's little ` cobbler's patch' —
and the presentation is extremely
serious, with supplementary historical
background provided by Jeremy
Nicholas. There's just one thing
missing, and the near-limit timings
show an extra CD would have been
required for it: that is, it would have
been nice to hear Hamelin's
interpretation of each Chopin original
before the Godowsky version(s), not
least because he has pertinent things
to say about them in his notes.
This is very obviously areference
set for the forseeable future. All that
could supersede it would be for
Hyperion to issue SACD transfers!
Christopher Breunig
A:1* 0

The cover photo
of MarcAndré
Hamelin was
taken by
Malcolm
Crowthers
for Hyperion

headings show catalogue number and
total playing time. Ratings also show a
CD price coding: • full price; U mid
price; A budget price;

see

dspecial price,

'
Compact Disc Service'. Reissues are

shown C).

Sound quality : Performance
Fine, modern
recording
Good, some
minor reservations
Only moderately
convincing
Poor sound

A:1

Vety Good

Historical source,
eg, 78 rpm

H:H Historical

B:2 Good
C:3 Moderate
D:4 Poor

IS BACH:
Inventions & Sinfonias
Masaaki Suzuki (hpd)
BIS CD- 1009

57m 14s

No, this isn't Neupert's ' Bach
disposition' harpsichord with its 16ft
registers or I.mdowska's enormous
Pleyel. But as deafening sounds crash
into the listening room, the image of
these monsters arise and the
temptation to say ' Here we go again'
is very strong. Bad recordings of
harpsichords are nothing new; but is
there any reason for continuing with
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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an iniquitous tradition? Cut the
volume drastically to ameliorate what
amounts to asonic travesty of this
1982 copy of aRuckers instrument.
Even then, there's no disguising the
confined space and suppressed
harmonics that may also be
responsible for exacerbating some
aspects of the interpretations.
Suzuki often projects alack of ease
in the Sinfonias. To start with the
text, he plays Bach's reworking of 5
but declines to include the six pieces
that Gerber and one of Bach's pupils
(listed as P219) chose to ornament
85

separately. Speeds are generally
moderate — Bach left the choice of
tempi to the performer — while the
meticulous part-playing also helps to
clarify form. But an inflexible rhythm
casts apall over anumber of items.
No.2 is stodgy not because the tempo
itself is wrong but because Suzuki
scans the line with metric regularity.
The time signature of 9/8 for 6
suggests alively disposition for which
alively pace per se isn't aprerequisite.
Lively accentuation is, and that's
missing here. Nos.7 & 9 get a
cautious reception while 15 is bogged
down by tiresomely rigid playing of
the motivic repeated notes.
Matters improve considerably in
the Inventions because Suzuki is in
markedly finer form for most of the
time. Shades of didacticism enter 8,
14 & 15, but otherwise his playing is
unfettered. Once more, Suzuki has
no desire for haste; but from the
beginning (he prefers the second
version of 1), his inflection of the
music and shrewd use of rubato to
emphasise eicpressivity speak of a
personal commitment not noticeable
in the Sinfonias.
Nalen Anthoni

C:1-3 C

SARTO K:
Three Burlesques BB55 I Seven
Sketches BB54 1 Il 15 Hungarian
Peasant Songs BB79 1 •
Improvisations on Hungarian
Peasant Songs BB83' 11 10 Easy
Pieces BB51
Zoltan Kocsis ( pno)
Philips 462 902-2

61m 30s

e1981

Isuspect that most collectors will find
this disc more congenial than the last
instalment in Kocsis's Bartok piano
works series: the complete
Mikrokosmos. The pieces here are
more colourful, and they include a
more enjoyable set for piano students,
the Ten Easy Pieces of 1908. (This
sixth volume includes three Henry
Wood Hall analogue recordings from
1980, first issiied on LP.) With BB83
one can compare the eight linked
Improvisations as seen by Kocsis and
interpreted by Perahia, who for his
86

Zoltan Kocsis's
new Bartok CD
includes
material
recorded for
LP in 1980

1981 Bartok LP recital cultivated
something of an unexpected hard
edge; Perahia truly does seem to
invent the music whereas Kocsis
(unmistakably the Hungarian) clearly
reads from the page, yet with
wonderful sensitivity.
Specialist collectors will want to
discover how this pianist has changed
over the past eighteen years — the
new Hamburg recordings were
recorded in 1998 — which may be
inferred by skipping from one track to
another, choosing pieces of similar
character. The sound is softer in the
older recordings; the new ones have a
leaner, more angular quality. With
due allowance for this, Iwould say
that the sense of awe, afeeling of
giving time to the music has
diminished, and that Kocsis's playing
has developed aharder, more driven
character. What is uncontrovertibly
consistent, though, is insight into
Bartok's style, executional finesse and
steadfast dedication to the composer.
Christopher Breunig

BEACH:
Piano Concerto U Piano Quintet
Joanne Polk pno)/Lark Quartet/ECO/
Goodwin
Arabesque Z 6738

'Specialist
collectors
will wont
to discover
how this
pianist has
changed
over the.
past
eighteen
years - the
new
Hambu -g
recordings
were
recorded
in 1998'

A: 1- 1 • 0

66m 27s

This is the fourth volume of
American pianist Joanne Polk's survey
of the complete piano works of Amy
Beach ( 1867-1944), and it is at once
evident that Polk is on amission to
convince us that this is neglected
music of quality.
Beach attained aconsiderable
reputation during her lifetime as both
composer and executant. Her style is
conservative by Late Romantic
standards, at times suggesting
interesting parallels with the gentler
moods of Macdowell and even with
Delius in certain turns of phrase. It
is, however, difficult to discern within
it apowerfully original voice, and
what came to concern me more
during the lengthy Piano Concerto
was arather restricted emotional
range that tends to eschew the more
active and demonstrative elements
necessary for variety in such a
structure.
This factor is partly due to astyle
of virtuosity that makes little of
bravura display; where Beach chooses
to stretch the performer it is generally
in melodically-driven rhetoric rather
than in more extrovert figurations,
and throughout one feels that her
understanding of pianistic capabilities
was less comprehensive than that of
her contemporaries. This impression
is reinforced by the style of the
performance, which is poetic and
persuasive, presenting arather softfocus view of the work. Partly
because of this, the structure of the
work is not immediately obvious,
especially in the 20m first movt,
whose diffuseness is partly the result
of first and second subjects that are
very similar in mood. Ialso felt that

the other movements were
overbalanced by such an extended
opening, in that the work had said
most of what it had to say long
before the end. An interesting
curiosity, but Hyperion's Romantic
Piano Concerto series proves that
even among less familiar composers
there may be found greater assurance
and inspiration.
Similar things might be said of the
Piano Quintet, but here atauter
grasp of structure allows the work to
make amore favourable impression.
The opening theme is in fact a
quotation from the last movement of
Braluns's Piano Quintet, and it is
developed with afeeling for dramatic
progression that suggests some degree
of Lisztian influence.
Polk and her partners are wellrecorded, and the disc has
informative notes by Beach's
biographer Adrienne Fried Block
linking the works with the songs that
inspired them. For those interested in
this repertoire, this is aworthwhile
issue — others may find that Beach is
at her best in shorter forms.
John Kersey

A(*):1-2

BEETHOVEN:
Symphony 9
Gabriela Benackova (sop)/Anne Gjevang
(con)/Günther Neumann (ten)/Arthur
Kom (bass)/ Czech PO & Ch/Neumann
Supraphon SU 3457-2 031
70m 14s rec. live 1989
Not exactly routine, but not inspiring
either. Neumann starts badly by
slackening the rhythm of the opening
motif and (i) never recovers from
such abeginning. Arguably, most of
the symphony doesn't. There is no
intellectual spark or subjective thrust
to the conducting. Perhaps the
emotion of the occasion (a
contribution to commemorate the
Velvet Revolution of 1989) was
enough for musicians and audience;
but any composition requires astrong
response to its inner logic and
meanings which it doesn't get here.
Not until (iv) does Neumann display
some temperament — the sound here
is cleaner too though there are some
oddities of balance — but this
performance cannot be
recommended.
Nalen Anthoni

B-C:2-3

BERLIOZ:
Requiem (
Grande Messe des Morts)
• Messe solonnelle - Resurrezit
Veni creator m Tantum
ergo/BORTNIANSKY (arr. Berlioz):
Pater noster U Adoremus
Ainsley (ten)/Montreal SO & Ch/Dutoit
Decca 458 921-2

2CDs, 110m 22s

Dutoit's Montreal-based Berlioz series
has been somewhat variable, but his
Requiem (
84m) turns out to be very
fine. Indeed, my only general
misgiving concerns the venue, which
isn't the usual St Eustache church,
but St Jerome, whose smaller
MY 2000
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reverberant contribution to the
silences following big fortissimos must
qualify the sonic rating. But the
setting is otherwise adequately
spacious, while Decca's excellent
balance, separation and clarity offer
some conpensation.
This is avery polished Mass, with
the choral contribution deserving
special praise. Whatever the
complexity or dynamic level, the
singers continually evoke admiration.
And regarding dynamics, the great
climaxes are splendidly managed,
while anyone wishing to sample the
performance in other respects could
well try the ` Quaerens me' and
`Offertorium', the one for superbly
controlled unaccompanied singing,
the other for an engrossing display of
vocal persistence interweaved with
some entrancing orchestral playing.
If Ihad any tiny reservation
regarding manner, it would be that
despite the work's concern with death
and terror, this is not an especially
earnest interpretation. It is less
gloomily dramatic or incisive than
some, even seeming slightly dancelike, for instance, in the lead-up to
the first big eruption in the ' Dies
Irae'. But the crucial ` Lacrymosa' is
very impressive, with something of
the thrusting character which I
admire in the Frémaux and Levine
versions. The ' Sanctus', though, is let
down slightly by the tenor's vibrato,
which obtrudes despite his recessed
balance. Yet such negative points are
small in impact, and there's no
denying that as awhole this is a

Sonatas for Cello and Piano, Opp.5,
69 & 102 B Variations Op.66 &
Wo0.45/46
Heinrich Schiff (vic)/Till Fellner (pno)
Philips 462 601-2

2CDs, 140m 17s

A booklet note would not have come
amiss on the partnership here
between amature cellist/conductor
firmly established as aprobing
interpreter with awide repertoire, and
ayoung pianist whose Beethoven and
Schubert CDs for Erato, if not the
more recent Mozart, have shown his
strengths. (With Zehetmair, they
played Schubert trios last month at
the Southbank Centre.) Recorded in
the attractive open acoustic of the
Vienna Jugenstiltheater, theirs are
possibly the most scrupulous
performances on disc — in particular,
Fellner observes every dynamic and
phrase marking in what are fairly
demanding parts, including the ' echo'
repeats in the tied crotchet pairs in
the scherzo of Op.69, to which Tovey
drew special attention in his edition
but which most great Beethoven
pianists discount. (Misha Donat
explains this fully in his exemplary
booklet note.)
Yet there's alot lacking about
these performances: sufficient for a

the delivery of Auden's alternately
'Despite the
recording and performance to be
bald and wittily sententious
work's
reckoned with.
meditation on the making of America
Turning to the fillers, Veni creator
concern with
(consistently American-accented,
and Tantum ergo are sacred works for
death and
praise be to Bunyan; the Covent
chorus, one adding soprano and
terror, this is Gardeners can't make up their
contralto soloists, the other a
not an
minds); the deadpan hillbilly delivery
contralto and organ. They're
especially
of the guitar-accompanied ballads
interesting to hear but not of great
(with which fully-fledged Royal Opera
earnest
import, which might also be said of
baritone Peter Coleman-Wright
interpretaBerlioz's four-part choral
manfully but hopelessly struggles);
tion. It is
arrangements of the Bortniansky
pieces. Also, while the ` Resurrexit'
less gloomily and the easy paternalism of the
spoken-role folk giant Bunyan himself
from the Messe solonnelle is managed
dramatic or
(Kenneth Cranham's congested
well enough, it's up against the earth- incisive than
utterances are neither bass-like in
shattering live version by Gardiner
some'
timbre nor comfortable in dialect).
[Philips].
Generally, too, the wide-eyed
John Crabbe
A(B):1-1*
charm of the Minnesotans reminds us
that this was, in the first place, a
BRITVIENs
'school operetta', even though the
Paul Bunyan
Royal Opera boasts amuch stronger,
Coleman-Wright/Cranham/Streit/
professional chorus, the big utterances
Robinson/Gritton/White/Watson/
at the beginning and end of the piece
Stephen/Jones/ROH/Hickox
have much more of afrisson on
Chandos CHAN 9781
2CDs, 110m 31s
Virgin.
Part of the blame must be ascribed
For those of us who had never seen it
to Hickox's rather spineless direction:
before, the Royal Opera's Paul
it has its poetic moments, but packs
Bunyan was arevelation: witty and
few punches. The two lead tenors,
thought-provoking operatic life before
Kurt Streit and Timothy Robinson,
Grimes, with asplash of the orchestral
do outstrip their Virgin counterparts
sophistication of the later Britten
for vocal sheen — crucial in outsider
(provided for the 1974 resurrection).
and man of letters Johnny Inkslinger's
The revival, by all accounts, lacked
bookish monologue — but Susan
the spark of the new production —
Gritton, so touching on stage in the
though first-timers must still have
American-musical lament of Bunyan's
enjoyed Francesca Zambello's spare
daughter Tiny, for her recently
but generous-hearted production —
deceased mother, is paler than
and it was from this that Chandos
Virgin's Elizabeth Comeaux Nelson,
took its live recording. Since then I've
the young lyric ingénue to the life.
heard Virgin's 1988 Minnesota-based
But then Gritton, like so many of
recording, which wins hands down in:

colleague to describe the set to me,
amusingly, as ' astiff'. Iwouldn't go
quite that far, and Iwould certainly
except Op.102:2's wonderful slow
movt and perhaps (i) too — except
that, as Schiff tends to slow the
lyrical phrases, the feeling of an
Allegro con brio is compromised.
(Incidentally he alternates between
two fine 18th-century instruments in
the various works, but the cello is
much too closely miked.)
So Ihave to confess to enormous
relief at finding the long repeats in
the two Op.5 sonatas ignored
completely. These may not be the
composer's most absorbing pieces,
but Richter-Rostropovich [Philips
'Duo' with the Gendron/Françaix in
the variation sets] or Casals/Serkin in
their historic CBS mono recordings
make afar better case for them.
Fellner, it seems to me, has asure
grasp of 18th-century style but less of
what makes the notes specifically
Beethovenian: simply compare the
way Serkin plays ornaments.
Iregret that the arrival of
Barenboim in the late 1960s put paid
to further EMI recordings with
Jacqueline du Pré and Stephen
Bishop (Kovacevich), whose 1966
coupling of Op.69 and Op.102:2 was
especially haunting. The 1970

Edinburgh
recital
performances
by Du
Pré/Barenboim
have just been
reissued by
DIE WERRE FUR CELLO
EMI; those by
Fournier/
Kempff
recorded live in
1963 [DG]
have not worn
well in terms of
sound, and find
neither artist at
his best. Ienjoyed Ma/Ax [Sony]
more in my listening comparisons.
There's practically no humour with
this new set; and at times Schiff
seems to defer to his pianist at the
cost of dramatic tension. As with
most duos, the tempo for the Allegro
fuganoin the last sonata is more of an
andante (
the Russians and Du
Pré/Kovacevich are honourable
exceptions), although Schiff/Fellner
do avoid the common affectation of a
five-bar slow introduction.
After familiarisation, one's level of
expectations inevitably drops and
then the more positive qualities here
come into focus.
Christopher Breunig

UND KLAVIER

All of
Beethoven's
sonatas and
sets of
variations for
cello and
piano,
recorded by
Heinrich Schiff
and Till Fellner

A- B:2 L.)
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BRUCKNER:
Symphony 00 a Symphony 4 finale (' Volksfest')
RSNO/Tintner
Naxos 8.554432
Georg
Tintner's
Bruckner cycle
is rounded off
with the 'Study
Symphony'
and an
unusual
variant on the
finale of the
Fourth

Boehler's
silhouette of
Bruckner with
Richard Wagner
- a profoundly
influential
meeting for the
younger
composer

88

56m 37s

How many listeners to the opening
movement of this ' Study Symphony'
(1863) would guess the identity of
the composer? Might it be Berwald or
one of his contemporaries? The Fminor Symphony was one of three
works written in Linz at the end of a
study-course with the cellist/
conductor Otto Kitzler, the musician
who introduced Bruckner, then 39, to
the music of Wagner (specifically
Tannhauser). He wasn't impressed at
his pupil's efforts, and Bruckner set
the score aside, as he did
the D-minor No.O. He
didn't destroy the
manuscripts, so Georg
Tintner felt that
performance was
legitimate; and although
he had reservations
about some of this score,
he admired the scherzo
in particular. We tend to
think of the ninth
symphonies of Schubert
and Beethoven as

models for Bruckner, but he didn't
hear the ' Choral' until 1866; here,
one finds echoes of Mendelssohn and
Schumann.
Perhaps surprisingly, Tintner didn't
opt to record the original version of
the Fourth Symphony but chose
instead the Haas Edition with the
major revisions of 1878/80. However,
as pendant to the cycle we have a
finale composed in 1878, asimplified
version of the original, whose variants
will delight those most familiar with
the third and final (iv).
The performances share the same
purposefulness and lack of showiness
that marked out other RSNO
instalments; Tim Handley's Henry
Wood Hall recordings are slightly
cleaner and with more sparkle than
that of the Third (produced only a
few days earlier), reviewed in May.
Christopher Breunig

A:1 A

DVORAK:
Svata Ludmila
Aghova/Breedt/Beczala/Vele/Prague
Chamber Ch/WDR RSO & Ch/Albrecht
Odeo C 513 992

2CDs, 143m 59s

There are many splendid examples of
Victorian choral-society oratorios and
cantatas which transcend the
limitations of the genre —
Mendelssohn's Elijah, parts at least of
all Elgar's attempts beginning with
The Light of Life — but it seems
increasingly unlikely that Dvorak's
will stand among them. A Proms
performance of The Spectre's Bride
was abitter disappointment, and this
lumpen saga of Christianity dawning
among the pagan Czechs, written for
Leeds where the composer conducted
the first performance in 1886, offers
no sustained pinnacles of inspiration.
Jaroslav Vrchlicky's turgid text offers
few opportunities for any. The
foursquare hymns of ancient Slays to
Svantovit and Perun meet with tame,
well-rounded musical phrases, dismal
in comparison with the much more
vigorous pagan lays of Glinka and
Rimsky-Korsakov; Ludmila's
conversion, at the hands of the
dullest of noble basses blandly sung
here by Ludek Vele, conjures the
prettily-coloured manner of Dvorak's
more nostalgic vein without the
substance. It's hardly surprising that
Dvorak finds most to engage his
imagination in the preludes to all
three parts, of which the last is a
pageant which begins promisingly —
with some finely nuanced choral
singing here — but is soon
conclusively sunk by abanal hymn
tune that spins out the religiosity to
the bitter end.
Albrecht's performance sets out
with the kind of mediocrity, in the
golden-mean rather than negative
sense of the word, the work merits,
but rises to afew memorable
moments. Three of the four soloists
are certainly interesting. The soprano,
Livia Aghova, has the sweetness of a
Benackova without the weight; mezzo

Michelle Breedt briefly reveals a
shining and secure upper register; and
the tenor, Piotr Beczala, is agood
match for his Ludmila: Lensky-sweet
without packing much of apunch. So
this resurrection is certainly good
enough, whereafter the whole sorry
business should be firmly laid to rest.
David Nice

A:2 0

FRANCK:
Eglogueu Premier Grand Caprice al
Les plaintes d'une poupée •
Prélude, Choral et Fugue in
Prélude, Aria et Final
Ashley Wass (pno)
Naxos 8.554484

75m 58s

Given the critical acclaim which
greeted Stephen Hough's Hyperion
recording of Franck's solo piano
music [ CDA 66918], it might be
thought unwise for Ashley Wass
(1997 World Piano Competition
Winner) to make his recording debut
in the same repertoire. The only
different item is Eglogue: Hough gave
own arrangement of the Third
Chorale for organ instead.
Fashion says that Franck's early
piano music was inferior: perhaps
because there are similarities between
Opp.3 & 5 (both 1843) and Liszt's
Années des pélèrinages Books 1 & 2;
but Wass catches the former's remote
tranquility, with beauty of touch in
repeated bell-like motives in the outer
sections. If this seems too restrained,
listen to the central Allegro fuocoso
outburst! Op.5 is musically less good,
but Wass cleverly disguises Franck's
repetitive writing by his use of colour.
A Doll's Lament (
just under 2m and
perhaps written for one of the
composer's children), also shows his
ability to play quietly and simply.
In Franck's undoubted piano
masterwork, Prélude, Chorale et Fugue,
Ifind Hough too romantic by half;
his playing is of high quality, but
overuse of rubato in key figures
obscures the music's natural
progression. His improvisatory
approach, no doubt preferred by
some, leads to weakening of
structure. Wass projects the Prélude 's
opening starkly, arching each phrase,
half-tinting the replies. With pauses
judged to perfection, the Chorats
presence is immediately felt, finely
paced, singing its message to all. The
transition into the final Fugue is
joyous yet self-contained, unhurried
but direct at the close.
The intricacies of Prélude, Aria et
Final have tended to make it apoorsister relation, but any claims for
mere introspection should surely be
swept away by Wass's sensitivity.
Coincidentally, both programmes
were recorded at St George's,
Brandon Hill, Bristol. They sound
totally unalike, the Hyperion
distancing the piano sound with some
loss of middle register, the other
close-up, with excellent tonal
response and contrasts throughout
Bill Newman
JULY 2000
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the singers, suffers from the dead, dry
acoustic of the new Sadler's Wells
Theatre as captured here; the live
gains are few to set against the dim
recording. Even cameos like the
personable coloratura-soprano dog of
Lilian Watson can't hope to put
across the charm they conveyed on
stage. If avideo comes out, see it;
otherwise, catch the Virgin issue
while you can.

Classical Reviews
MAHLER:
Symphony 4/BERG: Seven Early
Songs
Barbara Bonney (
sop)/RCO/Chailly
Decca 466 720-2

73m 56s

MAHLER:
Symphony 4
Lisa della Casa (sop)/Chicago SO/
Reiner
RCA 09026 63533 2
53m 44s rec.1958
Juliane Banse (sop)/Cleveland Orch/
Boulez
DG 463 257-2

53m 32s

Some 35 years ago, when Philips's LP
transfer from Bruno Walter's NYPO
78s was, for historical reasons, the
key recording, many came to
Mahler's music through the Fourth
Symphony (the larger-scaled,
visionary works were dismissed then
by most English critics). This
symphony has been especially lucky
on records, from sources as
improbable as Birmingham or Los
Angeles, and one might simply choose
from any of the five Concertgebouw
recordings: respectively with
Mengelberg (since whom atorch had
been perpetually aflame for this
composer in Holland), van Beinum,
Solti, Haitink (two versions) and now
Chailly. Less idiosyncratic than
Mengelberg, Chailly nevertheless
stamps his individuality on the score,

and Decca's sound is consistent with
its earlier instalments from the
Concertgebouw. What is most
questionable here is Bonney's seeming
impersonation of achild in the
opening section of (iv). The Berg
coupling is rather more satisfying
overall.
Reiner's recording was around 35
years ago, but has never sounded so
well as in this ' Living Stereo' CD
transfer. Ialmost began to overcome
my longstanding dislike of the
reading, which focuses so much
attention on the conductor's skills at
the expense of the symphonic
argument. The vision of heaven is
absurdly gloomy and heavy,
notwithstanding the casting of Lisa
della Casa as soloist. The classic Sze11
recording with the Cleveland
Orchestra was again avery powerful
piece of conducting, but there you felt
Sze11 was really intent on serving the
composer.
Various metaphors have appeared
in reviews of Boulez's new Fourth: an
'opera performance where the sceneshifters have gone on strike'; a 'new
authenticity' but with 'nobody
present' in the Mahler landscape.
Boulez's total objectivity works for me
only as Ifollow the score (noting,
incidentally, the first clarinet
unaccountably silent in his first halfbar of (ii)91: 2m 17s); otherwise I
rather fail to grasp its musical
purpose. Juliane Banse seems

HANDEL AT THE OPERA
Arias transcribed and orchestral
music from Alcina, Armino, Serse,
Berenice, Rinaldo, Rodelinda &
Ariodante
Collegium Musicum 90/Standage

photo: Hany ChlalalChandos

Chandos CHAN 0650

66m 34s

No getting away from it. Fashion
always rules. And Handel's operas
were very fashionable in their day. It
led to the 'hit songs' being arranged
for instrumental forces and played
independently of voices or dramatic
context. Isn't this cheerfully
inauthentic authenticity redolent of
Mozart's operas reduced for wind
band by Johann Wendt, or Wagner
recast by Stokowski? What's credible
here is that the five arias are ` sung'
by either solo oboe or violin, both
having sustaining melodic appeal;
which makes alot more musical sense
than the work of one William Babe11
(1690-1723) who transcribed astring
of popular airs for harpsichord!
Doubtless, that caper earned him a
lot of money.
This disc deserves good earnings
too. Its title may seem like an
extension of ' Handel in the Strand'
but the music is echt-Handel even if
the transcriptions are not by him. An
archlute for continuo in some
instances may be frowned upon but
who is to say that it's wrong,
especially as Paula Chateauneuf s
11.11 NEY/S & MOM REIM

MY 2000

realisations are of such merit? So are
those of Nicholas Parle whose
harpsichord is balanced not to
obtrude, as was once the case, but to
enrich the texture. Gone too are the
whining violins that could set teeth
on edge. In fact, the sound is very
good and would have earned astar if
the ` stage' had been set back alittle
further to give an airier ambience.
The performances are of star
quality. Scholarship is harnessed to
an aesthetic that was ignored for
about 15 years from the late- 1970s.

Pierre Boulez: inscrutable in Mahler 4
complicit, too, in utter neutrality.
Spot-comparing those earlier
Amsterdam versions Ifelt that
Haitink, in his less remarked upon
1983 digital recording with Roberta
Alexander apersuasive replacement
for Elly Ameling ( 1967 — just reissued
in Philips's ' Solo' series, 442 394-2),
no less scrupulous aconductor than
Boulez, confirms the appropriateness
of ameasure of personal intrusion
simply in order to make the score live
for the passive consumer.
Christopher Breunig A—A*:1-2 0
B-C:3 E A- B:2 0

Authoritarianism
gives way to an
understanding that
whatever the
period, or the
instruments,
interpretation has to
evolve from the
sensibilities of
musicians. The
Musette from
Alcina was included
by Sir Thomas
Beecham in his
reorchestrated
concoction The
Gods go a'begging'
and, discredited
though he was in
this repertoire, the
phrasing in some of
the slow
movements is
reminiscent of his wily ways. If it's
again fashionable to express feeling,
then Tommy has the last laugh —
because Simon Standage's evocative
shaping of the Andante larghetto from
Berenice and Anthony Robson's
cultured oboe playing in ` Lascia ch'io
pianga' from Rinaldo (
with today's
knowledge contributing to
ornamentation including an
appoggiatura in the da capo) are sure
to raise acaustic chuckle from on
high.
Nalen Anthoni

'Isn't this
cheerfully
inauthentic
authenticity
redolent of
Mozart's
operas
reduced for
wind band
by Johann
Wendt, or
Wagner
recast by
Stokowski'
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MOZART:
Serenade 11, K375 10 Serenade 12,
K388/DVORAK: Serenade Op.44
London Baroque Ensemble/Haas
Testament 58T 1180
65m 53s mono rec.1951-52
This is not to be confused with
EMI's reissue of the excellent 1957
Pye stereo versions of these two
Mozart works by the same ensemble.
This mono Testament comes from
the Parlophone catalogue and all

MAHLER:
Symphony 10 (Ed. Cooke)
BPO/Rattle
EMI CDC 556 7792

77m 26s rec.live

Eleven paragraphs by way of a
booklet note, albeit written by Colin
Matthews, are simply inadequate for
what is far from astandard repertory
work; it does adisservice both to the
late Deryck Cooke and to Sir Simon
Rattle — surely EMI's most
prestigious artist currently under
contract. The most comprehensive
essay Ihave read on what Cooke
simply described as 'A performing
version of Mahler's draft' was written
by Michael Steinberg for the fine
1980 EMI recording Simon Rattle
made with the Bournemouth
Orchestra. Rattle then made some
changes in consultation with Berdiold
Goldschmidt, principally deleting the
bass-drum stroke at the start of the
concluding Adagio, adding percussion
parts (here modified) to the climax of
this movt, and ending (ii) with a
cymbal-clash as per Cooke's original
orchestration. He also substituted
bass clarinet for bassoon at (i)162, a
detail retained in this recording [track
1, 14m 39s] which is taken from two
Berlin Festival performances given in
September '99 in the Philharmonie.
(Again, EMI tells the purchaser
nothing of Rattle's continuing
relationship with the work, or efforts
to conduct it in Berlin: for that
information one must read the
independent review by David
Gutman in the May Gramophone.)
Twenty years ago, Rattle already
had the emotional measure of what is
aprofoundly disturbing piece of
music — the second half of the finale
in his Bournemouth recording in
90

three recordings were produced by
George Martin (` Excellent producer
and afine musician — apity he
beetled off to do other things', said
Haas).
The Mozart interpretations are
forthright, direct and consistently
faster than the later Pye ones by a
very small amount. ' His fast speed in
the finale of Mozart's K375 was
adopted in aspirit of gleeful
abandon, and was hailed by critics as
unorthodox but hugely exhilarating'

particular typifies amemorable
example of music-making caught
under studio conditions. But the
Berlin Philharmonic is in aclass
apart: with these players Rattle can
secure seamless string playing at ppp
extremes yet can suddenly take, say,
anguished wind figures to araw edge
(and the recorded sound is never
uncomfortable, obscure or illbalanced, as his 'live' Vienna Ninth
was). The flute solo in (v) has an
unprecedented beauty; and — far
more than in the earlier recording —
the difficult (ii) ` sounds' like Mahler.
The Tenth contains two moments
which especially concern me: one is
at the big climax in (i) [ 17m 27s]
where the orchetral sonorities outdo
anything Stokowski dreamt up for his
Bach organ transcriptions; the other
comes near the end of (v) as the
embers of the movement die down,
and that is asurging string entry
[19m 04s] whose very English-ness —
Brittenishness? — stand out. (The
first is presumably as mahler himself
conceived it; the second occurs on
other recordings to exactly the same
effect, eg Chailly/Berlin RSO at 19m
35s.) But then, this is altogether a
disturbing work. For perhaps 80% of
the time one is wondering what the
composer, had he lived sufficiently
long to make his own revisions in the
light of perorrnance, would have set
down as adefinitive score; and then
there is the intimacy, the oputpouring
of intensely private feelings in (v) —
one wonders whether these should
even be exposed publicly.
No doubt, the lumnonosity and
concentration of the orchestral plying
sets this disc apart from earlier
Tenths (excellent though the
Chailly/Decca was, the orchestral
qualities are of the feel of fine tweed
as opposed to the sensuous softness
of the finest cashmere; and Levine's
earlier Philadelphia/RCA recording
was comparably fine in parts); to
Mahler, the Berlin Philharmonic
brings aunique kind of sound,
bringing out in full measure the
nightmarish aspects of the textures —
you recognise it more in the Barbirolli
Ninth on EMI than in the subsequent
Karajan DG recordings, Ithink. It
would be difficult to surpass Sir
Simon Rattle's achievement: atruly
affecting EMI release.
Christopher Breunig

A: 1 • 0

'Testament
presents a
lucid, lifelike
sound
throughout
and sensibly
retains mild
background
noise
between
movements'

observes Lionel Salter in his notes.
All the tempi work to perfection:
there is often a ' right speed' for wind
music and Haas consistently finds it.
Jack Brymer (one of Haas's dazzling
array of clarinettists along with
de Peyer, Thurston and Tchaikov),
judged the tempi for K375 and K388
in asimilar way when he directed the
Mozart works for Decca with his own
ensemble in the 1970s.
There is one oddity here, however:
the lack of repeats in K388(i). Haas

APART FROM CHAILLY, none of the conductors most
strongly associated with Mahler - Bernstein, Haitink,
Kubelik, Solti or Tennstedt ( and now Boulez) - has
recorded the five-movt Tenth as part of their symphony
cycles. Solti did not even record the Adagio. In 1963,
SzeII ( who confessed difficulty' with the composer's
symphonies) recorded both the Adagio and Purgatorio:
that edition, published NY 1951. was prepared variously
by Krenek (who married Mahler's daughter Anna). Schalk,
Zemlinsky and Berg's pupil Otto lokl. Bruno Walter
instigated the ban imposed by Alma MahlerWerfel (she
had married for the third time) on performance of the
Cooke version,

which Berthold Goldschmidt first

conducted for a BBC broadcast in 1960. He had neither
heard nor seen Cooke 'swork ( but then, he thought jazz
was the work of the devil!). Back in 1949, attempts to
persuade Schoenberg, who looked through the sketch
folios, to undertake a completion came to nothing. And
before that, Shostakovich had been approached.
After that broadcast, Cooke was further assisted in
preparation of a complete performing edition by
Goldschmidt (he received additional manuscript
material for this from Anna Mahler); the 1964
published score was recorded by Ormandy. As he
explained in a note to Wyn Morris's Philips recording
(1973). Cooke remained dissatisfied with his efforts,
and in '66 began working with Colin and David
Matthews on a final revised version for the 1976
publication. David Matthews wrote an excellent note
for Chailly's Decca recording. As he explained, the
actual notes were set down - though Cooke needed
to expand the contrapuntal texture in ( ii) - with bare
notations for much of the orchestration. Some parts
were fully orchestrated, but as Mahler completed his
symphonies he often made considerable structural
and harmonic changes, thus what we have can never
be seen as a 'completion'. If the listener is
disquieted, that is doubly appropriate, given Mahler's
devastated state in 1910 when he learned of Alma's
affair with the architect Walter Gropius. His Tenth Is
a symphony to do with death and love.

Der-yck Cooke ( right) in conversation with Wyn Morris
JULY 2000
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was always generous in this area (the
exposition repeat is made in his later
recording) and Ican only assume that
the Parlophone omission is to do with
the performance having first appeared
on 78rpm discs. The moves 4m 41s
without repeats would have been
exactly right for one 78 rpm side.
The Dvorák responds very well to
the Ensemble's delightfully rustic
style. Iseem to detect nowadays a
tendency to over-refinement in horn
playing. With Dennis Brain as leading
horn with the London Baroque, there
is no such risk. Every detail seems to
be captured. Rapid, running bassoon
accompaniments are as clear as could
be and the weight of double-bass and
contra-bassoon in unison has a
splendidly earthy timbre.
Testament presents alucid, lifelike
sound throughout and sensibly retains
mild background noise between
movements. This is an exceptional
example of refurbishment. Our B
grading stands for 'good': an accurate
description of the sound of these
mono recordings of nearly 50 years
ago, so the H grading is not relevant;
but the performances are certainly
`historic'.
Antony Hodgson

B:1111) )

MOZART:
String Quartet K465 '
Dissonance'
String Quintet 1(614
The Lindsays/Louise Williams (Na)
ASY CD OCA 1069

64m 59s

There is amoment on this disc which
for me confirms the consummate skill
with which this Quartet approaches
18th-century music: it lies in the
transition from the dissonant
introductory Adagio into the
subsequent Allegro of K465. The
timing of the intervening pause is
absolutely right, and the gentle
surging forward of the Allegro is also
the epitome of rightness. Inevitability
seems to be the keyword
applicable to the whole
performance. A sensitive,
yet brooding Andante is
succeeded by aswinging,
rhythmic menuetto and
trio, and the finale
combines dramatic
statement with lightness
of touch. There is a
recurring subjective
moment in (iv) where a
three-note phrase that
disrupts the flow of the
melodies is slightly
stressed on every
appearance: an unusual
feature for performers
more usually strictly
classical in outlook. This
device is nevertheless
very effective. Although
this is one of Mozart's
most remarkable late
quartets, many
recordings provide
unimaginatively
straightforward readings.
HI- Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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A notable exception is the
Musikverein Quartet in a20-year-old
Decca recording. They were as
gripping as the Lindsays but in avery
different way: most notably in their
wildly rapid approach to the Allegro in
(i). Iwas delighted by this daring but
convincing view, and was amazed not
to find any other reviewer mentioning
the point at the time. It is intriguing
that, apart from aslightly faster (iv),
the Musikverein are very similar in
speed to the Lindsays.
The very late K614 is given a
simple, positive reading by the
augmented Lindsays. In his notes,
Robin Golding succinctly draws
attention to the work's ' enigmatic
quality' whilst also pointing out that
it is cast in a 'lighter' style. Apart
from underlining the 'peasant' aspect
of the trio in (iii) the players leave
this unpretentious music to expand,
always sensitively moulding the longer
phrases and adding magic to the
transition from one melody to
another.
Again ASV has found the ideal
chamber music acoustic. Maybe there
is atouch more first-violin than in
other recordings by these musicians,
but to be fair, Mozart is partly
responsible.
Antony Hodgson
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PROKOFIEV:
Music for cello and piano
Raphael Wallfisch (vIc)/John York (pno)
Block Box UM 1027

65m 19s

Mention asonata for solo cello and
the name Kodály comes to mind; a
Russian sonata for cello and piano —
Shostakovich. So this disc will offer
unexpected fare to many. Both of
Prokofiev's sonatas are late works, if
his sometimes unreliable opus
numbers are aguide. That for cello
and piano, Op.119, has much of his
typical late lyricism about it, tinged

Prokofiev's
solo Sonata,
Op.133,
exploits the
instrument's
capabilities
- extreme
range,
pizzicato,
doublestopping,
harmonics
while
remaining a
musical
treat of
some
substance'

with regret and longing, then
suddenly, as it were, remembering to
be mischievously entertaining. The
solo Sonata, Op.133, in one movt,
exploits the instrument's capabilities
(extreme range, pizzicato, doublestopping, harmonics) while remaining
amusical treat of some substance,
especially in Wallfisch's committed
performance. Ballade, Op.15 ( 1912),
is apowerful and ambitious work of
12m, very Russian, with grotesque
and meditative moments side-by-side.
Wallfisch transcribed the Five
Melodies, Op.35bis, from their violin
version: aset of contrasting
miniatures; and the programme is
completed by three encores from
stage works.
Wallfisch is aperceptive interpreter
as well as acellist with exceptional
tone and technique which he uses
expertly to convey Prokofiev's
changeable moods. He and John York
face this largely unfamiliar and
demanding repertoire with utter
assurance, and the recording cannot
be faulted, the instruments accurately
placed in aclose but not dry acoustic.
Robert Deeding

• A:1*
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RIMSKY-KORSAKOV:
Piano Trio (compl. Steinberg)/
MUSSORGSKY (
arr. Bekova Sisters):
Pictures from an Exhibition
The Bekova Sisters (pno trio)
Chandos CHAN 9672

77m 45$

Rimsky had alow opinion of his
Piano Trio, refraining from
publishing it and leaving the outer
movements to be completed by his
loyal son-in-law Steinberg. Calling to
mind amemorable antecedent in
Tchaikovsky's Op.50 trio, its
ambitious structure spreads itself over
an extremely leisurely 45m. This
duration is sadly ample to expose the
overall lack of melodic inspiration
that characterises the highly extended
(not to say unfocused) first movt and
fugal finale, whose rather turgid
earnestness and lack of melodic
variety ensure that they quickly
outstay their welcome. There are
certainly some more memorable
moments in the central intermezzo
and slow movt, although one is
forced to reflect on how much more
effective acomposer Rimsky was
when faced with atask that called for
imagination and flair rather than the
self-conscious, neo-Beethovenian
formal style that he adopts here. The
Bekova Sisters do areasonable job of
trying to sustain interest, but it would
take musicianship of titanic quality to
convince me that Rimsky was not
right to discard the work.
Mussorgsky's Pictures has appeared
in many guises, and it must be said
that the piano trio medium does not
reveal anything particularly striking
about the work that has not been said
before. What we have here is a
halfway house between the original
piano version and the Ravel
orchestration, upon which this
91

John Kersey
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ROSSINI:
Sta bat Mater
Pace/Scalchi/Siragusa/Colombara/
Hungarian State Opera Ch and Orch/
Morandi
Naxos 8.55443

61m 16s

There is no shortage of good
recordings of Rossini's Stabat Mater,
yet this bargain buy is
recommendable for its musical
qualities as well as its attractively low
price. Pier Giorgio Morandi
sometimes gives the impression that
he is conducting aRossini opera
rather than asacred score — all right,
the difference is not always so very
marked. The soloists are fine, with
Antonio Siragusa relishing the ' Cujus
animam', Patricia Pace and Gloria
Scalchi (despite her rather strident
delivery of her solos) blending pretty
well in the ' Quis est homo', and
Carlo Colombara coming into his
own in the bass ' Pro peccatis'. The
performance is vigorous, generally a
bit on the loud side, and rather
closely recorded (in the Italian
Institute, Budapest). The Hungarian
State Opera Chorus and Orchestra
may lack the finesse of the finest
Western ensembles in this music, but
the choir holds pitch well in the
a cappella passages, and sings out
excitingly in the exuberant numbers.
The insert should have given details
of the distribution of voices in the
various movements, but the words are
there, in Latin and English. This is a
thoroughly likeable version, especially
at its enticingly low price.
Peter Branscombe
92
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SAXTON:
AYardstick to the Stars • chamber
works
Cahill (sop)/Constable (pno)/McCabe
(pno)/Silverthome (vIa)/Brunel Ens/
Austin
NMC D065

79m 05s

Robert Saxton's work is marked out
by its intellectual grasp and an acute
ear for timbre and texture. This disc
offers awelcome retrospective of his
chamber music, concentrating on
works from the early 1980 onwards.
Saxton is allied by David Wright
in his booklet notes with the
continuation of the Western high art
tradition rather than ` today's virtues
of relevance and accessibility', but the
dominance of Classical forms and
models within his stylistic language
causes aclear-cut outline to emerge
that is readily perceptible and which
will draw many listeners in. The
organic progression that characterises
the Chacony for piano left hand
(1988), here splendidly played by
John McCabe, suggests an
immediately logical cohesion in its
gradual unfolding; not only this, but
the balancing of its emotional content
serves to establish aclear link with
the BachBrahms Chaconne that it
was written to precede.
Rhythmic vigour provides a
mainstay throughout Saxton's work;
here, as in Processions and Dances for
ensemble ( 1980-81) the dance
allusions are evocative of the spirit of
those cast out from society:
specifically Saxton's Lithuanian
Jewish family in flight from Stalin's
pogroms, and the procession of circus
sideshow attractions in the film The
Elephant Man. Such avital rhythmic
spark is also evident in Invocation,
Dance and Meditation for viola and
piano ( 1991) whose recitatives call
forth the rabbinical tradition in away
that melds the ancient and the
modern, suggesting adarker world
than that of Bloch, but one no less
responsive to the aspects of solemn
ritual that are implied here.
Saxton rarely works without
reference to agreater degree of
formal rigour and structure than is
the case with many of his
contemporaries; his Processions and
Dances employs aseries of canons,
whilst the Purcell-inspired Fantazia
for string quartet ( 1993) centres on
highly complex counterpoint before
ending in mid-sentence. These
processes are the strength of this
music, but on occasion one's
attention is rather more caught by the
beauty and intricacy of the design
than the emotional message that it
contains — although in the closing A
Yardstick to the Stars, which is based
on Morris Kline's Mathematics in
Western Culture, the design of
Saxton's intricate puzzle-piece is
rather the point of the exercise. In the
best of this music, such as the
colourful Eloge, the soprano Teresa
Cahill is given music that responds

'Alessandro
Scarlutes
cantata style
is basic in
terms of
emotion:
plaintive
feelings of
rejection in
the first four
and simple
joy in the
fifth.
Contrast this
with his son
Domenico'

Nicolas
McGegan
(above). Anna
Tomowa-Sintow

with authority to its inspiration in the
aquatic verse of Supervielle and
Perse.
Performances and recording are
good throughout. A recommendable
release for all admirers of this
composer, with Saxton's own notes
on the works included.
John Kersey
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ALESSANDRO SCARLATN:
Cantatas - Ndlsilenzio comune
Ferma ornai • Clod vezzosa, ebella
• Piango, sospiro, epeno II Non sè
qual più m'ingombra
Brian Asawa (c-ten)/Arcadian Academy/
McGegan
DM 75605 51325 2

64m 14s

In the 18th-century, counter-tenors
(or their equivalent) had amiserable
time. They were forever in love with
afair maiden, as often
as not ashepherdess,
who was invariably
indifferent. Her
indifference is hardly
surprising because the
lamenting singer is
always apretty poor
suitor, complaining at
length about the
chosen lady's cruel
disinterest but offering
nothing more than
self-pity.
This is the theme of
the first four of these
five solo cantatas.
Whereas in
Elizabethan times the
preoccupation was
with death, here is an
age of unrequited love.
(I recall achoral
recording session
where during an
interval Iremarked to
one of the sopranos
that all the pieces
recorded so far were
about unrequited love.
'Yes' she said, ` it's the
story of my life!', so
maybe the fashion has
still to change.)
Alessandro Scarlatti's
cantata style is basic in
terms of emotion:
plaintive feelings of rejection in the
first four and simple joy in the fifth: a
Nativity cantata. Contrast this with
his son Domenico whose cantatas
were far readier to explore fierce,
complex emotions.
Interestingly, but not surprisingly,
the notes concentrate on musical
construction and instrumental
allusions to the meanings within the
text (representations of sighs
abound). There are no real heights of
emotion here, but Brian Asawa can
be appreciated for his cool, effortless
shaping of phrases. Many of the arias
are like atrio-sonata movt with the
voice used as an instrumental colour.
In Nel silenzio comune there is actually
an introductory three-movt Sinfonia.
JULY 2000
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arrangement is based. Some
movements work very well, with a
sparkling ' Market Place in Limoges'
and an effective use of pizzicato
strings in ' Ballet of the Unhatched
Chickens'. Other decisions seem
strange, however: why the sudden
unsubtle effect of striking the cello
soundboard (discontinued after a
couple of bars) at 2m 40s into `The
Old Castle'? The playing is
characterised by the musical
equivalent of overacting, with much
use of swooping portamenti and overthe-top phrasing that serves to play
up the Disneyfication of Mussorgsky's
score. This of course is an approach
that can yield enjoyable results (as in
Horowitz's formidable arrangement
on RCA), but one has but to turn to
afine pianist like Yefim Bronfrnan
[Sony, nla?1 to hear how much more
can be revealed within the original
version.
Incidentally, Chandos's claim that
this is the first recording of the
Bekova Sisters' arrangement is at
odds with my catalogue, which lists
an earlier version for Claudio
[CR4115-2, still current]. The
recording was made in the resonant
acoustic of St Michael's Church,
Highgate; it inclines to arather softfocus presentation of the music.

Classical Reviews
Asawa is clearly capable of more
demanding roles (he has performed
20th-century works) but, although he
is given little opportunity to explore
depths of feeling, it is possible to
enjoy his flexible voice (some vibrato,
but not enough to upset the purists)
which, in the upper register, has the
quality of asecure mezzo-soprano.
Antony Hodgson
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SCHUMANN:
Symphonies 1 & 21
New SO/Coppola/ILPO/Enesco
Dutton CDK 1209
67m 41s mono rec.1946/47
Why do we listen to old records?
Because we are interested in history?
Because we want to know how people
of abygone age expressed themselves
in music? Or because we think
nostalgically that things were done
much better then? Well, 'the good old
days' mentality constitutes the worst
reason for resurrecting vintage
experiences. The prime mover should
be an interest in interpretation: how it
changes and how it can influence
opinions. Coppola's performance of
the ' Spring' symphony may even have
influenced the authors of The Record
Guide, who in 1951 thought that the
work itself 'shows azestful response
to the outside world, and an
abandonment to lyrical impulse'.
Orchestral execution is not
impeccable but that was immaterial;
and Coppola's response could have
been something of ayardstick because
many subsequent conductors seem to
have centred their responses to the
music in arecognisably similar way.
Enesco's way with the outer
movements of 2 remains different
even today. No conductor has taken
the introduction, enigmatically

collections
IGNAZ FRIEDMAN
Music by Hummel, Chopin,
Beethoven, Friedman and others
Ignaz Friedman (pno)
APR 5508
77m 25s mono rec.1925-36
CHOPIN:
12 Mazurkas • Ballade 3 •
Impromptu 2 là Nocturne Op.72:1/
LISZT: Hungarian Rhapsody 2J
MENDELSSOHN: 9 Songs without
Words
Ignaz Friedman (pno)
Biddulph INW 044
77m 39s mono rec.1930-36
Even in an age of transcendental
pianism, Ignaz Friedman
(1882-1948) was acclaimed by critics
and colleagues alike as an outstanding
interpreter. Born in the same Polish
suburb as Josef Hofmann, he studied
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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marked Sostenuto assai, at crotchet =
c.100. Even Gardiner [Archiv], no
slouch, sticks to c.84. And no
conductor has dared to flout
Schumann's Allegro ma non troppo for
the main part by taking it at aspeed
that sometimes hits adizzying
crotchet = 150; acredit, too, to the
LPO's expertise. But variations in
pace to convey differences in mood
suggest that despite the call for
moderation, Enesco had sensed the
composer's see-sawing state, between
feverish excitement and melancholia,
during the symphony's composition.
The direction Molto vivace in (iv) is
also disregarded. Plain Allegro it is,
and at the chosen tempo, Enesco
highlights an inherent darkness (not
possible to convey through vivacity
which may have been Schumann's
ploy) with tension welling up in the
excellently controlled coda. A cloudy
C-major ending sums up the tenor of
the whole interpretation. It's a
provocative view but one no less of a
triumph and Dutton have not
wrecked the disc by tampering
excessively with the original sound.
There is atruthfulness of timbre here
that has not usually been apparent
from this source.
Nalen Anthoni
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in mood
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during the
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R STRAUSS:
Capriccio
Tomowa-Sintow/Schmidt/BUChner/
Grundheber/Jungwirth/Schone/
VPO/Stein
Orhoo C518992 1
2CDs, 140m 44s rec. live 1985
It seems that Austrian Radio's release
policy is hellbent on destroying the
myth of agolden Straussian Salzburg:
first with the messy Rosenkavalier
from 1960 [DG], and now with this

with Leschetizky before embarking on
acareer that embraced apunishing
schedule of international appearances
(estimated at some 3000 concerts). In
1940 he was forced by the war to
settle in Sydney before neuritis
brought about apremature
retirement.
The cardinal qualities of
Friedman's artistry are his
outstanding command of keyboard
colour and his remarkable technical
fluency, especially in scale passages —
apparently the result of taking a
dummy keyboard with him on his
travels. Like Hofmann, Friedman
placed great importance on an
improvisatory and spontaneous
approach to the Romantic repertoire,
and his style was marked by
numerous extempore additions to the
written text. Notwithstanding his vast
repertoire, it was as a Chopin
interpreter that he was most
acclaimed; in his free and sometimes
capricious approach to this composer
he cited the influence of the
distinguished Polish pianist

Capriccio. Strauss's swansong
argument is ruined if any one of the
elements under scrutiny — music
with or without words, dance,
ensemble-debate — fails to get aless
than equal hearing; and right from
the extremely distant string sextet of
the prelude it's clear that the Vienna
Philharmonic players both
individually and collectively are going•
to have arough deal. Indeed, you
wouldn't recognise the orchestra as
the high-calibre ensemble it is until
the string playing in the final scene.
Nor is there much beauty on display
in the vocal department, though
Tomowa-Sintow's fluttery-sounding
Countess does come into her own in
the final luminous meditation, and
her intelligence as areal, feeling and
thinking, human being is never in
doubt. Trudiliese Schmidt's unsubtle
actress defuses alot of the grandedamery by taking most of the lower
register as written up an octave; of
the men, the real focus and
handsomeness of sound come from
Franz Grundheber's fiery poet and
the uncredited servants in their
Ariaclne-style intermezzo, though
Jungwirth's approximate theatredirector was no doubt fun on stage
(his monologue is slightly cut, as is
the third of the ballet dances: no
loss). Indeed, the real pity is that no
video was made to record producer
Johannes Schaaf's controversial blend
of 18th-century fancy dress and
1930s chic: is this the Strauss family
veto, which forbade John Cox's
1920s-style Glyndebourne gem to be
filmed? As it is, the performance on
disc doesn't come anywhere close to
the three studio recordings on disc:
Sawallisch [EMI]; Bohm [DG]; or
Schirmer [Decca].
David Nice

eReview
RECOMMENDATION
The 2CD Ignaz
Friedman set in
Philips's `Great
Pianists' series
duplicates much of
this repertoire —
456 784-2

B-D:2-3 0

Michalowski, who
had studied with
Chopin's pupil
Mikuli.
Friedman's
recorded legacy is
relatively small, given
his public acclaim
and long career.
During his years with
Columbia ( 1923-36)
his sessions were
beset both by
technical problems
and by an unusually
high rejection rate on account of the
pianist's perfectionism. The most
important surviving series is that
devoted to twelve of the Chopin
Mazurkas, now reissued on the
Biddulph disc. The pianism
throughout these works is of the
highest order: strongly in touch with
their dance origins, Friedman has an
extraordinary sensitivity to the
particular genre of rubato that this
music requires. His interpretations are
rarely predictable, but have both the
93
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unmistakeable stamp of conviction
and atremendously attractive joie de
vivre. Two Mazurkas are also
included on the APR disc in earlier,
previously unpublished versions. With
the exception of Rosenthal [APR] and
Rubinstein [RCA] few pianists have
shown such an idiomatic grasp of this
style.
The Nocturne and Impromptu
appear on both discs: Biddulph's
transfers are generally much quieter
than those of APR, but lose some of
the bloom on the piano sound as a
result. We are told that Friedman's
seductive reading of the Nocturne
inspired Horowitz; its exquisite
layering of the voices in the
counterpoint is at once Romantic in
sensibility whilst never becoming

sentimental. APR also offers
stunningly effortless accounts of four
Études, of which the ' Revolutionary' is
remarkable in terms of passion and
velocity.
Those interested in thrilling
technical mastery should also take
time to sample Friedman's virtuosic
octave scales in the A-flat Polonaise,
integrated within apowerfully
authentic performance, and his own
spectacular arrangement of the LisztBusoni 'La Campanella'. Friedman
the poet is revealed in the nine
Mendelssohn Songs without Words,
where his persuasive advocacy of the
music treats it with aseriousness not
always accorded it by some of his
contemporaries. There is adeeply-felt
cantabile at the heart of his playing,

PUNISHING KISS
Music by Cave, Hannon-Talbot,
Waits, Weill, Costello, Glass and
Walker
Ute Lemper, Neil Hannon (voices)/
Ensemble and electronics/Talbot
Dacca 466 473-2

57m 23s

Of all Ute Lemper's albums, this
stands out as one of the most
personal and intriguing. Extending
her repertoire further into the modern
era, she has here sought out
contemporary equivalents to the
cabaret and chanson repertoires with
which she is most readily associated.
These equivalents form alink with
the popular song of an earlier era in
both form and spirit; the world of
most of these items is still that of the
darker side of love, but here there are
overriding themes of alienation and of
bitterness of heart that allow Lemper
to demonstrate much in the way of
pathos and emotional range.
The co-star of this disc is arranger
and composer Joby Talbot, whose
work with The Divine Comedy has
already reflected askilled appreciation
of the vagaries of the cabaret and
theatre traditions; his lush orchestral
settings form an admirable
complement to that band's singer
Neil Hannon, who guests on two
items here. One of these is a
contemporary reworking of the
`Ballad of Immoral Earnings' from
The Threepenny Opera, in which the
idiom is preserved despite its
departure from all but the outlines of
the original. The other, Talbot's own
composition Split, occupies more
conventionally histrionic pop territory,
although its energy and wit
distinguish it from the run-of-themill.
Lemper describes Little Water Song
by Nick Cave as ' ajewel', and it is
certainly one of the most striking
items here. It is sung underwater, by
awoman who is being drowned by
her lover. Lemper's delivery is
passionate yet restrained, and she
manages to give the song ahaunted,
HI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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and agenuine affinity with the music
that maintains an authoritative sense
of proportion without exaggerating
the elements of the small-scale
design. His reading of Beethoven's
'Moonlight' Sonata on the APR disc
is let down by asomnolent (ii), but
the excitement of the finale more
than matches that in the version by
fellow Leschetizky pupil Paderewski
[Pearl].
Pearl's 4CD set of Friedman's
recordings is naturally amust for any
enthusiast of great pianism, but for
those seeking asingle disc, APR's
offering effectively sums up all the
facets of his recorded art.
John Kersey

H:1 [i]

HEIFETZ
JS BACH: Double Concerto in d
BWV1043 3/MOZART: Sinfonia
Concertante 1(364 2/131/AHMS:
Double Concerto 3
lascha Heifetz, lErik Friedman (vIns)/
William Primrose (vIa)/Gregor Piatigorsky
(vIc)/INSO/Sargent/RCA Victor SO/
2Solomon/3Wallenstein
RCA 09026 63531 2
70m 23s 01956-61

IITE LIMPER
111GhING KISS

tortured quality that is both
disturbing and memorable. The
atmosphere is matched by Talbot's
effective writing for strings, which
supports the folk-like melody without
overpowering it.
For those who admire Elvis
Costello as asongwriter but find his
mannered delivery rather excessive,
Lemper renders Passionate Fight and
Punishing Kiss in amanner that
responds well to their innate
theatricality. The initial languor of
the latter number is well-mirrored by
Lemper's voice; avoiding excess or
caricature, she characterizes each
song as an independent vocal scena
with its own parameters and
personality.
The closing item is the
extraordinary Scope .1from another of
popular music's iconoclasts, Scott
Walker. For those who know his solo
albums from 1967-70 it will come as
no surprise that he should produce a
work of such assurance and
originality; the text is as impenetrable
as they come, but Lemper offers a
clue to its mood in her comparison of
its world to that of Ophelia's mad
scene.
This is one of the more successful
crossover projects, and certainly adds
anew dimension to Lemper's art.
There are full texts in the booklet.
John Kersey

A:1 0

Heifetz's playing attracted strongly
negative epithets. The style, seen as
merely superficial, wasn't everybody's
cup of tea, especially when compared
to the approach of Milstein, his
contemporary. But if caught with the
right company on the right day, as
happened in Brahms's concerto, then
even his most vociferous detractors
may concede that Heifetz [
be/ow]
could plumb unsuspected depths —
or even smile, as he does in (iii) of
the Bach. Nevertheless, they would
(rightly) hold up the Sinfonia
Concertante as aperfect symbol of
their hatred though happily accepting
that Primrose could always extract
the maximum of expressivity whatever
the tempo. Praise is due for the
production team who have managed
to make the maestro less insistent
than he was on his LPs and bringing
balances closer to reality. Transfer
levels are high but the sound is good,
with even the oldest recording
presented most respectably. [
This CD
was formerly numbered 09026 61746
21
Nalen Anthoni

B- C:1 / 2(3)

violin and Tom Varner on French
horn) plays unusual music. From the
first brittle chords, it is evident that
Cohn knows what he is up to, and
though recorded live, this is a
thought-through and rehearsed suite:
Third Stream at its best, with the
players' considerable virtues
highlighted by elegantly balanced
charts. Bright, glancing music full of
drama and incident. A:1 s
DAFELDECKER/FUSSENEGGER/
KOVACIC
PRINTER

artwork:
ITalked
To Death
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In Stereo

Reviews by Ben Watson
CINDY BLACKMAN
WORKS ON CANVAS
HIGHNOTE HCD71:138
'Cindy
Blackman
starts from
the soft end
of late
Coltrane restful
modes and
rich
harmonies and ends
up in
cauldrons
of electric
Fusion'

66m 55s

Drummer Cindy Blackman starts
from the soft end of late Coltrane —
restful modes and rich harmonies —
and ends up in cauldrons of electric
Fusion courtesy keyboardist Carlton
Holmes' Fender Rhodes, coming on
like awarmer, less pedantic Nucleus.
George Mitchell's bass is fine; JD
Allen has the unenviable task of
posing as Trane« Unfortunately, the
project lacks the sensation of
necessity that drives vital music;
Blackman competently recycles
aspects of 1960s and ' 70s jazz, but it
is all too ' designed' to convince. The
cover, incidentally, is akitsch
atrocity! A:1 C
EUGENE CHADBOURNE
ITALKED TO DEATH IN STEREO
LEO 1.12276

67m 55s

In amusical spectacle moulded by
corporate illusions, Eugene
Chadbourne is the real thing, a
cutting-edge instrumentalist who
keeps gigging and improvising and
bringing his unique aura to all parts
of the globe. On the way, he releases
records, which manage with dazzling
consistency to be charming,
politically-cute and musically
innovative. This one is subdued and
melancholy, flooded in aRandy
Newmanesque vibe. There's still
amusing dottiness aplenty, plus two
impassioned Albert Ayler covers:
'Prophecy' has some of the strongest
free-jazz rhythm and out electric
guitar since.., since nobody, actually!
Our hero concludes with the
Gershwins"I've Got A Crush On
You', and you don't know if you've
been listening to Hoagy Carmichael
or Cultarcide. What an album title —
what an album! A:1'
STEVE COHN
BRIDGE OVER THE X- STREAM
LEO 11268

60m 41s

An unusual line-up (the composer's
piano and shakuhachi, Reggie
Workman on bass, Jason Hwang on
96

54m 09s

These three Viennese tyros (Werner
Dafeldecker and Uli Fussenegger on
double-basses, Dieter Kovacic on
turntables) know that 70m of free
improvisation can be abit much.
Luckily, they avoid the option of
edging towards conventional idioms
(a recipe for aesthetic disaster).
Instead, the initial improvisation — a
wondrous 29m of creaks and whirs,
suggesting some intelligent, mutant
cockroach exploring the insides of
your hi-fi — provides the source
material for three electroacoustic
sound-collages (one by each
musician). These neocinematic
evocations each adopt adifferent
sonic texture and pursue it
singlemindedly. At last, free
improvisors who know how to make
attractive albums! A:1 0
LEE KONITZ
SOUND OF SURPRISE
BMG 74321 69309 2

71m 26s

Cool bop altoist Lee Konitz's strong
suit is his dependability. With this
studio recording made in New York
in April 1999, accompanists Ted
Brown (tenor), John Abercrombie
(guitar), Marc Johnson (bass) and
Joey Baron (drums) show that
'downtown eclecticism' is really just a
name for all-round musical
competence. A coherent and
engaging piece of music-making, but
if you want surprise, look elsewhere.
A:1 n
TOBY DELIUS QUARTET
TORY'S MLOBY
INSTANT COMPOSERS POOL ICP 034
60m 51s
After 30 years, Holland's Instant
Composers Pool releases its 34th
album. Judging by its strength, such
restraint stems from quality control
rather than dearth of material. Tenor
saxophonist Delius leads an all-star
quartet — Tristan Honsinger on
cello, Joe Williamson on bass and
Han Bennink on drums — through a
set that highlights the virtues of the
Amsterdam scene: swing virtuosity,
swooningly sarcastic strings, inspired
chaos and asustaining levity.
Recorded by Dick Lucas at the
legendary BIMhuis, the mix is
gratifyingly detailed and real. A

collage of jazz, clowning and pastiche
classical is not easy to pull off, but
Delius's firm leadership
and
incisive, Bennie Wallaceish tenor —
wins through. A little touch in the
packaging — an extra triangle cut out
of the corrugated cardboard in the
innerfold, so that Han Bennink's left
foot appears in all its gawky glory —
says everything you need to know
about the New Dutch Swing
aesthetic. Quirky and exhilarating.
A:1 n
KURT ELLING
LIVE IN CHICAGO
BLUE NOTE 72435 22211 2

70m 24s

Kurt Elling is alounge singer and
MC, coming across like Frank
Sinatra's precocious nephew. He pens
his own lyrics, borrowing images
from Pablo Neruda and showing it's
hip to be literate. He hits his notes
dead-on, and turns Wayne Shorter's
haunting 'Night Dream' into atune
you will whistle for days. The band
— Laurence Hobgood on piano, Rob
Amster on bass and Michael Raynor
on drums — is crisp and sparky.
Guests (Kahil El'Zabar on hand
drums, Von Freeman on tenor, singer
Jon Hendricks on ahilarious wisecracking, woman-you-did-me-wrong
feature) are the icing on the cake.
Recorded live at the Green Mill in
Chicago in July 1999, Kurt Elling
occupies atime bubble, breathing the
same nicotine-laden air as Lenny
Bruce, Lord Buckley and Sammy
Davis Jnr. Fantastic! A:1 0
FRODE GJERSTAD AND PETER
BROTZMANN
INVISIBLE TOUCH
CADENCE CJR1099

55m 24s

Though Gjerstad and Boretzmami are
two of the most convincing stylists
today, the prospect of an
unaccompanied sax duet is still rather
daunting. In the event, rather than
the expected maelstrom, the pair's
contrasting pursuit of extended
sonorities make the music multicoloured and intriguing. Bnitzmann's
blast provides the girders for
Gjerstad's wall-shifting. Playing of
this calibre breaks down the divisions
between genres, suggesting modem
sound art — yet the thrust is
attractive and juzoid, giving the
listener the kind of thrill one might
derive from aGene Ammons/Sonny
Stitt pairing. Hot! A:1 0
BRAD MEHLDAU
ART OF THE TRIO 4: BACK AT THE
VANGUARD
Warner 93624 7463 2

75m 51s

Brad Mehldau plays piano in the
company of Larry Grenadier's bass
and Jorge Rossy's drums. His
thoughtful approach has won him
comparisons to Bill Evans, but his
touch is funkier, the rhythm more
hard driving. His left hand chords are
MY 2000
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unexpected, creating adoubled-up
tunefulness which he resolves in
unexpected ways. On 'All The
Things You Are', the trio are
evidently aware of Coltrane's boiling,
purple version, but they play it their
own way. One of the best piano trios
to emerge since Geri Allen's work
with Charlie 11.1,Ten and Paul
Motian. A:
1

SAM SIMON + MAKIM CIRCE
II- Ill ( OF)
MIDDLE CLASS RECORDS CASS1
5m 34s cassette

Brilliantly recorded by Malachi
Ritscher at Chicago's Empty Bottle
Festival in 1998, this duet gives a
thorough account of Evan Parker's
state-of-the-sax. Working in afleet
post-tonal vein, pianist Graewe keeps
the base key in fast rotation, making
the music writhe. Functional tonality
has been folded-in on itself, creating
adense thicket of notes: what you
listen for is the exertion and
imagination of the playing. Parker is
gruff and unsentimental, heaving his
way through with maximum bite. For
this listener it was during ` Unity
Variation 3' — some 30m into the
concert — that the duo found each
other: then the muscle and elasticity
is awesome. A:1 0

Out on the cultural periphery, there
are no stars: untrammelled by legal
contracts and image fears, dialogue
can be speedier and more direct.
Signalled by acover that recuperates
Rectangle's art-brut scribbles to
deluxe etching, this is a ` reply'
(issued as atape-cassette) to Derek
Bailey's ///28 Silverfish Macronix
[Rectangle 7in, RECBA], where
Bailey performed two poems by Out
To Lunch Cone of the craziest
chancers beyond the outer fringes of
rumour', according to novelist
Stewart Home). Bailey's improvised
talking-blues accompanied OTL's
post-Prynnian neo-Merz effusions
with hardcore serial progressions that
stretched every parameter: Pierrot
Lunaire riven by bop-metal actuality.
To emulate Bailey's Second Viennese
one-man-band, Middle Class Records
fielded two musicians. On 'The
Formal Novel', Sam Simon's text is
read by Makim Circe while Simon
plays Baileyesque guitar. On 'Now
Revealed of Less IntrinsNivid Hump
The Sun Recline, Podzol', Simon
declaims Circe's damp-ankles
vorticism while Circe strums.

PIANIST RED GARLAND's trio
with Paul Chambers (bass) and Art
Taylor (drums) backed Coltrane, but
here they are in cocktail mood, with
aset of ballads recorded in
December 1956 and March 1957:
Red Garland's Piano [
Original Jazz
Classics 0100 073, 44m 33s]. Kicking
off with Percy Mayfield's ` Please
Send Me Someone To Love', the
musicians pack the blues with a
shove that speaks to the whole body.
Who said relaxation couldn't be
rootsy? Glorious.
A:1* O
You cannot get abetter picture of
the pared-down, no-frills, harddriving jazz of tenorist Eddie
'Lockjaw' Davis and Hammond
organist Shirley Scott than reading
his own words from Stanley Dance's
liners to the 2LP ' twofer' issue of
Cookbook Vol. /and Vol. 2. As far as
Jaws is concerned, tuning up
beforehand is for cissies: The
musician who comes in and must
tune up before he plays is only likely
to give asad performance. The
seasoned musician plays and then
tunes after his horn has warmed up.
Then he gets atrue sound. You can
tune your horn with your lip, anyway.
`If Iput my horn too far in, Imay
play sharp, but if Idon't take too
much of abite, all will depend on the
pitch of the piano. When they start
asking for that "A" before they've
even played, you can bet they're
relying on nothing but technicalities'.
Sporting original liners by Ira

Gider and the original cover — with
blasting organ from Scott, flute from
Jerome Richardson and knock-out
bass from George Duvivier and
drums by Arthur Edgehill — the only
thing wrong with this terrific rerelease is the miserable running time:
it does not include Cookbook Vol. 2,
the companion album with the same
line-up. Cookbook Boll [OJC 20 652,
37m] A:1*
Less ambitious musically, but an
excellent demonstration of the way
the blues guitar/Hammond
relationship was honed in countless
clubs and dives, is Jack McDuff's
Brother Jack [
Original Jazz Classics
PR20 7174, 36m 36s] from 1960. Bill
Jennings plays fluent blues guitar,
and Wendell Marshall (bass) and
Alvin Johnson (drums) provide an
old-titney, New Orleans funk
backbeat for McDuff's occasionally
scorching organ. A:1 o
The original 3LP release on Kostas
Yiannoulopoulos's Praxis label of the
Sun Ra Arkestra's Live At Praxis '84
[Leo Golden Years GY5/6, 2CDs, 118m
38s] was never available to the extent
of the much-reissued Prestige releases
above. Recorded in Athens on 27
February 1984, the Arkestra was in
ebullient mood, with Marshall Allen's
alto screech and John Gilmore's tenor
majesty in fine fettle. Sound quality is
good, and the programme includes
such delights as ' Mack The Knife',
'Cocktails For Two', ' Days of Wine
and Roses', ' Satin Doll' and 'Nuclear
War', Sun Ra's personal protest

EVAN PARKER/GEORG
GRAEWE
UNITY VARIATIONS
OKKA DISK OD12028
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Absence of Bailey's fierce exactitude
(aka improv chops) risked making
this adank squid, but apeculiar
charm, moist and horizontal, rises
like Fenland mist. Bailey fetishists
should investigate A:1 CS)
SPECIAL QUINTET WITH
MATTHEW SHIPP
OTHER DIMENSIONS IN MUSIC
AUM FIDELITY AUM013

66m 30s

A 'special quintet' indeed. Pianist
Matthew Shipp has surrounded
himself with the leading lights of
NYC jazz: Roy Campbell
OTHER DIMENSIONS IN MUSIC
on trumpet, Daniel Carter
Special Quintet w/MATTHEW SHIPP
on sax, William Parker on
bass and Rashid Bakr on
drums. In his liners, Steve
Joerg write passionately
about the quintet's decision
to play acompletely
improvised set. It ought to
be great, but the music is
TIME IS OF
TE íSINCE
actually abit diffuse. With
IS BEYOND TIME
players of this calibre, there
are bound to be impressive passages,
but the free brief seems to cultivate
an ' anything-goes' attitude, almost a
tourism of effects and textures. The
music's pretty enough, but lacks
tension, making one wonder if the
musicians' hearts are really in it.
Maybe you had to be there. A:1 0

against population-threatening
weaponry.
Like those other institutions of
black American music, the Duke
Ellington Orchestra and George
Clinton's P-Funk troupe, Sun Ra
kept his musicians engaged by giving
them challenges and spaces to
improvise. Disc one reaches astirring
climax with ' Discipline 27', funk for
giants driven by Danny Ray
Thompson's gargantuan baritone sax.
From the audio document, it is hard
to tell what dancers Myriam Broche
and Greg Pratt were doing, but they
— and the audience — evidently had
themselves aterrific time. A:1 ($
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"...the upper midrange and
treble have apristine clarity
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-Robert Deutsch
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Album
in focus
LOU REED

'Lou never
could never
sing. Not
really. But,
somehow,
he had the

ECSTASY
Reprise 9362 47425-2

ability to

77m 73s

Okay, Lou never could never sing. Not
really. But, somehow, he had the ability to
moke you believe that he could. Not now.
These days, his vocal contributions are pure
irritation. A track such as the opening
'Paranoioa In E', for instance, merely has
the listener thinking that, instrumentally, its
not abad Stones pastiche, while ' Mad'
boasts atasty, baritone- booted, almost
R&B-ish feel. Often, that's the way of
things, the ear homing in to the surroundsounds rather than the outfront vocals.
Naturally, there are moments when the old
times are recalled. 'White Prism', sorta
heavy folk with sexual leanings, is betterclass Lou and 'Turning Time Around' is a
neatly delivered whisper of awaltz. But
there's not alot here that'd fetch much in a
Pokémon card swap.
Fred De/lar
A:2 -3 •
Although the review CD is atruncated
version of the final release, Ecstasy elicits
no complaints from this particular onagain/off-again fan, almost as abonus this
boasts one of the best- sounding bands he's
ever fronted. Isuppose you could call it a
'safe' album, in the sense that it contains
what amounts to aperfectly- balanced

make you
believe that
he could'

smorgasbord of Reed- isms, right down to
referencing acurrent rave-fave intoxicant.
Off-key vocals, delicate melodies floating
over fuzzy bass, the requisite four-letter
words, kinky sex - who else could it be?
The high point for me is the Stonesy
'Tatters', even the title seems borrowed.
Ken Kessler
A:1-2
I'm with Fred on this one and, in the
interests of allocating some space to more
worthy CDs elsewhere on these pages, let
me just add that it sounds to me like Lou
went into the studio, talked for an hour or
so, ther aband came in and added a
soundtrack after he'd gone. Iadored the
Velvet Underground, but Icouldn't live with
this.
Johnny Black
A:4

LULLABY BAXTER TRIO
CAPABLE EGG
Atlantic/ESP 07567-83260-2
45m 29s
Maybe there's something in the
water in Canada, because
whatever way you slice it,
Lullaby Baxter is an odd duck.
Her childlike, light-to-the-touch
music blends abunch of genres —
some country, a dash of folk, ahint
of ja= (if you think of Manhattan
Transfer as ` jazz') — which
culminates in an off-the-wall
wackiness which calls to mind the
resultant horror cf, say, the Roches
indulging in acondom-free orgy
with Jonathan Richmaxi and the
Feches. Eminently listenable, to be
sure, but you can't help feeling that,
in an earlier age, she'd have been
locked up. It therefore follows that,
with the British love of true
eccentrics, you will open your hearts
to her. ' The petunias jeer and
whistle at your little pipsqueak of a
house' — David Lynch, you've met
your match.
Ken Kessler
WI NEWS
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Bon Jovi's
Crush: an

BON JOVI
CRUSH

ocean of

Mercury ????

guaranteed
platinum
mediocrity

64m 21s

The words epic and, inevitably,
anthemic, spring to mind as the BJs
chop out the big chords in the
chorus of the opening track, ' It's My
Life', during which Jon informs us
that his heart ' is like an open
highway'. Open book more like. As
the widescreen power ballads and
mid-paced chuggers roll by, it all
seems too easy. It's as if Mr Jovi just
popped round the off-the-peg onestop name-a-song shop and picked
up such endlessly recyclable titles as
the aforementioned ' It's My Life',
plus ' Say It Isn't So' and ' Mystery
Train', and knocked them into shape
while glugging down afew beers at

Sanctuary 2 studios over yonder in
New Jersey. But there are jewels in
this ocean of guaranteed platinum
mediocrity — moments so utterly
banal and maudlin as to stagger the
senses of connoisseurs of the truly
tedious. The overblown weepie
'Thank You For Loving Me', for
example, is so much like apale
imitation of what Bon Jovi once were
that it could well have been written
with Stars In Their Eyes in mind.
Don't even think about it unless
you're atotally smitten devotee.
Johnny Black

A:4 •

KAMM CHAMBERS
THE CAPTAIN
EMI 520 3552

42m 40s

Being the best country music album
ever to come out of Australia is
maybe not all that much of a
recommendation. But the fact that
Lucinda Williams has been
proclaiming how stunning
Chambers's voice is. And recalling
Steve Earle's willingness to record a
duet with her, might confirm that
there really is something going on
here. Chambers has one of those
little-girl-lost sounds — though in
this case, the little girl would seem
to retain the wisdom of the ages.
There's a rawness, a cutting edge
that could, in the right
circumstances help her crossover
into the kind of territory dominated
by such as Sheryl Crow. She's also
an admirable songwriter who penned
all ten songs on The Captain,
revealing her roots on the track
'Southern Kind Of Life',
proclaiming ' And Sabbath kept me
home on Friday nights, And Daddy
sang me Rogers just to make
everything all right'. Anyone raised
on the sound of blue yodels surely
has ahead start in country. Which
might explain the excellence of
The Captain.
Fred Defier

A:1' •
99

DR JOHN
DUKE ELEGANT
Parlophone 7243 523220 2

66m 47s

No, it's not difficult to imagine the
one-time Night Tripper cutting a
tribute to Duke Ellington. After all,
Dr John has fashioned versions of
standards in the past that ranked
with those made by the best of the
singers working in that genre. Often,
though, he's elected to stay within
accepted boundaries only mildly
changing the rules as he went along.
Here, he's sometimes radically
changed things around, so that, for
example, ' I'm Gonna Go Fishin', a
jazz waltz in Duke's hands, emerges
as asouthern blues, almost
unrecognisable, while ' Don't Get
Around Much Anymore' comes
replete with funky fills. And while
the good doctor has fun with the
up-tempo flings, he's more
restrained when it comes to the
ballad side of things, handling such
as ' Solitude' in admirably relaxed
bluesy mode. Gorgeous at times,
only Ducal admirers who never
progressed beyond the Cotton Club
stage will have cause for complaint.
Fred Deliar

A:1 •

DANA GILLESPIE

'While the
good doctor

selected David Johansen 'sChesky CD
last month as the pick of recent
'Audiophile releases.]
Fred Deliar
A:1 •

has fun with
the up-tempo
flings, he's
more
when it

Lonely Street Discs LSD712

comes to the

Good to his word, aquick follow-up
to the Hank hommage with areturn
to the bliss of his debut set. More of
the same? Sure, but it's the kind of
'same' of which Ican't get enough.
Laid-back Americana by way of
Ireland, still calling to mind all those
mellowmasters from JJ Cale to

47m 09s

Ken Kessler

A:1 •

DAVID JOHANSEN

DAVID JOHANSEN AND THE HARRY
SMITHS
Chesky .0196

50m 23s

First he was aNew York Doll, then
he metamorphosed into lounge
lizard Buster Poindexter. Now the
satchelmouth one has moved on
again to became an old-school
bluesman. And, amazingly, he
sounds down-home Mississippi
authentic. Backed by alow-key
acoustic quartet — would you
believe an outfit that employs
didgeridoo, banjo and mandolin? —
our intrepid performer apparently
strutted this array of bluesware in a
New York church at the close of
'99. Imagine, just before rendering
'Darling Do You Remember Me',
100

SOUNDTRACK

I>-q%-g- • . . t._
ADVENTURES

Album No 37 — Ikid you not —
finds La Gillespie retaining her hold
on the title of No 1British Female
Blues Belter. The dozen mainly-selfcomposed tracks ooze the sort of
understanding which she admits is
denied to those of less than acertain
age; no surprise, then, that the
opening track (as well as the album)
is called ' Experienced'.
Categorically, DG is now afullyfledged red-hot mama and every
song reflects this, especially the
closer, an Aretha-like admonition,
'Take It Like A Man'. From start to
finish, arousing, saucy set, acrack
band and aguest in the form of...
Rolf Harris. Again, Ikid you not.

42m 05s

Soundtracks
TELEVISION

Ken Kessler

A:1* •

NERF HERDER

LONELY STREET

ballad side'

Ronnie Lane, this time with more
fresh compositions and slight
diversions into other related genres:
atouch of bluegrass, some lush
ballads, acool rocker in the form of
'Elvis, Hank & Me', aperfect yeehah parody of TV-preachin' white
gospel. 'Drunk On The Blood Of
Christ' — what amagnificent title!
This guy just gets better'n'better,
but Iwould ask of him only one
thing: Could his next interim project
be an Elvis covers album?

NERF HERDER

BAP KENNEDY

restrained

ORIGINAL

EXPERIENCED
Ace CDCHD752

Johansen proclaiming: 'Tonight, St
Matthew, I'm going to be Lightnin'
Hopkins !' But that's the way it is as
he recalls phonograph days spent
with records by Mississippi John
Hurt, Muddy Waters and others,
even proving ultra-hip by employing
Oscar Brown Jr's jive-time
'Somebody Buy Me A Drink'. An
admirable transformation. [
KK

OF

sà.5upERmer
MUSIC FROM

THE ORIGINAL 1950s TELEVISION SERIES
includeng
Superman 8, The Mole Men
Superman on Earth
The Evil Three
Crime Wave
... and more'

IN THE WAKE OF the Oscars and in
anticipation of summer releases, soundtrack
production seems to have doubled. Maurice
Jarre's poignant score is perfect for
Sunshine [
Milan 74321 72986 20], which
finds Ralph Fiennes, having so successfully
donned aNazi uniform in Schindler's List
in the role of aHungarian Jew; Jarre's
masterwork, Lawrence Of Arabia [
Silva
Screen FIMCD 719 a] has also been rerecorded by the Philharmonia Orchestra,
boasting 20 minutes' worth of material not
on the original soundtrack LP.
Another giant, Ennio Morricone, has
penned the score for SF blockbuster Mission
edel/Hollywood 6227-2 I]. And,
To Mars [
bless 'em, the Shermans composed the
material on this summer's Disney event, The
Tigger Movie [
edel 0108742DNY M].
Naturally, there's aflood of compilations:
raucous comedy Deuce Bigalow - Male
Gigolo [
edel/Hollywood 0122522HWR 0]
contains material by Blondie, Jeff Lynne,
lOcc and eight others; Happy Texas [
Arista
07822 18898-2 0] goes the C&W route
with Randy Scruggs, Alison Krauss and 14

Arista 07822-189542

30m 32s

Belated UK release of asublime
1996 debut from the band now
known for creating the kick-ass
theme to Buffy The Vampire Slayer.
At first, you could mistake this for
Green Day-ish power-pop-punk;
then you realise that you're listening
to lyrics which marry the bite of

more; Meg Ryan flick chick Hanging Up
[Varèse Sarabande VSD6120 (i)] mixes a

score by David Hirschfielder with songs by
Dean Martin, Judy Garland and others; Brit
gangster flick Love Honour & Obey [
EMI
526 3132 0] finds Denise Van Outen
singing ' Band of Gold' and Ray Winstone
singing '
The Harder They Come'; Holy
Smoke [
Milan 74321 71528-2 0], already
famous for Kate Winslet taking apee,
blends an original score by the great
Angelo Badalamenti with tracks by Annie
Lennox and Neil Diamond; Swingers Too!
[edel/Hollywood 0122352HWR 0] opts for
adozen mainly lougecore tracks by Dino,
Sammy, Dinah and the like; Bruce Willisstarrer The Whole Nine Yards [
Varèse
Sarabande V5D-6114 0] marries an
Edelman score with Mose Allison, Mingus
and, er, Willis; SLC Punk [
edel/Hollywood
0102552FPNR 0].
From the vaults? Arnie fans will enjoy
The Greatest Themes From The Films Of
Arnold Schwarzenegger [
Silva Screen
FILMCD 721 a], Henry Mancini's been
honoured with atwo-on-one, Charade &
Experiment In Terror [
Camden Deluxe
74321 727142 III], Nino Rota's work for
Fellini appears on Fellini Rota: La Dolce
Vita [
Silva Screen FILMCD 720 Z] and
John Barry fans will enjoy anew recording
of Born Free [
Varèse Sarabande VSD-6084
O]. But the nostalgia event of the month
has to be the Superman double- feature.
From the films, there's Superman: The
Movie [
Warner Archives/Rhino 812275874-2 0], a2CD set with all of the
original John Williams material and
unreleased bonuses. And, if you remember
the George Reeves TV classic, then fly,
don't run, to your fave shop for Adventures
Of Superman [
Varèse Sarabande VSD6093 0], with the original television
soundtracks, and the pukka ' Faster than a
speeding bullet' spiel. For some of us, this
is the only Superman.
Ken Kessler
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Randy Newman with the sheer
naughtiness of Bart Simpson. What
can you say about an ode to David
Lee Roth and how his departure has
diminished Van Halen? A love song
called `Nosering Girl'? From a
group with aname paying homage
to the lowest element on the Star
Wars food-chain, to an apology in
'Sorry' which goes ' sorry Ihad sex
with your sister', this too-short set is
almost enough to restore your faith
in rock. Can't wait for the followup, due any day now.
Ken Kessler
B:1* •

ELLIOTT SMITH
FIGURE 8
Dreamworks 450 225-2

NO DOUBT
RETURN OF SATURN

photo: joseph Culnee

Interscope 490 638-2
64m 28s
Nae Doot, as we call
them in my
homeland, seemed to
have disappeared
after their initial burst
of 2-Tone revival hits
acouple of years ago,
but they're back on
the charts again and
it's easy to
understand why. For
starters, Gwen Stefani has one hell
of asexy voice, the kind that girls
and boys both like, but there's also
bucketloads of energetic tension in
the band, propelling the melodies
along. Add in the occasional
delightful surprise like the brass
band sample that opens ` Bathwater'
before it mysteriously transforms into
achunky little stomper, and it's clear
that this is one smart little combo.
Sounding at times like amanic
Blondie and sometimes like amore
dynamic Sheryl Crow, there's alot
to get to grips with and, trust me,
it's time well spent.
Johnny Black
A:1 •
SAINT ETIENNE
SOUND OF WATER
Interscope 490 638-2

No Doubt:
back on the
charts again

52m 15s

Ithought Iknew about Elliott
Smith. I'd listened to acouple of his
earlier albums and pegged him as a
lofi troubadour, intelligent but abit
dirge-like. Then, acouple of months
back, Iwent to see the movie
American Beauty and was blown
away during the end credits by a
gorgeous, light as helium acappella
version of The Beatles' Because.
Turns out it was by Elliott Smith.
This new album, recorded at Abbey
Road and occasionally utilising the
piano McCartney played on ' Penny
Lane', reveals Smith in awhole new
set of clothes, no less emotionally
engaging but much more accessible,
with abright and airy zip to the
production that lets his melodies fly
free. Even unpromising titles like
`Junk Bond Dealer' turn out to be
skewed likeably-cynical pop, and the
honky-tonk piano underscoring the
close harmonies of 'In The Lost
And Found' is atouch of genius.
So, if you thought you knew about
Elliott Smith, forget it. He's even
better than that.
Johnny Black
A:1' •
STATUS QUO
FAMOUS IN 111E LAST CENTURY
Universal 157814-2

43m 41s

Like Bon Joy (above), ' Quo know
that, having crossed the dividing line
between being arock band and
being abrand-name, there's as
much money to be made by
parodying yourself as there is by
trying to create something new. It's
also easier. So here we have a
parade of undeniable rock classics
(Rave On', ` Roll Over Beethoven',

'Memphis Tennessee', ` Mony
Mony', etc) done exactly the way
you'd expect Status Quo to do
them. Displaying all the conviction
of those early 1970s MFP/Top Of
The Pops cover-version albums that
used to challenge buyers to spot the
difference between the covers and
the original versions, these are the
depths to which my dad hoped I'd
never sink. Ididn't. They have.
Johnny Black

A:1 •

WIEN
WHITE PEPPER
Mushroom MUSH 69CD

39m 35s

Ween are one of the reasons why
being amusic critic still occasionally
seems like aworthwile profession.
Astonishingly, their bizarre aural
soup of influences from the Beach
Boys to Public Enemy to movies
your parents would rather you
didn't see (even if you are now 45)
has shifted close to two million CDs
world-wide.This time out, they open
with ' Exactly Where I'm At', a
luscious slab of weirdo-pop that
The Beatles wouldn't have been
ashamed of in their ' Strawberry
Fields' era, then follow up with the
spaced-out ` Flutes Of Chi',
featuring what sounds like aguitar
duel between Jimi Hendrix and
Robert Fripp, both in avery mellow
mood. ' Bananas And Blow' is
enriched with the spirit of what
Steely Dan used to be about, but
Stroker Ace' is pedal-to-the-metal
thrash of avery high order and the
instrumental ` Ice Castles' sounds
like something Mozart would have
done if he'd had access to
synthesisers and acouple tabs of
blue sunshine. Only Ween can do
this. Invite them round.
Johnny Black
A:1* •

Saint Etienne:
where would

42m 51s

we be without
them?

Where would we be without Sarah,
Bob and Pete? Well, our diet of
tasty pop electronica would be alot
poorer for starters. This is
something, thank god, that the
Americans have never really got the
hang of. We've got Human League,
OMD, Dubstar, Stereolab and,
cream of the crop for the last ten
years, this lot. They've got, er,
nobody. Who but St E could write a
song called 'Heart Failed (In The
Back Of A Taxi)' and make you
want to sing along? And who but St
E, on agorgeously lilting track like
'Sycamore', can sound
simultaneously so futuristic and yet
so shamelessly nostalgic? Don't even
bother trying to answer these
questions. Just buy the CD and
immerse yourself in the shimmering
beauty of 'Just A Little Overcome'.
Then write and thank me.
Johnny Black
HI-F1 NEWS /3 RECORD REVIEW
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GRAHAM BOND
ORGANISATION
THE SOUND OF ' 65/THERE'S
A BOND BETWEEN US
BG0 BGOCD 500

GRAHAM BOND
HOLY MAGICK/WE PUT OUR
MAGICK ON YOU

of the Month

1160 BGOCD 483

IONNE WARWICK
WALK ON BY - THE DEFINITIVE COLLECTION
Warner.esp 9548 3802 12
2CDs, 135m 32s
And just why did it take so long for this to appear, given the
smash successes last year of the Bacharach sets and Music To
Watch Girls By? This well- conceived, 2CD/40 track package
_provides all the major hits and 1970s rarities, a fine booklet and
- und which will have audiophiles in a swoon. Gorgeous, lush
romantic pop to file alongside Dusty and the Carpenters, but the
battle will forever rage as to which of the three was the best
Bacharach/David interpreter. A • : 11* •

BLUE CHEER
HIGHLIGHTS AND LOWLIVES
Magnum MM046

44m Ois

Alas, this 1990 reunion album
could be mistaken for the work
of any of their offspring; it's a
long way from their seminal,
pre-Who ` Summertime Blues'.
But irreverence mustn't lead
you to dismiss this as adisplay
of sheer HM bombast, but this
Sixties power trio invented —
no arguments, please — what
we now call thrash in the mid1960s. A:1/2 •
CHAD & JEREMY
THE VERY BEST OF
Varese Vintage 302 066 098 2
45m 37s
While all but unknown here at
home, this British Invasion duo
carved out ahit-laden career in
the USA in the wake of Peter
& Gordon, with similar, folkie
pop. 'A Summer Song',
'Yesterday's Gone' and 16
others form the core of this
classy, comprehensive, Ron
Furmanek-assembled
anthology. A': 1 •
DONOVAN
SUMMER DAY REFLECTION
SONGS
Essential ESDCD 861
2CDs, 96m 35s
Like Fat Mattress below, a
complete-unto-itself package,
this time everything recorded
by the British proto-hippie for
the Pye label, with slip-case
and magnificent liner notes.
Pre-electricity, this is his quasiDylan material including
`Catch The Wind' and
HI-F1 NEWS 81 RECORD REVIEW

75m 48s

'Universal Soldier' and two
whole albums, from 1965.
A:1-1• •
ANDY FRASER
ANDY FRASER BAND/IN YOUR
EYES
See For Miles SEECD 707 78m 57s
Power pop for Free fans, two
mid- 1970s albums by that
band's bassist and writer of
HM anthem, 'Alright Now'.
One of those curious occasions
when aband's members make
solos which fail to emulate the
group's success; in hindsight, a
scandal, as these are so close to
Free albums as to make them
nearly interchangeable. A:1 •
DARYL HALL & JOHN
OATES
REALLY SMOKIN'
Magnum CDSB1002

57m 07s

Odd but fascinating (for the
fans, that is) pre-fame material
from the early- 1970s. Half is
H&O as future stars, the rest
tracks from the band Gulliver,
which featured Hall minus
Oates. More pop, less soul; but
the harmonies were just taking
shape. 13-C:2 •

79m 53s

Four LPs on two CDs by one
of the Beat Boom's leastremembered but most
influential pioneers. Bond
mixed R&B, jazz, progressive
rock and aheady dose of
mysticism, not always
successfully but always
interesting. The first pair were
early, more conventional R&B
sets from 1965/6, the second a
bizarre duo from 1970/1.
5:1 A-8 •
IVORY JOE HUNTER
BLUES, BALLADS &
ROCK'N'ROLL
Ace CDCHD 747

73m 02s

Magnificent, radio-friendly
R&B overtly revealing of
appearing in tandem with the
earliest manifestations of
rock'n'roll; check out the
mildly corny 'You Can't Stop
This Rocking and Rolling'.
Twenty-eight tracks from the
Atlantic vaults, circa 1955-59,
and including 'A Tear Fell'
and ' Since IMet You Baby'.
A- B:1 •
THE ISLET BROTHERS
SHAKE IT UP, BABY!
Varese Vintage 302 066 103 2
41m 21s
An affordable, more hitoriented alternative to the
recent box, this 16 tracks
concentrate on the early
(1959-64), Beatles-influencing
Wand and RCA material. It
includes 'Shout!' and 'Twist
and Shout', both covered by
the Fabs. A/A*:1 •
SANTANA
SANTANA
Columbia 489542 9

61m 43s

51m 13s

SANTANA 3

8G0 BGOCD 470

THE ULTIMATE COLLECTION

78m 57s

Two complete albums from
1969/70 by akey player in the
folkie-cum-singer/songwriter
genre. Bleaker than the norm
— but then, he did die from a
drugs overdose. Investigate if
you favour the Buckley/Cohen
world view. A*: 1• •

MY YIN

Sundazed SC 11058

53m 12s

With links to the Mothers and
the Turtles, and acatalogue
which includes the definitive
pre-Hendrix ' Hey Joe', the
Leaves are the sort of 1960s
West Coast jangly guitar group
which sum up the entire genre.
This superb 'best of' offers a
folk-rocking 20 tracks,
including three versions of their
aforementioned masterpiece.
A:1/1* •
FAT MATTRESS
THE BLACK SHEEP OF THE
FAMILY
Essential ESDCD 865
2CDs, 137m 37s
Handsome, much needed
anthology containing the
band's entire output. This
1970s outfit was Noel
Redding's heavy-metal project
post-Experience, hence the
'File Under Hendrix' sticker,
but that's not enough to make
it amust. On the other hand,
it was wa-a-ay better than yer
average prog-rock. A:1-2 •
GENE PHILLIPS
SWINGING THE BLUES
Ace CDCHD 746

64m 22s

Post-World War II, decidedly
urban/urbane guitar-led boogie,
of the calibre you'd expect
from the Modem catalogue.
The 25 tracks, 1947-51, swing
due to abig band brass
section, so this will find favour
with Louis Jordan buffs.
Immaculately restored and
annotated. A:1 •
QUANTUM JUMP
QUANTUM JUMP

56m 38s

Columbia SONYTV 47CD
2CDs, 156m 48s
Santana's first three albums, all
remastered and boasting live
bonus tracks, plus — for the
newbies who only just learned
of Carlos Santana thanks to
the Grammy sweep — a2CD,

57m 17s

BARRACUDA
Voiceprint MPVPO 13CD

TIM HARDIN
SUITE FOR SUSAN VIOORE/
BIRD ON A WIRE

Columbia 489544 9

THE LEAVES
...ARE HAPPENING!

Voiceprint MPVPO 12CD

ABRAXAS
Columbia 489543 9

39-track collection containing
all the crucial stuff. Decent
booklet, discography, Pete
Frame Family Tree — the
cream of Latin-flavoured rock
by the Comeback Artist of the
Year. A:1 Asl• A:1/2
11:1/1*

61m 13s

Fronted by Rupert Hine,
producer of Tina Turner and
others, this Caravan-related
UK outfit hit with the oddball
'Lone Ranger'. Here are both
of their now-rare mid- 1970s
albums plus extras, wry and
eclectic material as created
only by veteran musicians, for
example, 1Occ and Steely Dan.
A:1 A:1/2 •
Ken Kessler
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Vinyl Reviews
A Cut

OST
CASINO ROYALE
Classic/Colgems C050-5005
180g vinyl

above the Rest
ELVIS PRESLEY
SUN SINGLES

Castle ELVIS 101

6k7in

It's a close one between this
box and Led Zep's, but Castle
takes the honours with the
tastiest package in ages: immaculate Tr vinyl reproductions of
the King's five Sun singles, plus a bonus EP with lour more tracks,
a full colour fold- out with tasty pics and liner notes by Colin
Escott. OK, so this ain't exactly audiopnile turf - no heavy
pressings, rice- paper- sleeves, ad nauseum, irstead, it's a
collector's set of exact facsimiles of the most important singles in
Rockdom. Yup: the most influential, earth- shattering bunch of
songs in the history of popular music, causing a greater cultural
shift than Sinatra, Ellington and Parker combined. B/C:1 • tlt

This album has been, for so
long, the ne plus ultra of
audiophile masterpieces that a
reissue can only elicit
predictable moans of
preference for original
pressings. (And this isn't the
first repro, either.) But, even
when culled from 30-year-oldplus master tapes, it's still
unbelievably warm, natural and
as realistic as reproduced
sound gets. Herb Alpert, Dusty
Springfield, Bacharach — this
is Sixties lounge-cool.
A •: 1 •
IGGY POP
NEW VALUES

THE FENDERMEN
MULE SKINNER BLUES
Beat Rocket/Sundazed BR116
mono 180g vinyl

something of an ear-opener.
Thus, it's the music rather
than the sound as the reason
for restoring it. A/B: 1' •

JERRY COLE AND THE
STINGERS
GUITARS AGO-GO!

JOHN MAYALL WITH
ERIC CLAPTON
EILUESBREAKERS

Beat Rocket/Sundazed BR] 17
180g vinyl

Vntante/Docca VPLP 005 180g vinyl

Oozing with pukka period cred,
the first is 1960-1 mono
Fender-twanging in a
Ventures-go-hillbilly vein, the
second a collection of early
1960s stereo tracks culled from
four LPs by awizard session
player, and closer in feel to
surf/car craze music. Both
prove that commitment to the
cause is not the sole province
of audiophile labels. C:2
A- A•: 1 - 2 •
THE IDES OF MARCH
IDEOLOGY
Sundazed LP 5032

180g vinyl

Before they issued the killer,
BS&T-like 'Vehicle' in 1970,
the Ides of March were one of
azillion bands fighting the
British invasion with what's
now known as 'garage band'
rock. But this is a cut above,
and it's therefore a treat for
Nuggets nuts who crave more
Beatles wannabe music.
Delicious mono and some
unreleased rarities. B:1/2 •

180g vinyl

Like S&G below, an all-time
best-seller from 30 years ago in
the lonely-student-moping-inthe-dorm mode, replete with
multi-platinum status. The
original wasn't all that great in
the sonic stakes, so this is
HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Classic/Atlantic 83061-1

4LPs

Considering that these are
broadcasts rather than the
sonically-superior studio
material, one can only assume
that it was issued to allow
vinyl-only types access to
material originally released in
1997 on CD. Produced to
Classic's normal standards, the
pressings are deliciously flat,
thick and quiet, the box stout,
and the packaging beyond
criticism. For Led Zep fans,
it's amust. 8:1 ' •

Sundazed LP 5041
Respectively from 1979 and
1980, apair of post-punk Iggys
in the wake of his latest release
and the continued success,
advert-wise, of ` Passenger'.
Following his solo-careerlaunchers, The Idiot and Lust
for Life, these are harder,
pimIcier and more Stooge-like.
And vinyl is the only way to
have '
em. A/B:1 A:1 / 2 •
SIMON & GARFUNKEL
BRIDGE OVER TROUBLED
WATER

This vinyl reissue doesn't
sound bad at all, despite
rumours that the master-tapes
went walkies long ago, and
only the lousy reproduction of
the sleeve — which looks like a
photo of aphoto of aphoto —
will alert anyone to its repro
status. An essential singer/
songwriter-cum-pop/folkie
album on vinyl, so get it if you
lack an original A: 1 • •
SIR DOUGLAS QUINTET
SIR DOUGLAS QUINTET IS
BACK!
Beatrocket/Sundazed BR124
180g vinyl

WILLIE NELSON
STARDUST
180g vinyl

Also the subject of arecent
CD reissue, this is probably
the album which did more to
broaden Nelson's appeal
beyond C&W confines than
any other. A Booker Tproduced milestone from 1978,
as responsible as any album for
reviving the standards of the
pre-rock era. A:1* •

JUNE 2000

SOLDIER

Classic/Columbia KCS9914
180g vinyl

LED ZEPPELIN
BBC SESSIONS

Classic/Sony JC 35305

CAROLE KING
TAPESTRY
Classic/Ode SP77009

Strictly apublic service, this
one because: (i) it's asorelyneeded vinyledition of the most
important British blues LP
ever; but (ii) h was never
anything that great soundquality-wise. Undoubtedly, the
LP which decreed EC a god.
8:1* •

Sundazed LP 5039

THE BEST OF THE SIR
DOUGLAS QUINTET
Beatrocket/Sundazed BR123
180g vinyl
Rockin' detour for the recentlydeparted Texan country/blues
legend and Dylan protégé,
material dating from Doug
Sahm's sojourn into the pop
charts in the wake of the
Beatles' arrival. Best known for

'She's About A Mover' (and,
years later, ' Mendocino'), the
Quintet exhibited musical
prowess way above the norm.
Funky, soulful Sixties rock just
made for vinyl B:1 A/B:1 •
ALEXANDER 'SKIP'
SPENCE
OAR
Sundazed/Columbia LP 5030
180g vinyl
Vinyl edition of the CD
reviewed last December, with
the original track listing and no
bonus cuts. As we said before,
a ' stunning, anguished and
frightening' work of amost
introspective nature, and
predating Cobain by acouple
of decades. Only this time, as
it's meant to be heard: in pure
analogue. A:1* •
TANGERINE DREAM
ELECTRONIC MEDITATION
ALPHA CENTAURI
ZEIT
ATEM
Essential ESMLP 345-348
The first four ( 1970-3) from
key players in the evolution of
ambient. The timeliness of this
quartet's re-release cannot be
underestimated, with the
band's 'children' now ruling
the music scene. This is an
opportunity for the current
generation of sampling, synthcrazed ravers to hear the
motherlode (ironically) in pure
analogue form. Maybe it'll
show the under-20s just how
badly MP3 really sucks. A:1
A:1-2 A- B: 1-2 A:2 •
TRACTOR
THE WAY WE LIVE/STEVE'S
HUNGARIAN NOVEL
Ozit LP 8004

2LPs

Nice package of early UK
psychedelia for those who
don't want to roll their joints
on a CD jewel box. A
refreshing break from the
usual audiophile fare, progrock not enjoying too many
vinyl reissues of late.
A- B: 1-2 •
SUZANNE VEGA
SUZANNE VEGA
Vivante/A&M VPLP006

18(4 vinyl

In the parodic words of the
sorely-missed Andy Benham, '
I
am making lots of money
singing boring songs for
yuppies' — Vega was the
1980s answer to Joni Mitchell,
or Sting without adick.
Sonically delicious, yet the
words 'pretentious' and ' moi'
spring to mind here. Ae:2 •
Ken Kessler
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Accessoriesaub
EXCLUSIVE HFN/RR PRODUCTS
HFNIRR 001 Fltutdumper: ' Magic brick'
for valve amps, in black ash £25.00 E
HFNIRR 004 Blackhead: moving-coil stepup transformer £70.00 E
HFNIRR 005 Spike set: eight pieces for
timber CI /steel E mounting £ 10.50 E
HFNIRR 012 Software storage system:
knock-down LP/CD stackable storage units;
satin black MDF. All 465mm wide.
LP Unit ( 120LPs, 2dividers; 36Orrun x
345mm, h/d)
£70.00 E
CD Unit (40CDs, single shelf; 175mm x
165mm, h/d)
£44.00 El
CD Unit ( 160CDs, four shelves; 720min x
165mm, h/d)
£99.00 E
CD Base Unit ( 160CDs, four shelves;
720nun x 165mm, h/d) £99.00 E
HFNIRR 017 Wallnut II: wall-mounting
two-shelf table
£60.00 O
HFNIRR 026 LP dividers: set of 25, white
plastic with movable filing tabs
£12.00 E
HFNIRR 027 CD dividen: (
25) £ 12.00 E
HFNIRR 020 Test CD III: 74 tracks of
audio sleuthing
£13.00
HFNIRR 023 LP inner sleeves: (
fine Ushaped design)
per 50 £ 10.00 E
per 100 £ 19.00 L] per 500 £90.00 E
HFNIRR 022 Sorbothane: damping sheet,
150 x 150 x3mm
£13.00
HFNIRR 025 Test LP: setting up and
tracking tests
£15.00 E

VARIOUS

Hi-Fi Newsrack
Standard set, black E or walnut CI £365.00
Base unit,
black CI or walnut E £ 150.00
Upper unit,
black III or walnut El £120.00
DH ceramic cones: set of three isolation
cones, Large £45.00 E
Jumbo £65.00 E
Michell Tenderfeet: isolation cones small
(three) £8.00 0
large(three) £ 12.00 E
Little Feet (
Audioquest) Sorbothane
hemispheres, set of four £29.00 E
Big Feet 63mm dia Sorbothane
hemispheres, set of four £60.00 E
Michell 4mm plugs: gold on brass, set of
four
£ 10.00 E
Insert Audio 4nun plugs: (
four) £8.00 CI
Ferrite Noise Absorbers:
small (6nun dia) pair £ 12.00 E
large ( 12mm) pair £ 14.00 E
Gryphon 'The Exorcist': system
demagnetiser £ 9.00 E
NVA transistor amp kit: AP20, British
integrated unit
£ 180.00 E
Kontak: contact cleaner £ 15.00 E
DeoxIT: de-oxidises and protects electrical
connections, 50oz aerosol can
£14.00 II
ProGold: improves, preserves and protects
gold contacts
£14.00 II
Metal clad Mains Distribution Block:
(UK or European)
Four-way £70.00
Six-way £85.00 E
Ten-way £95.00 E
Rockbase Plus V2: Rock reference CD
ROM, user definable £40.00 E
John Crabbe's Tilt Control: add tone
controls to your pre-amplifier.
Kit £72.50 III Ready-built unit £95.00 E

VINYL CARE AND PROTECTION

Moth Record Cleaning Machine:
Kit £ 199.00 E Ready-built £370.00 O
Moth RCM Fluid for LP cleaning,
one litre £ 15.00 E
five litres £35.00 E
Ringmat: 3rrun XLR 'Universal' £50.00 O
PVC, heavy duty outer sleeves: 12 x 12in,
per 50 £20.00 0 per 100 £38.00 E
Polythene LP bags: 12 x 12in, sealable
per 50 £5.00 E
per 100 £9.00 E
Decca Mk 3Record Brush: carbon-fibre
bristles, de-luxe version
£13.00 E
Zerostat 3: pistol neutralises static charges
£30.00 E
The Lifter: end-of-side tonearm lift (black)
£40.00 E
(chrome) £70.00 E
Gryphon Black Exorcist: moving-coil
cartridge demagnetizer £85.00 II
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EAR Clear phono stage: moving-magnet
multi-input phono pre-amp kit £299.00 III
Musical Fidelity X-LP phono stage:
X-series RIAA unit
£ 130.00 E
NAD PP- 1phono pre-amplifier:
complete with output leads £40.00 CI
Shure SFG-2 stylus balance: accurate to
within one-tenth of agramme £20.00 E
Digital Stylus Force Gauge: accurate to
within 0.02gm
£ 185.00 E

CD

CARE AND PROTECTION
CD jewel cases:
standard 5in, complete, pack of 10 £6.50 E
maxi-single, slimline,
pack of 10 £6.50 E
slim double
pack of 5 £6.50 E Sin, clear
protective sleeves,
pack of 30 £6.50
BIB CD Cleaner: battery unit £ 15.00 11
Densen DeMagic: de-mag CD
£10.00 E
Chesky Ultimate Dem CD:
subjective test CD £13.00 E
XLO Reference: phase/balance tests and
system demagnetising CD
£25.00 E
Ringmat Statmat MkII: improved CD
overlay for better sound £20.00 E
Musical Fidelity X-series: X- 10D CD
player/DAC/amp buffer stage £ 120.00 E
X-CAN valve headphone amp £ 130.00 E

VALVES AND ACCESSORIES

Sovtek valves:
300B triode £90.00
6N7GT £6.00 E
KT88 (new) £35.00
6550WE £25.00 E
EL34WXT £12.00
6L6WXT (
new) £ 12.00
EF86 £ 12.00 El
5881(KT66) £8.00 J
EL84M £ 12.00 El
EL84 £6.00 _
EC C81/12AT7 (Yugo)
£6.00
ECC82/12AU7 (Yugo)
£6.00 ECC83/12AX7WA/7025 £6.00 1
ECC88/6DJ8WA/6922 £ 10.00
Pearl valve coolers: output tubes £. 00 J
pre-amp tubes £7.001E
GK Audio Labs: small signal tube checker
please call for information!

BOOKS AND PC SOFTWARE

Acoustical Engineering by Harry F Olsen.
The classic title (h-bk) £40.00 E
High Performance Audio Ampleers by
Ben Duncan b-bk)
(
£40.00 II
GEC Amplifier Design, tube amp designs
from GEC UK (s-bk) £20.00 -1
1
Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design &
Construction by Wagner (s-bk) £ 17.00 _1
Loudspeaker Design Cookbook by Vance
Dickason. (s-bk)
£25.00 E
Complete Guide To High End Audio
Bob Harley (s-bk)
£25.00 E
(signed h-bk) £45.00 E
Home Theatre For Everyone
by Bob Harley (s-bk) £ 18.00
Audio Anthology 1947-61 Articles from
Audio Engineering; six vols (s-bk). Special
price £80.00 per set El each £ 17.00 O
Audio Glossary JGordon Holt £ 10.00 E
Valve Amplifiers Morgan Jones £25.00 E
Power Amp Projects Domestic and In-Car
Designs. Audio Amateur £20.00 E
Beginners Guide to Tube Audio design
by Bruce Rosenblit (s-bk) £25.00 E
Audio Power Amplifier Design
Handbook by Douglas Self (s-bk) £25.00 II
Principles Of Electron Tubes by Herbert J
Reich (s-bk)
£30.00 E
Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design
Cookbook by Roger Sander £25.00 E
High Performance Loudspeakers by
Martin Colloms. Fifth Edition
(s-bk) £32.00 E (
b-bk) £50.00
Audio! Audio! by Jonathan Hill
£12.50 E
Radiotron Handbook CD ROM £40.00 ill
Audio Amateur Loudspeaker Projects
25 complete projects (s-bk) £18.00 E
Audio & HiFi Handbook by Ian R
Sinclair. Second Edition (s-bk)
DOM E
Electronic Classics: Collecting,
Restoration and Repair, Andrew
Emmerson
£20.00 E

HOTLINE NUMBER:

+44 ( 0) 1234 741152
Bass Box 5.1 low frequency enclosure
design (Windows 3.1+) £ 125.00 II
Bullock on Boxes vented box systems, by
Robert M Bullock (s-bk)
£10.00 El
The Coupled Cavity Handbook low
frequency design, D Purton (s-bk) £5.00 E
Modern Recording Techniques by Huber
& Runstein (s-bk)
£22.50 II
Speaker Builders Loudspeaker Projects
No 1 19 designs (s-bk) £7.00 E
Studio Monitoring Designs by Philips
Newell (h-bk)
£50.00 E
The Williamson Amp/fier DTN
Williamson's design classic (s-bk) £5.00 E
Radio Designers Handbook, '
Classic
Edition', F Langford-Smith £35.00 E
The LP is Back! Audio Amateur
compilation of 35 articles
£8.00 E
Audio Electronics,
JLinsley Hood (2nd edition) £25.00 E
The Art of Linear Electronics,
JLinsley Hood (2nd edition) £25.00 O
The Life and Times of AD Blumlein by
Russell Burns (hard-back) £60.00 O
The Life and Works of Alan Dower
Blumlein by Robert Charles Alexander
(hard-back)
£30.00 E

CATALOGUES

Accessories Club
full review catalogue E
Book, technical CD and software
catalogue E Audiophile LPs/CDs E

BEN DUNCAN'S PURE SERIES

Radex Radio Exterminator Earth Lead:
Standard gauge, £5.00 per metre E
Heavy gauge, £6.50 per metre E
Radio Exterminator Earthing Rod:
Starter kit: one spike section; one terminal
section; 48in total
£45.00 II
Extension kit: two 24in sections £40.00 E
Smooth Cooler fan controller kit: PCB,
parts and case plus DIY article/builder's
notes £50.00 E ready built £75.00 El
PHONES 01 Headphone Amplifier:
Kit of parts
£218.00 E
Built unit
£295.00 CI
Pure Cycle Turntable Power Supply:
Kit of parts
£330.00 II
Built unit
£399.00
Pure Transfer Digital Interlink:
please apply for details £TBA
Pure Power Mains Conditioner:
Nominal Mains/Mains 500VA £315.00. CI
1000VA £450.00. II
Adjustable Output Volts
500VA £400.00. ID
1000VA £530.00. E
International Step-up/Down
500VA £365.00. E
1000VA £500.00. E
International Adjustable Output
500VA £445.00. E
1000VA £580.00. O
Pure Henry RF Inductor:
per pair £60.00 E per two-pair £ 110.00 El
Earth Henry: RF earth choke.
Built £50.00 CI
Self build kit £38.00 CI
RCD installed type
£65.00 E
RCD 2x 13A socket type £55.00 E
Audio Quality Mains Supply booklet
£20.00 E

BEN DUNCAN'S SUPER SPUR

• Warning! Safety is the responsibility of the
purchaser. All mains power supply installations
must comply with all relevant regulations
Super Spur Distribution Boxes:
6-way £ 198.00 E 2-way £99.00
Lightning protector:
For use with Super Spur £99.00 E
Full installation components listing
will be sent on request (please tick)

THIS MONTH'S
FEATURED ITEMS
Special prices apply to some items this
month: see box on adjacent page
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READER SERVICES

MIDSUMMER MADNESS!
FOR ONE MONTH only, we are
offering selected items in our ranges
of accessories either at adiscount or
at special prices. These items are
available at reduced prices until the
end of July — or, for readers placing
orders from outside the EEC, until the
end of August — and are limited to
existing stocks.
We are offering 25% off list- prices on:
• all Sovtek valves
• all CD jewel cases

T IsrR E -( ) It I
t
-•••
•

July Special Offers comprise:
• LP Store + Free LP Dividers £70.00
(regular price £82.00 )
• CD Store ( 160CD) + Free CD
dividers £99.00 ( regular price
£101.00)
• CD Store ( Base) + Free CDdividers
£99.00 ( regular price £ 101.00)
• HFN025 Test LP + Decca MK3
Brush £ 25.00 ( regular price
£28.00)
• HFN025 Test LP + Shure Stylus
Gauge £ 30.00 ( regular price
£35.00)
• Mini vacuum cleaner £5.75
• Rockbase CD Database VI £5.00
(Version 2 £40.00)
• Densen D Magic CD £5.00 (was
£10.00)
When placing an order, please make
reference to July sale prices.

The CD Service can
normally supply all
titles reviewed in the
magazine.
The price code for each record
will be found at the foot of the
review. List the discs you require,
with the format and price as indicated,
then add 50p per disc for post and packing, up to amaximum
of £ 1.50 for three or more discs. Unless listed here as special
price, sets are priced at the appropriate multiple of the single
CD figure. LPs/Musicassettes can also be supplied for titles
where this format is available. Telephone + 44 ( 0) 1234
741152 for details and prices. The CD Service will also supply
supply any back- catalogue item still currently listed.
PRICE CATEGORIES
• FULL PRICE: £ 12.95 each
• MID PRICE: £7.99 each
A
O

BUDGET PRICE: £4.99 each
SPECIAL PRICE : as listed below

SPECIAL PRICE ITEMS
Jazz — Eugene Chadbourne, Steve Cohn £9.99;
Sam Simon + Makim Circe £ 2.95
Reissue Roundup — Live At Praxis '84 £ 12.99
Rock/pop — David Johansen £ 14.95
Soundtracks — Hanging Up, The Whole Nine Yards,
Born Free £16.99, Adventures of Superman £21.45;
Superman: The Movie £18.99
Rock reissues — Chad and Jeremy, Andy Fraser £9.99;
Santana ( 2CD Collection) £14.25
Vinyl — Elvis Presley £27.50;
Carole King, John Mayal) w. Eric Clapton,
Led Zepplin, Willie Nelson, OST (Casino Royale),
Simon & Garfunkel £ 22.00;
Tangerine Dream ( Zeit) £ 18.99; all others £20.00
Finale — Eva Cassidy CDs £ 12.99 each

HFN/RR Test LP: cheaper with
Decca Brush or Stylus Gauge;
Sovtek valves 25% off;
the invaluable Mini Vac

ACCESSORIES CLUB I& CD SE'ICE ORDER FORM
Compact discs, LPs and Musicassettes. Please supply
the following items:

Name
Address

Postcode

Catalogue number & title

CD/LP/MC

£ price

Tel

ICheque/postal order/draft enclosed for £
(pounds sterling). Payable to:
HFN/RR Accessories Club & CD Service
Please charge my Mastercard/Visa/Diners/Amex/JCB/Switch•
Card Number •
deJete as appropriate
+postage and packing (see text): £
Expiry Date

Issue Number

Signature

To order by post: send completed order Form (tear-out sheets or
photocopy) to: HFN/RR Accessories Club 8i CD Service, PO Box 200,
Bedford MK40 1YH, United Kingdom; or Fax: +44 (
0) 1234 742028.
Orders are also accepted by telephone: +44 (0) 1234 741152; and by
e-mail: hi-Finewsaccessoriesclub@britishaudio.ca.uk
Accessories Club web site address: www.britishaudio.co.uk

Total price: £
UK Sales: all prices include VAT. Accessories Club prices include delivery;
CD Service prices are subject to delivery charges (see CD Service text).
Export Sales: export soles are very welcome. Where applicable they will be
VAT (Sales Tax) free, but will be subject to additional shipping at cost.
Please contact for quotation. Delivery subject to availability. E & 0E.

SPECIAL OFF •

TEST RECORD
All you need to get the best out of your
turntable, arm arid cartridge

THE

1
11TiNEWS
TEST RECORD

Oc

nly abold audiophile would dare to
all himself 'The Cart-idge Man',
but Len Gregory has as much right
to the name as any. He's known for keeping
cartridges working well into the Age of CD,
he's apeerless rebuild maven and his
Favourite cartridges are Deccas and
Grados. . which kinda says it all. So we're
talking terminal cartridge nut, and his
reputation precedes him. All of which kept us
from slamming the phone down when he
suggested that we collaborate on atest LP.
His call was timely. Len wanted apartner
to help prepare, press and market the first
new Test Record in adecade- plus. He had
customers clamouring for them, and we
knew thct there was areal demand, judging
by the wants lists' sent to the Accessories
Club. Alongside adecent stylus balance
(we're working on it...), acomprehensive test
LP is tbe most requested audio tool one can
name. So, purely by coincidence, we fell into
each other's company. Now we're proud to
announce what might be the world's final
IORDER FORM
Iplease send me

test LP, the Hi-fi News Test Record Test
Record for amere £ 14.95.
It's adoozie: detailed notes, aset-up
'bibie' courtesy of John Crabbe, locked
grooves between tests, pristine virgin vinyl
pressings and — best of all — audible and
visible clues rather than aneed for test gear.
Side One contains nine tracks for L/R
chanrel identificat'on, phase, channel
balance (- 20dB pink noise L+R), the saine
again for left channel only and right channel
only and four different tracks for seiting bias,
increasing in 2dB steps. All these tests
require are your ears, but the instructions
will guide you through every step.
Side Two features seven tracks which
cover tracking ab,lity, cartridge/arm
resonance and cartridge alignment. Tracking
ability is assessed through three sections all
using a300Hz signal ( L+R, + 15dB). The
three tracks are positioned as the first,
middle and last trccks so you can gauge
performance across the whole arc of travel.
Or line of travel, if you're the lucky owner of

copies of TEST LP HFN001

atangential arm...) The two cartridge/arm
resonance tests consist of test sweeps with
pilot tones, and you'll actually see the arm
misbehaving if there's any horrible mismatch
in your set-up. The cartridge alignment test
allows you to adjust the azimuth for
minimum output, through a300Hz vertical LRsignal at + 6dB. Lastly, there's atrack to
show residual noise, consisting of
unmodulated grooves And this one will
prove to be areal party trick if you use an
idler- drive deck and none of your friends are
willing to believe it's aQuiet runner...
We can't tell you how pleased we are to
be offering the Last Vinyl Refuge. Forget your
worn copies of HFS75, those test LPs you're
too scared to take out of their sleeves, even
though you know you need to run aset-up
check. Now you can have ofresh test record
to ensure that your analogue front end is
working at its best. The good news? We're
going to keep the Hi-fi News Test Record ' in
print' for as long as there's ademand.
Enjoy!

Ken Kessler

—1Ienclose Cheque/PO/MO'

J Iwish to pay by Access/Visa/Amex'

I
at £ 14.95 each.
enclose remittance of £

My Card number is

INAME (CAPS)

Expiry date

IADDRESS

Please send orders to: HFN/RR Accessories Club, PO Box 200, Bedford,
MK40 1YH. Cheques should be made payable to HFN/RR Accessories

a
a
Postcode

11 1111 1111111
Signature

Club. Delivery subject to availability.
Accessories Club Hotline (01234) 741152.
Non UK sales VAT FREE but where applicable subject to additional carriage
charges. Photocopies of this form are acceptable. E&OE.
•Please delete as necessary
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NORTHERN IRELAND

Hearing is Believing

HS. W

CLON
30

Auclsolate
Castle

of Excellence

years

TURNTABLES - AVID, Clearaudio, Michell, Nottingham Analogue.
Roksan. SME, Pl. Wilson Benesch
TONEARMS/CARTRIDGES - Rega, SME, Wilson Benesch,
Non Analogue. VPI. Lyra. Grado. Roksan, Clearaudio. Goldring, Koetsu
DIGITAL PRODUCTS - Rotel, Maiantz. Harman Kardon. Helios. Trichord,
Roksan. Audnomeca. Musical Fidelity. Copeland, Krell, YEA. Meracus,
DAC.
AMPLIFICATION - Rotel, Marantz. Harman Kardon. Audio Analogue.
Musical Fidelity, LED, Roksan, Meracus. YEA. Copeland. Krell, Gryphon,
Arcam, Siemel. Valve amps from Audion, Unison Research. Graaf.
Audio Research. Arion.
LOUDSPEAKERS - Audio Physics, Triangle, Jamo.
System Audio. JUL. Roark, Wilson Benesch. Sonus Faber. Cadence,
Martin Logan. Tannoy, Living Voice, Klipsch, Mission. Eltax.
HOME CINEMA - Ratel. Harman Cordon, Krell, Denon, Yamaha, Roksar
Maranta, Davis. Sony. Mission. JBL, Triangle, Roark, Jamo.
CABLES/ACCESSORIES - Flatline, Yamamura, Frameworks, Partington
Base, Precious Metals. ICI, Nordost. LAT. Optimum. Custom Design,
Stands Unique. Leider.
7SCOTCH STREET CENTRE. DUNGANNON
BT70 1AR N. IRELAND.
TEL 01868 753606 FAX 753006
E-mail. Oavid@KronosHi-Fi.demon.co.uk
Web Site. http://www.KronosHi-Fi.demon.co.uk

A rcarn

Tc Woe

55 Main Street, Blackrock, Dublin.
Tel: ( 01) 2889449/2888477
Open: Tues -Sat 10 am to 6 pm. Thur -Fri 10 am to 9pm

Sony
Haim

New Shop Now Open at 19F High Street. Omaha
Tel: 01662 259966

CHESHIRE

Credit (Including Interest Free) Available

DEVON

DOUG BRADY HI-FI

CORNWALL

Kingsway Studios, Kingsway North
Warrington, WA1 3NU
Tel: (01925) 828009
Fax: (01925) 825773

Academy Sound
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CHANTEY AUDIO SALE

New

THE BEST' NAMES IN HI- FI

(
Ex Dam) ...5:2,600....£1,950

Audio Resecarais 159 pre amp ( remote)

(
Ex Dam) ...£1,995....£1,595

Audion Premier pre valve ( inc phono)

(
Ex Dern) ,500....£995

.

GREATER LONDON

£ 1,400.0395
£400 £299
£ 1,750....£875
C1,150....050

.NB. All Ex Dern items are as new, unmarked, and booed and include the
Full manufactures guarantee! Offering aminium of 2years and up In 5
years, depending upon Me product.

f

TDL • Mission • Copland •
•Audio Research • Sonus Faber • etc... etc ... etc

Mail Order Available • ,*********,

Friendly service and advice in relaxed surroundings.

A UDIO COUNSEL

A UDIO COUNSEL

12-14 Shaw Road,

14 Stockport Road,

OLDHAM

CHEADLE
I

(S/H)

B8W Marna 805 speakers (v.g condition) ..(S/H) .

•Ruark • Bang & Olufsen •

Unit 3Bosleake, Pool, Cornwall. TR15 3YG Telephone 01209 716236

Ex Dem)...£1,350....£995

Audio Research LS7 rake pre amp

Rega • Quad • Arcam • Epos

0161 633 2602

Epos ES22 speakers

Chorro Syntar 100 tower speakers

•Naim Audio • Audiolab •

Now

Pink Triangle Literal CD player current spec

Jarro Concert 8speakers ( mint condition)

Fisher

Office Hours 10am - 6:30pm

Sono Faber, Sarno linc Concert Series), Epos, Myrycd, Creek, C.R.D.L.,
SM.E., Rai Rold, Denon, Rose, Homan Radon, 0.T.Preducts.

GREATER MANCHESTER

Also Rebuilds for QUAD II
Lowther etc.

Home Cinema

Krell, Theta, Ccpeland, Mendion, Audio Research, Auden, Pink à,
DAM, RAW speakers inc Nautikn 800 Series, Wilson Audio, Moths Logan,

'SIMPLY

Sockets

"No ordinary Hi Fi Dealer"
A fresh approach to the World of Specialist Hi Fi

Ce
VIA A

o

Rear Panel Conversion with Gold Phono

First- Time Buyer to High End Enthusiasts.
EASY ACCESS

INTEREST FREE FINANCE

FREE PARKING

16-18A Eldon Street, Tuxford, Nr, Newark, Notts NG22 OLH
Telephone 101777) 870372 Facsimile 1017771 870437

0161 428 7887

Open Tues.— Sat. 10-5.30 ( 8.00 Thursdays)

Okl>H<V5 AVDI
raw
t ers or:

SURREY

ea
Acoustic Precision • Acoustic Signature • Audio Analogue
Audioment • Audio Synthesis • Art Audio • Audio Physic • BIT • Boulder • Burmeste•
(abasse • Canary Audio • Conrad Johnson • Croft • Doli • Davis Proiectors • Denon
Dia son • DPA • EA.R • flectrocompaniet • Forsell • Fudisu Plosma Screens
nlobe • Groat • Horman-kordon • Helios • Horning • Infinity • JEIL • Klipsch
Living Voice • Lowther Vote • Lyre • Magnum • Musical Fidelity • NAD • Oracle
Orlo co • Pathos Acoustics • Philips Projectors • Pink Triangle • Pioneer • Rond
Roca • Sam • Sumico • Tact Audio • lea( • ma mans • Thule Audio • lownshend Audio
Triangle • Inched Research • Totem • Unison Reseorch • Van • VPI • XII
Yamomura Churchill and others
(all for IN of part exchange bargain,

Deroureue, ewer, • Susie
" 5mins from 127 of the M6

j2.17c.4_7
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indecently good hi-fi

‘re

us WELCOME 5

Stockists of: ARCAM • DENSEN • EPOS • LINN • 1.0E WE
•MICROMEGA • NAM AUDIO • NEAT • REGA • ROTEL
•ROYD • SHAIIINIAN • TEAC • YAMAHA & MORE

}

JULY 2000

9High Strum, Hampton Wick, King,
upon Thames.
Sarre.. KT I4DA Tel: 020 8943 3530
Open Tue. - Fri 10.300m - 7.00pen/Sat 100m - 6945m

'hill': audio think...

Auditorium
1

so

specialist guide
LONDON

dee O'Brien Hi-Fidel

Est. 1986
•AKG • ARCAM • AUDIOGRAM • ARCAYDIS • AUDIO RESEARCH • AUDIO TECHNICA • BEYER • CABLETALK
• CHORD CABLES • CREEK • DENON • DENSEN • JADIS • JECKLIN • MICHELL • MUSICAL FIDELITY • NAD
•NAIM • OPERA • PROJECT • OED • ROGERS • ROYD • SENNHEISER • SILTECH CABLES • SME • SONNETEER
•SONUS FABER • SUGDEN • TEAC • THORENS • TOTEM • TRANSPARENT CABLES • UNISON RESEARCH • VIENNA • WILSON

st tilt

1`. st Ind I

4111.111111111111111111111111111111

Clearance / Second Hand / Ex Dem Equipment • Details on request

I UPI I( Si,

0% Instant Finance Available

Written details on request
Demonstration Room • Free car parking • Major Credit Cards • Personal Export • Mail Order • Installation Service
•Repair facilities • 5mins walk Raynes Park BR • 20 mins Waterloo • 5mins from A3 ( Raynes Park B292 exit) • 25 mins M25 Junc 10

60 Durham Rd, West Wimbledon, London SW20 OTW
Open 9.30-5.30 TuesSat
Fax: 020 8946 0331
E-mail: obrienhi-fi@iname.com

Tel: 020 8946 1528

ni

/

de
l

INSTANT 0%
FINANCE
AVAILABLE
SERVING LONDON
FROM BATTERSEA

ORANGES
& LEMONS
Juicy fruit from London's
freshest hi-fi/home cinema retailer.
Telephone demonstrations or just pop
in. All the usual, i.e. friendly and
efficient service, free home installation
+ credit cards.
THE INNOVATIVE AUDIO/VISUAL
HI-FI RETAILER
ARCAM, CABLETALK, CASTLE, CHORD CO.
DENON, EPOS, LINN, MARANTZ, NAD, NAIM,
NAKAMICHI, REGA, ROKSAN, ROTEL, ROYD,
RUARIÇ SOUNDSTYLE, STANDS UNIQUE,
YAMAHA

SOUTH EAST LONDON

AUDIOJOY Co.
Now On Dem. As a complete system:-

Front End Problems?
then contact

"The Cartridge Man !,
It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg

New Michell Delphini Phono Stage, Alectos and Orca.
P3 P7 Harbeth Speakers.
Clearaudio, Graham Toneamv, Transfiguration Cartridge
Trichord Research Transport/Dac.

For an audition telephone 020 8363 4963
Enfield, North London

to get the best — listen to my Koetsu-and-Deccaeater. Also agents for Croft, Moth, Hadcock,
E.A.R. and others.

YORKSHIRE

'CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS GAUGES
NOW AVAILABLE'
plus cartridge retipping service
Web Site: listen.(o/thecartridgeman

020 8688 6565

PROBABLY THE BEST SELECTION
OF QUALITY HI-FI ON
THE EAST COAST'

studio

Our sixth succulent year

ZEN AUDIO

020 7924 2040

35 GEORGE STREET HULL

www.orangesandlemonshifi.com

TEL: 01482 587397

61 / 63 WEBBS ROAD, SW11
ACOUSTIC ENERGY ARCAM AURA

NORFOLK

BANG 8 OLUFSEN CYRUS EPOS KEF
MERIDIAN MISSION NAD NAIM AUDIO
NAKAMICHI QUAD REGA ROYD
SONUS FABER YAMAHA

The Old School
School Road, Bracon Ash
Near Norwich, Norfolk
•

BADA BONDED DEALER

Tel: ( 01508) 570829

Basically Sound of Norfolk

81 FAIRFAX ROAD SWISS COTTAGE LONDON NW6 4DY I
TEL 020 7624 8855
FAX 020 7624 5315

Arcam, Audio Alchemy, Naim, Denon,
Creek, Epos, AudioLab, U.K.D., Heybrook, Rotel,
Soundstyle, Micromega, Royd, Chord Co, Cable Talk,
Opera Loudspeakers, T.D.L. Reference, Stax, Teac,
Unison Research and others
SUFFOLK
atc
audio physic

harbeth
lyra
michell
nordost
nva
royd
sumiko
Sugden
totem

si• nais

131\ I ) 1\
•soolp.0

enq@signals.uk.com
signals.uk.com

email
w w w

and more

motile ham

heath ipswich IP5 3t.IA
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ACOUSTIC SISO. .....

AV I
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e

Phone/Fax LEEDS (0113) 2528850
E- Mail: info@audioreflections.co.uk

•TV & VIDEO

THE HI-FI

•MULTI-ROOM

STUDIOS

hi-fi for grown-ups
o 1473 622866
4 73 63 1588
fax o1

veit

au.

•HOME CINEMA

trichord

I10

Choose from the
finest
•HI-FI

chord company
densen

SOUTH COAST

el,.br.tmq
For friend's advice or to arrange sour demonstration of some ,
the World .); finest audio equipment contact JOHN BLEAKI.E1
on LEEDS ( 01131 152 8850 ( evening calls welcome). Generot,
pan exchange allowance always available.
Agencies include ATC • AVI • Bryston • Charlo • Chord
•Nordast • Primare Systems • REI.• Spendor • Wilson Benesch
•The Professional Monitor Co • Wadia and tuile '
Pot

EASTBOURNE GREEN ST 01323 731336
BRIGHTON 69 LONDON RD 01273 609431
PORTSMOUTH 29 LONDON RD 01705 663604
CLOSED MONDAYS

Musical Fidelity, TAG McLaren. Electrocompaniet. ProAc, Ruark, Castle, TEAC, Unison
Research, T & A, Impulse Horns, Monitor Audio. Harbeth, Alchemist. Michell Turntables,
Nottingham Analogue Studios. Blueprint. Audio Analogue, Exposure. Living Voice, Densen,
Celestion (ASeries only). Opera, Audio Physic, Trichord Research, Nordost. Stands Unique,
Stax Electrostatics, Ortof on, Goldhng, Yamaha AV, Proceed Digital Cinema Demonstrations.
Listening Room Demonstrations, Home Trial. Free Delivery and Installation.
2years guarantee, Access, Visa, Finance available.
TEL: DONCASTER 01302 781387 OR 391193
10am-8pm TueFri, 10am-6pm Sat, Closed Monday
JULY 2000

BADA 8CED1A
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ow.tetee;

Stockists of Audio Synthesis, Mirage. Chord Company. Clas ,,
Cable Talk, EAD, Exposure, (ora , Harbeth, Myryad, D.P.A
°retie, Trichord, Sonic Link, OreIle, Stands Unique.
XTC 8many Others.

PREMIER AUDIO

W ould

ep
you like to hear more«)
•

BRIGHTON'S LEADING HI-FI SHOP

copt.d.,c2esee.
PROJ ECTS

Demonstration Facilities. Home Demonstrations & Free Instal
By Appointment Tel: Wakefield (01924) 255045 r
Serving the Yorkshire Area

NEADINOLIEV

0 11

LANE

LIEEOS

2 3 0

3

L9,,

Cyrus, Roksan. Micromega, Audionote, Audiolab. Rega.
Arcam, Exposure, Aura. Epos Thiel. Roark, Ratel. ATC.
Marantz and other line equipment

ION

4 5 6 5

66 Upper North Street, Brighton
Telephone 01273 775978

WEST MIDLANDS
Maelaren...

152a High Street, ( Sharing ASDA Car Park) Blosnieh, Walsall,

Tear...Mission...StafidS Unique..
and much, much more.

OA.

01922 493499
E

QUALITY Hi-fi for the midlands
3Hi - Fi Studios Home Trials Home Cinema Theatre

0121 321 2445

EARE

In House Service Deportment Mail order available
Interest Free Credit availabl

and NOW AT 111 The Parade, Sutton Coldfleld, Birmingham

lee Selected Merits. lukject in 20% deposn Written clouds on request)

THE AUDIO SPECIALISTS

(at ‘
i

IL/NI ),,N.

Our extensive range of products Mcludes the very finest hi- ti and home cinema from Arcam, Audioyest,
Audio Research, B&W, Castle, Celestion, Chord, Cyrus, Denon, DPA, Dynaudio, Jamo, KEF, Krell, Marantz, Martin Logan,
Meridian, Michell, Mission, Monitor Audio, Musical Fidelity, Panasonic, Pioneer, Polk, Pro-Ac, Project, Quad, REL, Rotel,
Ruark, Sennheiser, SME, Sonus Faber, Tag MacLaren, Tannoy, TEAC, Technics, Theta, Thorens, Yamaha and Wharfedale.
A wide range of classic CDs is available at our Birmingham branch.
Open

N EREST FREE CREDIT ON SELECTED ITEMS
APR 0% Written details on request.
Licensed Credit Broker.
viSA • ACCESS • SWITCH • AMEX • DINERS

Tuesday to Saturday 10.00 - 5.30, late night (not Stourbridge) Thursday till 7.00

CEDIA

363 HAGLEY ROAD,

93-95 HOBSMOAT ROAD,

9MARKET STREET,

NEW BRANCH NOW OPEN

EDGBASTON,

SOLIHULL,

STOURBRIDGE,

10 BOLDMERE ROAD, SUTTON COLDFIELD,

BIRMINGHAM B17 8DL

WEST MIDLANDS B92 8JL

WEST MIDLANDS DY8 lAB

WEST MIDLANDS, 873 5TD

TEL: 0121 429 28'1 FAX: 0121 434 3298

TEL: 0121-742 0254 FAX: 0121-742 3471

TEL: 01384 444184 FAX: 01384 444968

TEL:0121 354 2311, FAX:0121 354 1933

WALES

SLATE AUDIO
Take

away

vibration &

unwanted

frequercy

Quarry House
Windsor Road
Adamsdown
out

of

your

system speakers with natural slate bases & isolalioi platforms.
To give better clarity & tighter bass cut to any size holes for
spikes ect. Olive green also in stock.

Cardiff
CF24 2FY
Tel: 07769 658274
(24 hour)
Fax: 02920 470616

ALSO SPECIALISTS IN:
•Slate/marble speaker cabinets • Turntable bases'cases
•Speaker/Hifi stands. Made to any design.
Nationwide delivery. Send f1.00 for samples.

Due to demand prices are now
lower. Stock sizes from £60.

TO ADVERTISE IN
THIS SECTION
PLEASE CONTACT
DAVE WALSH
TEL: 020 8686 2599
EXT 318

Don't forget the Hi Fi Show
21st - 24th September 2000
The Novotel London West Motel Hammersmith
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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reader sales and wants
FOR SALE - PRIVATE
Mark Levinson ML 333 power amp, 300W
class A, dual-monoblock, fully-balanced, awardwinning power and refinement, immaculate,
boxed, full documentation £6000 (originally
£9500), Tel: 020 7706 8838 [GOAB]
Audio Alchemy DAC DDEV + PSU 3 also
DTIV 20 jitter buster and PSU 3and XL0 4.1
cable £500 the lot boxed call Mark anytime on
0208 429 3664 or 07887 720860 [G0406]
Mark Levinson 332 power amp, 200W class A,
dual-monoblock, fully-balanced, award-winning
power and refinement, immaculate, boxed, full
documentation £3995 (originally £6500), Tel:
020 7706 8838 [GOAB]
Exposure XXV R/C integrated amp, two years
old, careful use therefore excellent condition,
selling due to upgrade £625 ono, Tel: 01892
750449 day or evening.[G0402]
Mordaunt Short Performance 860 reference
speakers, 5-star reviews, excellent condition
£995, Tel: 01869 878249 [G0412]
Quad ESL-63, excellent condition, boxed with
manuals, brown, can demonstrate, ( 3500)
£1150, REL Strata II subwoofer, excellent condition, black, boxed with manuals (£500) £270,
SoundStyle five-tier equipment support,
grey/glass, stunning as new bargain (£300)
£130, Tel: Nick 0147 3273810 [G0415
Muse power amp, model 160, 160 wpc stereo,
as new £ 1350, Hales speakers Concept Two
large floorstanding speaker. mahogany £ 1500,
Tel: 0121 449 3803. [G0420]
Micromega Stage 2CD player, new laser fitted,
boxed etc. £ 190, Cambridge Audio Dacmagic 2
DAC £89, Kenwood KAV3700 Dolby surround amplifier £85, NAD 5540 CD player £65,
Tel: 01484 846253. [G0426]
Nakamichi 700 ZXL cassette deck, auto-calibrate, Dolby B & C, the ultimate record playback machine, mint condition £650, Syrinx PU3
pickup arm, mint condition £ 150, Tel: 0176777
677634. [G0427]
Mans Acoustics 4-tier amplifier stand with
Soundstage,
good
condition,
email:
idbrunt@lineone.net or Tel: 01738 444719
[G0428]
Art Audio valve amp, very nice ex condition
£600, Cardas interconnects 3x10 metre £85
each, 1.5 metre £ 125, 5metre £42, all ex condition ES() mains conditioner, excellent condition
£125, Tel: 0171 435 0178 [G0430]
Kinergetics Bass system SW800 ( Stereophile
class twin A) twin bass units active crossover,
300 watt monoblock amplification, all in excellent condition - unique opportunity! - £ 1495
ono, buyer collects, Tel: 01492 580201 [G0435]
Wanted Decca Deccola system, Tannoy
Canterbury, York speakers, Garrad 301 Quad II22, Tannoy black/silver/red speaker units,
Ortofon arms/cartridges, e-mail: Bkoo52hotmail.com or Tel: 020 8337 8146 or 0780 847
3820. [G0459]
Audiolab 8000 DAC £350 (£900), Arcam Delta
Transport and Black Box 50 DAC £550 (£ 1280),
Castle Howard S2 oak £750 ono, Nordost
Flatline gold bi-wired 2x2m £35, Tel: 01202
381413 [G0462]
Arcam Alpha 9CD player, boxed, as new, Quad
405 II + 34 modified by Avondale Audio £250,
Musical Fidelity X- LP as new £80, Tel: 020
8994 8840 [G0475]
112

Mark Levinson 23.5 power amp, as new condition, only £3000 (list £7700), Accuphase P102
power amp, mint condition £2000 ( list £4500),
Meridian 206B CD player £325 and Quad ELS63 loudspeakers and stands £ 1700, all items are
boxed, also available Audioquest Quartz and
Indigo cables Tel: 01484
Pair of Quad 303s £85 each, Quad 303 with
additional input card £90, all with original boxes
and manuals, all in excellent condition will sell
separately, Tel: 07771 973955 [G04471
Castle Harlech speakers, mahogany, good condition, boxed £475 ono, Opituim 200 five-tier
hi-fi stand, mint condition £ 185 ono, Tel: 0797
036128 day/01827 288444 will deliver. [G0446]
Musical Fidelity A2 amplifier £275, Musical
Fidelity A2 CD £275, Audio CD £550, Rotel
RQ970BX phono stage £60, KEF RDM2 speakers £350, all perfect condition, wanted Musical
Fidelity E624 CD Tel: Andrew 07967 646089
[G0445]
Wilson Benesch WB turntable, ACT2 arm,
Tripitch carbon-fibre stand ( 3600) £ 1500, DPA
PDM1 Mk II DAC (600) £ 130, Leak TL12+
(pair) require some work £ 1700, Tel: 0181 672
4319 [G0444]
Exposure XXI remote pre-amp, current model,
2yrs mint as new condition, boxed, full demo
given £550 ono gloso new), Tel: 0131 538
9073 [G0443]
RMS Revelation Series 11 loudspeakers by Les
Wolstenholme, Avondale Audio 3-way external
crossover cable included, new £2095, can deliver £650, Philips DCC 730 £40, Mission DAD 5
CD £85, Tel: 01803 883452 [G0441]
Aragon 4004 amplifier, 200 watts into 8ohms,
400 watts into 4 ohms, Krell's D'Agostino
design and as recommend by Ken Kessler. Will
drive large inefficient speakers with ease,
unfatiging, natural and three-dimensional sound,
reluctant sale, best offer secures, Tel: 0141 945
1993.[G0470]
Revox B-200 Series Gold cassette tape deck
B215-S, B260- SFM tuner and B250- Samplifier £ 1475, Tel: 0121 243 1830 or 07958 481087.
[GOBE]
Trio Lol A integrated amplifier, 160 rms per
channel, separate massive original power supply
(19.5 kg), tight dynamic, musical, stunning
high-current delivery £250, Tel: 0208 882 7278
[G04711
Michell Gyro, black and brass, acrylic/vinyl
platter, Breuer 8ATC0C7, jaw dropping dynamics, highly detailed yet smooth, excellent condition, full demonstration possible £900, Tel: 0208
882 7278 [G0471]
Krell FPB200 amp, excellent condition £4250
ono, XLO Signature 4ft speaker cable £450 ono,
Tel: Marc 01708 471727 [ G04721
Garrard 301, no 69836, history SME 3009
Series 2, Ortofon VM53 Mk 2in cabinet £350,
buyer collects Tel: 01708 4406369 [G0473]
Townshend Audio Seismic Sink Stand ( Mod
1.3 tier), VersaLabs Red Rollers, Onair Supports
Systems Airpods Hs, QED Genesis speaker
cables ( 1.5 metre pr) CAD cables - Anacreon:
Silurian; Czar, email:barig@sbx.com Tel: 00352
021285621 [G0474]
Linn Intek amplifier, Monitor Audio MA14
loudspeakers, Arcam Delta 70.2 CD, Denon TU260L tuner, Sony TC-K520 cassette, dual speaker cabling and FM aerial, excellent condition
£500 (originally £ 1500) Tel: 023 8027 3860
[G0485]

Marantz CD14 £ 1100, Audiolab 8000T £495,
Bryston BP20 pre-amp £850, Bryston 4BST
power amp £ 1200, Epos ES12 speakers inc
stands £350, Target stands, low-level x2 £ 100,
all mint and boxed various vdH cables for sale,
Tel: 020 8741 5262 or 0956 136421 mobile
[G0487]
EAR 509 Mk Il power amplifier, valve
monoblocks, black/chrome mint condition,
superb sound £ 1350, Tel: 01745 331681/day
01745 336553 [G0476]
Quad ESL 57 speakers, bronze £575, 33/303
amplifier £ 135, FM3 tuner £ 75, Garrard
401/SME in plinth/cover with spare SME 3009
£230, Tel: 0121 622 2230 or emailgriffinaudio@fsbdial.co.uk [G0477]
McIntosh Integrated amp-preamp, current
equivalent model retails £3500, for quick negotiable sale at £ 1299 ovno, also brand new, never
used Revox A77, 2-track tape deck, boxed £225
ovrto + 2 Koss pro A headphones 25-each all
enquiries Tel: 01895 635251[G0478]
Pass Aleph 0 monoblocks, Stereophile class A
rated, mint boxed with , manuals £3500, also
Pass Aleph P pre-amp, mint box etc £ 1000,
Superb high-end sound and battleship build
quality, Tel: 020 7636 9464 (day) 01582 629556
eves. [G0479]
Sony 557 CD player, 38 lbs! Superb sound and
battleship construction, excellent condition, box
and manuals £350, Tel: 01582 629556 [G0479]
Wilson 5.1 WATT/Puppy speakers (piano black)
original wooden packaging £ 8500 cost, £ 1800,
Krell KPS 201 /LCD pre-amp player £6000 ono
boxed, Krel IKST - 100 amplifier mint £ 1495,
Krell KSP-(balanced) + PSU £ 1600 boxed,
Krell FPB 600 amplifier, boxed £ 7495, Jeff
Rowland Consummate + phono £3250, Wadia
850 CD player, boxed £3500, Sonus Fabers
(Alimati) speakers £9000, Tammy 15in monitor
golds in Tannoy cabs, near mint £900, Rogers
LS3/5A ( BBC) 15 ohms £350, Quad II valve,
mono ore £595, Krell Pam-7 preamp + PSU
£995, Tel: 020 7349 9675 / 0958 607613
[G04841
Focal drive units, Audiom 15VX £500, Audiom
7k2 £ 140, Tweeters IC 120TDX £60, Networks
£70, cab for above units complete with damping
INT volume 123L and 19L £200, Tel: 020 8531
5979 [G0480]
Spendor SP3/1 speakers, one slightly marked
hence £425, Jamo Concert 8speakers £790, AVI
2000 FM tuner £390, Meridian 201 pre-amp
£320, AVI 200OPP phono stage £75, Tel: 01892
536919 [G0481]
Creek OBH12 passive pre-amp, Creek A52SE
power amp cost £800 bargain £470, mint Neat
Critique speakers in cherry, cost £450, sell £ 180
ono, mint condition, Tel: Tom 0151 342 7448
[G0482]
Naim Hi-Cap £400, NAC -72 £350, S-Naxo 24 £400, SBLs latest drivers black £800, two
NAP250 amps £650 each, EAR 834P £380, contact Jon 01727 853002 [G0483]
Naim 72/90 pre/pwr £620 ono, 2x5.5m NACs
cable £30, Meridian 501 pre-amp, plus MSR
remote only £400, all boxed as new, Tel: 01425
655940 [G0486]
Audio Innovations P2 phono stage, heavily
upgraded, new caps, silver wire, etc £6000,
Lumley M120 valve monoblocks boxed £ 1150,
Michell Alecto monoblocks, new model, boxed
£1500, ATC excellent condition, Tel: 01844
347729 [G0499]
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reader sales and wants
Meridian 200 transport clock 3 £250 Sony
WMD6 Pro Walkman hardly used £ 160, Tel:
020 8841 4598 or 07970 620881 [G0491]
Stax Lambda Nova Signature Electrostatic
headphones SRM 3 Energiser, stunning sound,
mint condition cost £ 1000, sell £500, Tel. 01685
871753 [G0492]
Nordost Red Dawn 1metre SE £ 170, 1metre
balanced £ 190, both boxed, Moonglo 1metre
AES/EBU £90, boxed all excellent condition,
Marantz CD67SE CD player, excellent condition, little use, cost £350, sell for £ 100, Tel:
01948 666484. [G0493]
Quad 33/303 and FM3 tuner, excellent condition £250, Tel: 01299 896138 [G0494]
Naim Nat 01 tuner, good condition, all leads
£975 ono, Tel: 01273 845029 [G0495]
Naim CD 3.5, one month old plus interconnect
£700.00 Tel: 01745 352537 [G0497]
Rev« A77 four-track tape recorder with eight
10.5in and three 7in reel of tape, empty spools,
slicing kit, manual and perspex cover £250 ono,
please ring 023 80270615 [G0498]
KEF Reference Series model 105 series 11 £400,
Tel: 020 8325 5495 [G0502]
Rev« A77 4-track open-reel tape recorder
3.75/7.5 ips six 10.5in NAB tapes and A50
amplifier £350 ono, Technics tuner and KLH
speakers also on offer, Tel: 01772 683700
(Preston) [G0503]
Sirus D 200 amplifier with passive pre-amp,
200 watts/ch £2395 (3995) new first-class condition, Tel: 01797 253073 ( East Sussex)
[G0504]
Spendor SP9 loudspeakers, big elegant floorstanding, cherry veneer new 1997, high-efficiency and easy load, cost £3400 sell £ 1400, Tel: 020
8325 2585 [GOSP]
KEF Reference Series Model Four speakers,
serial no. 1466A and I466B, rosewood finish,
mint condition £2350, Tel: 01424 220 462
G0505]
Shahinian Hawks, 2 years old walnut finish,
excellent condition, boxed, can demonstrate,
call Andy 07776 218951[G0500]
Transparent Ultra Interconnect £400 1metre, 1
metre Cabletalk gold interconnect £ 150, 2.5
Harmonic string loudspeaker cable £200, 1
metre Renaissance audio, silver digital cable
£100, 0.6m Renaissance audio silver blue interconnect £200, 2-way switching box, silverwired £45, Sonic Link yellow mains cable £30.
Kimber mains cable 3300 Tel: 01844 347729
Leak Stereo 20s x 2, rebuilt by Len Gregory
(The Cartridge man) £300 each, Croft Vital preamp with 2output £300, Meridian 206 CD player £400, Leak Troughline tuner £ 150, pair of
GNP Valkyrie speakers ( similar to Wilson Watt
Puppies ) 6-box modular system tri-ampable
£600, Michell Hydraulic Transcriptors Turntable
with fluid arm and aspare SME 3009 arm £250,
or you can buy the lot including assorted van
den Hul PBS interconnects, DNM interconnects,
Quad speaker cables, Target turntable shelf, 4tier wooden rack and 6very rare final labs isolation feet at the bargain price of £2000, also for
the £2000 Iwill throw in a pair of Lowther
Acoustas with PM6As which need re- foaming
this will make my wife very happy. call Paul on
020 8771 6475 or 07970 962 843 and have alisten Croydon area
ProAc Studio 100 speaker, excellent condition
boxed £425, Celestion SL700, speaker stands,
excellent quality £ 100, call Pete 01582 467021
[G05251
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JBL Ti5000 black 300 watt/channel, nine
months old £ 1000, call 020 7055 3098 eve
[G0496]
van den Hul cables, The Second 3m pair
phonos £325, The First 0.6m digital phonos £55,
all in original boxes, prices include p&p, Tel:
01224 635500.[G0488]
AY! Nu-Neutron loudspeakers, black ash £250
with Target stands, Sony TAFB 920 black
amplifier £ 100, Tel: 01582 414915 email
EM9009009@compuserve.com [G0489]
ATC SCM20 speaker in teak with stands,
immaculate £450 RELStadium 2 subwoofer in
black, Tel: 01482 342535 evening ( Hull)
[G0490]
Musical Fidelity F 19 power amp, immaculate
condition, boxed with manuals, awesome sound
£2200 ovno, Tel: 01924 502317 [G0523
Klipsch La Scala speakers, classic three-way
horn- loaded, lovely sound £ 1250 ono, Audio
Research classic 60 valve amp £ 1300 ono, Tel:
01902 746561 [G0521]
Jeff Rowland model 2BP52 power amp, mint
condition, flight case and manual, cost £7000,
accept £2995 ono, Audio Synthesis Passion 8S
passive pre-amp also mint, boxed £5000, Tel:
0208 518 1367 or 07714 321080 [G0520]
Naim Nait 3amp, excellent condition, little used
£350, Tel: Tim 01723 34186 (work) [G0519]
Quad 33 gold-plated boards, altered to take CD
by Quad, FM3, 303 all mint, boxed, instructions
and sales brochures £350, Tel: Bob 01287
622256 eve, 01616936 days ( Whiteside)
[G0516]
Quad ESL-63, excellent condition, with
American Arcici stands £ 1750, Tel: Aruv 020
8868 0369 leave a message, no time wasters
please. [G0515]
Sonus Faber Concerto grand piano loudspeaker, one year old, walnut finish, mint condition
with boxes £ 1290onoTel 01993 898358 eve or
0802 989899 day [G0514]
Passlabs Aleph 3, mint condition, Stereophile
Class A for the last 4 years £ 1395, Silver
Speaker cable 3m pair £ 100, Tel: Matt 07747
867045 [G0513]

'HITT

XL0 Ref Signature cable 12 ft pair £350, Maf
sand filled three-tier stand will fit VPI (£ 1000)
£300, Clearaudio TQ Souther parallel tracking
arm, mint £450, Tel: 0208 363 4963 [G0512]
Lehmann Black Cube phono pre-amp £275
(£395), Tel: 0131 220 0780 [G0511]
Revox open-reel tape machines: G36 high-speed
£250, G36 standard speed £ 175, G36 for spares
or rebuild £40, B77 high-speed £350, prefer
buyer collects, Tel: 0113 2785228 (eve) or
01423 84572 (day) [G0508]
Michell Engineering Hydraulic Reference
turntable, excellent condition, hardly used, new
belt and fluid, Ortofon cartridge £200 ono, Tel:
Ann 01702 25897 [G0507]
South Coast Speakers Alto 111G floorstander
3-way design, extremely heavy and solid cabinets, superbly finished in natural light beech
with spiked plinths, three months old, Imetre
tall £475 ono. Tel: 01274 632492 ( Bradford,
Yorkshire) [G0506]
Art Audio valve pre-amp and monoblocks, VP1
special pre (chrome) inc phono stage (m-m),
separate valve power supply, Quintet 15 watt/ch
ultra- linear monos, some new valves, boxed
mint £ 1900, also Rotel power RB970BX
60watt/ch £ 175, Tel: Chris 020 8677 7055 (eves)
[G0524]
Audiolab 80000P power amplifier and Audiolab
8000C control amplifier, Tel: 07881 613235
[G0517]
Nu-Vista pre-amp, as new, perfect condition,
remote control, boxed with manual £995, Castle
Harlechs, oak finish, boxed £495, 4Pure Henrys
£55, Wanted Sonus Faber Signums, Tel: 016974
76398 [G0509]
Musical Fidelity A2 amplifiers £250, A2 CD,
ES() tuner £ 150, KEF Rom 2 £350, Target R2
stands £ 150, Rotel RQ970BX £60, Charlo
Academy walnut £900, all mint condition, Tel:
07967 646089 [G0510]
Mordaunt Short Performance 860 reference
speakers 5- star reviews excellent condition
£995, Tel: 01869 878249 [G0412]
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Specially negotiated clearance prices!
All previously owned fully guaranteed equipment

An Outstanding
Selection of Carefully

USED HI-FI
All Fully Guaranteed!

Ariston RD40 - SME 3009 MK 2i
Oracle Delphi II/Linn lttock II
Audio Alchemy VI + PSU
Meridian 200 Transport
Revox B225 CD Player
Counterpoint Solid One Power Amp
Cyrus Staight Une Int Amp
Harmon Kardon AVP1A Processor
Magnum MP250-MF125 Pre Power
Naim 32.5 Pre Amp

The Trading Station specialises in
As part of aleading group of retailers
our lists can also include display and
ex-demonstration items, as well as used
equipment bought in or part-exchanged.
VISITORS WELCOME
All of the products listed here can be
auditioned in our showrooms ( subject to
availability - please phone to check).
FULLY GUARANTEED
All products are fully inspected and
tested before being offered for sale and
acomprehensive three months warranty
(with an option to extend) is included.
NEXT- DAY DELIVERY
As mail-order specialists, consignments
are always carefully packed and fully
insured. Next day delivery is guaranteed
on all purchases made by credit card.
Our couriers can also collect any
'trade-ins' or items you wish to sell.
NEW AND USED EQUIPMENT
We also stock ahuge range of new
hi-fi and AV equipment, against which
we can be especially generous with our
P/X allowances. Please call for details.
GOOD AS NEW!
If your unwanted hi-fi is in excellent
condition, aclassic or collectable, we'll
ensure you get the best market price;
by cash purchase, part-exchange for new
or used equipment, or commission sale.
So...avoid all the hassle - call us now!
HOURS OF BUSINESS
Tuesday - Saturday
10.00am - 5.30pm
Closed Mondays.

DON'T MISS A BARGAIN - PHONE

01733 555514

£279
£999
£ 169
£329
£349
£499
£ 199
£249
£ 150

£499 £ 150

TURNTABLES - TONEARMS

superior quality, previously used hi-fi.
(established more than twenty-five years)

£649
£2200
£489
£999
£1100
£1400
£399
£2000
£750

Air Tangent 1B Air Bearing Tonearm £2000 £890
AR P77 MM Cartridge £75 £48
Dunlop System Deck 3, Basic LVX - K5 £750 £379
Dynavetor DV505 (Arm)
£ 1240 £558
Grace G707 Mk 2Tone Arm
£399 £ 139
Linn LP12 + Basic Plus (Sounds Great) £ 1600 £399
Linn LP12 + Lingo + Ittock £3200 £ 1648
Linn LP12 (Rosewcod,Cut for Linn Arm) £900 £398
Luxman PD 300 1/Table Choice of Two From £350
Nottingham Analogue Hyperspace + Arm£2500 £ 1398
Nottingham Analogue Space Deck + Arm £ 1900 £998
Oracle Alexandra ( Piano Black) £999 £499
Pink Triangle IT + Roksan Tabriz + £ 1500 £499
Pink Triangle PT2 ( SMEcut) £499 £299
£698
Pink Triangle Tarantella + Rega RB300 £875
£499
Revox B795 T/Table £999
£449
Roksan Radius + Tabriz £800
Roksan Xerves + Tabriz (Walnut) £ 1400 £600
£499
Roksan Xerves ( Black) Choice Of Three from
Roksan Xerzes (Rosewood) Alphason Arm with
Sumiko BP cart
£2400 £999
SME Series 3Tone Arm
£400 £ 140
Technics SL150 + SME 3009 £499 £228
Thorens TD125 + SME3012 + SME Plynth£499 £428
Thorens,Garrard and other Classic Turntables Changing
Weekly Please Call!
Wilson Benesch Act 2Arm ( Ex-Demo) £ 1199 £798

CD PLAYERS - TRANSPORTS - DACS
Audio Alchemy ACD2 CD Player ( Ex-Dem)£499 £389
Audio Alchemy Drive 3
£649 £449
Audio Alchemy Power Station 2
£250 £ 109
Audio Alchemy V3 DAC + PSU
£900 £549
Audio Lab 8000 CD
£ 1000 £648
Audio Synthesis DAX ( DAC) £ 1100 £548
£4000 £2798
Bow ZZ8 Cd Player
Cambridge Audio CD 2CD Player £300 £ 149
Cambridge Audio DAC Magic 1DAC £ 189 £95
Cambridge Audio DAC Magic 2DAC £ 199 £ 108
Conrad Johnson DF2 (CD Player) £2000 £ 1398
DPA Bigger Bit 2DAC 7
£800 £429
£499 £298
DPA Little Bit 3DAC
DPA PCM Series 2DAC
£799 £438
Krell KPS 20i Cd Player £ 12000£5999
LFD Minstral CD Player £650 £350
Linn Karik CD
£ 1850 £ 1098
Linn Mimick CD Player £880 £599
Marantz CD 17 KI SIG (CD Player) £ 1100 £848
Marantz CD 63 (Clock 2) CD
£340 £ 198
Marantz CD 94 CD Player £799 £498
Mark Levinson 360s DAC (Months Old) £6895 £4998
Meridian 203 DAC
£499 £258
Meridian 206 CD Player £999 £398
Meridian 207 CD/ Pre
£ 1200 £548
Meridian 208 Tricord 3CD
£ 1300 £898
Meridian 263 DAC
£650 £248
Meridian 500 Trans
£ 1325 £870
Meridian 518 DAC
£ 1350 £698
Meridian 563 DAC 18 Bit
£999 £449
Meridian 566 20 Bit DAC
£980 £599
Micromega DAC 1 ( DAC)
£599 £320
Micromega DAC 2
£849 £499
Micromega Drive 3Transport £970 £529
Micromega Duo 3.1 CD Transport £ 1800 £850
Micromega Stage 2CD Player £700 £399
Micromega Stage 5CD Player ( Ex-dem) £750 £549
Micromega T-DAC
£999 £550
Monarchy DIP ( De-gitterer) £299 £ 198
Musical Fidelity Electra E624/24 Bit £500 £299
NVA Emotive Statement CD Player £ 1800 £900
Pink Triangle DaCapo DAC
£ 1500 £548

Note:
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Naim NAC 92 Pre Amp

£499 £249

Sonographe SC1 Pre Amp (By Conrad Johnson) £399
Counterpoint SA12 (Hybrid Power) £ 1400 £599
£ 1599 £739
EAR 859 Power Amp
Gamma Aeon 20w SE-Triode Mono's £4999 £ 1750
Revox B760 Tuner
£ 1100 £549
Linaeum LFX, Ribbon Mini Monitors £600 £289
Meridian DSP 5000 (Rosewood) £4125 £ 1799
Pro-Ac Response 3.5 (Walnut) ( Ex-dem) £4250 £2199
Soundlab Dynastat Hybrid Panels £3750 £ 1649

Pink Triangle Ordinal DAC
£800 £399
Pioneer PDS 505 Precision CD Player £549 £299
Primare D320 CD Player £899 £438
Proceed DAP ( DAC)
£2400 £ 1198
Proceed PD2 / PT2 ( DAC + Trans) £4500 £2498
PS Audio Lambda CD Drive (Trans) £2000 £ 1098
PS Audio Ultralink ( DAC)
£2200 £998
QED Digit Reference DAC (Chrome) £450 £ 199
Quad 66 CD Player
£799 £458
Radford WS2 CD Player £ 1200 £698
Radford WS1 CD Player £999 £489
Roksan DPI Transport £ 1100 £558
Sugden SDT-I CD Player £ 1300 £798
Teac 11 (Trans)
£549 £389
Teac VRDS 10 CD Player £770 £459
Technics SHZ 1000 + SHX 1000 Transport£5000£2500
Theta Data Basic II CD Transport £2699 £ 1698
Theta Data Basic II + 0.5 Siltech (Trans) £2497 £ 1698
Trichord Pulsar DAC 20 Bit, Blue Marble £ 1450 £789

AMPLIFIERS - SOLID STATE
Accuphase 200 Pre Amp
£ I279 £698
Accuphase 266 Power Amp
£ 1800 £858
Aragon 24k Pre Amp
£ 1600 £799
Audiolab 80006 (Grey Top) Int Amp £500 £278
Audiolab 80006 Int Amp
£500 £378
Audiolab 8000LX (Amp)
£479 £348
Audio Research BL1 - SE to Bal (Ex-dem) £799 £549
AVI 2000 MP Pre Amp
£ 1100 £679
Chord 1400B Mono's ( Inc Ampstand
+Trager)
£ 11730£7448
Chord 1400 Mono's 18 Mths Old / Blk £8500 £6499
Cyrus AV Master Dolby Prologic Processor £699 £299
Cyrus 2Int Amp
£350 £ 179
Cyrus Power Amp
£499 £319
Cyrus Pre-Amp
£650 £399
Denon AVP lA Processor £2500 £ 1499
DNM Pre 2-PA1 Pre- Power £2800 £ 1099
DPA Renaissance lnt Amp ( Ex-demo) £599 £399
Electrocompaniet Two Channel Power £850 £398
Electrocompaniet 4.5 + 100 Pre Power £4999 £2484
Galactron MK 2121
£2000 £848
Hafler DH101 Pre Amp
£250 £ 149
Harmon Kardon Citation 17 Pre Amp £699 £ 199
Harmon Kardon PA 2200 Power Amp £540 £ 198
Ion Obelisk ( Int Amp)
£299 £ 197
Krell 300i Int Amp
£2590 £ 1949
Krell KAV 2506 Power Amp
£3498 £2649
Krell (MA 100 MK2 (Mono pevels) £5999 £2798
LFD Line Stage LS1 Pre Amp
£999 £498
Linn Kairn ( Pre)
£ 1700 £ 1098
Linn Klout ( Power)
£2600 £ 1348
Marantz PM66 KI Sig ( Int Amp) £400 £248
Mark Levinson 23.5 Power Amp £7250 £3698
Mark Levinson 26 Pre + 25mc +
266 Phono PSU
£8495 £3898
Meridian 101 Pre + 105 Mono Blocks £850 £348
Meridian 201 Pre-Amp
£760 £329
Meridian 502 Pre ( Inc Phono Stage) £ 1385 £999
Meridian 562 V-2 (Inc Phono)
£ 1478 £ 1000
Meridian 565 V.7.1
£2850 £ 1498
Michell Argo + Hera Pre Amp
£900 £598
Micromega Tempo 2Amp
£900 £499
Moth 30 ( Pre + Power) £399 £ 148
Muse 175 Mono Powers £3700 £ 1899
Muse Model 300 Mono's ( 300 WPC Bal Solid State Superb) £4400 £2199
Musica Fidelity 3a Pre Amp
£379 £229
Musica Fidelity E100 lnt Amp
£700 £399
Musica Fidelity F15 Power Amp £2000 £ 1198
Musica Fidelity F19 Power Amp (Mint) £4000 £2248
Musica Fidelity F25 ( Pre)
£2400 £ 1500
Musica Fidelity MVX Pre + PSU
£2200 £839

previous prices as shown are either the former manufacturers list price when new: Prices paid for hier equipment or the
estimated price of comparable equipment / models at today's value.

Massive Trade clearance, London Showroom stock all
ex- demonstration fully guaranteed!
Audio Analogue Bellini ( Pre)

£495

£2589

£2199

Charlo Syntar 100 (Spkrs)

£595

£395
£475

Krell KAV 300i ( Integrated)

Audio Analogue Donizeti ( Power)

Krell KAV 500i ( Integrated)

£4999

KEF 035 (Spkrs)

Denon DVD2500 ( DVD Player)

£499

£399

Krell KAV 300CD

£4290

£4249
£3399

£999
£1099

£399

Linn Classik (CD/Amplifier)

£995

£749

£599

Linn Kan 3 ( Spkrs)

£295

Naim NAC 92 ( Pre)

£499

£429

Linn Tune Box for Aktiv Boards

Naim NAP90 ( Power)

£473

£399

Mark Levinson No39 (CD Player)

Naim Prefix ( Phono Stage) £376
Yamaha KX-W321 (Twin Cassette Deck)£169

£295

Meridian 506 (CD Player)

£1195

£129

MicroMega Drive 2Kit

Yamaha DSP-A970 ( AV Amplifier)

£999

£399

Yamaha AV1 (AV System)

£649

£549

Audio Research LS8 ( Pre)
Audio Research VT5 ( Power)

£1499

£1199

£3499

Graaf 13.582 ( Pre)
Graaf GM20 ( Power)

Denon DF100 ( Mini System)
NAD 208 ( THX Power Amp)

£249

£199

£349

£299

MeridianDSP5000 (Digital Spkrs) £3885

£3295

£225

Opera Plateau (Spkrs)
ProAc Response 3.5 ( Spkrs)

£795
£4250

£1950

£375

£275

ProAc Response 3.8 (Spkrs)

£4995

£3995

£645

£4390

£3490

ProAc Response 4.0 (Spkrs) £ 13000

£4995

£995

ProAc Response 5.0 ( Spkrs)

£9000

£5995

£299

£229

Wilson Benesch Orator (Spkrs) £2900

£1900

Musical Fidelity X-Plora (Tuner)

£600

£450

WilsonBenesch Actor ( Spkrs) £3999

£2499

NAD 524 ( CD Player)

£249

£199

Wilson Witt 1 ( Spkrs)

£ 10995

£6495

Theta miles SE ( CD Player)

£2390

£1999

Quad ESL63 ( Spkrs)

£3500

£1950

£2999

Unison Simply 4 ( Integrated)

£1595

£1295

Sonus faber Elector Amator 1 ( Spkrs) £2700

£1500

£3995

£3395

Michell Micro/RB300 arm (T/table)

£699

£599

Pioneer SD-1D4000 (40" TV)

£3300

£1750

£2995

£2495

Pink Triangle Tarantella/RB300(T/table)£899

£699

Pioneer SD-T5000 ( 50" TV)

£4000

£2000

Krell KRC3 ( Pre)

£3250

£2695

Castle Severn mk2 ( Spkrs)

£599

£499

Pioneer PDP-501 MX ( Plasma TV) £ 13449

£9999

Krell 250a ( Power)

£3498

£2895

Castle Kendal ( Spkrs)

£399

£299

NAD 208 THX Power Amp - ( Ex-dem) £ 1100 £799
Naim 32 Pre Amp
£449 £ 199
Naim NAC 72 Pre Amp
£750 £489
Naim NAIT 2Int Amp
£499 £ 298
Nakamichi IA3 Int Amp
£300 £ 129
NVA A60 Power Amp As New
£495 £329
NVA A80 Mono Blocks New ( Pair) £ 1460 £959
NVA TIS Int Amp
£ 1100 £800
NVA TSS Second State Stereo Power £3700 £ 1799
Nyteck CPA 602 Power Amp
£400 £ 120
Nyteck CTP 102 Pre/Tuner £360 £ 120
Onix CA 30m Int Amp
£350 £238
OreIle SP150 Power
£500 £298
Parasound 2200 Power Amp
£ 2250 £ 1248
Pass Labs Aleph 3Power Amp vgc. £2200 £ 1499
Quad 33 Pre Amps
from £69
Quad 34 Pre Amps
from £ 159
Quad 66 Pre Amp
£799 £498
Quad 77 Int Amp
£699 £348
Quad 303 Power Amp
£300 £ 120
Quad 306 Power Amp
£450 £ 229
Quad 405 Power Amp
£499 £ 220
Rappaport Pre 2Pre Amp
£579 £395
Stemfoort SF 60 Int Amp
£799 £368
Tesserac Monitor Pre Amp
£ 1500 £798
Thorens TTA 2000 Power Amp ( Ex-dem) £599 £499
Townsend Elite 600 cll Pre Amp £500 £ 230

AMPLIFIERS - VALVE
Audio Innovations Series 700 Int Amp £ 1100 £599
Audio Research LS5 Mk 1Pre Amp £5995 £2999
Audio Research LS3 Pre Amp
£ 1700 £899
Audio Research LS7 Pre Amp
£ 1650 £ 1098
Audio Research SP14 ( Pre Valve Phono) £2800 £ 1398
Audion Sterling SET Power Amps ( Pair) £ 1200 £598
Conrad Johnson MV100
£ 2995 £ 1698
Conrad Johnson PV11 Pre Amp £ 1600 £999
Croft Epoch Pre Amp
£750 £499
Croft Micro 5Pre Amp
£370 £240
Croft Series 3OTL Power Amp
£999 £699
Croft Series 5Power Amp
£775 £425
EAR 802 Pre Amp
£ 2200 £ 1299
Edison Technology HFA I2Power Amp £500 £229
Elector MFJ Pre Amp
£489 £299
Golden Tube SEP1 Pre
£ 1100 £698
Golden Tube Audio, SEP1 Pre + 2x SE40£3299 £ 1998
Lumley Megavox 75 Valve Mono's £ 1989 £ 1179
Lumley Megavox ( Pre)
£ 1899 £ 1198
Lumley Reference ST70 ( Power) £2200 £998
Manley VTL Tandard Pre Amp
£600 £290
Michealson Odysseus 40w Int Amp £ 1150 £699
Musical Fidelity F22 Pre
£ 1500 £898
Papworth TVA50 Int Amp ( Ex-dem) £2700 £ 1948
SJS Electroacoustics Arcadia Pre £ 1000 £750
Sonic Frontiers Anthem Int Amp £2000 £ 1398
Sonic Frontiers Assemblage ST40 Power £999 £698
Trilogy 902 Pre Amp ( Chrome) £2000 £ 1399
Unison Research Feather 1 ( Pre) £800 £558

Audiolab 8000T
Braun 301 Tuner
Cyrus Tuner
Harmon Kardon TU 9400
Harmon Kardon TU 950 Tuner
Leak Troughline + De Paravacini
valve decoder
Luxman T210L Classic Tuner
Micromega Tuner
Quad FM3 Tuner
Revox 82605 Tuner ( Black)
Revox H6
Sansui TU 710 Tuner ( Black)
Trio KT 9x1
Yamaha CT 7000 Tuner
Yamaha T80 Tuner

£800
£269
£399
£249
£250
£499
£269
£550
£Please
£1100
£1549
£299
£289
£879
£400

£529
£99
£178
£128
£149
£289
£ 159
£398
call
£699
£948
£ 149
£ 128
£430
£ 159

LOUDSPEAKERS
Acoustic Energy AE120 ( Rosewood) £499 £348
Acoustic Precision Eikos RF1 Mini Monitors£800 £599
Apogee Centaur Minor ( Ribbon Hybrid) £ 1249 £798
Apogee Stage Rosewood Trim £4700 £ 1999
ATC SCM-20T ( Rosewood) £ 2400 £ 1298
AVI Newtron ( Cherry) £499 £328
B&W DM 601 ( Black)
£ 199 £ 148
B&W P4 (Cherry)
£750 £448
Castle Avon Speakers ( Ex-dem) £729 £549
Castle Chester Speakers (Mahogany) £750 £479
Celestion 3000 Ribbon Hybrid £800 £299
Celesion 7000
£ 1800 £748
Celestion CS7, 12" Bass
£350 £ 169
Epos ES30 ( Rosewood) ( Ex-dem) £2550 £ 1699
Gale GS 301
£299 £ 118
Gamma Acoustics Epoch Ref 5 ( Cherry) £ 3000 £ 1599
Harbeth HLP3
£699 £430
Heyb-ook HB200 (Teak)
£ 249 £ 139
IMF Domestic Monitor Speakers £799 £399
Jamo Concert 11 ( Maple)
£2250 £ 1598
JBL Control 5
£499 £ 198
Kef Model 100 (Centre) £ 349 £ 198
Kef Model 200c Reference Centre VGC £699 £500
Kef 030
£350 £248
Kef Reference 101 - UniQ
£600 £249
Leak 3090 (One ribbon tweeter out) £799 £350
Linn Isobarik
£Please Call
£650
£295
Linn Kan (Teak)
£249
Linn Nexus (Grey)
£450
Magna Planar MG 0.6 ( Black) £ 1300 £898
£449
Magna Planar SMGA ( Oatmeal / Teak) £900
Meridian MI 0
£ 2000 £998
£348
Mission 752
£580
£498
Mission 753F ( B)ack)
£750
Morel Bass Master 602 Inc Stands £ 1600 £748
£149
Musical Fidelity Ref 2Mini Monitors £249
Naim Credo Cherry finish v.g.c £ 1250 £749
Naim SBL Various,
£From £699
£1699 £ 1399
Note Perfect Virtuoso ( Ex-dem)
Opera Callas Gold ( Mahogany)
£1 095 £868
£800 £639
Opera Platea ( Cherry) ( Ex-dem)

Quad ESL57
Quad ESL63, Just Serviced £500!
Rel Stadium Sub-Woofer ( Black)
Rogers LS33 + Sub- Units ( Black)
Rogers LS4A Speakers (Teak)
Rogers Studio 1Teak v.g.c
Royal Eden ( Black)
Shahinian Super Elf
Snell 13 High Efficiency Monitors
Snell Type E2
Soundlab Quantum Electrostatic Hybrid
Spendor SP 2/2
Spendor SP 2/2 (Walnut)
Spica TC50 + Sub
Tannoy D50 ( Black)
Tannoy 0300 (Walnut)
Tannoy Devon Speakers
Tannoy R2 (Cherry)
TDL RTL 3 ( Black)
Triangle Graphite ( Black)
Wilson Audio System 5.1
(Graphite Finish)
Wilson Audio Witt Mkl Ex Demo

£Call £P0A
£3500 £ 1850
£1199 £698
£600 £299
£400 £ 199
£620 £369
£269 £ 148
£790 £499
£770 £449
£NA £698
£2250 £ 1448
£800 £498
£800 £498
£2250 £898
£699 £328
£1200 £748
£750 £329
£499 £258
£400 £ 199
£800 £499
£18000£11999
£8888 £6499

CASSETTE - TAPE RECORDERS
Aiwa AF 850 Cassette Deck 3Head £250 £ 129
Denon DRM 650's Cassette Deck £ 199 £ 129
Nakamichi 582 (Cass)
£799 £368
Nakamichi 700zxe (Cass) £ 1200 £698
Nakamichi BX1 Cassette Deck £459 £249
Nakamichi CR2E ( Cass)
£499 £200
Nakamichi Dragon ( Cass) £ 2350 £ 1098
Nagra EL Portable Mono Reel to Reel £4000 £ 1399
Pioneer CT830S Cassette Deck, Dolby S £550 £329
Pioneer CTS830 ( Cass)
£369 £ 198
Revox A700 3Speed ( Reel to Reel) £ 1499 £798
Revox A77 Reel to Reel ( 2Available) £ Please Call
Revox D36 Reel to Reel
£700 £348
Revox G36 Valve Reel to Reel £649 £ 399
Revox PR99 Pro Tape Machine £2499 £899
Tanberg 3034 Silver Cassette Deck £400 £ 189
Tanberg TCD 320 AV Cassette Deck £349 £ 149
Tascam 22-4 4Track Reel to Reel £799 £398
Teac CX65OR Cassette Deck
£300 £ 129
Uher 4400 Report Monitor, Portable £ 1299 £799
Yamaha KX 580 Cassette Deck Used Once)£250 £ 149

TRADING STATION
35 - 42 COWGATE
PETERBOROUGH

PEI 1LZ

www.audiotradenco.uk

01733 555514
fox 01733 315079

PAUL HYNES DESIGN

replay

SERIES 1 valve phono stage (WI) and valve MC
head amplifier (VH1) as reviewed In April HiFi News
•

Ultra low noise power supply system with remote
power transformers, individual stage star
ground, selected high quality components,
phase coherent amplifier stages and passive
RIAA equalisation.
VV1 £585, VH1 £560.

PHD power supply voltage regulators
•

Proprietary ultra low noise, high speed
voltage regulators for upgrading existing
equipment or for DIY use. Voltage range

The Masten'lass series represents die piimacle of Sugden's Class Aemertise.

from 1.6-400 volts. From £47.

Tice range consists of adual mono feeamplifiert astereo power amplifier and apair of monoblocks.
Both power amps deliver unique blend of the deliCICY that is by now uSugden hallmark with real weight and
power The preamp and stereo poiler amfeambsnarion rests less than (5.000. bu. as true rivals cost

Call us fur further information

slynifikantiy more!

on our product range,

OTHER NEW PRODUCTS INCLUDE the suoerti ange of ART. oudspeakers from £ 1000 to £6,000.
lraisparent, detailed and open, these speakers are SERIOUS canpetiíron foi tie established brands.

system advice and custom work.

The " Premium range of electronics five Samuel Johnson Audb offers striking looks and top-flight
sound. at attainable prices. The line-up conssts ef aCD Player, VAC, Preamp and Stereo Power Amp
with more to be added by the end of
year.

Paul Hynes Design Ltd
Keld Cottage,

Tie new upgraded Avantgarde Uno ( as'reviewed in last Mays HiFi News is mow on demonstration.

Askharn, Penrith

These speakers are truly stunni-ig!

Cumbria, CA10 2PG

REPLAY AUDIO

Phone/fax 01931 712822

50 FLIXTON ROAD
JRMSTON
MANCHESTER

Email paulhyneettfreezone.co.uk

M41 5AB

Web site www.paulhynesdesign.coaak

We re stuaied at Junction IC of the M60
nchester Ring Road,
'lye minutes from The Traffori Centre
'Gyve, Trial is possible on mom products
Phone Stephen or 3lynn on 0161 202 9922
or 3rrail us at replay@dial.pçex.com

www.replay.dial.pipex.com

50% OFF

usa. Mastercard Switch Delta

GENUINE 50% OFF NEW / EX DEM
D.A.C. (Glasgow) Tel : 0141 353 7474
e-mail : designed-a-c.co.uk

EVE IFtlf1" HI IINI G

Copland CSA8(integrated) ( exceUent)
990
Sugden A21a Cstunning)
900
Krell Kav300i (superb bargain)
2849
Meridian 205+201(pre + Power) (s/hnd) ( brilliant) Audiolab 8000LX
555
770
Audiolab 8000S
1100
AVI S2000MI ( integrated) ( really good)
1320
AVI S2000MP ( pre)
AVI S2000mm (X2) ( mblocks) ( power amp)
1220
Myryad MA120 ( very good)
604
990
Crimson 620/610 ( pre+power)
8798
Gryphon DM100 (s/hnd) ( amazing)
220
Yamaha AX9
185
Yamaha Rx V509rds

NOW
500
450
1424
878
245
390
555
660
780
242
495
3298
110
93

AUDIOPHILE SPEAKERS
Martin Logan SL3's ( amazing)
Avanteguard Unos ( reference) ( unbelievable)
Proac One sc's (brilliant)
Proac 2.5 Response ( amazing)
Cyclone 34's ( beautiful wood structure)
Gallo Acoustics (reference) (brilliant)
Gallo Acoustics (solo) (excellent)
CD PLAYERS
Sugden Sdt1 (superb)
Pink Triangle Litaural (stunning)
Pink Triangle Numeral ( excellent)
Parasound c/dp 1000
Yamaha cdx493
Yamaha cdx9

WAS
1540
2420
1098
548
196
218

NOW
770
1098
493
269
93
108

HOME CINEMA AMPS
WAS
Parasound HCA1205 (THX) ( 5ch) (superb)
2530
Parasound P/DD+P/SP(D.D.+THX) ( brilliant)
2200
Lexicon 412 (THX) ( 4ch) (stunning)
2721
Lexicon 312 (THX) ( 3ch) (stunning)
2640
Lexicon 500t ( controller) (amazing)
2310
H. K. ADP 303 + AV1250 ( D.D.+THX) (excellent) 1980
H. K. AVR 75
988
H. K. AVR65rds
768
Marantz Sr770
878
Marantz Sr870
988
Marantz Rc2000 ( remote)
273

NOW
1153
988
1360
1210
1098
770
493
383
434
489
132

HOME CINEMA SPEAKERS
M & K S85's ( pr) ( brilliant)
M & K 585c (centre) ( brilliant)
Infinity Kappa ( rears)
Definitive Tech BP8's ( brilliant)
Definitive Tech BP1x's ( rears)
Definitive Tech BP2004 (superb)
Definitive Tech BP2002 ( centre)
M & K LCR55's (pr)
M & K LCR55 ( centre)
M & KVX100 ( sub) (amazing)
M & K 5150 (THX) (pr) (stunning)
M & K 5150c (THX) (centre) ( stunning)
M & K SS150 ( THX) ( rears)(stunning)
M & K 350 (THX) (sub)(stunning)

WAS
770
440
383
988
434
1870
654
440
220
825
1760
880
1210
2144

NOW
385
220
185
493
207
658
319
220
110
412
880
440
605
1094

AUDIOPHILE AMPS/PREAMPS

116

WAS

JULY 2000

WAS
385C
6598
1320
3410
2530
4400
2090

NOW
1925
3298
660
1705
988
1758
988
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New, Ex

BESTUSED

QUALITY USED
EQUIPMENT,

EQUIPMENT
SPECIALIST

BOUGHT, SOLD
PART EXCHANGE

THE MIDLAND

A UDIO M ATTERS

Dem + Part ex. equipment FOR SALE

020 8255 0572 / 0973 436135
4:1111901'

ids

aadeu

The -Worlds Finest CablFs
10 years of Design Excellence
One of the latest generation of then '
American high performance
superconductors, JPS-Labs are
noted for fair pricing rather than
extravagant hype. Now available
in the UK ... at US domestic prices!
Unique alloy and semi- conductors
breathe life into your music without
any harsh or processed signature.
Their context sensitive AC power
cords are positively the best

A NEW RANGE OF VIENNA ACOUSTICS SPKS. NO ON OEM

treatment and place to purify the
mains.

ALSO PERREAUX EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE ONLY FROM AUDIO MAIIERS.
Plus On ['ern - Alchemist. Anthem. Audlorneca. Audlon Valve Amps.
Bow Technologle0

Cadence Saks..

Osseo. D.P.A.. Goerts Cables.

`..onarchy. Ortolan. Mk triangle. Prolect T-T. Sonic Frontiers. Triangle
BP10.. TIOQY Valve Amps.

STEREO INTERCONNECTS

—

Van der

14U1.

VISA/MASTERCARD ACCEPTED —

Single- ended, RCA to RCA:

GT AUDIO

Priced 0.5m/1.0m
£69/89

The Ultra Conductor
The SuperConductor+

£179/219

SuperConductor-2 WBT

£499

THE SERVICE

AND

REPAIR SPECIALIST

• Id 1It 6• TIED for ul Si IT1 611,166
• SER1It
SIT 1111!
In,661 , 11/6 1.1)11P111,T
• 1,1211P6115T IPI
• NI , TMd. IMPS 1111E 6 Ti SEP PISToll TIII,
• 1.6 nk TRIM 4:111151 Ti SIR 5E1111151:
• slllllllitiiiIIll 11150151 & Ti SFR II11,616,I
EULIPMENT FliR &ILL

Fully- balanced, XLR to XLR:
Price for 1.0m pair
£179

liltraConductor

£449

uperconductor+
SuperConductor-2

£899

i

£119

A alog (UK) 2m

£249

Digital (UK) 2m

£249

Powlee
te
rtad (UK) 2t'rt' ..,-

£349

Kapt

£999

C, POWER CORDS
A (UK) 2m

or ( UK) 2m

AIR model 26 nun Cartridge. ne,, and hosed. grral .. und and ala, on ram
1.100
IiI l'artridge. hood° , moo Effie had, with 11>ing lead, yen lade oc
t.51111
Decca Blue. re.em o,erhaul and neu ‘1,1u, Ikaca-pnd 1Gamrat replacemeel
s2so
Theca Grei. raNt-ni merhaul and nee. as
INNEca-rod iGam/n renlacemem .
.1
Fielehl, Rt.
...nimbi-1164S lament hdeed u.ma
1.5011
Fidrillr Rraearcli1117F.mo/Ene cod canndgc. new & boxed
£ 500
I; • d401 . 40f ann. e/tEclIcni conddion
1.150
GATE TRAOIA MOH monobloc \ amplifiers. 211 hours used only
Lid £3355 £20011
Grace F9 mm Cartridge. ' re> goal condition
L1,0
Nakamkhi 700 Trl.Tracer .Ea,die deck in excelkol conddion
£ 750
QUA/111N. 22 & EMI all m Rani ,ondition.1111(' Kind,. and mmuall
111 50
N.'s Analogue Mentor Reference Poop ,, en. c/celleni conthlion
List [6100 ( 11111
Pye Munn ,
tereo prc amplItlet. euellem . umlumn
Rogers Cadet 1.11.2 nh match', mace e,.clIcni
uonderful sound [ 250
Technic% 205C M11 mm C.rmige. m, & .
c
m
£ 250
Unison Rewarch Shaul/ $3.1 mweeded ampl.fece gem warn./
I
AA £2995
£1250
lamamos ibar,IiiIi Millennium I
.
ocnonnco , IOm acrco , newl Lad £795
1500
%immure Churchill Millednium WOO 'men/enc.. I / rn /led, inew 1 Liu L1025
\WO
CIIECIa 01 R MERNITE FOR AN IP-11O-1/ATE
Tel: 01895 833099
31:

gl.audio(elesetEnel

-1
1-11R

SALE" ITEMS

Fos: 0189511.12594
hltp: ,.'www.gtaudiesrom

SPEAKER CABLES
Ultra Condetor 6/8ft
BiWire options 6/8ft
SuperConductor+ 6/81i
BiWire options 6/8ft

£130/145
£230/255
£649/749
£749/859

SuperConductor-2 £ 1399/1699
"Awesome dynamics coupled with superb
levels of tiny signal retrieval and Inow have
Claudio Arrau ... in my living room ...
Mr J.C.. Ayr, January 2000, re the
•SuperConductor 6foot single speaker cable.

C -110KING
THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?

Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell you what cables will work
best in your system.
•FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $ 100
•60 brands, 238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes.

AudioSource
UK Direct Dealer

COMPONENTS
i_ACCESSORIES
IHPTUBES

5 Crown Terrace, Hyndland,
Glasgow G12 9HA, Scotland, U.K.

Call, write, fax or email for details and free consultation
(215) 297-8824 •fax (
215) 297-8661

Tel: 0141 357 5700
Fax: 0141 339 9762

Visit our website at:
http://wwwiatwyre.com
email: fatwyre@fatwyre.com

E-mail: jack@audiosource.co.uk
Telephone Mail Order by
VISA, M/C, AmEx etc
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r CAME
THE
Mcompany

URGENTLY
REQUIRED

SALE

Alchemist Forsetti pre + power
£2398 . P.O.A.
Alchemist Kraken Anniversary Mk II
£599 . P.O.A.
Anthem CD player (5star What HI-F) (ex/d) £ 1699
£899
Audio Alchemy Drive 3 + V3 DAC + 3PSU . .£ 1649
£759
Audio Research D240 Mk II
£3500 . . £ 1195
Audion Black Shadows 845 valve monoblocks £4000 .... P.O.A.
Audion Silvernight 3COB monoblocks
£2250 . P.O.A.
Chan° Academy 1solid walnut (ex/cl)
£ 1299
£800
Chario Academy 2solid walnut (ex/d)
£ 1649 £ 1100
Ear 859 Power Amp
£ 1599
£ 750
Krell Kcry 3001
£2495 . P.O .A.
Krell KSA 250 pwr
£6700
£2503
Krell KSA 80 pwr amp
£3498
£ 1495
Krell (SI pre amp balance
£2298
£995
Krell MD 10 CD Turntable
£7990
£ 1995
Krell KAV-S Prologic, AC3, DTS, THX PRE
£ 13500 £6500
Meridian 207 CD + PRE
£350
Pass Aleph LFP PRE
£3800 £2195
Prooc Response 4spks
£ 12000 £3995
Spendor SP7/1 speakers
£ 1995
£650
Tonnoy 0700 Speakers rosewood
£2503 £ 1250
Theta Pear? Transport + Progeny DAC
£2448 £ 1250
Wodia 23 CD Player
£2980 . £ 1495
Conrad Johnson PV I
0A2 Pre
£ 1095
£595
AVI S2000MP Pre • Rata PSU
£1450
£750
AVI S2000 Monoblocks
£ 1400
£750
Alchemist Forseti R/C Int Amp
£ 1250
£650
. : Dd ESL63 • stands
£3500 £ 1395
chemist Genesis monnblarks
£ 1500
£695

LINN, NAIM,
MERIDIAN, QUAD,
CASH WAITING

The Midlands Best Used Equipment Specialist
Quality

Used Equipment Bought, Sold, Part Ex
Visa/Delta/Mastercard
Open Mon- Sun 10.00 till 8.00

Tel/Fax0121 747 4246
email tony@centralaudio.co.uk
5 minutes Jcn 9 M42

CURRENT INVENTORY
RRP NOW
4700 995
Apogee Stage ( Mint/boxed)
Alchemist Kraken Mkil power
550 295
Alphason Alcaeus power supply
n/a
95
Art Audio Diavolo W/Electric 300B
4650 2750
+Volume ( 12 mths)
1600 850
ATC SCM 20 (Black)
2400 1695
ATC SCM 20 Tower SL (Walnut)
2800 1595
Audiostatic DC1
1500 795
Audionote P2SE
Audionote ANJ/L + Stands Oak (4mths old) 1300 795
1000 650
AVI S200 MI Integrated
1650 795
Bose 901 Series VI
220
95
B/W CC6 Centre
850 550
Boston VR960 with Active Subs
Boston VAS Dipole Surrounds
300 195
300 195
Boston VR12 centre
450
Concordant Quad II
75
Cable Talk reference 2
150
Cardas Quadlink TM
200 125
Exposure XX Integrated
800 250
1000 650
Exposure CD
Gamma Gemini 12W SE Class AIntegrated
700 195
n/a 295
Leak ST 20 rebuild £400 Kimber Caps etc
Lexicon CP2 Digital Surround Proccessor
1250 250
Linn LP12 Ekos Cirkus Lingo Lyra Lydian
4000 1695
Linn Axis Akito K5
295
1500 450
Linn Numerik DAC
695
Linn LP 12 Ittok Pink Link at 0C9
Mana Reference Table
350 250
Mark Levinson No 39 CD
5000 3795
1450 395
McCormack DAC 1Deluxe
Meridian DSP 6000 Digital Loudspeakers
9500 5500
1180 395
Meridian 541 plus Phono
Meridian 503 plus Phono
850 495
1350 695
Meridian 500 Transport
1000 695
Meridian 518 Processor
1380 695
Meridian 563 ( Upgraded to 24 bit)
Meridian 602 Transport ( Meridian Service 7/99)1800 595
Meridian 602 Clocked
800 595
2850 795
Meridian 601 Digital Pre
Meridian 604 Digital Tuner
1600 695
1600 495
Meridian 205 Mono Amps
Meridian 555 Amp
850 450
900 395
Meridian 563 DAC
Michell Alecto Monos
2000 1295
500 295
Micromega Stag_e 4
800 450
Monarchy M18 DAC ( New sealed box)
Naim Snaps
n/a
75
1780 1095
Naim 250
Naim 72
850 395
Naim SBL Black
2395 795
Naim 42
n/a
50
Naim 140
n/a 350
Naim CD'
2000 995
Naim Nait 1
n/a 150
Naim SBL Walnut ( 6months old ex demo)
2395 1695
95
Naim 42.5
280
95
Onix Soap Power Supply
n/a
Partington A4 Stands
120
65
Panasonic 350 Multi Region DVD
599 350
Proac TAB 2000 SIG 1Stands (4months old)1250 895
Proac Tablete II
550 295
Quad ESL 57 Bronze
n/a 550
Quad FM4
n/a 195
Revox G36
n/a 295
Rel QBass
350 195
Roksan Tabriz
95
350
95
Standesign 5Tier
190
Sonus Faber Concertos Walnut
950 650
Sonus Faber Concerto Grand Piano Walnut 1790 1295
Sony Espirit Tan 900 Monos
4000 1495
350 195
Sony BADS JB 920 Minidisc
Tag McLaren PA10 Pre
850 550
Tag McLaren T20 Tuner ( new sealed box)
1100 550
Tesla 3008 x2 ( New boxed)
300 195
Thorens TTF 2000 FPre
500 295
Thorens TMA 2000 Monos
1000 595
Transparent Music Wave 2/4 tt
280 195
Unison Research Smart 845 Monos
3500 1595
Wireworld Equinox 2/3mtr
195
7000 4500
Wilson Benesch Act One
Yamaha DSP A1092 AC3 5.1 AN Amp
850 395

CABLES- HALF PRICE SALE
XL0 • CARDAS • WIREWORLD • VANDENHUL
•DPA • CABLETALK + MANY MORE POA

di

www.centralaudio.co.uk

PO. Box 579, Point Pleasant, PA 18950 USA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

tony@centralaudio.co.uk
1

7

SCOTLAND'S FIRST AND
FOREMOST DEALER
•Established 1979 (formerly The Music Room)
•Four dem rooms in dedicated premises

MAR'

tenes

ULTIMA SERIES
Revel Salon, gloss finish

£12,995

Revel Studio, gloss finish

£ 8,995

PERFORMA SERIES (new!)
Increasing people from the south are joining a
brain drain to our showroom. A part-time enthusiastic colleague is needed, so send your c.v.
and bring efficiency to our business and better
service to our customers. Loudspeakers? They
create the most neglected opportunity to
reproduce palpable soundflelds yet many people are unaware of the potential. Twenty years
industry experience has taught me to demand
serious performance in the £6 - £ 12k price
band, and close approaches at £2 - £5k. We
strongly recommend Zingali as the world's
leading exponent of horn, combining modern
and traditional techniques. Now, hear their
Studio Monitors, exclusively in the UK. Could be
what you always dreamed about, and the
price of the 95-115 is incredible. My customers
all guessed figures well over £ 10k and I
just
smiled. At this point we regard the ProAc Future
2as easily the finest exponent of ribbon techniques, in a couple of words it is about integrity,
purity, naturalness which words cannot capture
the first few seconds of hearing them. In
dynamic loudspeakers, we respect Revel as the
finest exponent, doubtless due to massive
research and resources ... but also the vision
and experience of a design dream team. The
Revel range now stretches from the Salon and
Studio speakers through the Performa F-30 and
Audio Salon is proud to announce the amazing
Performa M-20 at only £ 1,595 plus £200 for
optional pedestal. A new standard has been
established for the size and price. Finally, who
said that a prophet is not honoured in his own
village? The loudspeakers from Acoustic
Reproduction Technology Ltd including the latest ST- one combine stunning power with
finesse; architectural elegance with backbreaking massive weight ... they use slate and other
dense materials so the cabinet does not sound
like a wardrobe From £ 1,995 per pair, you had
better look north ... their perfect partners are
Sugden MasterClass, as heard at the London
and Edinburgh Hi Fi Shows.
Equipment by:
AUDIO NOTE • BOW • MARK LEVINSON • LFD LYRA •
MICHELL • PASS LABS • SME • STAX
SUGDEN • SUMIKO
Loudspeakers by:
A- R- T • Pro- Ac • REVEL • TOTEM • ZINGALI
•Zingali Studio Monitors

No 37 CD Transport

£3995

No 39 CD Player

£4995

No 360 24/192 DAC

£4395

No 383 Integrated Amp

£5495

No 334 125wpc Amp

£5495

F-30 floorstander

2,895

M-20 loudspeaker

1,575

A- R-T
ST-One

£1,995

ART-One

£3,995

ART-Two

£5,995

ZINGALI

WITHIN REACH
No 335 250wpc

£7495

No 336 350wpc

£8995

No 360S 24/192 DAC

£6895

No 380S PreAmp

£6495

Overture . 1S/ WBT

£2,040

Overture . 25/ VT

£2,550

Overture .35/ WBT

£3,195

Overture .45/ WBT

£4,550

Studio Monitor 95-112-2

£4,750

Studio Monitor 95-115-2

£6,450

WITHOUT EQUAL
No 31.5 CD Transport

£9295

No 30.6 24/192 DAC

£16495

No 32 PreAmp

£14495

No 33H 2x150 watts

£19395

No 332 x300 watts

£29995
111P

_go d :72
5 Crown Terrace, Hyndland, Glasgow G12 9HA
E-mail: jack@audiosource.co.uk

iAany items new this month, or check our
)rice reductions, from Britain's premium
quality " second user" columns.
WAS
Audio Research LS- 7

NOW

£ 1,598 £

STATUS

699

s/h

Audio Research VT- 60 £2,645 £ 1,099

s/h

Conrad-johnson Premier 7C
Final example of this
classic Tube phono
£11000 £4,500

pre-amp

Conrad -johnson

Premier

27, years old, mint

Exposure

16

Pre -amp

s/h

14
£4,500 £2,495

s/h

£2,700 £ 1,300

s/h

Includes model 9 psu,
separate For line and phono purity
Mark Levinson 331 Power Amplifier
100 WPC, perfect, boxed, reduced
£4,995 £2,500

s/h

Meridian 508.24 CD Player
Mint sample,
as new price reduced
£2,195 £ 1250

this month

s/h

Theta Data Basic CD
Transport

£1,990 £ 890

Theta Pro Geny DAC

£1,099 £ 549

s/h

Siltech/VVBT silver HF6
£ 149

digital link

free!

The Toff Pre -amp
Pro quality, bal & s/e
£1,395 £ 695

Box, manual, etc

s/h

Zingali have introduced premium WBT
terminals and wider spacing On all
Overture and Studio Monitor loudspeakers from April 2000.
This presents a
unique opportunity.
First come first served for 25% off our
carefully run-in dem stock. This includes
the utterly sensational Model 95-115
featuring 15" horn and 15" woofer, worth
£10, 000 (was only £6,400 now £4,800).
One each: Overture . 1S (was £2,040 now
£1500), . 2S (was £2,550, now £ 1900),
.3S (was £3.195 now £2400), . 4S (was
£4,550 now £3400).
All prices include pedestals and VAT.
Full guarantee. Full delivery of music.
Exquisite hand-crafted solid wood.
They are like high quality Impulse
speakers with finesse but no colouration.

/\

SECURE MAIL ORDER AND ONLINE
•UK overnight • Worldwide 2-4 days
•AmEx, Switch, M/C and Visa honoured by phone, fax or secure e- commerce
•Effective cables and accessories, tested in various systems
AUDIO NOTE
Legendary Stereo Interconnects
(silver lits not plated!) 0.5m/ 1Am:
AN-Swith AN phonos
£89/139
AN-V with AN phonos
£ 129/199
AN-Vx solid silver plugs £309/499
AN-Vz solid silver plugs £799/1099

AUDIOSOURCE

Stratos Transparent Series 2
Stereo Interconnects 0.5 / 1.0m:
£99/125
RCA or XLR fully bal
£35
Additional metre per pair
£39/59
Digital RCA or XLR
Pettus Blue 0.5/1.0m
£40/48
With RCA plugs only
£52/58
PB + semibal or bal
AUDIOSOURCE
£62/68
PB+ST. RCA or XLR
£25
Product of
extended research into Additional metre per pair
Conductivity and Contamination. Our
top interconnects are OFC (not platJPS-LABS
ed) microscopic-strands ( 130 per
wire), bi-wire with separate OFC earth Stereo Interconnects 0.5 / 1Dm:
drain even on single-ended (RCA) Single-ended, RCA to RCA:
stereo interconnects; industry lowest R. The Ultra Conductor £69/ 89
C. and H values; low leakage semiThe SuperConductor+ £ 179/219
conductor. Low crosstalk by mylar foil
SuperConductor-2 WBT
£499
and geometry. Twinned tin/silver solder
Fully-balanced, XLR to XLR:
for combined density and adhesion.
£179
The UltraConductor lm
Custom 3-T (time, temp, and twinned
£449
solder for audio tranparency). Custom The Superconductor+
£899
phono plugs machined from solid and SuperConductor-2
levered centre pin, pincer earth grip,
direct gold plating; interior pre-flux
KONTAK
cleaned, exterior contacts enhanced.
£15
CONTAMINATION: triple passive screen- Contact Cleaner

Now we've signed up with America's
JPS Labs. We heard the rest, we got the
best!! Similar no-nonsense pricing In
USA, we are not a middleman distributor. We sell at US domestic prices + VAT
(plus a surcharge for UK mains plugs on
their budget AC cord).

ing achieves the industry's highest
value of 85% against EMI and RFI. flat
MADRIGAL
ribbon OFC earth braiding drained to
£319
source, in single-ended (RCA) cables;
CZ Gel RCA or Bal 0.5m
£419
custom phono plug reflects interferCZ Gel RCA or Bal 1Dm
ence; fluxing and cleaning minimises DIGITAL ( 1m, one piece):
diode effect. Two further custom
£295
MDC-2 Fatboy RCA
points: anti-Corrosion coating
sta£295
MDC-1 Balanced XLR
bilises HF skin effect, prolongs performance! And Cable Conditioning
MIT
memory-aligns copper crystals for optimum burn-in. Full spec and a selection
STEREO INTERCONNECTS lm:
from our users comments available by
£89
MITerminator 3Interconnect
post, e-mail, and maybe one day on
£129
MITerminator 2Interconnect
our website.
£249
MIT ProLine Balanced lm
£299
JPS-LABS
MI-330 Series Two
£495
MI-330 ProLine Balanced
Direct from the USA at domestic prices,
£499
MH-330+ Series Three
we have been appointed exclusive UK
£699
MI-330 SHOTGUN
direct dealer, bypassing the concept
£849
MI-330 SHOTGUN Balanced
of national distributor in the age of the
global market. Concentrating efforts DIGITAL ( lm, one piece):
on technology rather than marketing,
MITerminator 3 (RCA)
£ 99
JPS-Labs
have
a unique
alloy
MIT Digital Reference (RCA)£320
combined with materials and techMIT ProLine D.R. (XLR) £695
niques honed over ten years the characteristic sound is to breathe life into
FAVOURED AC CORDS
your system. On receipt of the dem
stock library we dropped a JPS " loom" Audio Note Zero 2m
£25
(AC cord, interconnect and speaker BCD (Italy) shielded lm
£95
cable) into a known system, and the
1.5m, 2.0 m
£ 135/ £ 175
goose bumps and emotional swelling
CAD (Wales) Candour 1m/ 2m £ 19/24
instantly banished our commercial
Conqueror 1m/ 2m
£46/62
fears. Much life was indeed breathed
£119
JPS-Labs (USA) GPA UK 2m
into the system. Of all AC cords tested,
£249
Analog UK 2m
the JPS-Labs came out tops; we like the
£249
Digital (UK) 2m
company so much, we couldn't buy it
£349
Power Lead UK 2m
but became their UK distributor. There
£999
Kaptovator (UK) 2m
is literally nothing to touch their dedicated AC cords for analog, digital and
power ( amps) devices.

/

Tel: 0141 357 5700

Fax 0141 339 9762

TOWNSHEND AUDIO
SEISMIC SINK
STAND
This is the first shelving to do
it right, the first one worthy of
high end audio. Suddenly, all
other shelving units are obsolete." So said J. Peter
Moncreiff in IAR in 1998 (full
review available on request).
Audio Salon is proud, yet
again, to announce a leading edge product: of simplified assembly and half the
price, we will happily send
details and prices of the A/V
Seismic Sink stands, available
in four widths, and 2, 3, 4, or
5shelves; price is typically
£699.
It is now an established fact
that isolating components
on anything other than air is
wrong. Now it can be done
in an extremely impressive
and affordable stand.
Please contact us for details
of the Townshend ranges
including heavy duty and
regular isolation platforms for
individual components, loudspeaker platforms, and the
Modular Seismic Sinks. All
these products are used in
our dem rooms.

LFD (England) Hi-amp 1.25m £80
Pc-occ amp cord 1.25m £85

r-f

Web: www.audiosource.co.uk

THE

CABLES DIRECT
In 1996 AudioSource advertised their
high- end interconnects direct from
factory. You can still " Try an £800 cable
in your system for 14 days
and keep
it for V 25!" Designer cables suffer from
high research costs, and you pay for
the prestige packaging, printing, magazine reviews, freebies, dealer profit
and VAT on top.

Cables + AC Cords by:
AUDIO NOTE • BCD • CAD • JPS Labs • MADRIGAL • MI
Isolation Stands by:
BCD • Copulare • RMS Stands Unique • TOWNSHEND
Room Treatment by .
ECHO BUSTERS

Previously Cherished Items, Or something
e
new from
Q

Clearance
ltems

Description

Choice
Price

inn lsobanks
McCormack DAC
Cambridge Dac Magic
Audio Alchemy DDS 2
Exposure VActive aover (3Way)
Magnum P200 pre amp
Gale 401
•Reduced this month

£
£
£
£
£
£
£

Amplifiers

2

Ret I Price

495.00'
395.00
75.00
395.00
295.00
795.00
150.00

E

99500
15000
£ 900043
99500
189590

Nelot, in
This Month
POWER AMPLIFIERS
£

p.o.a.
on dem
£ 1200.00
£ 275.00

Audio Note Ongaku (new)
Plinius 54250 mk IV
Cyrus aPA7 Monoblocks
Maranta PM-665E

PRE AMPLIFIERS

£
£
£
£
£
C

£ 1495.20
on dem

£ 4995.03

£ 3200.00
10,0002
£ 500.03
£ 6000.03

495.00
795.00
495.00
595.00
295.00

£ 800.03
£ 1250.00
899.00
899.00
500.00

TURNTABLES/ANALOGUE/VARIOUS
Musical Fidelity XLP'
£
395.00
Cyrus 7Stand (7Shelb
C 295.00
EAR 834 P
£
450.00

£ 495.00
£ 500.00
£ 650.00

E 25086

SPEAKERS
(liad ESL 63
Audio Physics Caldera
Acoustic Energy AE120
Wilson Cubs

aseca

CD PLAYERS & DACS
Audiomeca ELIXIR D'A
Audiomeca Kreatura CD Transport
Cyrus Dac Master
Cyrus Disc Master
Maranta 63 mk II Ki Sig

E

SYSTEMS

Cyrus Pre, Monos, Transport 0Dac incuding stand £

3000.00

750.03
450.03
3400.00
839.00
1100.00
4000.00
600.00

5500 00

Power
Am
Tube Tech. Synergy PPS
Quad 306
Exposure IX Power supply
Krell KSA 80
Jadis JA500
Restek Monoblocks Exponent ( 1.2kw)
NRG 401M
Meracus Intrare
Audio Research Classic 150 M/blocks
EAR 861 Power amp
Linn LK100
Audio Research 11760
Adcom GF565
Rogers E40A ( new(
Musical Fidelity A3 Integrated
Restek Integrated
Quad 77 Integrated
Acuphase E203 Integrated
Jadis JA30 Monoblocks (latest)
Cary 572 SE Monoblocks
Audio Note Neiro (as new)
Graff 50/50
Graff GM 200
Plinius SA 100
Cello Performance 2Monoblocks (4chassis)
Krell KAS 2Monoblock
Jadis JAMO
Boulder 102 AE
Jadis JA BO Monoblocks
Audion Golden Knights
Jadis Dely mk III
Micromega Tempo 2Integrated
Krell FPB 600
Krell KSA 250
Krell 50S
Exposure XII psu
Musical Fidelity F19
Audion Silver Knights
Musical Fidelity XAS 100 ( x-dem)
Quad 405
Counterpoint 5412
VTL 125
Exposure Super VIII
Exposure VIII

-hojee

lifiers

E4495.00

E 275.00
E 795.00
E 1795.00
6995.00

E 6495.00
E 5495.00

E x-dem

E 5500.00
E 1595.00
E 450.00

E1295.00
E 1295.00
E 1495.00
E x-dem
795.00
450.00

E 795.00

E 3795.00
E dem

E9995.00
E1650.00
E4950.00
E
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
E
E
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£

2850.00
9995.00
9995.00
6995.00
2650.00
4995.00
1995.00
3250.00
450.03
8995.00
2750.03
1995.00
495.00
2250.00
1295.00
699.00
225.00
795.00
1495.00
550.00
450.00

Exposure VII
Electrocompaniet EC4.5 (New)
Audio Research SP9
Audio Research LS3
Naim Nac 72
Audio Research LS9
G4aftGM
Cello Audio Suite ... master supply
Cello Audio Palette umaster supply
Jeff Rowland Consumate . Phono ( 3box)
Meridian 541 Dolby Surround
FM Acoustics 266 Resolution
C.A.T. SL1 Ultimate
CAT SL1 Sig mk III
Musical Fidelity X- P100
Meridian 562 V
Exposure XI pre XII psu

£ 295.00
£ 895.00
£ 795.00
£ 1195.03
£ 475.00
£ 1995.00
£ 1850.00
£10,995.00
9995.00
£ 3995.00
£ 650.00
£10,995.00
x- item
£ 2995.00
£ 699.00
£ 695.00
£ 795.00

£ 600.00
£ 1195.00
£ 2000.00
£ 1845.00
£ 767.00
£ 2500.00
£ 375300
£28,000.00
£25,000.00
800030
£ 109500
£17.000.00
5750.00
6900.00
£ 799.00
995.00
£ 1500,00

Acoustic Energy AE2 Sig. Piano Black . Stands
Acoustic Energy AEI P/Blk . Sled
OLN Sig. oStands
Shahinian Obelisk
Apogee Mini Grand
Audio Physic Tempo I!
Nairn Credo
Proac Tablette 2000
Sonus Faber Minima Amators Iron Wood Stands
Audio Physics Spark
Mendian DSP5000 Rosewood
Wilson Grand Slam mk II
Mission 753 Rosewood ubase
Monitor Audio Studio 50 SE Piano Black
Proac Resp 1SC uStands
Audio Physics Virgo
Martin Logan Acrius
Sound Lab 43
Cello Stradivari Grand Master
(Rosewood and Piano Black)
Audio Static DC1 . ( Audi Silver)
Wilson Audio MAX
Apogee Stage
Rogers LS3/5A Black ( New)
Rogers AB1 Sub ( New)
Rogers LS55 ( New)
Alon Adriana (New)
Alon Vmk III
Meridian M 2500 Sub
Jamo SE3105 active sub
Orelle Swings
Dynalab 2.8 Ref ( New)
Audio Physics LIBRA

£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£

1795.00
795.00
995.00
1995.03
2995.00
special
695.00
450.00
1295.00
on dem
£ 2750.00
£35,000.00
£ 495.00
£ 2500.00
£ 895.00
on dem
£ 1295.00
£ 4995.00
£22000.00

2995.00
£ 1503.00
£ 1803.03
£ 2800.00
£ 8500.00
£ 2499.00
£ 1175.00
£ 600.00
£ 198000
£ 1749.00
£ 3600.00
£80,000.00
£ 900.00
400
£ 1500.03
£ 3403.03
£ 2288.00
£12,03303
E600.06

£ 2750.00
£24,995.00
£ 995.00
£ 575.00
£ 395.00
£ 330.00
£ special
£ special
£ 1095.00
£ 495.00
£ 795.00
£ 695.00
on dem

£ 4250.00
£33,000.00
3000.00
£ 798.00
£ 598.00
£ 430.00
£10.000.00
£ 5500.00
£ 1600.00
£ 800.00
£ 1203.03
£ 1200.00
£ 5003.00

45,000.00
61:00.00
1900.00
400.00

£ 375.00
£ 195.00
£ on dem
£ 595.00
£ 750.00
£ 2250.20

Naim Hi Cap (cid style)
Nairn 42.5
Plinius 16P Phono/remote
EAR 834 Lpre- amp
Cyrus aCA7 psx
Mark Levinson No 28
Mendian 291 Pm

Pre

6900.00
£ 400 00
£ 150000
£ 380000
£21,000.00
£12.000.00
£13000.00
£ 995.00
£12,030.00
£ 3003.00
£ 603.00
2645.00
2200.00
1848.00
850.00
£ 1100.00
9130.00
1695.00
£ 5180.00
2350.00
£16,500.00
£ 2150.00
£ 7900.00
£ 3450.00
£20,000.00
£18,030.00
£21,1300.00
3400.00
£10,000.00
4000.00
4790.00
900.00
£12,900.00
6700.00
£ 369300
4003.00
3030.00
799.00
1400.00
3500.00
800.00
700.00

Q()cTurntables
& Analo
Thorens TD280 mk IV
£
Linn LP12/Lingo'Ekos/Arkiv/Cirkus
£
Naim KM 02 Tuner
£
£
Audiolab 80007 Tuner
£
Goldmund Ref Turntable
Oracle Mk VTurntable
E
Pink Triangle PT Too Ref Bearing, platter, clamp £
Linn LP 12/ARO/Armegeddon/Prefix/Hi Cap/17 DII £
Linn LP12'LVIII Lingo Cirkus K9
£
Linn Klyde
£

185.00
2250.00
850.00
550.00
8995.00
pou.
495.00
2500.00
1095.00
375.00

Choice
STOCKIST OF:
Acoustic Energy
Advantage
Alon
ATC
Audible Illusions
Audio Physics
Boulder
Bryston
Cary
C.A.T.
Chord
Clear Audio
Denon
DNM
Dynavector
Egglaston Works
Graham
Helios
Michell
Musical Fidelity
Nordost
Oracle analogue
and digital

P.M.C.
Plinius
Rockport
Shahinian
SME
Tara Labs
Target
Teac
Totem
Transfiguration
Trichord
Trilogy
Van den Hul
VPI
Wilson Benesch
DVD Players now
available from
Sony, Panasonic,
Pioneer and many
more.

In-depth experience on high end
new and used equipment

ID

Best prices paid for top quality
equipment

1E) Generous part exchange

ue
£

240.00
41300.00
£ 11652
£ 8130.00
£30,0130.00
£ 4199.03
£ 950.00
£ 4000.00
£ 2000.00
£ 500.00

10 Show room/dem room
1E) Long term trade in policy, to allow
continual upgrading

'I All

credit cards inc. Amex

-ID Mail order
Export service
-11Di Finance arranged subject to status
-ID Widest range available

& DACS
Meridian 206 Delta Sigma
Wadia 830
Krell (AV 250 C.D.
Krell KAV 300 C.D.
Pink Triangle Ordinal 1307
Teac P500
Musical Fidelity 0- ACT
YBA Integre
Oracle CD2000 Transport
Musical Fidelity 63 CD
Audio Alchemy DOE 1
Wadia 860 (24/96)
Mark Levinson No 39
Forsell Air Ref Transport mk II
Mark Levinson 30.5/31
Krell ( PS 25s
Quad 77 CD Player (Ouadlink)
Mendian 203 dac
Arcam Alpha plus
Mendian 563 dac 20 bit
Mendian 565
Helios Model 3

el 0181
fax 0181 392 1994

£ 495.00
£ 1000.00
£ 2495.00 £ 300000
£ 1895.00 £ 2599.00
£ 2495.00 £ 4290.00
£ 595.03 £ 900.00
£ 395.00 £ 600.00
£
95.00
130.00
ondem
109500
pea. £ 7299.00
x-dew £
850.00
£
95.00
E 20300
£ 6500.00 £ 7500.00
£ 4250.00
C 5000.00
£ 4995.00 £ 8000 00
£11,500.00 £ 24,000.00
£14,995.03 £ 19,995.00
£ 495.03 £
700.00
£ 225.00 £ 500.00
£ 195.00 £
500.00
£ 495.00 £ 950.00
£ 1495.00 £ 2500.00
£ 495.00 £
700.00

Unbiased advice
-10 Unique 'Hi-Fi Exchange' - a
computerised database of sales
and wants - will put you in touch

Choice hi-fi make it easy for you to fulfil your
sonic dreams. Quality hi-fi is not just about
expensive brandnames, it's about aspiring to
the very best sound, about choosing your ideal
system from the widest selection in the country,
in a unique no- pressure environment. It's about
taking advantage of our unrivalled knowledge
and being given the freedom to choose and
upgrade the audio equipment you want, when
you want. Others may sell you hi-fi, Choice hi-fi
will sell you solutions.

392 1959 & 0181
e- mall choice

hifiemsn.com

392 1963

open from 10am to 8pm by appointment

All previously cherished items in mint, second hand or as new condition - guaranteed

HIGH END AUDIO
BOUGHT SOLD
EXCHANGED

Looking for better sound
from your Hi Fi? We can help!

NEW IN THIS MONTH
SALE
UST
0395.5/H £ 1.996
Mark Levinson No 28 Preamp balanced
£995
SM £2,350
Krell KSL Prearnp inc phono balanced
Quad ESL 63 Electrostatic speakers inc stands. black
£ 1.795
SM £3.600
Krell KPS 201 CD Player. excellent
£ 4.995
SM . £9,900
Muse Model Eight CD transport 8Model Two ninety six DAC,
nice machine and does DOD as well
£3,995
SM £6.500
Musical Fidelity A3 CD player 24 bit, month old
£595
S/H £800
Sony CDP 03000 ES CD player interesting player
with 4digital fillers
good sluff . £350
Sal... £500
Mark Levinson 3800 preamp RC8balanced £3,995 SM £6.500
Audenote M3 preamp with phono
..
.
£2,795.SM . £4,650
Pioneer CLD 2850 CD CDV Laser disc player
£250 SM £699
Cyrus 7integrated amp 8POOR supply, month old
£795 S/H . £ 1.028
Gryphon DMI00 Class Apower amp. the big one,
this is asuperb beast
£4,995
SM £ 12,000
Cello Aude Suite prear'np verth P201C0 P101MC
13200 8P301 moduels 8master supply recent model £8.995
SM £23.000
Cello Aude Palette recent model
£7.995
SM £29.000
Cello pedormance 2amplifiers 4chassis mono power amps
pmply superb, recent models
£9,995.SM £27.500
Cello Stradivari master speakers in Piano black.
stunning recent models
£ 12,995
SM £35.000
Audio Physics Virgo 2speakers birds eye maple
£ 1.995
SM £3,399
MIT MH.750 COT plus shotgun terminator speakers.
cables 3metre. pair
.
superb £ 1,500
SM £4,000
B8W CD mise speakers 6stands chenwecod
£395
S/11... £700
Ensemble reference sr/ver speakers 8Pro/unto subwoOlierS
Piano black Extremely transparent watts 8puppies
£2.995
SM £7,000
Merornega 2-1 CD Transport
£995
S/H . £2.500
Jadis JDI CD Transport
£4,995
SA-1 . £9.950
Nairn CD3 CD Player
£695
Sill £ 1000
Narre FT101 Tuner 8Snaps Supply
£695
SM £ 1000
Magnum Dynalab Tuner ETIOIA
£495
Maranta DD82 Digital Compact Cassette
£295
SM £600
Lyra Claws De Capo Cartridge
£495.SM.. C995
Krell SBP 640 Reference DAD, who said digital technology
moves quick still shows up current competition
£ 1.995
09.900
Meridian 566 20 Bit DAC Aesbu etc. balanced
£595 £ 1,195
Teac P500 CD Transport
£395 . £700
Primed, T20 FM RDS Tuner
£395 . £600
Class Aude DR6 Mk2. balanced 0phono mm/mc £ 1,795
03,817
Meridian 541 Sound Processor Preamp
£595 £ 1.150
Meridian 555 Power Amps
£495
Sill. , . £750
Meridian 205 Mono Power Amps
£695 £ 1.100
Aude Silver Knight Valve Mono Amps
£ 1,295 £2.300
Classe Audio CA200 Power Amp, bal. black
£ 1,795 £2.900
Sonus Faber Concerto Grand Pianos speakers, inc stands
8slabs. Piano Black
£ 1.295
SM . £2,099
Gryphon Phono Head Amp, gold, 2supplies .... Excellent. .. £695
SM £ 1,500
Day Sequerra FM tuner ' The Sequerra'
Best . 04.503
SM £ 10.000
Burmester 846 Line Preamp. gold 8balanced £795.SM . £ 1.800
Cello Palette MIV multiple input version 8master supply
the ultimate line Pre Amp
£9.995.SM £29.500
Lyra Parnasuss Cartridge
£695
SM . £ 1.695
Meridian 508 20 bit CO Player
£ 1,195
SM . £ 1,995
Audio Research D250 Stereo Valve Amp. recent resabe,
avery rare sought after classic
£2.795.SM £6.950
BOW Silver Signature Speakers 8Stands.
stunning looks 8sound to match. Bobinga wood
£2.995 SM . £5,500
Aude Mecca Mephisto CD Transport Trichord AT&T
£ 1,295 SM . f2,500
Wadia WT 3200 CD Transport
£999 SM . £ 1.995
Revox 8226 Signature CD Player variable output
f495 . £ 1.150
Maranta CPA 94 DAC. variable output and balanced
£395
SM
Ants DAP 2Be, Reterence DAC
Superb . £995
SM 03,500
Michel ISO Hera Phono Stage
£395
S/H
Mark Levinson 6028 fully balanced Pre Amp
Superb .. £2,795
SM £5.450
Mark Levinson No26S tully balanced Pre Amp
Brillant £3,500
SM . £7250
Mark Levinson 6023 Balanced Dual Mono Power Amp . . 2,995
£
SM . 05.500
Mark Levinson No20 5Reference Class AMono Amps
superb and rare opportunity legends bargain
£4.995
Sill £ 12,500
Krell KRC HR Pre Amp RC Bal etc
£3.995
SM £6,949
Osad 77 Integrated Amp 2months old
£395
SM... £ 700
STOP PRESS JUST 0+ STAR BUY
Audenote Ongaku the one and only, yes another one
can you believe it 2years oid Willow
£ 19.995 OM £59,500
Cello Sera/in Active Speakers finished in Piano Black
superb speakers 1280B
£4,995
SM £ 12.500
Pere Lurne Jr lAI,2 Turntable with SL5 Arrn
£ 1,495 . SM . £3.900
Aude Research SP II Mk2 Silver Preamp
£ 1.995
SM . £5.800
Aude Research V140 Valve Mono Amps Balanced
£3.995
SM £8.960
Aude Research BLI Bal Converter
£495 . SM... £888
Burmester 828 Mk2 Mono Power Amps, superb,
these units are 200 vepc 8very rare
£2.995 . . £9,200
Wilson Wan 3Puppy 2with tails 8paws.
Piano Black very sought after, be quick
Superb . £6,000
S/1-1 £ 13,700
Meromeca 31CD Transport
Reduced .. £795
SM £ 15.000
Aude Research V70 Valve Amp
Reduced . £ 1,495 .. . £4.400
thon 4Speakers Black Ash
Reduced .. £995.. S/H £3.850
Silvered° Speakers Piano Black 8Stands
Reduced .. £995.. SM £2.350
Revox H6 RDS Tuner, Piano Black
Reduced.. £495.. SM £ 1,000
Cello 81DAC 20 bit 8supply. stunning ..
Reduced £ 1,995
SM £6.000
Monitor Aude Studio 50 Speakers, Chelltud. Reduced .. £ 1,995
SM . £ 5.000
Electra C,ompanet Limited Anniversary Signature Power Amp.... £ 1295
SM.. £ 3000
Oracle Delphi Mk2 Turntable Mission Arm, lust serviced and
includes mod squad supply
£695
SM. £2000.
Musical Fidelity the Preamp 26
£ 150
MI £300
Audio Research Classic 150 Valve Mono Power Amps
choice ot 2pairs available 8fully serviced
£ 4995
SM. £ 12000
Arcarn Black Box 50 DAC
£ 150.SM. . £450
Cyrus Power Amp balanced with PSXR
3complete units available. 3months old
£600.SM. £830
Cello Duet 350 Power Amps. choice of 2available and
are also Mono Bridgeable
Brilliant. £4995
SM £ 10200
Pink Triangle Decapo DAC 1307 Chipset. black
£895 S/11 .. £ 1600
Meridian 200203 Trans DAC Treord.
Reduced. . £695 SM .. £ 1660
Meridian 208 CD.Pre Amp Phono MRS Remote Reduced. . £695
SM 01665
Goldmund Moms 3Power Amp
Stunning. £ 1995
SM £5150
Robertson 4010 Power Amp 2available
£495
SM. . £995
Michel Argo Hera Line Pre Ampo Supply
£450
S/11 . £885
Sota Cosmos Turntable Vaccum Hold Granite
£ 1395
SM £4400
Cambridge CD! CD Player
£395
SM £ 1500
Arcarn Black Box 5DAC
kaoo sm... £450
Tannoy 638 Profile Speakers
£295
SM £600
Acoustat Il Eeat,sta, Panel Snake's Black
£ 350
SH £ 1095

Established specialists in Hi Fi cables and
accessories, we can show you how to get
more from your equipment. Much more.

01438 714038
HIFI NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW
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Export facilities available
Visit our Web Page www.biftstereacom

FOR THE CONNOISSEUR.
WILSON MAXX IN FERRARI GREY £ 24995.
MARK LEVINSON 33 REFERENCE MONO AMPLIFIERS £ 19995.
mime a

MARK LEVINSON 306 DAC 24/96 plus HDCD.

£11995.

Cello Reference Standard DAC £2995
For full information of our extensive
range, including HiFi and Home
Cinema cables, CD and contact
cleaners, and equipment supports...
contact us for our FREE catalogue
quoting ref: ABHNO600.

Lifetime
Guarantee

30 Day
Home Trial

Free

FREEPHONE 0800 373467

Delivery

Russ Andrews Accessories Ltd.,
FREEPOST NWW881A, Kendal, LA8 9ZA
Tel .441011539 825500
www russandrews com
E-mail; products@russandrews.com

Freephone
Ordering

Absolute Tune-ups
.\bsolute Sound, qualified engineer , can now repair,
!noddy sir re- align any high- end equiment. lVe can
undertake rebuilds with selected audiophile grade
components and can ,11,0 otter a yak c
matching ser‘ ice. I-spect only the best

Absolute Sounds
Tel: 020 8971 3909 Fax: 020 8879 7962

A

ARGYLE HI-FI
HI-FI REPAIRS 61 SERVICING

on all British & Foreign makes by Qualified
Engineer with over 30 years experience.

Tel: 01 752 779933

atv

•Service & Repairs
•Valve & transistor
amplifiers
-) • Vintage Valve

ATV SERVICES
LEATHERHEAD •
01372 456921 .

radios
HiFi VCR's
Valves tested

MADISOUND

PROVIDES SPEAKER

BUILDERS WITH THE

HIGHEST QUALITY

PARTS AND ADVICE.
LA• MAYOMION

seas
•ECLIPSE'

liA•UT-P.I.M. OR

Ért,w

Solen Inductors

Skaaning
I .oudspeakers

MIAUDIO®

Ëi)LEFLIEM
ACOUSTIC PANELS

more r

peerless

flat linc ciihie

h711/V

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

10 00am - 700prn MON - SAT 10.00em - 1.00pm SUN
NOTE ALL ITEMS IN STOCK AT TIME OF PRESS WE ARE NOT AGENTS'

202. Findon Road UM-tieing 137,114 Off
Pre-owned equipment available will, guarantee ,

Main dealer for Mark levinson Reference products

LOCATED IN WELWYN - HERTS
RING FOR DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION

HEATHERDALE
AUDIO LTD

I
r„,1

NOW DEMONSTRATING THE MARK LEVINSON 383
INTEGRATED AMP.
SPEAKERS
PRICE
WILSON MAIO( in Ferrari Grey ( Less than 4months old)
£24995
TDL Studio 1speakers with stands ( Black Ash)
£495
Linn Isohariks With stands
£895
ATC Towers Ts
£795
AUDIONOTE ANUSE ( Rosewood) EVeneer
£3995
KEF 101/2 Speakers
£475
MAGNAPLANAR 1.5's
£995
MIRAGE Mloi Piano black
£2995
MISSION 782 Loud Speakers ( Stand mount model)
£250
MONITOR AUDIO Subwoofer Rosewood
£ 195
SOLSTICE AAD speakers with stands
£495
TANNOY 15" Dual concentric speakers in superb oak cabinets £2995
Selection et Thiel ex demo. Speakers. All with 10 year guarantee.. fphone
B8W Matrix 3excellent condition and boxed
£695
PRE AMPS
CELLO ENCORE ANNIVERSARY Pre -amp
£4495
AUDIO RESEARCH PHONO 1phono stage MM & MC
£895
AUDIO RESEARCH SP 14 Pre-amp. (with phono stage) boxed
£1495
EXPOSURE 21 Pre-amp NEW with remote
£890
PASSLABS Aleph PPre-amp
£2799
GRAAF WFB TWO Pre-amp
£1195
OUAD 44/405 Mk 2
£395
AMPLIFIERS
CELLO PERFORMANCE 11 Mono amplifiers
£9995
MARK LEVINSON 332 200 wpc power amplifier
£3995
AUDIONOTE P4 Monoblocks
£3395
EXPOSURE 18 Stereo amplifier
£
495
EXPOSURE 18 Stereo Power amplifier NEW
£
720
LUXMAN M2000 Power amplifier
£495
ADCOM GFA 5300 Power amp
£295
RESTEK CHALLENGER integrated amplifier
£595
QUAD 405 MK 2with 44 pre-amp
£395
PIONEER PRECISION integrated amplifier
£295
QUAD 405-44 Pre-Power
£350
YBA PASSION Monoblocks. 3months old
£6500
CD PLAYERS & TRANSPORTS
AUDIO RESEARCH CDT1 CD transport
PROCEED PCD 3CD player
ROKSAN ROK-DP1/ROK-DA1 transport and DAC
PIONEER PRECISION MS 505 CD player
SONY SS2-702 Reference CD Player & DAC
MARK LEVINSON ML37 transport

DAC'S
MARK LEVINSON 30.6 Reference DAC (HDCD -24/96khz) £ 11995
CELLO REFERENCE DAC
£
2995
LED DAC 3
£
1595
SONIC FRONTIERS SFD1DAC
£1195
VAC DAC Valve DAC
£895
MISCELLANEOUS
QUAD FM4 Tuner
£250
NAKAMICHI BX2 cassette deck (just serviced)
£
295
AUDIO RESEARCH 2metre set Litzline speaker cable (£765) ex. Demo .£495
NAKAMICHI RX 505 3head auto reverse cassette deck
£695
REVOX PR99 Mk2 tape deck trolley mounted
£1495
SONIC FRONTIERS Jitta Bug
£295
VANDEN HUI CS122 Hybrid speaker cable 2.5 meter sets
£50/set
TEAC A-33405 Tape recorder
£595
SW( lAMDA NOVA Electrostatic headphones and energizer £795
SONY TCK 700 ES cassette deck
.
£ 195
TURNTABLES, CARTRIDGES & TONEARMS
LINN LP12/I.VX arm
£245
SME SERIES IV Tone Arm
£695
CEC Turntable & PSU
£
495
HELIUS Silver wired tonearm
£995
ROKSAN XERXES The mechanic pick-up arm Linn Trioka cartridge £795
ROKSAN XERXES Turntable
£395
VPI TNT Turntable
£3495
ROKSAN turntable with SME IV tonearm
£995
ORTOFON MC 7500 Full guarantee (new)
£1495
DUEL CS500 Turntable, excellent condition/boxed
£150
WE NOW OFFER Ir FINANCE' (* subject

LEFIP

MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS, INC.
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
PO. BOX 44283
MADISON, WI 53744-4283 U.S A.
TEL 6W-831-3433 FAX 608-831-3771
inro@madisouno coos
Web Page' httplwww madisound com

eeir:

£ 1295
£ 1595
£895
£295
£995
£2695

to status)

PLEASE PHONE TO ARRANGE AN AUDITION
MAIN DEALERS OF MARK LEVINSON, THIEL AND ABSOLUTE SOUNDS.
1E73

WE ACCEPT SWITCH • MASTERCARD
DINERS CLUE

VISA

AMERICAN EXPRESS

=A

Tel: 01903 872288 or Evenings 0860 660001
Fax: 01903 872234
Email address; heatherdale@hifi.stereo.com
121

Slhand and ex-demo clearance items - July ' 00

www.midlandaudiox-change.co.uk

MAX

Was

Now

Audio Alchemy DDE1.0V D/A Converter

399

149

Alchemist Forsetti Preamplifier

Audio Alchemy DDE1.1V D/A Converter

399

179

Audio Note M1 Phono Preamplifier

750

599

Audiolab 8000 DAX D/A Converter 24Bit

1099

599

Audio Note M2 Line Preamplifier

999

750

Audio Note CD2 Valve CD Player

1000

499

Audio Research LS7 Valve Preamplifier

1599

750

Audio Note CD2 Valve CD ( New & boxed)

1000

695

DPA Enlightenment New Style

995

695

DPA Enlightenment DX32

800

Meridian 203 DAC

499

Monrio Privilege 20Bit CD Player ( New & boxed)

950

750

CD Players & DAC'S

Was

Now

1299

549

Preamplifiers

DPA Renaissance CD Player ( Lastest 24/96)

799

599

Gate Audio Line Valve Preamplifier

1699

650

350

Sony Reference Preamplifier Esoteric TA 1ES

3000

2399

119

Unison Research Mystery One Valve Preamplifier

1795

1399

Monrio Bit Match Transport

950

650

Loudspeakers

Monrio 18B2 DAC

950

599

Acoustic Energy Aegis 2 Beech

299

199

Nakamichi DV10 OVO DTS/5.1

799

599

Audio Note AN-E/L Rosewood Loudspeakers

1680

950

Theta TLC

229

125

Audio Note AN-J/SP Light Oak Loudspeakers

1230

750

Theta Goliath

199

99

Audio Note AN-K/SP Light Ash Loudspeakers

1070

629

Epos ES30 Dark Cherry

2700

1399

695

399

Impulse Maya Loudspeakers

Amplifiers

Alchemist Forsetti Power amplifier

¡
tumid

Audion Sterling Power amplifier
Audion Sterling Integrated Line

Impulse Lali Cherry

1895

999

349

Spendor SP7/1 Black Ash

1900

850

1999

1299

599
799

449

Snell JMK2 Loudspeakers Black/ Huygens Stands

900

349

Audio Innovations 800 Anniversary Valve Power

1499

749

Totem Arrow Cherry

950

699

VelodyneTX810MK2 Subwoofer

695

379

Beard M1000 125W Monoblock 6550 Triode

6500

2250

Graff 50/50 Push Pull Power amplifier ( New & Boxed)

2100

1795

Graff GM20 OTL Ex- Demo Re- Valved

2995

2395

Tuners & Tape Decks

Plinius 8150 Remote Integrated Phono ( New & boxed)

1900

1299

JBL

299

129

Quad 33/303 Amplifiers ( New caps Fitted)

N/A

250

Magnum Dynalab FT11 Analogue Tuner ( New & boxed)

599

399

Quad 33/405 Amplifiers

N/A

350

Magnum Dynalab FT101 Analogue Tuner ( New & boxed)

850

679

Quad 405/2 Amplifier

N/A

229

Magnum Dynalab Signal Sleuth ( New & boxed)

225

179

1500

995

Meridian 565 DTS/AC3 7.1 Processor

2850

1499

Unison Research Pentode 35 Valve Integrated ( 4xEL34)

call John Roberts Tel / Fax. 01562 822236
181 Franche Rd • Kidderminster • Worcs • DY11 5AD
e-mail: sales@midlandaudiox-change.co.uk
Mobile: 0421 605966

ESC 200 Surround Package

Quad FM3 Stereo Tuner

N/A

75

Quad FM4 stereo Tuner

N/A

175

Roksan Caspian Tuner AM/FM

599

449

MAX

Midland Audio X- change

ITE FROM AUDIOMATICA

ROBERT TAUSSIG

de.Ign > our own loudspeakers or amplifiers. or would like to
are put it h> the high . osi ot test equipmeni ' Then we have

1).11

MULTIROOM EMPORIUM

01

,

1 C I,' thing,
11111

HALF PRICE SPEAKER SALE
EX Demonstration
ATC SCM 50a Speakers ( rosewood)
ATC SCM20 Speakers ( black)
Epos ES25 ( Rosenut)
B&W Matrix 801 Rosewood
B&W Matrix 802 Black
Linn Kaber Speakers ( black)
Linn 5150 Active Sub Bass Speaker ( black)
ATC SCM20 Speakers ( Black)

£ 3,000.00
£ 750.00
£ 750.00
£ 2,250.00
£ 1,400.00
£ 1,000.00
£ 1,400.00
£ 750.00

Second Hand
ProAc Response 3 ( black) s/h
ATC SCM50a Speakers ( mahogany) s/h

£ 1,500.00
£ 2,500.00

39 Blandford Street London W1 H 3AE
Tel: 020 7487 3455 Fax No 020 7487 3475

lilt' ( .1101•1,..tro-Acouqw.

\ie.iuvrciiiciii System b> rsiblioinatica. Some
of the full Labormor) sersion's lunctions
have boon omitted, but what's left is will a
stunning suite of PC-hased could tow
instruments at aknrw I, down price.
lie Litt uses MLS, Sine and pink noise and
•
cures frequency reaponw. inc. Irk muse.
.t.nren113 level, impedance. 2nd and krd harmonic
listonion and Thiele/Small parameters. There's even
a2-channel mcilloscime and an
inductance/capacitance meter! It includes ainn:,
pro -nip and phantom powering in the price and can he
upgraded to full Cho later.
Ike beet bit? Clio Lac costs just f3S6 inc. VAT and carriage in Me UK. With one Cho Lite microphone the
ir £455 inc. VAT and UK carrage.
For further information mi Clio Lite plus ademo disc and details of other loudspeaker design software
(and speaker kits) contact:
LI

O.

DBS Audio, P.(1. Box 91, Bury St. Edmunds, Suffolk IP28
01284 811891

Fax 01284 811791

E- Mail 1/BSaudiu@

information from Andiomatica's wolorife at www

andionuitica)

SALE OF REVIEW/DEMONSTRATION PRODUCTS
RRP
Special
Conrad-iohnson PV10AL valve line preamplifier
f1095 £850
Conrad-iohnson PV10A valve Itne/phono preamplifier
£1295 £995
Conrad-Johnson PV12A valve Itne/phono preamplifier
£2590 £ 2000
Conrad-Johnson ART reference remote line preamplifier ( rare occasion!)
£ 15000 £ 10000
Conradlohnson CAV50 integrated ( 2x50) valve amplifier
£2500 £ 1800
Conradlohnson Premier BA valve mono amplifier 275W ( pair) - new
£ 17000 £ 12500
Conradlohnson Premier 16LS ( Mini- Art) remote valve line preamplifier
£ 8000 £6250
Conradlohnson D/A-3 solid-state clia processor ( new)
£ 1195 £ 750
Conradlohnson DV- 2b valve co player ( new)
£2495 £ 1750
Conradehnson Premier 9reference valve clia processor
£3500 £ 1650
Resolution Audio VT960/092 • 2496 DVD transport/processor
£ 5500 £2750
Resolution Audio CD50 HDCD CD player ( new)
£3000 £ 1900
BelCanto SE T80 Class A single- ended 40W mono power amplifier ( new) - pair
£6900 £ 3750
Golden Tube Audio SE- 40 single ended class A valve amplifier ( new)
£ 1100 £650
Golden Tube Audio SI-50Mk11 remote valve integrated amplifier ( new)
£ 1100 £ 700
Golden Tube Audio SE-300BMk11 Limited Edition amplifier 2x8W ( new)
£ 1950 £990
Golden Tube Audio SE- 85 valve stereo amplifier 2x85W (new)
£ 1795 £950
Melos 202 Gold valve stereo amplifier 2x200W
£4500 £ 1350
Melos 402 Gold 400W valve mono power amplifier (pair)
£ 9000 £3750
Sound Lab A3 reference electrostatic loudspeakers (medium oak)
f12000 £3450
Avalon Eclipse loudspeakers ( cherry)
£ 8000 £4500
Muse Model Two balanced dia processor ( new)
£2000 £ 1100
Muse Model Two Plus balanced d/a processor ( new)
£2500 £ 1250
Muse Model 300 mono power amplifier 300W ( pair)
£3995 £ 2150
Magnum Dynalab ( tuners, receiver. accessories) - all nerd
very reduced prices ,'
Kuzma turntables and tonearms ( selection) - al new ,
very reduced prices ,'
Shun Mock isolation platforms and tuning devices ( selection)
please ask for prices
cardas interconnect. loudspeaker and digital cables ( selection)
please ask for prices
Harmonix resonance tuning devices ( selection)
please ask for prices

AU11,110FREAKS

Distributors Of Fine Audio 8k Home Theatre Equipment

Tel: 020 8948 4153. Fax: 020 8948 4250
I22

1../L.TR AS ILENT

ENVIRONMENT

Vibration control is essential for optimum performance of audio
electronics. The Isofloat Isolation Platform is designed to eliminate
vibration allowing your system to perform without compromise.
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT. CRYSTAL CLOUD.
HOLLY HOUSE, ALEXANDER LANE. BRENTWOOD. ESSEX. CA113 1AG
TEL. 01277 260020
FAX. 01277 260736
VVWWCRYSTALCLOUD DEMON CO UK

JULY 2000
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The Tabu CDP Icompact disc player marks the introduction of the very first Gryphon
source component, arethinking of integrated single-chassis CD transport/DAC design
to complement both the performance and the appearance of the highly praised
Callisto amplifiers. In addition to decoding for HDCD CD's, the CDP Iincludes true
differential 24- bit, 96kHz digital- to-analogue converters and arevolutionary
upsampling circuit.

equipment by
AUDIO NOTE. DCS. GRYPHON, SUGDEN, LAVARDIN, BORDER PATROL,
CANARY AUDIO, NAGRA, LFD, AVID, LYRA, ACCUPHASE
loudspeakers by
AUDIO PHYSIC, LIVING VOICE, TOTEM. ART,
AVANTGARDE ACOUSTIC, HARBETH

Scotland's leader in High Performance Audio Systems and Installation.

KEVIN GALLOWAY audio
telephone 01563 574185 fax 01563 573207 email keyingalloway@btinternet.com Website www.gryphon-audio.dk

Active Crossover Modules

The Precision Attenuator
•A true no compromise L-Pad stepped attenuat

efor other active crossovers.
nclividually calibrated in our workshop
or your loudspeaker.

• Hand built using 0.1%, 15ppm precision resistors and
one of the finest quality Swiss made switches available.

•Specifically designedfor your pre-amp, offering _finer range

•User adjustments

adjustment of volume around your own specific setting.

-Instructions supplied.

• Remote control option.

•More accurate than the best

loudspeaker computer software.

•Available ready built or in kitform.

•Fully alterable fie future

•5K, 10K. 20K, 50K, 100K,

loudspeakers.

250K, 500K, IM

•Available for 2way. 3way,
satellite and subwoofer
Systems.

•Specifications:

<0.0002% Distortion
>110dB S/N Ratio
<0.5uS Rise Time
0Hz to 450kIL: Bandwidth.

\\ ailable exclusively from

A UDIO0DLINKS
7 Fainnom (' rescent, Scunthorpe, North Lincolnshire UN16 1EL
TH
44) 01724 - 870432
FAX (+44) 01724 - 875340

Handmade
Adjustable
Shelf
Rotary Unit
can hold
1536 CDs or
384 Video Tapes
or 575 Penguin
Books
Just one
member
of our enormous
range of units
for CDs, LPs,
HiFis, Books
etc, etc.
Many veneers:
Pine, Oak, Teak,
Rosewood, etc.
The BEES
KNEES
in record storage

IAN EDWARDS
The Old Chapel 282 Skipton Road,
Harrogate, North Yorkshire, HG I3HB
Tel: ( 01423) 500442
124

SALE
NOW ON

JCJDJ

Minimum
15% Off & end

SUPER SALE
p

of month delivery
£.249.5

Wizards 30 1/
2 diameter x76

Natural Oak

(' 536 CDs)

Walnut

£2100

£2994 £2300

Ash

£
24e

Mini Wizards 26" Diameter x63 1/
2

Natural Oak

Z24)6! £ 1752

(960 CDs)

Mahogany

v,22se

TvNideo Cabinet & Drawers 43 x25 x19

Natural Oak

Zee.

£1800

£1840
£ 1020

Georgian Style 7Drawer 1120 CDs

Rosewood £2?t15 £2333

Drawer Chests 6Drawer 960 CDs

Golden Oak

7Drawer Chests 1120 CDs 26 x47 1/
2x19

Natural Oak

4Channel

Teak

îête

£1600

Cherry

wee

£1500

5Drawer Chests 600 CDs 21 x351/22 19

uer

Natural Oak

£1804

£2.98g £1500(2)

£41-115 £822

3Channel

Cherry

75 Cassettes 480 CDs 21 x32"/zx 19

Old Pine

£.3-1461

£822

Wall Units MM' 240 CDs 21 1/
2 x30 x6

Natural Oak

(Looks like the picture)

Mid Oak

£465-

£132 (6)

FliFi Unit "JI 9T with lift up lid etc

Mid Oak

£
4e2r5

eau

CD "V Max" adjustable - 24 1/
4 x74 x6

N Oak

£
605-

£514

Shelf Racks

Cherry

£468'3-

£514

660 CDs

Teak

;M5-

£539

Wee'

£822

£4.85"" £132 (6)

Walnut

£7.285 £580

550 CDs 2092 x7426

Natural Oak

£fietr-

750 LP Unit Brunswick 40" 3tier with doors

Teak

New 750 LP 6tips 89 1/
2 20 3/
4 13 3/
4

£530

£-119'S £ 1500

Mahognay finish
White

£500
£500

( ) Number in Stock
JULY 2000

HI-Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

UK Delivery £55. lans Website www.iansbespokefurniture.co.uk

The WIZARD

Ultimate Sonics
flt-1--111

DISTRIBURTORS OF AFFORDABLE HIGH END HI-FI
Home of the world's best accessories. Make your system sound alot better at a
fraction of the cost of amajor upgrade. (For more details visit our web pages.)

PERPETUAL TECHNOLOGIES ( P- 1A)
New in the UK

• 24 Bit High Resolution/Upsampling/

Upgrade all your entire CD

Interpolation from 16/44.1 to 24/96

Collection with the P- IA to

Upgrade your entire CD collection - have you heard

the new standards with the

24-Bit High-Res recordings?

up sampler from Perpetual

• Industry's Finest Jitter Reduction

Technologies for £800.00.

Hear clarity & transparency like never before.

The PIA is future proof and

• Optional Digital Loudspeaker Correction

will support all current and

Hear your speakers launch completely coherently for
the first time ever.

future digital formats

• Optional Digital Room Correction

including home theatre
applications.

Hear your music, not the system & room.
• Your satisfaction unconditionally guaranteed
with our 30 day money-back offer

PS AUDIO POWER
The Best mains

It's

risk-free

- what are you waiting for?

HMS CABLES

solution for all.

No other power source can boast of the same qualities.
These loudspeaker cable filters
These very well engineered cables with
The PS audio Power plant offers
are
the
best
upgrades
for
your
WBT terminators will transport you to
Clean regenerated & regulated power
cables.
Ask
for
a
demonstration.
the
original performance. A whole range
Complete immunity from noises
£650.00
of cables available. From: £ 100-£2000
Complete protection from lighting & surges
Frequency changes from 50hz to 120hz
Purity of less than 0.1%
Now in stock
Resulting in extraordinary depth
P300 — £ 1200
Tighter deep bass, increased slam
P600 — £2200
Wider soundstage, and improved 3D imagery
Add the Lab Power chord and you
Better contrast. Home theatre with Film like video images
end up with the ultimate solution

Other brands: Forsell, Moon, Synergistic Research, Mon Loudspeakers,
Jolida Valve Equipment. Silverline Audio loudspeakers. Z - Systems.
E mail: infogultimate-sonics.com
Web www.ultimate-sonics.com
Tel: 020 8699 2446 Fax: 020 8699 4232
Check out our pre owned pages on the web for bargains
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Lintone Audio
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WAS NOW
AVI S2000 MONOBLOCKS BOXED

1400

850

950

550

2100

1295

529

375

150

80

1500

495

AVI S2000 PRE AMP BOXED
COPLAND CDA288 HCDC CD PLAYER
EAR 834P MM MC PHONO STAGE/VOLUME
CONTROL NEW
HENLEY DESIGNS HMC 50 MM MC
PHONO STAGE
KEF 104/2 REFERENCE LOUDSPEAKERS
WALNUT FINISH
KEF 055 LOUDSPEAKERS BLACK

499

275

KRELL 3001 INT AMP BOXED/MINT

2400

1800

LFD MC1 PHONO STAGE INC PSU

930

375

[INN LP12NAHALLA/ITTOCK'AFROMOSIA

N/A

395

MARK LEVINSON 23.5 ( 200 WATT) POWER AMP

7400

3195

MERIDIAN 200 203 TRANSPORT DAC

1300

495

MERIDIAN 541/REMOTE CONTROL

1100

450

MICHELL ALECTO MONOBLOCKS

2000

1195

AC. Energy AE520 Loud.peakers
leu-dom) ....L699.95
Arcam Delia I10 Pre- Amplifier ( new) -£299.95
Arcam Xeta One 5Channel Dolby Pro Amp ( ex-dem)....£449.95
Arc,. Alpha 5CD Player
( used) ...£200.00
Arcane Alpha 5Tuner
ex-dem) ...£ 149.95
Arcam DAB 10 Digital Tuner
( used) - 1595.00
Audio An. Bellini/Donizetti Pre Power Amps ( used) - MM.«)
Audiolab LX Amplifier
( new) - U349.95
Audiolab SOOOCDM/8001) DAC CD Player ( used) .£ 1200.00
Audiolab 5000Q Pre Amplifier ( used) -£750.00
Audiolab 11000M Mono Power Amplifiers ( used). £995.00
Audiolab 8000C/P Pre Power Amplifiers ( used) -£600.00
B&W PM4 Loudspeakers
( es dom) . 5399.95
Burtnester 705 Pre- Amplifier ( used). 1350.00
Cyrus 31 Amplifier
( ex dom) -£499.95
Cyrus A/V Master Dolby Pre- Amplifier (en dom) . 5550.10)
Cyrus 31 Amplifier
( used) - 1390.00
Cyrus Straight Line Amplifier ( used) _£240.00
Dahlquist DQ10 Loudspeakers ( used) ... 1.595.00
Denses Beat 100 Amplifier inc MM Module ( used). 1.450.00
Jumo Concert Centre Speaker
(en dom) . 1299.95
Jamo Concert 8Loudspeakers (es dom) _£895.00
Linn Intek Amplifier
( used). £250.00
Linn LPI2/Akito/KlydeNalhalla (new) . 11306.00
Maranta MA500 Power Amplifiers
(
oued) -. 1350.00
Mus Fid Pre- Amplifier 2
( used) .. U160.00
Mus Fid 3A Pre- Amplifier
( used) -£ 150.00
Mus Fid E100 Amplifier
( used) ...£320.00
Mus Fid E60 CD Player
( used) -£200.00
Meridian 206 Cl) Player
( used). £400.03
Meridian 601 Pre Amplifier
( used) -. 1995.00
Meridian 565 Digital Surround Processor ( used) .£ 1600.00
Meridian 561 Digital Control Processor ( used) .£ 1995.00
Meridian 551 Amplifier
( used) - 1550.00
Meridian 555 Power Amplifier ( used) ...£495.00
Meridian M33 Active Loudspeakers ( used) .£ 1000.00
Nom 32/110 Pre Power Amplifier ( used). 242500
Nom Snaps Power Supply
( used) £95.00
Naim NAPI40 Power Amplifier ( used). £500.00
Nairn NAP250 Power Amplifier ( used)-£ 1100.00
Pioneer C73 Reference Pre- Amplifier ( used). £300.00
Rega Planar 3Turntable
( used) _ 1200.00
Ruark Templar/2 Loudspeakers ( used). £395.00
Sony MD- S920 Mini Disc Recorder ( used). £ 180.00
Spender SP2/3 Loudspeakers/Stands ( used) -£400.00
'Feue
CD Playe r
( used) -£395.00
Technics SLP2000 CD Player
( used). £495.00
Trichord Pulsar One DAC Convenor ( es dein)...£799.00
STOCKISTS OF SHIM, MERIDIAN. TAG MCLAREN, CYRUS, KRELL, RUARK,
OPERA, RUARK. MARANTZ. MICHELLE. CASTLE. TEAC. KEE ARCAM Dl. Du.

MICHELL ARGO HERA

950

495

MONRIO AST INT AMP/BOXED

425

295

1500

895

200

90

NAIM 3.5 CD PLAYER

1080

725

NAIM 180 POWER AMP BOXED

1090

725

NAIM 32 PRE AMP

NA

75

NAIM 42 PRE AMP SERVICED NAIM JAN 2000

NA

75

NAIM 72 PRE AMP MM BOARDS BOXED

750

395

NAIM 92/90.3 PRE POWER AMPS BOXED

955

625

SPARES AND REPAIRS

NAIM CD3 CD PLAYER BOXED

1080

550

DEALERS IN VINTAGE AND USED
EQUIPMENT AND RECORDS

NAIM 102 PRE AMP

Callers welcome by appointment

MUSICAL FIDELITY A1000 CLASS A
INT AMP/PSU MINT
MUSIC FIDELITY XACT BOXED

1000

825

NAIM HICAP NEW STYLE BOXED

780

495

NAIM 42.5 PRE AMP

N/A

95

NAIM FLATCAP

225

The WortctS Finest CablFs
10 years of Design Excellence

Visit our web rite at http...•xxx.lintime.co.uk
e-mail on. Linlonr.audio(n sirgin.net
7.11 Park lane, flatehead. T4ne e4 Bear NEO 3J44.
'I'el 11191 477 4167
Fax 0191 477 2771

Lockwood Audio
THE

AUTHORISED

I

TAtwor

SPECIALIST

Unit 8, 724 Field End Road,
Ruislip, Middlesex HA4 OQP.
Tel: 029 8864 8008
Fax: 020 8864 3064
ZE!,)

PRECIOUS METALS SS202
1METRE PR INTERCONNECT

290

175

PROAC TABLETTE 50 LIGHT OAK/BOXED

600

375

QUAD 306 POWER AMP BOXED

NA

225

SEQUENCE 200 CENTRE SPEAKER

100

50

SONICLINK BLUE NICKEL 1METRE PR NEW

150

90

SONICLINK MAROON 1METRE PR NEW

125

75

SONICLINK VIOLET 1METRE PR NEW

85

60
625

EPOS 22 LOUDSPEAKERS
SPENDOR 22 LOUDSPEAKERS CHERRY FINISH

595

295

SUGDEN SIGNITURE 41 PRE AMP

740

425

1550

925

THETA TLC GOLIATH PSU ( LINEAR CONDITIONER) 450

225

SUGDEN SYMETRA CLASS AMONOBLOCKS
VARIOUS CABLES FROM VDH/IXOS/SONICLINK/

JPS Balanced Superconductor 2
1999 Stereophile recommended component

PRECIOUS METALS

Open Mon- Sun 10am - 8pm
VISA Switch - Mastercard

CROFT
www.eminentaudio.co.uk

For further details
Phone/Fax: 01844 260182
Mobile: 0973 233380
E-mail: HICAM1@FREENETNAME.CO.UK
Website: HICAM.CO.UK
126

CROFT

We manufacture very high quality
INTERCONNECTS: RCA, BALANCED, DIGITAL
SPEAKER CABLES: SINGLE. BI-WIRED, IN-WALL
HOME THEATER CABLING: AUCIO CABLES,
'S' , COMPOSITE, AND COMPONENT VIDEO,
VIDEO AC CORDS FOR DIGITAL VIDEO GEAR.
VERY SPECIAL AC POWER CORDS,
OUTLET STRIPS. AND IN-WALL AC WIRING

www.eminentaudio.co.uk

Sold exclusively in the UK by:

UK + 44 (0) 1746 769156

AUDIO SALON
Tel: 0141 357 5700

fax + 44 (0) 121 681 8772

See our dealer ad near the back

USA (001) 305 264 0120
www.eminentaudio@mindspring.com
JAY 2000
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More new models from ART.
A new centre channel the STv for home theatre ideally
used with two pairs of our STone floorstanders gives

lqrdiditim

outstanding results. Also new is the ST.50 an
extremely elegant design employing the
same massive construction
techniques and careful
engineering as other models to
achieve performance to
match their good looks. So
if excellent sound quality
and appearance are

visitors attending
the recent Bristol
Show and the Dream Hi Fi
Show Edinburgh for their

impertant to you then
15 DUKES ROAD, TROON
SCOTLAND KAIO 6QR
Tel: +44 1292 319416
Fax: +44 1292 319417
email: info@loudspeaker-art.com

thanks to

very favourable comments

drop us aline or chec
out our website to find
out the who why where

on the sound quality
produced.

and what.

www.loudspeaker-art.com

sc

The UK's fastest growing loudspeaker kit
and drive unit supplier with aspecialist

WE ARE THE

QUAD

loudspeaker up-grade/repair service.

SPECIALIST

UK distributor for Visaton Loudspeakers
With over 30 years experience in the development
of loudspeaker drive units Visaton offer a
comprehensive range loudspeaker kits for the
homebuilder.
Loudspeaker kits are available with or without
MDF flat-pack cabinet kits that have all cut-outs
pre-routed.
There are basic starter kits (requiring no soldering)
and more advanced kits that do require some
soldering and advanced woodworking skills.
From 2-way stand-mount speakers to high-end
3/4/5-way speaker systems. Visaton loudspeakers
offer the best price/performance ratio available in
the UK.
Imodspeaker t ' pgrade ,.
Bring your speakers up ro Y2K specs and breath
new life into your treasured boxes with improved
detail, smoother vocals, better transience and
generally amore musical feel to the reproduction.
We specialise in fitting....
Please call for your
FREE Loudspeaker
Information pack and
price list

• Upgrade or replacement drive units
• Upgraded crossover capacitors (metal foil)
Upgraded internal wire (OFC cable)
is• Upgraded input termirsils (gold binding posts)
Estimates axe provided free of charge and without
obligation. All repairs are fully tested.

Telephone: 02380-703221/Fax Line: 02380-778221
smith Coast Speakers Ltd, 58 Wilton Road, Southampton, Hampshire. England, S015 SW.
www.sauthcoastspeakers.co.uk / e-mail: southcoastkri-e:net.emuk
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SPARES & REPAIRS
Fixed prices for
O Restoration of ESL 57 and ESL 63
O Replacement of Bass-and Treble panels
O Delivery there and back within the EC
Quad Musikwiedergabe GmbH
Rheinstr. 30, 58069 Koblenz, Germany
Tel: +49-261-38824 • Fax: +49-261-38172
e-mail: quad.ger@t-online.de

nderstand
upports
if1RUE THOROUGHBRED
Marble shelves
Real wood veneered
sub- shelving
Solid aluminium legs varying
'fotally modular
Fully decoupled sections

,
e

isolation increasing level by lev

Prices start from

1

Distributed by BLUE SOLUTIONS
For more information call
Tel: 07977 483 691
Fax: 07970 720 399

QUALITY

STYLE

CHOICE

Loudspeaker specialists for over 30 years.
Our range of loudspeakers is constantly changing and
increasing to give our customers the choice they deserve.
However should you still yearn for something more exotic
or unique, then we are happy to offer our design serviçe to
assist in your quest.
All our loudspeakers are on demonstration and you are
welcome to visit at any time, no appointments
necessary.
Plipne todaw foi your FREE catalogue giving details of our full range
on.oudspeakers and accessories.

4
1

'Vhy not check out our website:
www.wilmslow-audio.co.uk
!1.‘

LOW AUDIO LIMIIED
Street, Broughton Astley, Leicester LE9 6RD
Tel:

44 01455 286603

E-mail: info@wilmslow-audio.co.uk

Fax:

01376 521132
0802 483698
S

e

a9Ee

l"

St

Chelmsfor ,

E-MAIL: soundstage@netlineuk.net

IAN HARRISON HI-FI TEL:
HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FREE NATIOWIDE DELIVERY

ssex

AMC PRO 7301 PRO LOGIC AMPLII• I
hlz
1_49
£169
ARCAM ALPHA CD PLAYER
£99
CHORD RUMOUR SPEAKER CABLE 4X4M
£199
DEFINITIVE TECHNOLOGY BP- 1DI-POLE SURROUND LOUDSPEAKER
£795
DENON DCD-SIO MKII GOLD
£199
DENON DRS-810 3-HEAD CASSETTE DECK
£129
DENON DL304 MC CARTRIDGE
£139
GALE GS 301 LOUDSPEAKERS BLACK ASH
£349
HELIUS MODEL 3CD PLAYER
£169
ION OBELISK 2INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
£499
LINN SONDEK LPI2 WITH BASIK PLUS TONEARM AFROMOSIA
£229
LINN INTEK INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
£299
LINN SARA LOUDSPEAKERS BLACK ASH
£349
LINN AXIS TURNTABLE WITH BASIK PLUS TONEARM AND K9
£299
LINN KARMA-REBUILT 0HOURS SINCE
£599
LOEWE CALIDA 100 HZ 25" COLOUR TELEVISION
£129
MARANTZ CD63 CD PLAYER
£495
MERIDIAN 200 TRANSPORT
£179
MERIDIAN 203 DAC-7
£499
MICROMEGA T-DAC
£449
MICROMEGA STAGE 5CD PLAYER
£1499
MICROMEGA CLASSIC LINE SOLO CD PLAYER
£549
MILLER & KREISAL VX100 SUB WOOFER-BRAND NEW SEALED BOX
£275
MISSION 751 FREEDOM LOUDSPEAKERS BLACK ASH
£159
MUSICAL FIDELITY B200 INTEGRATED AMP
£149
NAIM NAC 42.5 PRE AMP
£149
NAIM NAT IINTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
£399
PIONEER CLD2950 LASER DISC PLAYER
£249
PRO-AC TABLETTE BLACK ASH
£1495
QUAD ESL 63 BLACK ASH WITH SHORT STANDS
£379
QUAD 606 MK IPOWER AMP
£399
QUAD 77 CD PLAYER NEXTEL
£299
REGA ELA LOUDSPEAKERS BLACK ASH
£109
REGA RB300 TONEARM
£449
RE VOX B77 MK2 2TRACK NAB ADAPTORS LOVELY CONDITION
£79
ROTEL RA930AX INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER
£139
ROTEL RCD 950 CD PLAYER
£449
RUARK TEMPLAR MK2 ROSEWOOD LOUDSPEAKERS
£139
SONY TCK-81 3-HEAD TAPE DECK
YAMAHA NSC150 CENTRE CHANNEL LOUDSPEAKER BLACK
£79
YAMAHA DSP-E1000
£ 199
PROFESSIONAL RECORD CLEANING SERVICE - KEITH MONKS MACHINE
-PLEASE RING FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND PRICES.
THREE MONTH WARRANTY ON ALL ITEMS
PART EXCHANGE WELCOME - RING FOR DETAILS

01283 702875
9am-9pm

INCLUDING SUNDAYS

TRADE IN YOUR OLD MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES & SAVE UP TO 45% OFF THE REP
,«UcidMI Nrl 4W.."&el eig

BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

PREVIOUSLY OWNED EQUIPMENT

128

44 01455 286605

Website: www.wilmslow-audio.co.uk

DENON
SHURE
AUDIO TECHNICA
GOLDRING
AUDIOOUEST
TRANSFIGURATION
LONDON (DECCA)
ARCAM
GRADO
ROKSAN
VAN DEN HUL
ORTOFON
& OTHERS
AUDIO NOTE
DNM
LOUDSPEAKERS
HARBETH
ATC
SONY
ROYD
HEADPHONES
SENNHEISER
BEYER
SONY
MG
GRADO
AUDIO-TECHNICA
TEST CASSETTES
ST CD'S

I4.14.1i4:ffite,ikr_Imi
ROMAN
SME
MOTH
TURNTABLES
SME

PIONEER
TEAC
SONY
DENON
YAMAHA
MARANTZ
TASCAM

TECHNICS

DAT

MICHELL
HIFI
FURNITURE
APOLLO
SOUND STYLE
PROJEKT
SOUND

PIONEER
TEAC
TASCAM
SONY
FOSTEX

SONY
DENON
PIONEER
YAMAHA
MINI DISC
MARANTZ
SONY
PHILIPS
12
10N,
ejealapieviailyii rie
•

DENON
MARANTZ
IMEMEIMIMM11371741. PIONEER
YAMAHA
SONIC LINK
STUDER
PHIUPS & OTHERS
AUDIOOUEST
TASCAM
ORGANISATION

AUDIO-TECHNICA
VAN DEN HUL
GOLDRING
OED

PIONEER

*AU. GOODS ARE BRAND NEW & BOXED
WITH FULL U.K. GUARANTEES.
NO EX/DEM OR EX DISPLAY GOODS.
MO GREY IMPORTS

BLANK TAPES/

DISCWA.SHER MAXWELL
TDK

ANIPEX

MILTY

SONY

SONY

NC

OED

AN11FERENCE

SCOTCH

GOLDRING

MAXVIEW

FWI

11111111118111111Minvcrinw

*PHONE OR WRITE MAXWELL
OR DETAILS

ACCESSORIES

DISCS

ST RECORD
EMO CD'S

'
in.

PIONEEP
TEAC
SONY
DENON
YAMAHA
MARANTZ
PHILIPS
CREEK
TUNERS

BASF

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICE & AVAILABILITY PRIOR
TO ORDERING. GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL.
SORRY, NO GENERAL CATALOGUES. PLEASE PHONE OR
WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS, BROCHURES OR PRICES.
MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM:
IAN HARRISON, 7 MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, 0E65 6GO.
TEL: 01283 702875. 9am-9pm INCLUDING SUNDAYS
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Nextillogen

Heading next month's equipment
reviews will be our exclusive full
lab test on the massive and longawaited Naim NAP- 500
amplifier. Surely destined to be a
true milestone in audio, the Naim
'500 is arguably the first
completely new design since the
company's original NAP- 250 was
launched more than 25 years
ago. Loudspeaker tests for August
range from two real heavyweights
—the Martin Logan Prodigy and
the JMLab Mezzo Utopia — to the
new Castle Severn 2SE and new
models from Mirage. Digital
source components reviewed include the
spectacular Wadia 860, while for analogue
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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enthusiasts we'll be covering the
Michell Delphini dual- mono
phono stage and describing a
rather unusual home- brewed
turntable too. Valves on test will
include the exciting Canary 300B
monoblocks ( regrettably held over
from this month). In the feature
section you'll find Keith Howard
taking acloser look at the
pioneering work of the late
Michael Gerzon and at
Meridian's Infield surround
system. As always, the Record
Review section caters for lovers of
all music genres, and there'll be
hi-fi to be won in aspecial free-entry competition.
Df3on't miss the August issue, on sale Friday, 7

finale
the potential to be a new
Streisand. No, make that a
unique hybrid: part Bonnie
Raitt, part Peggy Lee, part
Baez and with afreshness and
a seeming approachability
that suggests a type of
humanity rare in public
figures. Which goes some way
to explaining why she
deliberately maintained such
alow-key career. This woman
wanted to sing, but not
necessarily to perform. An
enigma? You bet.
If you heard Terry Wogan's
recent one-hour documentary
on Radio 2, you'll know that
her friends, family and
management had absolute
faith in her, but — try though
they might — they couldn't
force her to seek greater
exposure and a measure of
fame. It's not as if she worked
in avacuum. She gigged, she
recorded, she sang backing
vocals on the albums of
others. But shyness? Apparently
ynics forever posit that death
Eva Cassidy,
hers was world- class, a whole
is aterrific career move. Hell,
who died at
it even made icons out of bushel of debilitating insecurity of
33, left a
which there's absolutely no
barely proven ' artistes' like James
Dean. Track record? Gimme a evidence in her music.
tiny but
Her
posthumous
success,
break. How do you create an idol
precious
however, proves that word of
out of an actor who made but three
recorded
mouth and the dedication of friends
so-so films? That fluke aside, nearly
and family are enough to establish a
legacy —
all of the other died-too-young
celebrities achieved serious levels of performer, provided the inherent
enough to
quality of the work justifies it. The
success
and
demonstrated
suggest a
Cassidy saga isn't a case of hype,
undeniable genius prior to their
however heart-rending the situation
potentially
passing. There's no argument that
and how inherently sad the tale,
Buddy Holly, Jimi Hendrix, Carole
great singer
which could easily lend itself to a
Lombard, Jean Harlow, Janis Joplin
marketing campaign of unparalleled
and many others were mourned
exploitability. It's more an example
precisely because we all knew what
we were going to miss. Each left a of cream rising to the top. If it were
only hype, then the unavoidable,
large enough body of work on
aching
poignancy
which
which to create afoundation for the
accompanies a listening session
legend. But how do you explain
wouldn't be enough to have created
Eva Cassidy, who didn't even have
a legion of rabid fans. It wouldn't
the brief period in the public eye
be enough to sell 75,000 copies in
afforded to Dean?
the UK alone of the posthumous
It's the kind of story which will
collection Songbird.
draw tears from even the hardestIt worked with Karen Carpenter
hearted sceptic, for Cassidy never
courted fame; indeed, she almost
because she was familiar to us and
we all but watched her die. Hence,
actively avoided it. When she died,
her death has added a sombreness
her entire recorded output
to the music which you cannot
comprised one duet and a live set
escape. Those of us too young to
released on an independent label;
she was hardly known outside of have appreciated Garland or Billie
Holiday when they were alive, but
Washington DC. And yet, in the
who know of their misfortunes,
wake of her death at 33 of skin
cancer, she's been recognised as a cannot possibly listen to their music
without having asense of the tragic
great lost talent, a singer who had
in the back of our minds. Eva
Cassidy was gone before most of us
Eva Cassidy Discography
had even heard of her, let alone
The Other Side (with Chuck Brown)
Hot G2-10066
heard her music. It's arguable that
Songbird
Hot G2-10045
apredilection for soppiness in all of
Live At Blues Alley
Hot G2-10046
us — who can fail to feel the ache
of a real-life tragedy? — ensures
Eva By Heart
Hot G2-10047
that we approach her music with

C
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the kind of sadness which enhances
much of the material she favoured.
'Drown In My Own Tears', ' You
Don't Know Me', ' Stormy
Monday': her renditions are
heartbreaking even without the
additional
sorrow.
But
an
overbearing sense of an unfulfilled
life and unrealised dreams makes
her music almost too painful to
bear.
Cassidy did live to record three
albums, with 1992's The Other Side
and 1996's Live At Blues Alley
released in her lifetime. The first
was a sublime duet with Chuck
Brown, created in the spirit of the
various sessions Bonnie Raitt has
recorded with blues legends: a
powerful
R&B
performer
countering a white female voice
which possessed both the richness
and power demanded of the genre,
and adelicacy that just breaks your
heart — even without the
knowledge of her death.
Live At Blues Alley is a puzzler
which contradicts the reputation for
shyness. She must have been a
performer to behold because she
grabs the listener and just doesn't
let go. To add something new to a
major cliché like ' Bridge Over
Troubled Water' takes the sort of
artistry which separates mere
singers from original interpreters,
and she was clearly the latter. Now
matter how familiar the song,
Cassidy could make it her own,
with a skill found in performers of
the Aretha/Dusty calibre. ' Cheek
To Cheek', `People Get Ready': the
woman was ajukebox from heaven.
For ataste of what she could do
in the studio, there is only the
posthumous release Eva By Heart,
from 1997. To even attempt to
cover a classic like Little Willie
John's 'Need Your Love So Bad' is
to court embarrassment. Cassidy
made it sound like she wrote it, and
her powerful delivery of this paean
to desire makes you wonder what
she would have done with tearjerkers like ` Someone To Watch
Over Me'.
It now appears that one, or
maybe two, more CDs will be
released: her audience so hungry
for more that we'll probably see the
issuing of every note she ever
recorded. But there's no chance of
'too much'. So small is the body of
work that it should be released as a
comprehensive box set, with
Wogan's homage as a bonus disc.
Even if the label conjures up no
more than another dozen tunes, the
evidence already presented is
enough to convince you that
Cassidy was one of the finest
singers you're ever likely to hear.
Ken Kessler
JULY 20N
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Superiority/Complex
Revel Ultima Salon -

Revel Ultima Studio '

From concept through
design and manufacture,
creating the world's
finest loudspeakers is a
complex task. No single
person, technology or
construction technique
can solve the many and
diverse problems
encountered when
converting electricity
into high-fidelity sound.
The Revel flagship
Ultima series Salon
and its new sibling, the
Studio, bring a host of
solutions to your
listening room. They
solve the complex
problems by using an
advanced approach to
research and
engineering, including
in-house transducer
design and production.
Crossover networks
are individually tuned
to a reference standard,
compensating for small
differences in the
individual drivers.
Attention is given to
every detail and nothing
is left to chance.
Achieving superiority
is complex. Using the
world's most advanced
tools for design,
manufacture and test,
Revel conquers the
complexity to produce
truly superior
loudspeakers.
Hear them for
yourself by visiting
your nearest authorised
Revel specialist.

For full information on Revel loudspeaker systems please contact Path Premier
Unit 2, Desborough Industrial Park, Desborough Park Road,
High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire HP12 3BG

REVEL

Tel: 01494 441736

Fax: 01494 440360

Email: premier@path.co.uk

PATH

r e'r

34 Clifton Road, Cambridge CI31 7EB England.
Tel: 01223 242898 Fax: 01223 214532
info@monitoraudio.co.uk
Web: www.monitoraudio.co.uk

